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CHAPTER I 
THE THEORY OF MEASUREMENTS 

A. Basic Approach. - T here is no concise theory 
of measurements, however, there are a few governing steps 
that form the s t a r t of a theory. Many areas require measure
ments of one type or anothe r. This means that no one approach 
will be adequat e for all typ e s of measurements. One might 
contrast the scientific measurement of the speed of light 
with an engineering test of the strength of a beam. The 
fundamental difference in the two measurements is the time 
involved in the measurement. The scientific measurement 
of the speed of light is one individual number, but it would 
well require 10 years or more of work to produce the number. 
On the other hand, the engineering test of the strength of a 
beam may r equire a day of work or less. This contrast is of 
course a simpl-e matter of how accurate a measurement is 
required. T here is a wide division in the approach to a test
ing type rr_easurement and to that of a scientific type experi
mental measurement . 

The present course is aimed at the wide center ·ground 
between the routine test measurement and t he elaborate 
scientific measurement. The routine test will employ about 
the same type or perhaps a less accurate instrument than 
those covered in the present approach. The scientific 
measurerr_ ent on the other hand will spend a great deal more 
time in establishing the basic accuracy of each individual 
step. In each typ e of measurement it is important that the 
operator understand the basic function of each part. While 
it helps to be a:1 electronic engineer, as well as have a Ph.D. in 
fluid mechanics, to make a measurement in fluid mechanics 
neither is absolutely necessary. 

The basic requi r ement to successfully carry out a 
measurerr_ent is a driving desire to obtain an understanding 
of the physical property being measured. It appears t hat 
all simple m ea3urements have already been made, so that 
there is no suc:1 thing as a simple measurement. Any 
measurement that is made is always somewhat questionable. 
Thus, the experimenter that sets out to make a measurement 
must star as an optimist and upon obtaining some data he 
must become a pessimist. It is helpful if the experimenter 
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can start out as an absolute optimist and back off from t t1is 
view as the experiment is und e rtake n. The first view of 
the resul t s of a n ew experiment should be absolutely pes
simistic and again back off from this view as the results 
are placed in proper focus. 

The above discussion is m eant to imply that in 
experimental research nothing is right the first time. The 
author after 15 years of setting up experimental programs 
has developed the superstition that a data sheet is never 
taken to the site on the first try at making· a measurement. 
There are very few times that a completely new instrument 
worked the first time that it was tried (the ion beam hot wir e 
calorimeter) led to more confusion than if it had failed. The 
point is that it is a rare occurrence that an experiment works 
right the first time it is run. The frequency of working no 
doubt improves as the experience of the experimenter in
creases, but each new study produces its share of new 
problems. 

The toeory of measurement might well be viewed 
as what to do when the results are not as expected. First, 
it can be assumed that the rest of the world is as likely to 
be right as you are. Thus, if your data disagrees with the 
rest of the world, do not get too excit e d about the results. 
Almost e·rery measurement can at least be checked at some 
approximate end point, so there is always a rough idea as 
to what will be obtained from a measurement. After the 
first attempt and the results differ from that expected, the 
next step is clear. In many cases it becomes all too clear 
that it is not possible to obtain all the information conside red 
in the original experiment. In a scientific measurement it 
is probable that the approach may be altered. For engineer
ing measurements it may be too costly in time and money to 
make more than minor changes in the research program. 

The general approach to making a second step after 
the first has failed is to examine the results. A decision 
is made as to why the results differ from what was 
expected. The second cut at the measurements alters 
the original approach to correct for the assumed error 
in the first attempt. After many years of making 

... 
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this second step , the o.uthor has come to feel tho.tit 
is of onl y minor importance whether the rrssumcd ·error 
was the correct one or not. The important step is to 
do somethinfi . Usually, when one part of the measurement 
is altered, somethine new turns up and an insight to the 
actual problem becomes clear. This should not be taken 
to imply t hat everything is cleared up after the second 
try. Actually, it mny require a dozen second steps to 
get to an acceptable result. With each second try the 
experimente r mu3t readjust his thinking from the pessi
mism of the last result to the opt imism of the next try. 
A special attitude is apparently necessary to jump back 
and forth so quickly. Some very excellent people fail 
as experimental researchers because of the inability to 
shake the pessimism of the first failure. Too close a 
look at any engineering type mA R.s11 rement will turn up a 
large nwnber of uncertainties. The important thing is to 
get what ever ce.n be obtained from the experiment and 
clear up the uncertainties as they arise. 

In planning a measurement it is not possible 
to account for all the problems that might arise. One 
should take an approach which might best be described 
as "quick and dirty, but not too dirty". In other words 
a quick experiment set up at a minimum of expense will 
show exactly where the major problems will occur. One 
can usually foresee moGt of the problems that might 
arise, but to know just which one will require special 
consideration is almost impossible. Thus, one can adopt 
an approach of "leave it alone and it will go away by 
itself", and then handle only the problems that did not 
go awey. It is always some simple little problem that 
was thought about, but considered not important, that 
comes up to give the most trouble. 

B. The Measurement .- Each measurement may be 
broken out into a series of individual steps. Figure 1.1 
shows a block diagr am of one possi ble division of the 
components. 
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Figure 1.1- Block Diagram of a Measurement 

The sensing element may be a probe, as shown 
in figure 1..1 or it might be o. beam of lie;ht. We shall 
term the sensing element o.s a transducer if it converts 
the quantity sensed into some other form of output. 
For example: A thermometer composed of a liquid in a 
glass tube converts temperature to a heie;ht. The main 
object of this course will be to study the possible 
transducers that can be used to sense the quantities 
encountered in fluid mechanics. The problems of evalu
ating accurat ely each aspect of how the transducer 
responds to a given quantity; what other factors affect 
the transducer; how the transducer effects t he quantity 
measured; and many related problems will be covered. 

In order to fully develop the measurement 
concepts it is necessary to first look at the overall 
block dia6ram. A sensing element is of value only if 
its output can be gotten out of the test facility, and 
then read on some device that can be calibrated. The 
linkage between sensor and readout can be very important 
to a measurement. The linkage will depend on the specific 
sensing element, so it will be considered with the 
discussion of specific transducers. 

The readout is the major factor in every 
measurement. Although the sensing element will detennine 
whether a quantity can be sensed, the readout must be 
able to detect the sensor output or no measurement can 
be made. For example if a pressure transducer puts out 

.. 

.. 
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25 m.i llivolt.s 1:it U.01 t1~i ·-bat is the lo'wes~ pressure 
that C!i!l be read? The u...'1a.;er is of course & ::Mtter of 
ho'w lu..., a vol. t age that c an be me as ured . Al though, the 
presen! cours e ts ma.inly con~erned with fluid oechanics 

' me a.s t: rementti, t!'le fir s t subject mu s t. be the retdo..i.t 
system. 

C. Observations, Readou t and Re cord.- In a.ey 
scientlfi c undertakins the first step is to observe. 
Before Ooc.ertaki.11.8 a cea.surement it is equally necessary 
to observe. I n fluic mechanics vi sual observation ie 
usue..lly the first step. In both liquids and in gases it 
1& a good idea to first try to visualize the flov patterns 
'before making a meaaurecent. Visualization can be me.de 
1n many weys, such as the introduction or BJIOk.e or dye 
into a fluid. A recent technique for water 1a to use 
hydrogen bubbles as tracers. One of tae simplest 
technique s is to employ tu.rte of fl.a8e of string to 
indicate ~ direction of flo...,. Equally important are 
the many :possible technique-a that have been developed 
to ind.icat.e nov ef'fects along a surface. ~ black is 
a c ........ '-'-',U material employed to indicate regions of large 
a.Di s~ shear . Surface vetting and eva:poration indi
cators are good me thods of visually observing the mass 
transfer at a aurt'ace. Color chang s a.re employed or 
indicating diffusion over surfaces, such u t u&ed 
1n 1~1cating acid and be.se iaolutieru5 by a cha.n,se or 
paper color fl"Olll blue to pink. 

The pre a ot course is rlain.l,y concerned vi th the 
peysical measurement, so th.at no detailed. cons1d r ation 
or !lo\t' visualization as such v11.l be mad~ . Spociric 
areas, cuch as Sclueren optics, vill deal somewhat vi th 
flov visualization. The pras11nt a.Na must consider 
m,1 n 1 y the bo..s 1 c e lcment s outlined 1n figure l. 1. 

For the Readout Sys ~ , which it a.ppeua must 
be selected at the same t ~ as aeno~ element, ve 
1111st conside r all possible types. ~ different t ypes 
of readout sys t am.s 'will be covered in detail in t ha 
second chapter, even 1:>et'ore t trans4ucer concepts are 
cons1derec.. Toa read.o ut may be cons1darcd a ble.ck box 
into which a signa.l. proportional to the qu.ant1t7 to be 
n:easured is put. The output oft~ black box ia in 
some form that can be read visua.lly. In all ccm;;x>n 
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reo.(lout ::;ystems t ile ou Li; ut i :: a phyc lca l ,::ove::ic nt ,1 i1.iu: 
i s calibratccl t o be scn:.;e c.1 by the cyr; . Gor:.c specia l. 
cuses mlc;ht be (1. chanc;e in co lor to mc n. 0ur e t errrpe r a t ur,: 
or the never voltmet e r:::; which act ual ly print out nw:1be rs . 
However, the basic system t ho.t wi lJ. be f ound i n the 
laborntory i s sti ll a phys icnl movement, i:;uch a s n r:1c te r. 
All electrical me te n ; depe nd on a mechanical l i n1-:.oc;e to 
give a renc..li nc; on a phys i cal s cale . Only the co.thoc.le -ray 
tube obta~ns its defle ction by pur e e l ectrical means . 
Even the dieital voltmeters depend on some form of me
chanical switch to produce the direct reading numbers . 
In genera~ then, all r eadout systems are in the final 
step reduced to rouc;h l y three type s of physh:al quantities. 

1. A Linear Displ acemer.t. 
2. An Angular Displacement 
3. A Numerical Count 

Philosophicall y, man ha s only one quantitative sense, 
that of sight, and this sense re quires special training. 
Thus, the final readings are produced by some kind of 
mechanical link to render the result readab l e to the eye. 

A study of the de si gn inst ruments, as such, 
must devote a good deal of t ime to t he problems of 
mechanica l readouts . The best systems are those wi th ' 
no friction. Unfortunat ely, me chanical movement does 
not occur without frict i on, so the next best approach 
is an inst rumer.t with minimum f r iction . One me ans of 

1 minimi zing friction is to re strict the movement of the 
mecahnical readout. This minimum movement requirement 

I leads directl y to the concept of a nul l system. For 
example: the beam balance can be made very sens itive 
by employing knife edge bearings to minimi ze friction 
and also returning the final readi ng to its oric; inal 
null position . By employing a null §ystems , such as 
the berun balance, large ma.c;nitude quantities can be 
measured by indicators that can only detect a small 
fraction of the actual magnitude, ( i.e. The beam 
balance may easily measure hundreds of grams, while 
scale deflections marked on its scale are in millionth 
of a gram.) 
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Tbe Advantage• ot a Null System are: 

No non-linear effect a.....-e introduced due to a 
~ha.age in the equilibrium position or the 
..:. r.J icator. 

Forces ure 11: balW1ce the same as before the 
n,easun::rent began, so there 1s less likely
hood of disturbing the quantity being measured. 

The final null d~tector can be ma.de much more 
sen ~itive than the ~tude of the quantity 
measured. 

The distl.dvanteges of nu.l.l system5 are: 

Requires a mechanical adjust, which is less 
convenient than 11 direct reading. 

Tho cost of a null system will 1n general be 
greater than the simplier direct reading 
instrument. 

The most .accurate measurements will almoet always be 
made with some form of a null system. 

Modern readout system.a will almost all employ 
some form of Electronics. The basic requirement tor the 
research engineer employing electron.ice vill not go be
yond ohms la._,, E-IR, and s cu.e of th simple resistor 
current-voltage nu.es. The adva.nt5.8e s of electrical and 
electronic techniques are i.mpreseive: 

1. Speed of Response 4. Sensitivity 
2. Versatility 5. Record1Il8 

3 Ee ~◄ 6. Transm.1 ttina • 00uM-UC8 ~ 

The ma.in d!.se.d.vanteges have to do with tho abilities ot 
the rese9.rch ~rsonal to l.l...'.ld.ersta.nd and properly operate 
the instrument. 

B. Tne Starting Point - Standards and Calibration.a.
Before a measu::-ement cnn be made, son::e agreede unit 
must be assigned to the qua.nti ty to be measured. In 
this day and eae there is usually no question to the 
units, other than .an 1nma~r1al selection or VMtbter 
metric or English meas ·iring uni ts are to be used. The 
next step is to setup the IU!usuring system so that its 
output can be related to the required Wlita . If two or 
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more read.cut instruments are required it is extremely 
important that they agree in the final result. For 
example; if two electrical readouts are used to evaluate 
voltage ar_d current, they must be so related that ohms 
law ( where it applies) can be checked. Thus, the major 
step in setting up an experiment is to establish stand
ards and aline the measuring system to meet the standards. 

The National Bureau of Standarus has the task 
of maintaining standards for the United States. All 
standards are defined in terms of three basic standards; 
length (meter);time(86~ 0 x mean solrr day) and mass 
(kilogram). The time s~andard may be changed in the near 
future, since it is no longer accurate enough for space 
type applications. Only the value s of the ohm and the 
volts are maintained by primary groups of standards. All 
other electrical quantities are obtained through an 
appropriate combination of these two1standards togerher 
with a standard of time. Figure 1.2 outlines the inter
mediate steps employed by the Bureau of Standards to 
calibrate and test electrical instruments. 

Research Laboratories mai ntain a set of secondary 
standards, which are traceable to the Bureau of Standards. 
The degree of quality employed in the secondary standards 
will, of course, be determined by the accuracy of measure
ments required. Once the readout instruments are 
calibrated with respect to a laboratory standard, the 
sensing element must be calibr ated with respect to the 
quantity it measures. If the sensing element is to 
measure temperature, it must be placed in a know temperature 
and the readout recorded as a function of temperature. This 
requires that a standard for temperature be present in the 
laboratory. Likewise calibration standards must be 
established for each quantity. That is measured, such 
as pressure, velocity, length, ,density, etc. Density, 
for example might be obtained indirectly from other 
standards. The establishment of a means of calibrating 
an, instrUil'.ent for use in an un..lmown flow can, and usually 
does, require many more hours of effort than that required 
for the final measi.rrement. 

l Harris, F. K.; Electrical Measureir.ents. Wiley and Son, 
New York, 1962 • . 

.... 
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The performance of many sensing elements can 
be cal.culated from theoretical considerations. Thus, 
it is possible to find cases where a minimum runount of 
calibration is required. A pitot-Gtatic pressure probe 
is commonly employed to measure air velocity without 
calibration. While such practice cannot be justified, 
experience has shown that the uncertanity in this instru
ment are quite small. Thus, the degree of calibration 
becones a matter of experience. However, in no case can 
the absence of calibration be justified. Certainly, if 
we wish to make a measurement accurate to 10%, then the 
degree of calibration can be lower than if the accuracy 
is 1i. In some ureas of measurements we are still trying 
to develop instruments that can be used to evaluate 
quantities within one oreder of magnitude. 

C. Sensibility and Accuracy. - The perfo:nnance of 
a physical measurement by use of instrwnents and operation
al steps must take into account the inaccuracies contributed 
by each step. When an electronic operation, such as 
squaring a signal, is performed it must be done at the 
expense of signal amplitude. Thus, an experimental setup 
must take both sensibility and accuracy into account. 
In order to consider sensibility we first consider the 
concept or sensitivity. I.et Figure 1.3 represent the 
relation, between instrument input and output. 

.,., ,,, 
,,.,,.,,. 

,,,, / .,, 
tl~,,,, 

1'!,r;,., ) 
C.."1-" ,orJ 

,,,, -p.P. f 
,,,., '-'e ,,, ,, ( cFI 

INPUTj q_ 

/,,,, 
/ 

,,,,,,/ 

Figure 1.3 Relation Between Input and Output of 
An Instrument • 

... 



The overall sensitivity S 

dqs -
s - dq 

11 
is defined as 

(l.1) 

Thus, Sis the slope of the curve of figure 1.3, which 
may vary as the input, q . An ideal instrument is one 
for which a one to one relationship exists between q 
and q, that _is S = 1. T'ne sensitivity will depend 
upon -the sensing element, transmission and readout 
system. The sensitivity of the system will be the 
product of the sensitivity of the individual components. 

S= S s2 ••• • Sn . l (l.2) 

The sensibility of a given system must consider first 
the magnitude of the input signal and then ~educe it by 
the resulting value of S obtained from equation (1.2). 

If the sensibility is adequate so that a :r:-eading 
is possible on the readout system, then we will next 
consider the errors . - · 

. An ideal instrument reading ma.y vary from the 
true i'nput value -due to errors. - ·- - .. - -· ( l. 3) 

4 q cc C:: tJ. - 2 · r .. ,.,_.,,, 
'I.NfJrAuMf!Nr £if.ltofllf ~JU l)JVl"aJ /NTO fl'IND<Zfr\ ANO SysngM;mc """"""":s 
-- ~ = c::. q + .0q (l.4) s ss sr 

where bqss represents the systematic error end ..6qsr 

represents the -~::idem -~rror. Random errors are by 
definition e-qual l~k.ely of being positive or negative. 
Thus, the average of a large number of measurements 
should red~ce the random errors to zero . Random errorE 
are caused by: scale interpolation on the part of the 
observer for both calibration and measurements; single 
events which cause physical effects in the instruments 
( such as friction{ temperature fluctuations, voltage 
fluctuations, etc.). 

Systemat:c errors are defined as definite effects 
that are repeatable under a given set of conditions. 
Typical systematic errors arise from such things as: 
Scale erro~s which ·arise from calibration or shifts of 
scale due to damage or over extension of the readout 
mechanism; Environmental errors which arise from such 
varables as temperature ( could cause an expansion with
in the instrument) or humidity; interaction of the 
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sensing element with the quantity being inea.surecl· a.nu 
response of the censing element to quuntitics other 
than the one beine; men.sured: Dynamic errors which arise 
because the instrument cn.nnot follow the cpced of the 
change in the quantity being men.cured . In all cases i~ 
is possible to correct for systematic errors throueh 
calibration, control and adequate calculation of 
environmental variubles. Proper understanding of the 
dynamics response of the system can make i t possible 
to either avoid measurement where the instrument does 
no respond of correct for the response. Interaction 
between the sensing e lement and the quantity being 
measured can be predicted and corrected,for if the 
physics of the sensing element is completely understood. 
The correction for systematic errors can be presented 
as a quantity k that is subtracted algebracally from 
~he final readings, qs 

X Cl q - k 
s 

( 1.5) 

The value of k will in general be a function of q
8 

although for sozre systematic errors it may be a 
simple constant. 

The accuracy of a measurement may now be 
defined as 

l - (1.6) 

The absolute value of 6cJss is used in order to 
keep the accuracy less than or equal to unity. Note 
that instrument errors may vary with q, so that 

s 
various conv~ntions may be used to specify the accuracy 
of a given instrument. Two modern conventions are to 
state accuracy in terms of the local reading, q . 
or . in terms of the full scale value of, q . Fa¥ the 
local reading case, shown in Figure 1.4 tlie accuracy 
remains the same at all values of q . For the full 

s scale case the accuracy decreases as q decreases. 
For most meters the b) case is found t8 be true, so 
that it 1s desirable to measure at the full seal~ 
value of the meter at all times. Note that the 
accuracy is dependent on the systematic errors only. 
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2 
a) Local Reading 

q 
b) Full Scale 

Figure 1.4.- Accuracy of an Instrwnent . 

The random errors enter into the precision of a measure

ment, but not into the accuracy of the instrument. The 

terms which are employed to discribe instrument performance 

are: 
Range : A statement of the maximum and minimun 
values of the scale indication, in units of the 
variable being measured • 

. Span: The absolute value of the algebraic 
difference between the maximum and minimum 
values of the scale indication, in units of 
the variable being measured. 

Sensibility : The smallest change in the 
variable that can be detected reliably by 
the instrument. In rrechanical readouts, 
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scne!bility 15 ioost often determined by 
backlash '.l!ld friction. In an electronic 
1n~trur.ient such nc a cnthoo.e-ray oGcillo
scopc, sensibility may be identical with 
readability. 

Reproducibility: At~ point on the scale, 
a term representing the a·rerage deviation 
or scale reading from ~he average value of 
scale indication, upon repeated application 
a~ the same vo.1.ue of t:ie quantity being 
mea&ured. The reprodu~ibility is o statisti
cal quantity, and its ~UI:lerical value is 
at'ten the same as the sensibility. 

Readability: The smallest change in scale 
indication that can be detected nnder normal 
cood.1t1ons of use. The readabity or an 
instrument is often made better than 1 ts 
reproducibility, in order to reduce personal 
errors in reading the scale. 

The sensibility, reproducibility, and readability are 
not al.vays mutual.ly exclusive, nor are all the terms 
alway-a applicable to an instnunent. 

'JI. Statistics of Measurements. - In every 
measurement ~c must alvays seek to define the true 
value of a qt:.anti ty. Ii' a set of n readings ¾ 
X2 , X 1 . • • • • X, a.re toode, ( free or systematic errors) 
then these reading:; oust have a mean value lr'hich 
approaches the true value 

(1.7) 

'l'be main problem ... ~1. be to form an estimate of q from 
a limited number of neasureioonts. L'1 practice it has 
been found th.at random errors vary a.round the true 
value by a curve defined by the Gaussian Distribution 
Function 

(1.8) 
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where J( is the error in a measurement X, :I (x) 
is the probability density function, and h is 
associated with the perciGion of the measurement. 
Ana.lyais of equation (1.8) will show that the mor;t 
probable value tho.t can be obtained from o. finite 
aet of' mcn:;urcmcnts is the meon of the set. The 
Guussinn di stribution can also be employed to arrive 
at o.n estimate of the sto.nd~rd deviation of the - - -mcasurcmentn. The sto.ndarp_ deviation is defined as 
root-mean-square deviation of the avcr043e measurement 
from the mean value. The standard deviation is a 
UGeful measure of the precision index of a "et of 
measurements . The followine procedure can be applied 
to comnute the standard deviation. Choose an estimated 

~ 

mean X , which gives a set of estimated deviations 
(Xj - i{ ) . Since X is selected, the deviations· 
are tabulated ar.d are smaller in magnitude than the 
original readings. The true mean is 

n (. ::s) - ft X;-X -X=- 3 +-X )'l 

the standard deviation is given by 

(1.9) 

·More detailed definitions of, such quantities, as 
the most probable value and its standard deviation, 
are to be found in the literature. 

Least Squares Curve Fitting.- In the previous 
discussion we were concerned with the best values for 
a singl e quantity. For many measurements, particularly 
in calibrations , two physical quantities x and y must 
be related. The present discussion is for the case 
whe.l:e a linear relation y •ax+ b, is known to exist 
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between the t wo quantities. By ::;ome means we mu3t 
determine the be st vnlue of a and b for u given set 
of experimental values , xi and y. • To simplify the 
problem t he assumption is made t&at errors occur only 
in the measurement of y. 

The error or y deviation for the point (xi y1 ) 
is 

(1.11) 

The best estimate of the true value is that value that 
minimizes the standard deviation. Thus, we seek the 
value of a and b that minimize the sum of the squares 
nf they-deviation. 

Ooiting the partial derivatives of equation (1.12) with 
respect to a and b e qual to zero and solving for a and 
b will give the required minimum. With respect to a 

n n 
2 

~ 

I: x -y . -a[_)(. -bl:.x .=-o 
1s-l I 1 7:/ I i•I I (1.13) 

vi t;1 rccpect to b 

" ,, 
I. Y· -a ~ x· - ·rd, =-O 
• ' ~ l 
'l=I 1•1 . (1.14) 

Thus 

a =-nr.J<; Yi -I.xi X Y·i ~ .. .tt" ~ -- < , b ~·· L/i -a 10',~·1.15) 
n£x/ -~xi~·x; nb./-IJCiLXi 

If bis known to be zero, then 

a,= ~ X,• Y1' (1.16) 
~-,:.i 

I 

The standard deviation of they measurement is 

(1.17) 

,., 
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The stAndard deviation o! the parameter a is 

(1.18) 

The staodA.rd deviation of the parameter b 1s 

(1.19) 

and tor b • o 

(1.20) 
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READOUT CONCEPI':::i 
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The d:iscuscion of Chapter I pointerl out tho.t 
the final ~; tnc;c of read.out of a.J.Jnost every in:;t rurncnt 
is a mcchnnical link . However, for the present chapter 
we will consider readout systems from a sto.nupoint of 
who.t is bc inG mc .:u;urcd. Thin means that meters used in 
electrical measurements are considered as part of the 
section on electrical. readouts. At the outset the con
cepts of certain classe s of measuring instruments and 
principles nrc cons:i.n.crcd , wi tho1Jt sncc ifi.c reference to 
a particulo.r mn.kc of instrument. There are of course 
many special readout instruments designed for a specific 
readout application. No attempt is made to survey the 
specific application, nor to proceed beyond the fundament
al concepts. In order of importance in modern fluid 
mechanics research it appears that electrical measuring 
instruments rank fir st , with mechanical and optical 
instruments a distant second and third. 

A. Electrical Readout.- The use of electrical 
readout systems in experimental measurements is increasing 
each year. Simple measurements of such quantities as 
pressure and temperature were exclusively mechanical 
readouts a few years ago. Now both pressure and temper
ature, through transducers, are quite commonly measured 
Yith electrical readout equipment . Thus, electrical 
systems are a major part of fluid measurements . The 
section on electrical readout is divided into three parts; 
first the direct current quantities of voltage, current 

1 and resist ance are covered; second the alternating quanti
ties of voltage and current are covered; and last the 
concepts of automatic recording with electronic systems 
are reviewed. 

Direct Current Measurements. - There are six 
electrical quant"ties which enter into electrical measure
~ents. (1) charge or quantity of electricity; (2)current; 
~3) potential difference, or electromotive force; (4) 
resistance; (5) capacitance; and (6) induction. The 
first four quantities appear in direct current type 
measurements. Of the four, current, potential difference 
and resistance are of major use in fluid mechanic measure
ments. The basic instrument for ireasuring direct current 
is the galvanometer. The principle of operation of a 
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galvanometer requires the interaction of two magnetic 
fields, one of which correGponds to the current to be 
-measured. The current produces a magnetic field which 
interacts with a fixed maenetic field to produce a dis
placing torque. The displacing torque is usually restored 
by the action of an elastic mechanical linkage. The 
modern d-c galvanometer is usually of the d'Arsonval type. 

The moving-coil d'Arsonval galvanometer employs 
a coil ( usually rectangular in shape) to carry the current• 
The cOil, which m.y contain any number of turns is free to 
rotate about its vertical a.x..tfl 

- . - - - - - · ---- ----- --

, , "' B I s /\V/6N£T 

~ Fi..ASTIC 
~ Tbf?Q.u£ 

,~b~I 

J~-: 
ToP ViEW 

Figure 2.1- A Moving coil d'Arsonval Galvanometer 

Figure 2.1 is a sketch of a typical galvanometer arrange
ment. The coil is allowed to move in a radial path 
within the horizontal magnetic field of a permanent 
magnet. Current through the coil causes ·the .coil to rotate. 
The rotation is opposed by the elastic torq e of the 
supporting suspension. For very sensitive galvanometers 
the ;restoring torque is usuall.y supplied by torsion of a 
taunt wire used to support the coil. For · connrercial 
meters the torque is supplied by a hair spring. 
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The force net i 11r, on a verticAl element ( d l ) 

of wire carrying a current (i) in a uniform radial hor
izontal field B is 

dF = iBdl (2.1) 

For a length L of the vertical side of the coil and N 
turns of wire in the coil, the force acting on the coil 
side is 

F = BiLN (2.2) 

and for a coil of width b the total turning moment 
( to:.,..que) is 

r = BNLbi (2 .3) 

where now BNL ti 
For a suspension with 
torque wi:J. produce a 
equilibrium position 

is a constant for the . galvanometer. 
an elastic constant the current 
rotation of the coLl to an 
8, such that 

£ e = Gi (2.4) 

where G = BNL b. E is a function of the modulus of 
elasticity of the suspension material. The current 
sensitivity of a galvanometer is s. = 9/i = G/€ • 

l. 

The detailed e ·uat ions that govern the motion of gal
vanometers is given by Harrisl. I t should be obvious 
that the coi l can swing wildly if provisions for 
clamping are not included in the design. 

The read out of the moving coil may be a light 
beam reflected from a mirror mounted on the suspension, 

or in the case of a meter a pointer is mountP.d on the 
coil .to indicate directly the rotation of the coil. 

1 Harrist F. K.: Electrical Measurements. Wiley and Son, 
N. Y. !19b2) 

C 

... 

... 



Figure 2.2 - A Moving Coil d'Arsonval type meter 

Figure 2.2 is a sketch · of a typical commercial d'Arson
val galvanometer . Mechanical friction arises in meters 
as a result of the need to mount the moving cdlll ._in 
bearings, The bearing system is designed as near fric
tionless as possible, so that it will not affect the 

1 action of torque or counter t orque . The instrument 
spring must be designed so thtt no inelastic yield can 
occur. The spring must not be magnetic or change with 
temperature variations. In many meters the spring may 
also serve as an electrical lead to the coi l, so it must 
be a good electrical conductor. 

In t he absence of damping the swinging coil 
oscillates with a siJnplc harmonic motion about the 
equilibrium pos i t ion. Details on the damp ing of galvano
meters are given by Harrisl and can not be ~overed in 
the present discus·sion. However, some comments on one 
form of dissipative damping, that of solid friction, are 

l Ibid 
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necessary. Solid friction is always unavoidably present 
in the instruments bearings, thus it must play at least 
a small part in bringing the system to rest. The in
strument will have a torque force F due to the friction 
which will limit the accuracy of the final reading. 
Con 

e _J_ 

Figure 2.3 - Effect of friction on the reading of a meter 

Consider the sketch in figure 2.3 where a galvrunometer 
is oscillating around the equilibrium reading. We assume 
the oscillation is damped by external forces so that i t 
approached its final reading e . However, once the 

0 
momentum of the oscillation is smaller than the frict i on 
force the movement stops. The angl e .f that co~responds 
to the friction "dead zone" will be !'f:!f . Thus, 

iR individual reading of the meter can only be as good 
as the error due to the friction J' . The error due to 
friction can be either positive or negative, so it rep
resents a random error. This frictional error can be 
overcome by taking many readings after the system is set 
into oscillation and allowed to return to equilibrium. 
It is not unconnnon to see an experimenter tapping on a 
meter to insure that a proper statistical reading is 
obtained. 

,.. 
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The calvnnometcr require::: n flow of current to 

produce a deflection. Thus, \·then n. G~l·rn.nometcr iG em
ployed in a circuit it has a direct effect on the circuit. 
In other words the voltacc o.nd current measured for a 
given circuit will be different when the galvanometer is 
removed. The ideal measurinG device will have a minir.mm 
effect on the circuit, so that a device is required which 
does not draw curren\ from the circuit. Such a device 
is the potentiometer • The potentiometer is a null 
measuring device, thus it draws only the vecy minimum of 
current from the circuit to be measured. 

CALl0Rttrm SUOE 'WiFU= 
Rc'"l;;tg(Jf?.. 

B~LN.lif- GAL VIJNOMETC-R, 

Figure 2.4 - Simple potentiometer 

Figure 2.4 shows t he sir.Iple porentiomcter circuit. In 
order to u.~derstand the circuit one need only know the 
principle of voltage division by a resistor. Consider 
the current flowing through a resistor, such as the slide 
wire resistor of ?i~re 2.4. The current is constant in .. .. . . . ... . 

1 The potentiometer principle was first described by 
Poggendoff, Am. Phys. u. Chemie. Vol. 54 ( 1841), and is 
refered to as Poggendoff's compensation method. 
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the resistor so that the voltage drop to any point in the 
resistor is a function of the resistance according to 
Ohm's law, E = IR, Thus, as the slide wire is moved 
along the resistor the voltage drop increases. A known 
voltage source and a balance galvanometer is placed in the 
sliaer ann circuit. When the unkno;m voltage drop across 
the resistor J)lA.tches the voltage from the knmm voltage 
source the galvanometer is in balance. In this way no 
current flows from the measuring circuit to the galvano
meter. A sensitivity galvanometer is employed to indi
cate the balance or null point. From an accurate knowledge 
of the potentiometer components the unknown voltage can 
be detennined. Very accur:::.te commercial potentiometers 
are employed as secondary laboratory voltage standards. 
A special standard cell is employed as the known voltage 
source. For field measurements in the laboratory, por
table potentiometers are employed, and a standard volt age 
cell is used to set the known reference voltage of simple 
commercial dry cell batteries. The dry cell batteries 
are employed for the measurements, and they in turn a.re 
adjusted to the standard voltage cell voltage a.s required. 
The slide wire can be calibrated di rectly in volts, so 
that the instrument can be read directly. Automatic self
balancing potentiometers a.re commercially available. 

The potentiometer measures voltage drop, thus 
to measure current a resistor is employed. By measuring 
the voltage drop across a known resis t ance the current 
can be calculated from Ohm's law I=~- Figure 2.5 shows 
Sl. typical potentiometer circuit that might be employr<i to 
measure an unknow11 resistance. A standard type resistor 
ls employed with a potentiometer to measure the current 
flowing in the circuit. The voltage drop across the 
unknown resistor is measured with the potentiometer, and 
the resistance is computed from Ohm's law R = ~-

. I 

To correctly measure resistance it must be 
determined that the current in the circuit does not 
affect the resistance. In general, current flowing 
through a conductor will heat the conductor and produce 
a change in resistance. As a result it is desirable to 
measure the resistance with a minimum a.mount of current. 

.. 

... 

, ... 
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---11-. ----, 

Fi6ure 2.5 - A potentiometer circuit for measuring 
current and resistnnce 

A:rf accurate measurement may require tha.t a curve of 
resistance versus current be obtained so tha.t the re
sults can be extrapola.ted ton zero current. 

A pra.ctica.l potentiometer circuit for use with 
scver4l resistar1ce varying transducers is shmm in 
Figure 2.6. This circuit is employed for stea.dy sta.te 
r.ica.surement such as ion beam studies with the hot wire 
calorimeter. In genera], a potentiometer circuit would 

.not be used in high frequency rnea.s~ements. More will 
be said about high frequency effects in the section on 
alternating current measurements. ' · 
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Figure 2.6 - Practical Resis tance Measuring Circuit. 

The Wheatstone bridge . - The basic circuit 
that is widely used for precision measurements of 
resistance is the Wheatstone bridge. The circuit 
diagram of a Wheatstone bridge is shown in figure 2.7. 
R1, R2 and R

3 
are known precision resistors, and Rx is 

Figure 4.3.- Practical 
resistance measuring 
circuit. 

Figure 2.7.- Schematic 
Wheatstone bridge circuit. -

.... 

-
... 
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the re1i1tance-temperature element. The gaJ:nncmeter 
O, with its resistance R

0
, is in1uted across tenunals 

band d to indicate the ~ondition of ba.l.Ance. Wbm the 
bridse is bal.Mced there i s no potential across termi
nal.I bd, and the galvanometer det'e<:tion is ~ero. This 
means th.at the vol tap drop (E

1
) acrosa R,, bet~en p 

pointa a &nd b, 11 the same aa the YOlt~ drop (~) 
aero••~, bet.,.een points & and d. Likawi1e, E2 ~ E must !Se equal. 

X 

(2.5) 

or trcm Obz'a law 

(2.6) 

Dividing the volt.4.ge drop e.croaa R, and ~ by the 
N ~ ti ve voltage d?"op aeroaa ~ !nd Bx ii vea 

It • Y, 
X 

When tbe bridge 1• bca.l.anced. The current tbro 

f2: it ( 1\ ) 
2 t «, + ti 

(2.6) 

~ 1s 

(2.9) 

lquatiOJUI (2.8) and (2.9) are used extensively in 
reaiatarice-temper a ture a-ppl1cation1. 

For the D3aaurement or an wucno-dll resiet:uice, 
011e ot the precia ion r ea iators , • AY lt,, is a cluulged 
vith other known resi s tors until the ~1~ la 
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balanced. Commer -:: i.nl \·?hr. :-:i. i·.st0n0 r1 r i d~e uni ts n.re ava .i 1-
a.ble to make t he measurement of unknmm resistance quite 
easy. In heat transfer applications of t he Wheats t one 
bridge the "cold" resistance of the element i s usually 
determined by the potentiometer method, and then in
serted into t he bridge. The current 1tof t he bridge is 
increased until Joulean h P.ating increases t he 
resistance (temperature ) of the element sufficiently to 
balance the bridge . The resistors R1, R2~and R are 
able to pass a greater amount o_!'_current than tKe 
S':nsing element without becoming he ated, so that only 
the resistance of the element changes with- the current. 
By maintaining the bridge at balance the temperature of 
the element i s ke?t at a constant elevated temperature. 
Pre-selection of the resistors R

1
, R

2
_, and R01j determine 

exactly the temperature at which the element is 
operated. 

The current flowing through the balance 
detector galvanometer at time of :unbalance will be 

and the total current into the bridge is approximately 

E 
- J?8 -t- {R, t-R~ ) (R3tr?x) 

ff,+ Fi':i. t- R3 +- f?x.) 

(2.11) 

The 
the unbalance 

bridge sensitivity expressed in terms of 
volt age per volt applied to the bridge is 

S - e -e - T - (2.12) 

nnd in terms of unbalance current per volt applied to 
the bridge 

~ 
5°x h- ~ ___ R'-'--•----

: E - -¥- + R, t- /fl. T R, .,. RJ( 
(2.13) 

('r+I)~ 

.... 
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where Y:. ( P~11i) 

r'or accurate measure:zr.en • s of small ch,mgea in 
!"€:A i stanc e, 'Whic~ rr.igh' be encoun t ered in resistance
teJT:• (' rature ~e.U o?"at l.ou, t he high r&.Solutlon Wheatstone 
br:id~~ sh0wn in figure 2.8 m~· be err.ployed.l Each of 
the resistors except~ ~as made frc:rn a pua.llel combina
tion of several 1-:1: dep6sited carbon res i stors. R' is a 
0.11, line&.rity rr.u lt i. -tu:rn variable resistor. 'The 
particular bridge reported on had resistor v&lues that 
permitted spanning a 21, range UO\md 1,9 ol'uu with a 
resolution or 0.002~. 'nle va.riation in ba.l.ance condition 
with~ is 

• 

~-=1-..!.l.!.. ~ _R v/Q.'\ •O .o [ ]A. 
X(o) (l?;l) ~=• (ff:!~) (2.14) 

;If~ is su.!ficie~tly larger than~ this series can be 
·termtn ted after one or two terms, ind an approxur.ntely 
)ineu variation or balance with ~ is obtained. 

1----l ,1 ---------,-

Ficure 2 .8 - Schertatic diagram of a h i gh resolution 
Wheatstone b ridge . 

The Kelvin bridge is a specialized version of the 
·.·~eatstone bridge. It is so constructed to reduce the 
effeats of lead and con t act resis t c..~ce. This is done 
by effect ively pl.acing r e latively h i gh reeis t ance ratio 

1 
M~Graw-liill Encyclopedia of Science and Technology, 
l>'.cGraw-Hill Book Co. N. Y., ( 196o) 
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f\}1 

I fry Ra.. 
Rs: ffy t RQ..t-R0 

0 , frrRb 
Ill(--:=:---:::----

- Rr +~Q.,ri?b 
(?;,c 

Ir, 1 Rcd?b 
3 - fry .,. Rq,. t Rb 

Figure 2.9 - Schematic diagram Figure 2.10 - Equivalent 
of Kelvin doubie btidge. Wheatstone bridge circuit. 

arms in series with the potential leads and contacts of 
both the resistance standards and the element to be . 
measured. The circuit is shown in figure 2.9 ~'here RA 
and~ are the main ratio resistors. R and¾ the · 
auxiliary ratio resistors, R the elemeit to be measured, 

· R the standard resistor and~ a heavy copper yoke of 
18w resistance connected betwein the unknown and standard 
resistor. The equivalent Wheatstone bridge circuit is 
shown in f i gure 2.10 (see reference 2). Using an . 
analysis similar to that for the Wheatstone bridge, the 
relation for R at bridge bale.nee is 

X 

(2.15) 

2 
Eklund, K: Rev. Sci. _Xnstr., Vol. 31, (19 · ) 

.. 
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If RA -=- i then the second tenn of equation (2.15) is 

zero, and 

(2.16) 

The Kelvin bridBe requires larger total cur
rents than the Wheatstone bridge during the measure
ments. Care must be taken, however, to insure that the 
current through the element to be measured does not 
cause measurab_e Joulean heating . 

The Kelvin bridge sensitivity expressed, as also 
used for t he Wheatstone bridge, in tenns of the unbalance 
voltage per vo t applied to the bridge is 

Se - R,c ;- Ry_r_ 
(r.,.,) 

and for detection current 

Sx -
E( 4;;) 

__&_ + R> A + fT 8 t Rct. + (? b 
.( y'; I')' .. 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

A typical Kelvin bridge c i rcuit employed in hot 
wire heat loss measurements is describe'd in reference 3. 
Improvements oyer both t he Wheatstone and Kelvin bridge 
can be made by the addition of more resistors at the 
bridge "corners." These circuits become very complex 
and would only be employed where great precision is 
required. 

4
Bridges used at the Nationa~ Bureau of 

Standards for resistance thermometer measurements are 

3 
Lowell, H.H.: NACA TN 2117, (1950) 

4 
Muller, E.F.: Precision Resistance Thermometry. Temp. 
Its Meas. and control in Sci. and Ind., Reinholt, N)Y~ 
{1955) 



improvements on the Kel ·: in brid.ge. Al1 exacting &nal.ysil 
ot mu1 ':.iple-bridge circu i t. s for meaaur ing aroall c~!L.'188!J 

in reli~tanc~ i, repcri;e j ;,. refcr~nce 5, &.nd ehould be 
consulted if the "1heat~ ':.0nc e ~d Kelvin bridges are not 
accurate enough for a particular application. 

5 
Warahawalcy , I: NASA TN 10~1 e.:.1d Rev. Sci. Instr., 
Vol. 26, ( 1955) 

., 
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J\11.crnn ti.nr:; Current·. i-lr. asu_rcmr.n l. s - Al l;ern:-i LinG 

current mc:i:,urcmen t s can \Je mncl~ in scvernl po:;:dhle 
ways. To defi ne :, rnn rl om nlterna ti. nc s i Gnal requires 
more than any sin13lc measurement. Thus, s everal dif
feren t measur i ng instrument s are often employed. If 
a sine wave type alternating signal is to oe measured 
only two quan ities, fre~uency and amplitude, are re
quired to complet ely specify the signal. For the 
random signal a single fr equency has no meaning. 

An alternating current may be defined as shown 
in figure 2.11. 

D,~ecr Cun~eNr C.0Ml'DNENr 

OF r,,;E 1,,bLJ?# <i e 

Figur e 2.11 - Definition of An Alternating Current 

The alternating current is the fluctuation around the 
direct current component . Thus, a signal may have both 
a mean and fluctuating part . The direct current 
measuring instrument s are damped so that they can 
respond only to the de component, and not to the voltage 
fluctuations. The de component is defined by the ex-
pression. 

E - J..[~dt 
-"- T • (2.18) 
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Thus, the mean of the ac component wi.11 corrc:;poncl f, o 
the mean de voltac;e. For convenience the ac and de 
components are treated separat ely, so that by definition 
we look at en ac component and refer to .tts mean value 
as zero. In other words we will consider an ac voltage 
as if it had no de component in the following discussion. 

There are several ways that an alternating cur
rent signal may be measured. Typical readouts to be 
found in the leborato;ry include: 

1. Rectified Mean Value 
2. Peak Value 
3. Root-Mean-Square Value 

The first two readouts are of major interest in the 
measurements of periodic signals only. The root-mean
square is the only one of interest in evaluating random 
signals. The present approach of measuring in fluid 
mechanics requires that the magnitudes of a signal 
usually be expressed in terms of r.m.s. 

The commercial ac voltmeter usually found in the 
laboratory is for sine wave measurements only, althoug.~ 
it is calibrated in r.m.s. These conventional ac 
voltmeters use a circuit which amplifies the incoming 
signal a,nd then rectifies it. The signal is then 
averaged by a circuit such as· qondenser-resistor in 

1 parallel. The schematic of this type of circuit is 
shown in figure 2.12. 

INPU'i 

Figure 2.12 • Cn,,v-wt,ott•I AC Volt n,ef ~,... 



For a sine wave it will be shown that the average is 
related directly to the r. m. s. by a constant. Thus 
the meter output of the circuit may be calibrated 
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either as an average or as the r. m. s. of a sine wave. 
This type of c ircuit is typical of a great number of 
commercial ac v oltmeters. 

Rather than cover the details of the circuit 
design, the discussion is limited t o the ability of the 
circuit t o evaluate a random signal. Several 
researchers have reported using his type of voltmeter 
to evaluate turbulent signals. They have suggested 
that at most the error is only 1. 11 which is the factor 
between the average and r. m. s. of a sine wave. Unfor
tunately, the error proves to be a function of wave 
shape and can be many times greater than the factor 1. 11. 

Consider a complex wave of the form; 2 

e -E. (wt+"' )+E.s1116:i;t-1,,/J.-r .. Ey,sm(n47t+¢n) (2.,19) 
- 1 s,n "', .z. ;z . 

Where E is the a mplitude of the components. The effec
tive r. m. s. value of the wave is 

Thus for a pure sine wave 
E ,Iii°=~ -=o,?07£ 

(2 .20 ) 

The ratio between the r. m. s. and the average is 
.'107 /,{p${o = 1. 11. Evaluation of EAV for other than 
a pure sine wave is necessary for the case of a random 
or turbulent signal. Figure 2.13, shows the effect of 
considering the second and third harmonics on the rela
tion between ave age and r. m. s. values. The second 
harmonic does not lead to large d eviations. The 
harmonic which causes the greatest deviation is the 
third harmonic. The third harmonic causes a deviation 
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of &bout 33 1/3 per cent of its component per~entage. 
The f ifth hannonic can cause a deviation of 20 per cent 
and the seventh 14.3 per cent o~ its comp3nent percent-
ages. 

The analysis demonstrates that the correlat ion 
betJfeen the average and the r. m.s. can be a strpng 
_function of wave shape. For unknm-m wave shapes a 
'"rule-of-thumb" is that t he reading in r .m. s. is no bet
ter than one third the total harmonic percentage. Even 
a fil.te i:- spectrum instrument which looks at a narrow 
band of frequencies cannot alway s be read on an average 
meter and related directly to the r.m.s. A fluctuation 
in the amplitude of the frequency out of the filter is 
equivalent to higher harmonics which can then produce 
large deviations between average and r.m.s. It was 
discovered tha~ a particle turbulence signal was great
est affect ed at the low frequencies and only to a much 
lesser degree at higher frequencies. However, this may 
not be general y true, since the "typical" turbulence 
signa.1 is diffi cult to define. 

There are several poss ible ways in which a true 
r.m.s. voltage can be measured. The dynomet er, 
·electrostatic voltmeters, and iron vane instruments can 

... 
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all be made to respond to the r.m.s. value of the wave 
_form. All of these instruments are severely limited ·in 
one wcy or another so that they are of little value for 
the measurement of the r.m.s. of a turbulent signal. 
The instruments employed to evaluate r.m.s. of a 
turbulent signal fall in three classes. 

1. a) The electronic r.m.s. meter is based on a para
bolic tube or transistor character~stic. This instru
ment produces a voltage, e t = K~. The average output 
voltase can be read on a D~~. met e¥ and it will be 
proportional to the square of the r.m.s. value . The 
more refined instrument s obtained the parabolic transfer 
characteristic by an approximation wmth segments from 
many tubes or transistors. A large number of segments 
may be employed to keep the errors small. 

b) 'lbe thermocouple instrument is based on the con
version of electrical energy into thermal energy. The 
thermal energy is measured through the use of a thermo
couple. These instruments can be made to respond to 
wide ranges of frequency from DC to tens of megecycles. 
They are, however , susceptible to damaged e to over
loading, and sec::mdly the low impedance is difficult to 
match directly t most hot wire circuits. 

c) RMS volt.meters are also cons t ruct ed using various 
analog co:nputer techniques for multiplying two variables. 
In this case e t = e1e2 . The voltage to be measured is 
fed in as both0 ~riabies and the average of the output 
is the squa!'e of the r.m.s. value. ·These multipliers 
will be considered in the next part of this section • 

• 

The electronic r.m.s. meter usually consists of a 
circuit similar to the· average meter circuit shown in 
figure 2.12 plus an additional rectifier circuit to 
square the original rectified signal. 



Firr.1.re 2.J.4 :l.a a. achem.'ltic dit?.{;".L"Zii1 of. one ty:pe of r .m.~. 
rectifier ci:ccuit. In ·thin circuit. the r-~U.>lrc-lnw curve 
is a;-p:ro:xj_n,.2:.t.ed by mem11i1 of n. number or at:ra.i~t lint.
portions. Ti:o o.ccnrc.cy o:£' t.his t ype of in:<1t:r -..rm;:1nt wi.U 
depend on bo••i well the cqy.&rc curv~ is ~:,?prox1.m~.ted. A 
aecond fai.cto,_• of iJr,porumcc in aooc turbulcnct.? me:t.:iruro~ 
men-tr: ie t.he perJ.k or crer.st re~tor of the inGtnt'llent. 

'lbe pe;.~.k f e.c <: or or o • .aign,'1.l io define d. e..G t~1~ 
r~tio of the pc~Jc value of the 3ienal to its r.m~a. 
vtlu.e. The ::,;,0Gk fG.ctor of 11 m1llter ia cicfL'lecl a,. the 
bitr..",.'1~:!t ps11.k fc.cto:r of Eli[71;:.l tba.t th~ :m~ter (!llll scc~ t 
withou·c ovo:rJ or.ding . Pccl: fo.ctoro rrr;:;:,:y r.r.nge from l to 
10 lcr cor,aneTcial r.m.o. ti.~t:: .. ·n. To dcr.10nlltr~ta tho 
ef':f'~ct of' pe~•k factor the 16.ealitted ~ctanguls.r oignsl. 
nhown in i'ig.;,re 2.;_5 i:, UBun.lly employed, if' A ia the 
pea.'!:c vo.luc of +..he !.dgnal., then the r.m. ts. value i e 

A(t/T)1/ 2. 'lbe peclt f"actor 1s equal to (T/t)1/ 2• 

.. 
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P'igv.re 2.1i.::;- •Xe...,-ne.l F"'-.Yit: t fon foY a Th~"t"Ynoco"rZe 
Volt r.,e"teY .. 

Tl',:lG :meonn -~-hat tb? crit~rvm a3 to hcr1 far -t.he vcck::1 
crm be uopa:rv.tcd r .nd the ue'r,-;r rcmn c<YCToctl.y e.t full 
uc11le dqienda on -the Gc{ua-Xl!' of th,: p~r.:lc fll-Ctor rnthc:;;
tb.al".' the pe::-k :rad.or 1tn1l l.f. Teble 2.r is & compar1-
aon or mr?to::i: rcr.di.ngn for a one volt, r.~.a. input ot 
ditt'erent y;.:.lues of 



Table 2.I 
Readillga 1n Volta 

Meter Peak 't/t• l T/t• 2 T/t• 5 T/t• 10 T/t• 25 T/t• 50 T/t.., 100 
rector 

l l .n -~5 .,1 .20 .1i. .10 
2 1 1 .9!) .62 .-.o .28 .20 

' l l l .9' .60 .42 .,o 
5 l l l 1 1 .10 • 50 

10 l 1 l 1 1 1 l 

t 

& 
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Peak factors from 5 to 10 are desired for turbulence 
measurements, although for many cases lower values would 
be accept able. The electronic r.m.s. meters normally 
have peak factor s of about 5, 

For peak factors greater than 5 a thermocouple instru
ment is used. A tY1)ical thermocouple r.m.s. voltmeter 
would employ an amplifier to increase the input signal. 
The fluctuating voltage is applied to a highly stable 
resistance material. This r~sistor converts the voltage 
into thern:al energy. A thermopi le is then used to 
measure the the:nr.al energy . The output of he thermopile 
can be read on a DC meter and the meter is calibrated 
directly in terms of r.m.s. Modern thermocouple meters 
may employ a selfbalancing feedback circuit in which the 
r.m.s. value (heat ing effect) of the input signal is 
nulled with the r.m.s. value of a de signal developed by 
a chopper amplifier. The chopper amplifier out put 
voltage is proport ional to t he r.m.s. of the AC input 
signal. 'I'ne feedback technique togethe r with quick
ac_ting thermocouples results . in a rapidly responding 
meter and a linear voltage scale for r.m.s. rather than 
the square root scale variation. 

For turbulent measurement s it may be desirable to have 
a long time averaging voltmeter. Thus, a q_uick acting 
thermocouple system may not be a desirable feature. The 
relation~hip between signal voltage e(t) and meter read~ 
ing m(t), which a.re expressed as functions of time is 

t 
m{t) zr L K(t-r:) e 2 ('C:)d't" 

-w 
(2.21) 



,·,here t,hc ·•1,:c rnal fuw:t.i.c,w," i'~ or arg\U,1r.n<L {r: - .-i: .. ) 
represents the behavior of the instrument: This equa l, ion 
3tates that at a~y instant the meter reading is the 
result of its entire past history of input voltage . The 
~ffect of each i ~dividual past voltage is weighted uy the 
kernal function, which expresses t he dependency of abw 
long ago the voltage occured. Figure 2.16 is a kernel 
function for a long time avernging meter. The time 
interval over ,,hich K is subs t antially different from zero 
is the averaging time of t he instrument. The time con
stant would be defined much as a hot wire time constant 
.was defined. The point where K has fallen· to 37r/o (or 
dropped off 63%) of its maximum value corresponds to the 
instrument time constant. 

Equation (2.21) can be further investigated to 
detennine the accuracy of the r.m.s. meter. Let e be a 
pure sine wave 

- - . - ---·-- - - -·- - ·- -

e = £ si..., wt 
f 

Then for a true r.m.s. meter 

which may be written as 

~ 

(2. 22..) 

- 1 , '.l L 2 ~, . #~ [ :i, E K(t-·t) -2, E. K(t-,) c-.,s 2w,:_yJt-
-00 ( 2. 23) 

'fhe integral of the first tenn is proportional to the 
~rea under the K-curve. 'The integral of the second terr:, 
is an error tenn whi ch vanishes if w 1s great enough so 
that a large number of cycles occur during the time in
terval over which K is subs t antially different from zero. 

_for_all frequencies satisfying this condition the meter 
i·rill read correctly, since the area under the K-curve is 
a fixed quantity. Thus, for low frequency measurements 
it is important that the "time constant" of the instru
ment be long. If instead of the pure sine wave, two 
frequencies were present 



e-= E, 5 "l n w, t ~ Ej ~ i ,-, ( W.;, t _ r 4') 

then it would be found that the error term is 

[~(t -,-1:) £
1 
Ei. [cos ff .. .,,, w_J(r- diJy.os~{w, r~'.)(t1-0J.fld't" 

- -«> { 2. 24) 

The resultant frequency {w,-W~) can place a much more 
restricted requirement on the meter than in the pure 
sine ,,ave analysis. In particular, for narrow band 
spectrum analysis where two frequencies are close 

- ~ogether the averaging time must be as long as possible. 

Special Alternating Current Measurements -
Multipliers -

The electronic multiplier is a standard circuit 
required in analog computers. Slow-speed multipliers 
_usually emp oy a servomotor-potentiometer technique. 
Such serve mult ipliers can be made highly accurate, but 
their response is limit ed to 1 or 2 cycles per second. 

1 High speed mult ipliers have been greatly perfected in 
the last ·tew years , however , they st .i ll do not approacr. 
the accuracy of the serve system . Although several 
techniques have been employed in electronic multipliers, 
it appears that the quarter-square multiplier is the 
system that has been most fully developed . Figure 2.17 
is a block diagram of a typical quart er-square multiplier. 
Operational ampli fiers are employed to obtain the in
stantaneous values of the sum and the difference of the 
two signals to be multiplied. The signals are then squared 
by a circuit, such as shovm in figure 2.14. The two 
squared s ignals are then summed to give an output 

fe, + eJ~ 
e,e.a.-= 4 

(e, -e4t 
4 (2.25) 



The term quarter square i.s derived from the form of 
equation (2. 25) . 
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The frequency re [;po::-.sc o:::' :,re q_uarte Y- sq_;.;Pi.r e ::-:.;.l 
t .i.pl iers bave steclciily b een incr~~1.scd i :1 ;, :-.e p ast :'ear .:; . 
Jr!its C8.}?e:ble of 1~000 {000 cyc l e ::; ) ·'.':r secon ,.i. c: r c r:m·, 
co:mraerc i ally avniln';)le . Most u:-.i ts have :::;oocl i'requer:c:.-
1~0. sponse as :far as s icr .. c.l c;.r.~pl j_tuC.:.e i3 concerned. . 0:--i ~::-. ~ 
other hand the :9r,ase shift of the r:!u l ti:plier s a:r:e r~.ore 
c :::.·i tical. Pc.ase s :-,::. ... ~t is us uaJ.ly t:..·oublesor~P. a ·G 
f requenci e s above 10, 000 cyc l es . Em·:ever , ::01· :nost a9 -
]1l ::. cations oD the mult i plier ir, turbulence recearch t~r.e 
,:10.se shift at tr.e hi[;h f r eq_uenc i. e s is of :::iir.or ir.:9or
t zi.n ce. If t'1e mult i plie r is us ed. i n a spcct:cu.--:1 type 
r.r!alysis then phase sh if t is not of i mpor t a nce. 

A mul ti-plier can be u sed to SC1_unre ar, individual 
s ·l c;nal sin-pl., by putt "~nG -::.lie s .i.c;nnl int o b o th inputs . 
Li kewise hieher r.1or.1cn'G s of a s ic;:-.al may b e obtainecl. by 
tts ing more multi:pl ie:;:·s. 0:-,c e a s igr,al i s squared it has 
a vell defined d . c . s ignal as well a s an a . c . sic nal . 
T:-.us 1-;heci hizher mor,1ents o.::ce o'::Jt3.ined with mul tiplier 
i..: nits the d . c . l '=ve l nu.st be :i.nclucied and rr.ultiplied b 
t h e operat io:::i . A tyl)i cal exaI,:}_)le mic;ht be the evalua 
t i on of the fourth power of tl-:e sic;nal. Sbce ir.os t 
multipliers multi-ply both the a . c . and d . c. co:nponcnt s , 
t ~en the f i r st operatior is t o block any d . c . sianal 
fr or.1. r eaching the first mul t ipl ie::..- s 'GaGe . Out of the 
i':i.rs t multi?lier a d . c . anci. a.c. sie;r.al i s obtained 
which is proportional tc t ::c ·1:is tar.ta.,eo\.1.s :-;<11...:.c. ::.·c o:[' -the 
s icnal. 'i'ni::; "i nst .:i.:~,~c..:12ous s,i_i.1 : • • :c i~i{.'.:ial b t11cn te(1 in-to 
t :1e two input s of a s econcl r:·,ul t. iplicr ,-rh i ch ;nul t:~pl:i.er 
b oth the d . c . a nd a . c . cor:-;por:c;-,:;s to obtain a sigi:c.l 
1_)1·oportio::--.al to t he ins ".:.antaneous fourth power . Not e 
£'or instance that the instanta neous square c ic;nal couJ.r: 
not be fed into a true r . n . s . (or mean s quare) neter ~o 
ob '.:.a i n a mean fourtn mea su:::: e , since t he t r ue r . m. s . 
me ter blocks the d . c . c cmponent and. then ,·10ul d re c 1~ i:'y 
2n already positive a.c . s ignal . AlthJu3h mul tiplier s 
,·,ork w.:.th a fixed _c;ain (at t entuu.ticn) beb·reer. input a ,,c: 
out:put , it was found. f r cr,1 expe r ience that i t is oest to 
caliore.te the co:;:plete bani;: of r.:ultipliers with a sine 
-.-12..ve during each cc·', of :;;casur emer.t s . The relatioi:1 
b etween the r::easurea. r . rr . . s . of a s i r:e wave and it s mean 
f ;, u::- t h p0u, r is·X· 

.... 

•. 
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then 

(2. 26) 

e: £ c:os wt 

'JT e4 ·=-::;::- E 1
c o G

4wt di:: 
I ,:, 

z-rr 
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2-1, 0 
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!;:ft __ E/Ar-::- ( 
Then using -i/(?"' - ~v 2.. ? equation 2. 2 6) is 

obtained. 

The mean fourth power can be read from the 
multiplier by a common DC vacuum tube voltmeter. 
A typical calibration curve obtained by the author 
for a set of two Philbrick multipliers is shown in 
figure 2. 18. ~~/r-r-7' 

13 

0 

Figure 2. 18 
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OUTfllT. VOLTS , 

- Calibration of a Fourth Power 
Multiplier 

The third power of a signal would be obtained 
by multiplying the instantaneous mean square with 
the origina l. 



signal. For this o;>erat i on the phase shift ::.n the 
multiplier u.ight be of i m:por "ance if it occurs a -:. too 
low a f requency. Th2 calibration of the c ube system, or 
for ·chat matter any odd morLen .., , cannot be done wi t h a 
pure sine wave . The odd 1r,01:ients are zero for a great 
number of wave s ha:pes suc:1 a s sine, L, riangular, and 
even a random noise signal . Thus the calibrati on is 
usually done wi vi1 a signal composed of a Sii.1e wave and 
its :first ha rmoni c. Firgm·e 2 .19 is a typical circu:i. t 
de~ ~gne <?- -~o caL.brate the odd moment mult ir,lier system . 

'ZOOOCfS otrrpur 

-
figure 2 .19 - Ske,mess Calibration Circuit. 

A "skewed" signal is required for t he odd moments to be 
other thac zero . Examples of skewed signals are sho1~1 
in :figure 2 . 15. For this types of signal ·;_;he ari,pli tude 
i s unevenly dis .. ributed about the mean value Physi
cally such a s ignal indicates a pr eferred d~rection of 
fluctuation so it i s of interest to evaluate the 
s kewnes s of turbulent fluc t uati ons . The ca_ibration of 
the cube circuit i s obtained by varing the r. m.s. of 
the sine wave and its first harmonic according to t he 
relation * 

(2.27) 

The voltages e 1 a~d e2 are f ed into one multiplier and 

..... 
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then the ou-i.put e

1 
e

2 
is r,,ulti;?:;_j_c;c1 by e ither e

1 
or c

2 
to give 

* Fo:::- convenience t :~e co'sin rather than the sine 
function is employed in the derivation 

Let 

T'nen 

ei = E, co!:: wt 

e,;,:: £.l. Co~2.J.; t 

= -bf :.~e dr 
I • ~ 

(} :.I.Ii 

= !:;J f ·-..o-[ E .i cc:::. -..z wt 7 i-E,4 c.c5 l.wljc:.!t 
..._,y O ' :.J '- . ··-n -I, 
wr- ··;: Jw ~ . 

-· } -;: CvJwt ei.is2wt'dt 

/.7':.l1.= () - - -, 
"'"' _ Ot:ier types of measm:cments - The r .m. s. is repre-

senta.tive of the r.iagni·c.ude of th e random signal, but it 
tells nothing of the structure of the signal. The 
ri:ieasurernent s of the higher moment s give sor:ie hint of tl' c 
structure of the fluc tua t i ons . The overall s tructure of 
the signal requires a detailed study of both the arr.pli
tude and frequency distribution . T110 basic measuremeni~ s 
are o f rr.ajor interest; that of the s:9ectral dis t ribution 
of the fluctuations and secondly that of the probability 
distribution. The s:9ectral distribution is a detailed 
look at the energy contained at each frequenc:r in the 
fluctuation. The spectrur.1 appears t o be one of the 
.-:iajor focal points for much of ·che theore t ical uork on 
turbulence. Thus, t ech..nique s for evaluating the spectra 
have been developed in g1·eat deta.1,.1.. The probability 
distribution is a detailed study of the ampli tucle of t::-.e 
random signal. F:com the probo.bilit y distri u tion the 
r.m.s. and all hi13ner moments of the signal can be 
computed. The probabili'v:' di:::tribut ion s ;:m..-s for exar.-;)l.e 
such l_)1·0:::,~r !~:i.0.s as ske,·mess o~: :i refe:rrecl clirectio::i of ~.he 



·:/8 
fl.:..tctuatj_ons. 

Gnect ~ tt.r:~ .Ar-10.l; . .rsis -

'D·:o r.ie tl1ocl::; o:' s~~ 'J.cl~/i r:.s ~~:-:c :'1 .. ccLLter.c~/ :1istr ::.o~t j_o~~ 
of n r 8.nG.or:1 s:_3:1al l1a'tC ~~ccn c:-.~.? lO~/cd . The f iI·s t 
cb1liot:.s 2.pJ1 ... or::.ch is t o co~1s J~1~u.c .:v c. ~e t of filtc::. ... s ·.:::i.c:-: 
:.::: c:.. ss or.ly a r.~TTm·, '.:>a:-1,~ o: f1·cc::_ucnc ic.s . T11i ::; ::a ::::.·mr 
·;)r.::-.d of ~rcq-:.1 c:....cj_es c a:: ~:-: en i)r; e:-:a:·., i::-:cc: ei t:,cr o:v 
ptca~u~.c iriG it s Y-.r·, .s. o:'"' c.~~:- o ~(·:.c!. ... cl~ ~i r c C. o:_)er a ·:: inn . 
T}'l)ical 2.udio frcc::.ac:~c· , ::;? ec'v i·o: ,·.ctc1·s co;.t n.in a set of 
f i::-~ed 1/3 oc t c.ve f.i.l ters. Ti1is r.,c,3.n ::; 'c.nc.t the fi lter::; 
have r:.id. - f requencies a c 1/ 3 octr.ve disto.nce . I n 
acoust ical i-!Ork there is 2. set of preferred f i l te r se·c
-~inc;s ~-rhi ch have been s tar.dc.r c1.i zco , althotigh thi s is r.c t 
r:ecessar i ~ r of interest in fluid 1,:(!r.,surcr.1en'c. s. 
Electronic fil t ers c.ri: also available Hhic~1 allm·: a 
selection of any freque;:cy desil·ca., 

Tne second t2chi,iquc of :~. co. r;urir,c; spectra i:; o.n 
analoG mct:1od . 7ne voltac;e t o b e r.:co.:;;ured 17\0du.l ['.~ es a 
local oscilla'co1· ou (,put in a bala r. c e,l r.~odulaGOl' c i rcuit . 
The osc i lla'c.or cpel'atec a ~ a frequency ::nuc,1 hiGhe r than 
the freque:1cy t o be r.:easu::.· ed . 7r.e ·oalanced r.,odulc.. ::ion 
causes the local osc i.llato::.· f r eq_uency t o ·o e sup!)ressed 
and only s w:i. and diffe;.·ence frequc~1cie s are l eft in toe 
;-,iodulat or out ;mt circuit . The ari1!)l ifiers Hhich follo,-: 
t he ::r.oclala-:or accept the lm-re1· s i deba::1<1 frequency Hhic:'1 
is in turn read out on a meter. The syste;n is a:)le to 
select a very narrmr banci of frequencie s to ex&.."11ine . 
Secondly , a continuous spectra may be r;1easured ';-ri th no 
r.eed to se~ect specific frequencies . Both techniques 
of measuring frequencies have oeen r.:nde autocnat i.c so 
t h a-:; direct plot s of loc al r .m.s. versus fre:iuency can 
be obtained. 

The spe cific m1alysis of a spec t r ur:1 f1·or:1 mc asure 
:-:1ents Hith e ither f il'cers or the anc..log tech::1ique i s 
'basically tne s a.r.~E . '7nus , the present discussion -;;,.ay 
apply to either t;y-pe of spectn;rn a.'1a1J sis . The spect:.' i.l.!.1 
is aormally defined in te:..1ms of the energy dens ity 
rather U:2.r_ in terms of the r .m. s . Tnis mea ns that tr. ·:: 
;;·.ean squar e o:::' 'c.i.1e velocity is ,::,,yloyed . A spect ra 
funct.:..0i1 is defin ed f1· or.1 tie 1·e::..a '.; :L on 
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e 2 = Ji} Fr-F>dF 
- - . (2.28) 

_'lbe spectrtnn energy density function F(f), or F(n) as 
is sometimes employed, is just the requirement that the 
stmt- of the individual frequencies add up to the total 

-~ • The term ~ . is the mean square of the 
vol:tage fluctua.t±ons fn the unit band width at frequency 

~ • Tbus., e; ·F(f) is the contribution -from ~he 
fiequency band · -F' to f"-Mf. The ph:ys-ical evaluation of 
F(f) requires the measurement of e1, and ei 
The measurement f e). requirtQ two bits of infor
J:Aation; one, the mean··-square of the output of either a 
filter or the analog spectrum analizer, and two, the 
e-f:f"ecti ve ps;nd width of the filter or e.rializer. The 
effective band width is necessary to reduce the meesure
~nt to a unit band width. The definition of t~e effec
tive band width is the wtdth of a rectangle of tne same 
area as that of t he actual filter. Figure 2.2@ shows 
~CM filter charaeteristic-s for both a 1/3 octuve 
filter and an analog equivalent filter. Since _the mean 
square or power spectrum is of importance, the filter -
e ·~eristics must be plotted as gain squared. The 

·8•K . ,,, Tllciw<t:IIIL Jl6WL«rr-
-· Fii.r'l!!ll ,/OCps I _ ,-lfODVtTS P!aC lflfD 

~ - · .. -'' · 'I' Mll,llll!IUA.4 
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,8 
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S o 
~,·.;a con U·,j ncti. w;.t hin ~r.c f i l ter is gr aphi cally in tcgrated 
;• ad a rcctu.1 :~le of Jc.nc ::;o::!e aYca aod o. f:i:J.:: i::-,iu:-: ~a:: :1 rat i c 
of o:r, :-~ i::; de ccn11i.ned . The i•,i.r1.th of 'c.:-:c r cc ta:--,glc be c om~~ 
·i-.he cffect:L ve bc:..w: ,,-ric.th of the f il t c1· . For 'c.r:e 1/3 
octave filt er c a ~ifferent effec tive bend ~idt~ ~ust ~e 
;:.etermincc1 for ec.ci1 fi·c:que:.1cy . Once dcter.:-iir,ed ti1.-:: e:: .~::: c 
t ive band 1ri d·t.h of the analo[.; ::;l)~c t r i..l.m a ::.alize:::- ~-; i_ll ·J c 

constant independent of frequency . For a f~l t cr of effe c 
t i ve band 1.d.dth, b and u measured output, eb the s:pec t r ·..:.-:: 
energy density fun ct ion i s 

F/F) = 
e :.:. 
~ 
b;,.. t..>; -,c.. 

(2. 29) 

Several other definitions of effect i ve band width, suet as 
3 clb r eduction ir_ gain, are t o be found in th e lit e r at ure. 
Dep ending on the shape of the filter, it is true that t :1c 
sane effective tand width can be cieterrn ine:i from a sim9le 
neasurement, r_o•.-~ever, it must be kept in mind that there is 
only one cor r e ct width for the definition given in equation 
(2.28) . The obviou s check of the spectrUiil measurement s j s 

~o ch e ck the resul t 

co f F( f ) df = 1 
Cl 

. (2. 30) 

uhich follm-rs directly from equat ion ( 2 . 28) . Measuremen:; s 
i n both tur bulent boundary layers and free turbulent shear 
f lows suggest that the maximum deviation in equatlon 
( 2, 30 ) should b e le s s than 20~0. Greater deviations than 
205'.i are usually an i ndicat ion of questionable va l ues for · 
b or o·~her major instrumentation problems . 

Probability Measurements - P(e) def i nes the probabi:i.
ity, or f r equency of oc currence , of a e; iven signal maGni 
t ude throu3hout the entire range of ma gnitudes . Phys ically, 
t he proo abili ty :lensi ty represent s the fraction of sa"::::_:>le 
t ime that the s ignal fluctuation spends at a given ar.~li 
"tude . Tne probability density nay be defined by use of 
f :i_gure 2. 2Q. I'he incr e..":lental times spent i n the interval 

du a.r e Stu:1!Tled and the summation is divided by the sar~)le 
1.ime interval to obtain the probability density P ( u) atuu

1 
ul. 
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An electronic circuit to compute the probabilit y 

density is necessarily complicated. However, several 
probab ility density analizers have been developed, 
ref. In principal the electronic i nstrument works just 
as explained in figure 2.21. 

NorE TNAr TJ.,ti P~oBAS1L1TY 
IS APl'ROXl/t11frJSL.Y f''IOPo/llrltWll'
n, rJ4s Nvh11r11::~ o~ nMes r,11:: 
Th~c.lii C'lliOSSE$ T11E WINDOW 

Electronically the instrument contains a window du 
wide, which can be moved down through the turbulent 
signal. An output proportional to the time the signal 
is in the window is recorded to evaluate the probability 
density. The simplest and perhaps the first electronic 
probability density instrument employed an oscilloscope 
with tape placed over the screen so that only a slit 
(de) is visible. A light sensing device, such as a pho
tomultiplier, notest the time the signal is in the slit. 
Variation of the slit location produces .the probability 
density data from which a curve of P(e) versus amplitude 
e is obtained. A schematic diagram of an all electronic 
probability analizer circuit is shown in figure 2.22. 
Each time interval during which the instantaneous value 
of the input, e exceeds I~ I J +{V,2)V appears at 
point 2. Each tL~e interval that e exceeds 
l(e,r-+Ae,i-)j -(Y:iW appears at point 3, Conversly, 
ee:eh tim1. in{erval during which e is less than 
IO'C'l 1 -(½)V appears at point 2, and time interval 
during which e is less than l(et"+.deC"')I, +(y~}V 
appears at point 3. Hence during each -period of time 
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Ft.sure 2. 22 - Proba.bi'li-ty Anali%er Circuit 
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that the inout wave ir.sto.r:.'..;c.r.eous vcltac;e l ::.es 1-ri.tr_ -' :: 
.6.e~ ct e.;J (1/ ... JI a 'c pcir.t 2 is adclcd. ts '.:~_/'?.)V 
at point 3 result L:5 :;.n cm clcct1·ical output vol :.;o.·_:-; 
at point l~. If the input \·rave i::; not witnin .e c, a"t e-e,, 
zero voltage a-cucars at -:,oint l~ . Thus, f o1· s,.-.all a., .. :. 
long averagbg. times the~ out.:mt is proportional to ?( e ) 
at amplitucie e . The refc:;.."c,·. :~c voltage e1:' is autor~.ati-

T . 
cally variccl from '..;r.e ma:-:::.nur., negative to the :r"'':.xu.rur.1 
positive value of the in:pu·~ uave . The variatior. HD.S 

accomplished wi th a servo notor sys t em. The vol :;ase 
e.r was applied to the x-axis of an-x-y plo'.:.te::, 

whil-ee the out put of t he analyzer is put on the y-axis 
of the plotter. Commercial !)robability circuit ~, also 
employ steppine; swi tche_s to plot bar graphs rather ·..;~an 
a continuous curve, thus giving a longer averaging time 
at each reference voltage. 

------·--·-··-. --------- -- ·----· - - . 
Intermittency Me2. SU1" c:r;,en!·,s - A :mcasu;re.1en'..; that 

is becoming of increas i nG jr.~ortuncc in turbulence 
studies is that of intermit tency . Intermittency is 
in a way related to the probaoility distribution. 
The percent of t ime turbulent is equivalent to the 
probab i lity ttat the signal is other than zero. The 
circuit is basically an electronic lrindow just as in 
the probability analizer except the window sees all 
but the zero d .c. level part of the signal. A 
fluctuating a.c. signal is rectified so that the com
plete signal appears above a "zero level". A gate 
circuit is used to detect the presence of the signal. 
When the fluctuating signal exceeds the zero level 
the gate circuit opens. This is graphically de.non
strated in figure C.23 ( t race of the gate opening 
and s ignal) . The turbulent signal shm-m is the 
square of the signal rather than a rectified signal. 
For convenience a count in3 technique is employed to 
evaluate the intermit tency . Hhen the gate opens a 
series of pulses is fed out of the intermittence 
circuit . When the gate closes the pulses cease. If 
a signal is present all the time then the pulses are 
present all the time. An electronic counter is used 
to count the number of pulses over a given period of 
time. A perio:l of time may be cho sen so that a 
multiple of 10 number of counts ,-,ould occur in the 
time if the gate remains open the complete t ime . 
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The counter cut:put for a iiven tm::mlent si~nn.l cf:l.;1 then 
be read direct),.y n.s per cent o!: tine.turbulent . For 
exar.iple, the CSU "System" has a: pulse rat -: · of 1P.5 .. u 2 1· 

second. Tne pulses are count r d on a 5 or greater place 
counter . The five pln.ce counter i s set to cou.."1t for onr. 
second, thus for a continuousl:/ open gn.c.e i t cciu.n ~s 105 
counts. When the turbulent · signal is fed i nto t he 
intermittent circuit the count er only cotmt s, sa~' 70,000 
counts, whic:1 corresponds d.irectl~r t o 70~~ of the time 
turbulent. A six place counter increases the count time 
by a factor of 10, 

The intermi ttency circuit cl c•,clop ~cl. at Colorado 
State University is shown in ficure 2.24. 

···- · - - ----------------
Tl':is ins t r wncnt i s na rl.e co tho.t thP. c;ate "height" 

above zero volts can be varied . The c ircuit is also 
desisned so ttat the :i.ntermittency of either the 
negative or positive part of the a.c. signal can be 
measured. This is particularly 0£ value if the inter
mittency of the squared signal is to be measured. 

Circuits such as sho,m in figure 2. 2+} measure very 
accurately the intermittency of a given signal. Unfor
tunately i t is r.ecessary to determine what part of the 

· signal is due to noise and what part is due to the 
turbulence. The maj or problem is the eval ation of the 
intermittency in the presence of noise. Consider for 
example the traces shm-m in figure 2. 23. 
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Note that the gate does not open until the _s i gnal is well 
above the noise level. This means that the per cent of 
tlllle turbulent indicated by the gate is less than the 
actual time. For the example shown in figure 2.23 the 
gate per cent was 67,lcf., while a count of the signal 
directly from the trace indicates Bo.Bi of the time 
turbulent. For signals where the signal to noise level 
is very great the problem would not be as severe as that 
of figure 2.23. 

2~---~=----~~--~---~~---,1,i.,-.,,.J 100 ~o .JOO . ·, l"c!;) 
6 /IITE TRl~Gtr~. LlliViEt~•mV .· - .. 

Figure 2. 2'15 - £ fFec1 of E J c t'YOmc. Noi8fi1. o'1 t'1e 
PllY'C e"Y! t Ti°mt! TuYbule>1t /"-.;I ~su~ me>1 t. 

. Figure 2. 2~ shows several methods of determining the 
intermittency of the signal. Several tricks mJl.Y be 
·eurployed to obtain the optilnum signal. First if th : til!le 
interval of counting is too short the signal may be tape 
re~orded and played back at a higher spee·c.. Thus, the 
increase in. ta:pe s:pe,ed . increases the actual count time of a 
given sample. To gain signal in the presence of noise, 
the signal may be squared . Squ.arihg the signal increa.se·s 
the large emplitude nuctuetion much greater than the ~11 
amplitude fluctuations. The results of these tricks in 
evaluating the signal of figure 2.23 are demonstrated in 



figure 2. 2~. 
co.ses so that 
possible. 

_,{J 
The gate height (voL,age) is varied in all 
an extrapolation to zero voltage level is 

A second indirect method. is also err:plo:,red to deter
mine the_ de13ree of intermH'cenc? . Inster:d of c~11t in~ 
the fluctuations directly the fl atness f££_tor, ~.,.1/(«?): 
of the signal is raeasured . Physically e1/(e-'-) 
represent s a measure of the extent of the "skirts" of ,.:,he 
probability density curve, since the fourth power ueie;hs 
the large values of e heavily. A ourst or large amplitude 
type intermitter.t signal ,·Till affect the sJ.drts of the 
probability curve Greatly, thus a relation between flatness 
factor and intennittency is SUGgested. The relation is 

3 -r 
-:;;-1.-

- (e'-)"l (2 .31) 

,·rhere 7r is the intermittency (per cent time turbulent) . 
The flatness factor has been used to eX!)lore the inter:nit 
tency in boundary layers and is found to agree with direct 
measuring techniques. Equation ( 2.31) wil be true f or 
most turbulent signals, hm·rever , i t is not necessarily a 
universal relation. For example, squaring a random signal 
[ ei/(i?f"= 3 for a ranclom signal] and 
measuring the flat ness factor of this new signal has been 
reported to lead to flatn ess fac t ors greater t han 3. I t 
is difficult to see that the square of a random signal can 
be described as intermittent. 

Operat i onal a.mulifiers - Tne backbone of modern elec
tronic analog co:nputers is the ope:::a Lional amplifier. Tnis 
high gain d.c. feedback amplifier can be made t o perform a 
great nwnber of mathematical operat i ons. Typical opera-
tions whi::!h employ operational amplifiers in hot wire anemo
metry are; Wide band d.c. ai,cplifiers, sum and difference 
circuits, absolut e value circuit, different iating circuits, 
and integ1·ating c i rcuits. Operational ar,,plifiers have also 
been employed as the d .c. feedback system for the "hot wire 
aneno:r:1eter" . There are a great number of commercially 
available operational runplifiers Hhich can be used ,;-ri th hot 
wire signals. There are, of co1.1_rse, a e;reat rane;e of 
frequency res:ponse systems, so care must be to.ken to insure 
that the amplifier ca."1 res::_,o:id at the hig:1est frequency cx-_pccte 



S'~ 
e::-q,ccted from the: hot-'.-,ire :'!nc;-:·.or.;c::cr out.nut. Fi ,,.ure 
2 • 26 clemonstratez t11e hoob.J.::;, of opcrc1 '.- io:-.;l arr.ulificrs 
for some of t he upplicat :i. ons . • 

The o:pe!'at ional a.r.i:,lificrs shm-m in figUl"C 2. 25 
have a nigh i~put impedance so t hat grid current is 
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negligible. The output volta13e (e) is a complicat ed 
function of the gain of t ne a..~:pli f~cr, the input and 
feedback impedances and t he ir.:vut iroltage . For the 
general case shmm in figure 2. 26" the ratio of output 
to input voltage is 

[ 
. -, 

e 0 Z~ l ~ 
e .

1
• = - Z-j l r-'- s

1
' ~ +l) 

· Q L ·i 

( 2 .32) 

For the case where the gain G of the amplifier is very 
large -with respect to unity , equation (2.32) reduces to 

Z F e =-- e-
Q z· t; , (2.33) 
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'\Ti ~erc t i.~.c O\.tt~1i..: L ,,ol to.ze :_ ;; C,!)~l. ... (>;-:::_:·:1 a. !·.t: l~.~ 11ro::1or·C. ior-_n.l 
to tl·:e i ~1-.1J1..rt. ri·.ocl i ficcl 0 :/ tt~c :.--at io o-: .1..'e: c;~."~:,c.c:,: to ~~-~';--,u '~ 
irrcpec~ancc. 

Fic1;.re 2. 2tl is the con~)letc circu.i"c cli a3ra.1 or a 
sum anci d ifi'e1·ence cL ·cuit ~;';1:Lch er::ploys t:-1e 09erational 
c.r;rplific1· s:/ stei:1. This cil·cuit uas developccl at C~S~U. 
and is an all transis,corized unit. The operational a,,";1-

plifier circuits a:::c not ec: , and could be usecl in any of 
the applicat ions noted. p1·ev:Lously on fiGure 2. 26. 

Cor1·elation measurer::en-:; s - Th i s section is divided 
into three parts. One on space correlat ion, one on ,dme 
correlations, and the last on space- t i1;-ie correla,c ions. 
Correlat i ons are the s t udy of the rele:~ion of one 
fluctuating s ignal to another. If two hot 1·rires are 
placed in a flow where they see t he . san~e turbulent eddy , 
then their out:puts ,·rill be s:i.mular and a hic;h deeree of 
correlation Hould be recorded. Thus, the correlation in 
space 1·1ill give an indication of tl:e turbulent eddy size. 
If the one wire is placed dmmstream of the other then it 
is e;q,ec~ed that the ti-ro siGr.als ,·ri ll have to be adjusted. 
in ti.rte for a high correlation. Thus, space-time correla
tions allow an eddy to be followed. in the down stream 
direction. 

Space correlo:tion - Briefly , the mechanics of measur
ing . the space correlat ion is simply to place two wires in 
the flow at the tHo locations where t he correlation is 
desired. The correlation bet'l-reen the two Hires can be 
obtained either by multiplying the outputs together or by 
using a sum and difference circuit. 

The measure of the longitud i nal turbulent velocity 
component is the only one that ca.~ be correlated directly. 
Evaluation of correlations for the two normal velocity 
components, the cross velocity ter1:1s and teli1J?erature 
velocity corrrponehts becomes diff i cult. In principal at 
least enough different O}?erations can be perforr.1ed so that 
any of the correlations can be evaluat ed. Hm·:ever, the 
accurac;/ of correlations cun never be expected to equal 
that of the sir.rple norr.:al wire operation. · 

Time correlation - Time correlations have been used 
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c:~tc::u;ively in tne evaluation of noise from. turbulent 
flm1:;. Likewi se the stwl.v of diffu::;ion find.::: u:::e fo r 
ti;:,e correlaV.ons. For t h e :9rescn',.; di :;cu::; ::; ion U .me 
correlat ::.ons are limi :,eel to :, hose referred to as c.Hto
correlat :.ons. In other ,rords o. turbulent sic;nal i:; 
cor1·elatcd u j_ th it s elf at diffe1·ent t ime intervals. 
F i gure 2. 23 is the t;rpical ·o loc"k diagr c.1m of an autocor
relation c ircuit . The signal a t -:i:me t is multiplied 
tL~es t he siGnal at tin e t -~. This type of measurement 
can give an ir.siGht int o the s i ze of an "eddy" conducted 
past the hot i•~_i. re. The variao le tirr:e dela~, unit is the 
new device in the circuit . Elec t ronic delay lines are 
commercially nvailaole, Hhich n.llous ver;; short delay s 
in the si01al. Hm·rever, for tur1mlence s t u di es delay 
tmnes of t he orclcr of a s -~cond are needed. To obtain 
these "long" delays mechanical S;/Sten s are employed. 
The input signal is usually recorded on tHo channels of 
a tape recorder. The tape is then pla~red oack on a 
special recorder which has movable playback heads. The 
two heads are d isplaced from one another, so that a 
mechanical tirr:e delay occurs. These . autocorrelat ion 
tape recorders are usually made from commerc ial recorders 
by the e}.."::_)eriment er, as such, most of the systems are far 
from ideal. 

Space-time correlation - The obvious next step from 
space and autocorrelations is th e space-time correlation . 
This is done by placing b-ro ,·Tires at desired space loca
tions. The correlation behrecn the two uires is then 

1 measured by delaying the s ignal from one Hire 1·1i th 
respect to the other . A typ ical applicat ion would be to 
place one wire in a fixed position upstrea.r.1. The second 
wire is placed dc,mstreB.J:1 and traversed along t he flow. 
At each l ocation d01mstream from the second wi r r: a two c
channel tape recordin3 (one channel for each wi:ce) is 
made . The ta:9e _is then played back throush the autocor 
relator circuit and the d01mstream ~-rire signal is dela:--ed 
w.i.th respect to the upstream ,-,i re. The results is a set 
of co:crel2tion curves Hhich can be dra•,m isomet ricall;,' , 
as shOi-m in fi~ure 2. 29. The t i me delay to the point of 
maximum correlation is a aea su.re of the convective velocity 
dOimstrea..r:i of the turoul, nce . By transversi.ng the second 
wire not onl y alone; the flm·T but also across t h e flow at 
each ·station, the point of maxir:mn space-tL'l1e correlation 
could be determined . Th:.s measure would define the average 
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path of a turbulent eddy. This three dimensional study 
_has not yet been undertaken, but it does appear of great 
_value in studying the structure of turbulent boundary 
layer flows 

Figure 2. 29 - Isometric sketch of example general 
eulerian c orrelation coefficient. 



8. Recorders - Appli cntion of the deflection prin
c j.pal to read the flO'.'r of an electrical cm·rent in a 
circuit is the funcla.."T',ental rendout s:/ stem for a great 
nwnber of measureJnents. The oasic approach is to var:: 
some paramet er, such as tL11e, distance, temper ature or 
other quantity and find the variation of the signal. It 

·-quickly becomes convenient to obtai n a record of the 
variat ion of the electrical signal with the parar.ieter 

_ being varied. 'Ihus, modern research emplo~,s a number of 
re_~orders_ to make direct grapic presentation of a varia
tion of electrical signal with a varing parameter possi
ble. The most widely employed rec, .·ders have used t.ir;1e 
as the varing parameter, and x-y recorders. are now well 
developed and . in wi de use. The most convenient division 
of .recorders appears to be in the speed that they can 
recor-d, so the present discussion is divided into 10,-1 · 
an~ J:i.igh speed r ecorders. 

Lm•t- speed recorders - The recording of slOi'rly chane;-
ing ( < 1 cp,;) signals is made by only slightly 
nodifying the galva2DinE.etz:rtype movement . If instead of 
a pointer a writing pen is placed in the moving coil then 
a trace is produced as the movement of the met er varies. 
In order to evaluate the trace the readout scale on the 
meter must be mo,ed as a function of time er other vara
bles that it ts desired to plot the electrical signal 
against. Figure 2.30 shmrs typical methods that are 
.employed to move the· scale past the writing pen . The 

1 wrJting pen may be one of several possible methods used 
to produce a :permanent line on paper. Typical writ ing 
systems include: d).rec t 1-rri ting ink; scratch on a blacken 
(lamp black? or woi'l paper, heat burn on wax pa:per, or 
light beam exposure of a photographic paper. All of these 
systems are to be found in use in commerci al plotters. 
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value of an independent variab l e versus a dependent 
variable, directly on convent i onal graph paper. The x-y 
recorder usas electr ical servo-syst ems t o produce a pair 
of crossed motions, moving a pen so as t o w rite precise 
x-y plots. I t consists of basic balancing circuits, plus 
auxiliary element s to make the ins t r ument versati l e . A 
schematic diagram of t he circuits i n an x-y plotter are 
sho,;,m in figure 2 ,,a. · 

,. _______ _ 
G------------

ruJ~ \...: _______ .. ~ 

Figure 2.~l - Schemat ic diagram of the circuits in 
an x-y recorder (from Hewlett and Packard caualog No. 
25) 

The self-balancing potentiometer circuit (A) com
pares an unknown external voltage with a stable internal 
reference voltage. The difference between these volt ages 
is amplified and applied t o a servo-motor to drive a 
potentiometer in a direction that will null any differenci 
or error voltage. A stepped attenuator or range select or 
(B) is inc uded for each axis, so voltages as high as 500 
volts may be plotted directly . Input resistance of 
plotters are of the order of 200,000 ohms. A chopper 
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(C) converts the de errorssi13nal into a reversible-phase 
alternating current, which is fed into the servo 8Jlll)li
fier. The amplifi0d signal is then applied to the control 
phase of the servo. 

-Servo damping (D) is also applied in the x-y plotter 
to prevent overshoot. Tne circuit (F) is a zeroing poten
tiometer to allm-r the operator to select the origin of the 
graph. In many applications it is desirable to off- set 

-- the inp~t s ignal, so that only the change in de voltage, 
rather than the complete de level is plotted . The circuit 
(F) also provides for a continuously adjustable control on 
the output voltage. The circuit (G) is a sweep circuit 
which provi des a time base, thus making it possible to plot 
a signal versus time. 

·Fast Recorders - Two types of recorders are considered 
i n ~his group. The high speed direct writing oscillographs 

_and the.._cathode -ray oscilloscope. The direct writing oscil
lographs are basically a fast response D'Arsonval movement . 
The oscillogra:p:1 may have either a direct l.rriting, stylus 
movement. or a light beam movement . The direct writing 
oscillogr ~phs a~e usually limited to 100 cps or less, and 
may employ either ink, pressure-writing or heated styli • 

. The light beam system employs a focused light beam writing 
on a light-sensitive paper. The frequency respons e of the 
light beam galvanometer will be a function of t he mass 
moment of inert~a and da.ri1ping characteristics of the coil 
and mirror. Present development has produced light beam 
galvanometers that can follow frequencies greater t han 
5,~00 cps. Connnerc -i al recorders can be obtained uith as 
many as ten or twenty galvanometers recording at the same 
time; so that a great number of events can be recorded at 
the same time. The speed of the chart can be varied from 
a matter of inches per hour to uplrards of 5 feet per second. 

The cathode -ray oscilloscope is an extremely fast x-y 
plotter ,1hich plots an input s i e;nal versus another s i gnal 
or versus time . The "stylus" is a luminous spot· which moves 
over the display area in response to the i~put voltage. In 
the usual scope application, the x-axis input is an inter
nally geLerated linear ra.-up voltage. This ramp voltage moves 
the spot unifor:rr.l y with time from left to r i ght across the 
display screen. Tne voltaGe to be examined is applied to 
the ·y-axis input. Toe spot is moved u:p or dmr.)iin accordance 
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with its ins t ant aneous value. The spot, thus, traces' a . 
curve ':.'lhich sh:ms how the input volt age varies as a 
function of tLtle. 

The writing speed of the qatnode-ray oscilloscope 
is nearly unli_-ni ted. The electror, can be deflected at 
speeds approaching the speed_ of light, t hus, the limi ting 
features are electronic circuits rat her than the "st ylus" 
which is the major factor in the oscillogra.phs. The 
prirr..ary part of the oscilloscope is the cathode-ray-tube 
(CRT). Figure 2.32 shows the basic oscilloscope circuit. 
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F.Lgure i. 32 - Basic Oscilloscope Circuity. 

The CRT is compos ed of a thermionic cathode which pro
duces electrons. The electron is Jroduced by heat i ng 
the cat hode lli"ltil elect tons are: .. emitted. The electrons 
are electro-optically focused into a narrow beam. The 
beam of electrons are accelerated through the optical 
system. On leaving the el ectron accelera~~rs, (which 
is commonly referred to a.s an electron gun), the elec
tron stream passes between t 1:·ro pair of deflec t ion 
electrodes. · Volta~e applied to the deflection elect rodes 
moves the beam up and dm-m or from side to side. These 

-
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deflection :movements are independent of each other , so 
that the elect ron beam can be directed as desired. 

The electron beam strikes a phosphor coating at the 
end of the glass tube. The high energy electrons cause 
the phosphor to fluoresce. Any nwnber of different 
chemical salts can be used for t he phosphor coating. The 
·selectiqn of a coa~ng will determine cmmr,r, br i ght ness, 
deoay and ppeed of response. Oscilloscopes are available 
witl_l ~ wide range of phosphor coatings. 

The frequency response of oscilloscopes are nearly 
·· ulimited. General purpose oscilloscopes have ·frequency 
response up to ~bout 500 kilocycles per second. Special 
oscilloscopes can record signals well above 100 megacycles 
per -second. 

Recording of osc i lloscope traees are made with . '-
-»ec;i&l os•cilloscope camer_as. Oscilloscope cameras are 
11,Inilar ·to conventio'nal cameras, but . have additional re
finements for· fa.cili ta ting scope photography ~ : The camera 
ts ,nthin a light-tight enclosmze, which clamps or bolts 
o-. q · the :f'ace of the cathode-ray tube. The o:ptical system 
is bi .line .with- the axis of the CRT, figt,.re ·2.3J~ 

----..._ -- ----
r-,xt?D Foc<-1.s L1:'"Ns 
Wl-Hi L101+r ,+NO ,=ocv5 
Co/\ln'?CL 

Figure· 2 .3J - Schematic of an Oscilloscope camera.. 
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A vim·rine port i a provicl~tl t o p r~rr:1i t obaervc:i.tion of the 
oscillo:,copc fncc. 'l'hc comcra lens in usually a fixeci. 
focus systei~, w:L th provisions for var able shutter speeds 
and lient s t ops. 

To ta.kc a p i c'LUl'C of a. ~i. nr~le trace on an oscillo
scope the o:.ci:lonr.opc i.:, t r i r~13crcd to sweep once. In 
general, the usq of r.huLtcr criccds on the camera is of 
no value in photo~ro.phi nG a tro.cc. The best proced1; re 
i"" to s :.mply open the camera shutter t o the black 
o .. ~illoscope screen. The oscilloscope is triggered ex
ternally, so that the spo t; mo.kes a single · sweep n.cross 
the screen. The. ~rat icule on t he osc illoscope can then 
be illuminated and photoer aphed at a proper shutter 
speed after the spot trace is recorded. 

It is also desirable t o obt ain long t:iJne traces of 
the fluctuatine; voltae;e from an oscilloscope. This long 
time recording is done wi th the special t ;;'})e camera shmm 
Ln figure 2.39 .. This tJ'J.)e a ca.rnera supplies the time= 

~<ffO~ TO 
p,:!1.'.V'~ pfl../\,1 
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ax"is of the photograph by pulline the film past ~he 
vertically varing spot. Tnis cru:1era er:rploy~ an oscill0~ 
scope for which the til:1e or horizontal axis of th~ scope 
is not operated. The spot is allo,·rcd to move in the 
vertical direction only. Recording cameras can pro:iuce a 
strip of filr.l traveling at speeds greater than 5 feet per 
second. The limiting speed of this system is the writing 
speed, or exposure time of the photographic film. 

c\ Mechanical Readout - The use of mechanical rea~.
outs are, of course, a p 0.rt of nearly every_ measuring 
instrument. The human can only sense movement in a 
quantitative way, All other human senses are of a quali
tative natlU·e. .Mechani cal rea6.outs are in general 
familiar to most everyone, so we will not go into detail 
in their operations. The galvanometer demonstrated the most 
widely used. mechanical device, namely the spring. The 
elastic property of metals is employed in many ways to 
convert a physical force into a scale measurement. The 
elastic property of springs, metal membranes, Bourdon 
tubes, anc many related shapes are employed to evaiuate 
force and torque. 

Anotl:er class of instruments that would, of course, 
be included in the mechanical readouts would be those that 
employ gravity to evaluat e such properties as force a.~d 
pressure. A typical readout in this class would be the 
manometer, lThich reads pressure by the height to which a 
collllllil of water or other liquid is held. These instru
ments are again quite common and will only be touched upon 
in detail if they enter into the measurement of a specific 
fluid mechanic property . 

D. Optical Readout - The use of optical readout 
equipment is of somel1hat limited int erest . Specifically, 
the photograph is, of course, extensively employed as a 
readout device, however, this t ype of readout need no 
special discussion. Optical readouts that are employed 
other than photograpic include t he interference and 
refraction of light. These specific areas of optical 
readouts are employed in density and temperature measure
ments and will be covered in those areas wl:ere they %0.PJ?ly . 
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Chapter III - Transducer Concept s 

IL the f i rst chapter a t ransducer Was defined as a 
device t hat converts the quantity being sensed into some 
other :'arm of signal. This is a very general definition 
and also very v,3gue. Actually, in every measurement we 
are in a sense comparing the physical quantity to be 
measured against a known standard. The t ransducer, thus , 
becomes the go-between from the standard t o the physical 
quantity . In every case that we wi ll be considering the 
physical quant ity will act upon a sensing element in such 
e. way that a physical device gives a scale deflection that 
can be read vis• b J.y. The transducer may be ei ther the 
sensing element, transmissions, or readout part of a 
measurin5 sys t em. For example, the galavanometer could 
easily fall into the definition of a transducer since it 
senses an electri cal signal and converts it into a 
m.ech.anical deflection. For the present discussion the 
word· transducer is simply an energy converter, and we will 
d i rect our attention t o those converters that are of value 
in measurements in fluid mechanics. 

A. Electrical - In this section we will r eview briefly 
some of t he be.sic physice.l effect8 that t ake a fluid flow 
property and coLvert it to an electrical signal. The fol
lowing table i s a limited attempt to point out some of the 
physical changes -electrical change phenomenon that are em
ployed as t ransducers. 
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Phenomenon 

Resistance - Strain 

Hesistance - Temperature 

' I ·1 
,Physica1 Effect 

r 'If ! JI 

I I 

The electrical resistance 
of a mater5.al · ch~nges. as 
it -is strain-ed 
The electrical resistance 
of a material ch211ges lrl.th 
temperature 

Applicc'.tion 

Measure Strain I I 

Pho_t_o_c_o_n_d--=-u-c~t~i-v~i~t,....·y--------~The electrical resistance 

Measur~; te;•;pcrai:·m·e, 
Heat T~e..~sfer, Kinetic 
Energ;· , Ra.di.en!;. Energy 
1-ieasui·e light intensity 

Thermoelectric 

of a material changes with 
light 
Di ssir.1ular metal junc-'don Measure; te:-,pe:::-ature: heat 
produces an era:r· with a transfer, ~inetic energy, 

___ _ _ _ ___ ________ _,c_h_a_n_g-'-e __ i_n-,,-,t,....ec=-1-=-np'--e_ra_t_ur_e_----c ______ r_a_d_i_e_:, __ .,_~ • energ-: _ ____ _ 
. Piezoelectric Pressure difference produces J.reasure uressure 

an electrical charge 
Pyroelectric 

Photoelectr ic 

Capacitance - Displacement _ 

Temperat ure dif£erence pro-. 
duces an electric charge 
Light liberates electrons 
and produces a flmr of 
current 
Change in distance produces 
·a change in capacitance 

Neasure te::--:pera~ure 

},!easure light intensity 

----· -- ···- - · .. -- -- .. 

I . 
I 



Table III-I Continued 

Capacitance - Pressure 

Innuctance - Displacement 

Electromagnetic Induction 

, 

Change in pressure produces 
a change in capacitance 
Change in core displacement 
produces a potential 
Change in electrical don
duc t or produces a current 

Measure pressure 

Measure displacement 

Measure revolutions, 
elect rical conduc t i
vit:· 



The effects listed in Table III:-I are a few of the 
possib1e phenomenon that can be employed to sense 
physical quant it:.es. In each case the physical quant ity 
produces an effect which changes the electrical 
character..'.. sti c of the transducer. Thus, an electrical 
signal can be produced that is proport ional t o the 
physical quant ..'.. t y . Only those effects that are of basic 
importance in fluid measurements are i ncluded in t he 
tabie. 

The class:.f~cati on of electrical phenomenon used 
in fnstrunentat ion is extremely poor. Unfortunately, 
the science of instrumentation is not an accepted st udy 
in itself. As a result, the name assigned t o a class 
of inst ruments may be inadequate. For example there is 
a l arge group of transducers that employ the change in 
resist ance with ~emperature as the electrical phenomenon. 
This group of transducers might be classified as thermal 
resistors or cont racted to thermistor transducers. Un
fortunately, the thennistor is copywr itten to apply to 
oniy one _extremely limited type of material. Thus, each 
group of names listed in Tab1ei::rr- I is by no means all in
c).usive as to. an electrical phenomenon. 

'!here are several effect s that are employed with the 
above t ransducers to increase. th e.i r usefulness. For 
~ample, ~he electrogenerator effects of a coil in a 
magnetic field. The production of a force in the 
galvano~et er by the int eration of a current in a coil 
in a :magnetic field is an important example of t he 
reverse effect of the electrogenerator or elect romagnetic 
induction. Another phenomenon of basic interest is Joulean 
heating. The flow of an electrical current through a 

·-iiaterial 9roduces an increase in the temperat ure of the 
~ateri al. The heating is proportional to i~R of a 
. materi al. The cause of the heating may be· seen by consid
··~ring the resistance of a material. 

third electronic phenomenon of basic importance 
throughout t he field of measurements is electron emission. 
It is this t ype of electron emission that makes possible 
the- electron vacuum tube, cathode-ray-tube, and _many other 
app.Lications. Electron emission finds use as a transducer in 
in photoelect ric devices, however, it is a work horse in 
many circuits and readouts employed in measurements. There 
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a.re :foui· t;,,rp ,cs of electron e:·.1i.:::;icn: 1 . '.I':'lerr:,o:-1tc , o::c 
primal'."J, er.iission 2. Secondary emi::;::;ion 3. ? i:ot o
electric enission l-1-. Field. cr.:i::;::;ion . Ti:2r.;·,1onic 
emi::; :iio:i. occurs ,-rhcn a :r.,a '~crial is heated. t o inca::des e;'lcc 
in a va .mun. Scconc1ary cr.:is::: io:. occurs when a hi:::;11 v elo
city electron or-ionst:r :Llrns a naterio.1 in a vacum:, o.:--.d 
knocks out one or :r.ore electron::;. Photoelect r i c emission 
occurs ':Then energy in the form oz l i eht falls upon a 
surface. Field enission occtu·s at cold surfaces unde r 
the influence of extrer:1ely s t rong fields. I_n each ~o.se 
the electrons in the r.iat erial are given an incre cJ.se in 
energy -:,o the point uhere they can escape "th e "hold" 
that the material has on them. He will refer to the hold 
that the material has on the electron as an enerGY barrier, 
which the electron must overcome before it leaves the 
mat·erial. 

RESISTAECE OF },iATERIALS 

No doubt every one is familiar ,-rith the phenonenon 
of the resis tance of materials changing as their ter.1pcra
ture chan~es . The theoretical eA-planation for the res ist 
ance change req_u~es li t tle short of a co:r.1plet e course in 
solid-state physics, and thus it is not attempted herein . 
The reader interested in the subject is referred to an 
article by Bardeen and t o the many text oooks on solid-
state ph;/sics. :?igure 3 .1 is a plot of the loc;

10 
of 

electrical resistivity as it varies ·with temperature for 
three types of materials . Resistivity, <S , is a physi
cal quaLtity used to describe the resistance of a material 
and a t t he same time make it independent of the material 
geometry. 

(3. 1) 

l 
:Sardee:i., J.: Jou:r. Appl. Phys., vol. II, 191~0, p. 88. 

·1 
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Figure 3. 1 - Variation of Elect rical Resistivity 
With Temperature of The Basic 
Types of Conductors. 
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,-rhcre ~ is the resistar.ce, A is the cross-sectio:ial 
. c.rcc., a.,c. is the lcn~:.11 of tne mat erial. The usual 
_di.:,ensio::i.s for resistivi~y are oL-:i tiwes length . i'Totc 
~that in Figure ; .l the l oGJ of resistivity is plotted 
so that each ci.i vision repre~ents a.n 01·der of masni tude 
chru1e;e in rcsistivi ty . The three curves s:im-m are 
representative of three different types of "electrical 
conduct::>rs," the metn.llic conductor, the sc.>ni - cond.uctor 
<1nd thcrmis".;or , and the insulato1·. Althou,sh not 
;trictly accurate , the following vim·r may be taken of 
the con-:i.uction in tee three naterials : 

(a) For tr.e metallic conciuctor the flow of elcctri 
~cal current is· y electrons , and t e e r es istance is a 
_ measure of how f1•eely the electrons flov t:1.roug!'l the 
:Solid netal. Ir.creas ing the tcr,1perature increases the 
:chances that tne electrons collide with the metal atoms; 

_-thus the more collisions, the higher the resis t ance . 

. ~. (b) For semi-conductors the system may be viewed 
.as electron starved, where not enouge electrons are 
~availaole to co~duct the current . As the temperature is 
increas_d, more electrons ar e free to conduct ; thus t he 
resist a:1ce drops with increasing temperature . 

(c) I nsulators SiJl'!:!? l Y do not have electrons avail
able for conduction . ' Conduction in insulators is by 
-ions, w:1.ich beco::ne more mobile as the tCJl'!:9erature in
cr~ases; thus the resistivity of the insulator drops 
with increasing t~~perature . 

Th:?re is no sharp divis ion between the different 
types of conduct o::cs. It is pos sible t o find materials 
that will have r.early any value of resistivity, at a 
particul.22:' temperature , in the range shm-m in Figure 3 -.i.. 
In the region of netallic conductors alloys .are available 
with greater resistivity than platinum . 

. The -r esistai:ce of a metallic conductor is explained 
by viewing the netal as if it were a gas . Free electrons 
are assur.J.ed to exist in quantity throughout this "gas". 
Thus, if a potential difference exists along tne 
conduct::>r , electrons flow fror.1 neeative t o the :po~itive 
points of the poter.tial difZerence . Rczistuncc is sL~ply 
the resistance that the molecular lattice of the '7:etal 

J 

] 
, 
-
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offers t o the electron flo,·i. In a solici. .:i.11 ato:-.~s a:1d. 
molecules are o.ssu:,1·~d to be fi::eci. in ,.:,he lattice. !. -:. 
the te.::1pe:;:a t urc of t:ic solid i.,crea:::e::;, the D.,.:,o:-:-,s ~.n~.~ 
mOlec.1.;les ai"'e assur.1e\J. ·(,\.; vi·orn.J~ e J.:o::: e ~nd ::--.ore . T:'ie 
vibrat ion of the r.i.olect~les o.ccreases tne di. stance tnat 
an electron can trc. rel ocfo:::.·e i ~ ;:us a collision ,rith 
a molecule in the lattice struc~u:·8. 'i'hus, the 
resis tance of metalic conductors is found to increase 

_ •rith t.e:r.1perature. 

Joulean heat inG of a material by pn.ssinc; a current 
throug:1 i t c2.:: be explo.ined. si;apl:' as the effect of 
the collision of electrons Hith the luttice. In othe r 
words, incren.sing the nurnber of electrons floi:·ring thr ough 
a material ,•:ill increase the number of electron-molecule 
collisions, thus, - u-:e enerm' of the molecules ( ,·rhich 
define the tempe rat ure of the material) will increase . 

The scmi-conc.uctor naLcrial lacks suffi cient num't,er 
of' electron? to conduct the current . Thus, the r.1aj or 
effect of ci1ani:;e of re~i::;tancc of a scrni -cor:.ductor 
nater~al has nothing to clo with electron-nolecule colli 
sions. The most important effect is that increasinc; the 
tempcra;cure of a semi - conductor material releases more 
electrons for conduction, so tha t resist ance of semi
conductors decreases Hith temperature . 

, ~ . ,. .. 
For the semi-conduct or materials anything that .-rill 

release electrons· in the sys ter.i will decrease the 
resi s t ance of the mat erial. A typical exrunple of t his 
is the phot oconductive effect, where li,ght s t riking the 
mat eri al causes a decrease in the resis '~ance. The phot o-

: conductive effect can b e detected. as a pure photon effect 
: and not related to a radic.tion heatinc; effect. Radiation 
energy will, of course, also produce a change in resistance 
if it heats the r.1aterial. 

The s t rain of a concluctor Hill in effect compress 
: the lattice of the i,~aterial and, thus, increase the 
chance of an cled:.ron-molecule collision. Thus, the 

·cr.anc;e of re sistance with strain canbbe relat ed to yonng' s 
modulus and Poisson's ratio for the conductor. The effect 
of high pressure that cor..presses t he conductor can also be 
detected. as a change in resistance. 
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For the most part the resistivity of a pure metal 
conductor is a Hell explained phenor.1cnon . Ho':revcr , in 
the remote realm of teirperatw.·e approachin~ absolute 
zero a strange phenomenon occurs. In 1911 the Dutch 
phys :.cist Hdlce KarnerlinGh Onnes discovered that at 
l~ .2°1<: all resis tance t o the flow of an electrical cur
rent t hrough mercury disappeared . Onnes also found the 
same phenomenon occurred in several other metals, such 
as tin , lead, tantalum, and niobium. Figure ,3. 2 shows 

_the drop in resistance for several metals near absolute 
zero. The transition temperat ure for the superconducting 
state varies with the metal, as shown in figure ,3 .2. 
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flm-1 of elect::.·ons , bu'.; :rnt:121·, t:1cy 0.oru:9tly bc0 in t o con
duct elect rons alon0 in a ~mvcli l~c rr,ar.ner . 

T,.,,~::.·1:,oelec •;~,::;.c Ef;~r;c G - I/ -~~·ro diss inula.r :no..'.;c1· .:..:..ls 
2.1·e joined nt t uo juncU.o:·, s, ·.-rn.5.c :; are a.t differe nt 
tcr.·,:;ic:::-atw:es, an c.m . :: . ( co.J.l,::ci. -~h e Seeo eck e. m. f ., o:..· 
total e.m.f., or . ,iu::; t ttr.:::::ocJ.r.cG::.· ic e .m. f . ) i s found ~~o 
flou i n the ci:::cuit . ':'i1is nl:c11c:::er.on wri..s di.:,covcj:ccl J/ 
T. J. Seebeck in 1821. Dc::_,crn: .i.:-.~ on the tcr.·,pcj_•atu.rc 
differe:i.ce 'oehreen the j,mct~.ons th,: e.m.f. r.iay vary f1·om 
a feu microvol-.:. s t o the orc1c1· o:.' volt s . Values of -c:1e 
e.m. f . for a 1:;iven U c1-:-:1oco;_i_l)lc pair of concluc t ors a ::.·e 
reprodu,_folc to a high ci.e.grcc a l pcrcision . Howeve::.·, the 
relatio,1ship is ecyirical c.nd c2.::1 only be rouchly p1·e -

=cticted f r or.1 t:.1eory . A Jcy:9icc:.l Jcnermocouple arrangemer.t 
is shc,-m in figure 3 .3 . 

The theoretical ex;_:ila.nat ion of the the:rmocouple 
-e-ffecJc v;as fo:t many yca::s a q_ues".::io~ . The pro·olem Has a 
fa.ilu::cc in t-ne aoility to :-;,ensur2 charge 'oui lci. up in a 
conci.ucto;i.· wnicc1 is in a tl:er:-.1:1. l zradient . The 
e lectro-:heJ:m2 l effect is p1·00.uced. sir..ply because electror.s 
from one end arc 'can· icci to·.-ra:ccl the ot her encl of a cor:ductor 
b y a difference i::. ter.1p2rat'j_1·e. " 1 It is convcr:.ien'.; t o 
imagine that t he r.,ore ::-.w:,e1•O·.ts his h - enermt electrons iron 
the hct-:er end r.1ie;1·a 'ce co t:1c colde::: end . '.i'he charge 
generated behreer, the c1:cis dcpc;::.js only on the two parti 
cular tempe-raturES at t:,c e:,d::: of the conduct or. Tne 
length of t he co:,duc t o::.· is UJ.,ir,:9::irtant in the effect . The 
use of two dissir:-.ulaY netals sir.::;_:ily increases tne 
electrothermal effect to a :-.1easurable amour..t. 

1 
Bear.,, "!:l. R.: Elec'.;ro:·, ic s o: Solid s; McGraw-Hill, i-~ .Y . 
(1965) 
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Figure 3.3 - Thermocouple Ci rcuit. 

Th-e -thermocouple effect is tenned tte Se~beck ef
fec t . There are hro other effects identified wi t h the 
overall thermoelectric phenomenon . The terrn 
thermoelec t ric me ans the direct conversion of heat into 
elect r ical energy (or the reverse). The Seeb eck effect 
is the conversion of thermal energy into elect ricity , 
while t~1e Pel tier effect is essentially the reverse of 
the Seebeck effect . For the Peltier effec t •o. cooling 
or heatin,G o"" -:he junction of t Ho dissir:iilar metals 
occurs ,·1h, 0 n an e lectrical current :passes t hrough t hem . 
The rate of heat output or intake is ::proport i onal t o t he 
current . The Peltier effect is not in general use as an 
ins tri..:.m.er.t t::-ansducer, hOi·rever, it is currently being 
extensively studied in heat pump applications . 

The third thermoelectric effect is the Tnomson ef
fect. The Thoms.on effect is a co .-, seauence o f i'That was 
expecte:l from the Seebeck and Pcltie; effects. 1·lhile 
the Peltier :,eat ing exrilo. ins the junctio effect in t he 
overall Seebec~c effect, t he Thomson heat i nG, serves to 
account for t :, ~ remaininc diat r iiJutioi1 o.lo,~g t he con
ductor. Tne '.i"t1omson effect accow1'c. s for !:i, e tem1)erat ure 
gradient alo::1g the concluctors. The Pel:~ i.cr and Thomson 

,. 

... 

.,. 

.. 
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cf1'ect ~ talccn ~~o~c~hr~r a.re c~:c~~ i ~.l to -~.:.ne prcofs relat
ing thcr.,1oelcc ~ricit~· ~o -~';,:e::,.:06~:1:c~·.:ic::;. 

1-?"ncn a c~::re::t Oi c]_c::s i ty I floi•,::; i :: a :10;.:o.:;r;n c o·..;_ ::; 
r,i.c.tc1·ial in the "91·c::;cncc oz a -~cr::ic::.·atU1·c lF8.C1.ie:: t. , ..:.:1c 
rat e /· I 1-rnici1 neat is 6.c·.re:loncc:. -:,er ur:i t vol;,;;:.-; co·1-
tains a ten:1 linear in I a.nci t;e G~r.1.:9erat :.1re sracl.ic:·.t D~_.. 

[ ~"' ·-I ~r II :: . I \ - ' :);< (3. 2) 

:-n:erc t; is callee--.. L-: e 'i'i10.:-,1r.on coeff:i.cient ( a fu.nctio :1 
of tnc !n:i.1·t i.c-...,2.m: co,:duct0r . ) 'l'::c thi rd tr.ermoelectric 
effect •::as dis covered oy H illiw. Ti1omson ( Lord Kel '.rin) 
in I85L. 

P i ezocleci r i c E~~ect - Piezoelectric is the conver
sio~1 of }_)ressm· •: ir.to an electr ical o,: t p-...it. The terr.1 
:p i ezoelec'~ric has co;:,e to be a~:i;lie cl. to a SI_)ecia.l class 
of devices. Piezoelect r i c trar.s r,.ucers are that speci.zl 
grot .. p o:f cryste.ls H:1ere anplec t r j_ cal polarization is 
producec". b;;' r.1eci1anical s t rain. In General, i t a.p:9 20.r s 
that piczoactiv.i.t~, occurs in cry s t als that do not nave 
a center of s:-m,1etr~.' in ti1e lattice s t r ucture. Thus , 
the cr~rstal developc spolarization due t o shif-'c i ng of 
the ~•c~nte: of gravit~" of ~sHive. and n~sa,.:; ive s_1~r~es 
under Jhe influence 0.1. elas cic strain. F1.3u1·e 3 . l., i s 
the a::;,prox irnc:;te s t r ucturr: of a quartz cr~, sto.l, ,.-,hi c i1 is 
used in a c;::.·ea.t number of piezo0.lectric a:9pl i cat ions . 
O,uaJ:•·:.;z is co1~pos1: d o:;:' three silicon a to:ns ancl six 
OX'JGe:1 a ,ca.--ns . The silico:-1 a::-or.1s have four pas i U. vc 
charces a."lc. the oxygen a '..:.oms h.:we ti-ro nec:~ative char.3es. 
T'.ne char[;CS in the unst1·ai ned case are 2.l_ 'ualan ·~ed . 
A force a:9plied to the x - axis shifts the cells so that 
tae cell oecor.,es polwized. . 

l 
r,:eissr.er, A.; "J'oe r piezoelect r isc::e i,:ci.stalle oei 

Hochfreq_uer.y; Z . Tec:1 . P::-iys. vol. J (:;_927) . 
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Figure 3.4 - Crystal structure of quartz. 
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The shift within the cry stel produces the charge on 
the crystal surface. This shift produces electrical 
forces within the crystal which ere not in equilibrium. 
Thus, the crJstal will not remein in this uneven force 
condition. Actually, in order to produce 'a polarization 
of the crystal the force must be applied quickly. A 
steady state application of pressure will not produce a 
polariz~tion, so that the piezoelectric, phenomenon is 
of value only for transient pressure measurements. 
After a transient pressure is applied to the crystal the 
charge cuilt up by the polarization will leak off as 
r.hown in figure 3,5, The charge leaks away with a time 
constant RC, where R is the resistance across the gage 
(resistance o~ circuit used to readout the charge), and 
C is the capacitance across the crystal. The readout 
circuit is necessarily constructed so that the resistance 
is ,as great a.s possible. . ' 



Figure 3,5 - Charge leak~ge in a Piezoelectric 
circt:.it. 
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P-yroelec t ric Effect - The pyroelectric effect is 
nearly iden~ical to t he piezoelectric effect, except 
that the crys~al is strained by thermal stresses. In 
general, the pyroelectric effect is an error in the 
pressure measurements . The pyroelect r ic t ransducer i s 
limited in application, since limited information of 
transient temperatures have been required. As . will be 
demonst rat ed in the appli cation of t emp erature measuring 
instrument s , the device measures heat t ransfer in t he 
crystal rather than t emperature. 

Photoelectric Effect - The phot oelect ric t rans ducers 
employ the observed phenomenon that prot ons can give 
rise to electron emission. In operation a material, 
such as alloys of ant imony and cesium, or s ilver and 
cesium; is set in an electrostatic field at conditions 
slightly bel ow where electron f ield emission occurs. 
Thus, when a proton strikes the material electron 
emission can occur. The yield per proton is at most 0.15 
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electrons, but this is adequate to produce measurable 
currents. s,ecial construction of photomultiplier tubes 
make it possible to measure accurately the current 
associated with a given light intensity. 

Capacitance Effects - The capacitance between t wo 
conductors is proportional to; t he effective or over
lapping area of the conductors, the inverse of the dis
tance between the ·conductors, and the dielectric constant 
of the material between the conductors. Figure 3,6 is a 
schematic diagram of a capacitor. The capacitance can 
be expressed as 

(3 ,3) 

where A is the overlappi ng area , dis the distance 
between plates, C is the dielectric const ant and K is 
the eonstant of proport ionality. The capacitance effect 
can be employed to sense area, distance or effect s that 
vary the dielectric constant. The main application of 
the capacitance effect in measurement s in connection 
with distance or displacement measurements. 

OVER LAl"/J1NG ~~~A, A 

/ 
/ 

. / 
/ 

· 0 IE LECi'"Jll IC 

~ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

Figure 3,6 - Diagram of a plate capacitor. 

.. 
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Inductance Effect - Induct ance is the inherent 
property of an electric circuit that opposes any change 
of current in the circuit. It is also defined as the 
property of a circuit whereby energy may be stored in 
a mag~etic field. Current in a conductor always pro
duces a magnetic field surrounding, or linking with the 
conductor. When the current changes, the magne t ic field 
changes, and an emf is induced back into the conductor. 
This induced emf is alwe.ys in such a direction as to 
oppose the effect that produces U (Leny' s Law). When a 
coil is energized with direct current, opposition t o flow 
occurs only when the circuit is energi zed or deenergized. 
For an alternating current the opposition will be a 
continuous alternating current. The inductance, L, for a 
uniformly wound toroidal coil of n turns with a magnetic 
core of length ;I,, a relative permeability~ and a core 
cross-section A, is 

(3.4) 

Lis rreasured in Heneries if A and J are expressed in 
cm. If the core of the coil is made vary by slidi ng a 
solid rod core in or out, the inductance will vary wi t h 
the ccre displacement . The induct ance can also be varied 
by variation in the permeability of the core, so t he 
inductance may be used to evaluat e propert ies that affect 
permeability. 

B. Mechanical.- The mechanical phenomenon 
used in transducers are listed in Table III.2 

These physical phenomenon are the basic 
part of many transducers. In most cases it is, 
of course, impossible to take advantage of the 
mechanical phenomenon without electrical systems 
being involved. Likewise, the electrical transducers 
are interrelated with the mechanical phenomenon.: 
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TABLE Ill. 2 

'"'----ennn Ph.vsical Effect Aonlication 
- AJ.l bodies at the surface 

Gravity of the earth are acceler- l~asure; 

ated toward the center at mass, force 

a constant rate. pressure 

A mass in motion tends to Measure ·: Seismic stay in motion . A mass at 
acceleration 

Mass rest tends to stay at rest 

A material may be .strained Measure: 
Elastic and its deflection is pro- force, 

Deflection portioned to the straining pressure 
force. When the force is weight, 

- electrical removed the material - . current. returns to its unstrained 
condition . 

Expansion 
A material changes its Measure: dimensions with temper- temperature 
ature. 

Gravity.- The constant of the acceleration 
of gravity is employed as a means of measuring pressure 
and weight. The gravitational constant is, according 
to Newton, a factor only of the radius of the bodies 
involved. The radius of the earth is so great that we 
need not consider the shape or size of a body used in 
the transducer. Thus, the height of the column of 
water is an ac urate measure of pressure with no correct 
ions being made for gravity . For very accurate 
measurements, such as those of a mercury barometer, the 
scale is adjusted to match the gravity constant at 
the location of. the measurement . 

Seismic Mass.- The seismic mass employs t~e 
phenomenon of Newton's law of force 

F•m a (3.5) 
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to measure acceleration. In other words, a force Fis 
the result of acceleration, a, on a mass, m. The same 
relation in angular systems is 

Icx =- T ( 3.6 ) ) 

where I is the moment of inertia of the mass, c<. is the 
angular acceleration, and Tis the torque. Thus, the 
seismic mass is used to convert an acceleration into 
a force. We can not record the output force unless we 
employ another mechanical phenomenon, thus the seismic 
mass is not a complete self-contained unit. 

Elastic Deflection.- l-bst materials are elastic 
in that they .can be strained to a given length without 
altering the properties of the material. When the strain 
is released the material returns to its original shape. 
This is Hooks law of elasticity. The properties of 
importa.,ce in materials are the moduli of elasticity, E, 
and rigidity, G. These properties remain reasonably 
constan~ over long periods of time , so that stable trans
ducers can be built using the phenomenon. The resistance 
to strain is a force, so that force is a direct measure 
from the def:ection of the elastic member. The shapes · 
used in transducers vary over a wide range. The most 
common elastic member is the spring, which may be in any 
_one of several shapes: Cantileve~, Berun, Helical, Torsion 
Bar, or Spiral. Diaphragms are also used as elastic 
deflection members. The bellows and bourdon tubes are 
widely used es pressure sensing elastic deflection 
transducers. 

Expansion.- The dimensions of a material, 
either gas, liquid, or solid is found to change with 
temperature. The phenomenon is associated directly 
withl the random motion of the molecules of the material. 
The random velocity of the molecule increases as the 
temperature increases, thus each molecule with in a 
lattice structure of a solid requires more space. The 
same effect is present to a greater extent in liquids and 
gases. 
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The expansion of a material is found to oe 
uniform with t emperature, so ~hat it can be used to 
measure the temperature of the materi al . The liq_uid
in- glass thermome-~er :i. s solely dependent on t he 
difference in expansion b2tween a liquid and its glass 
container . Bi - rr;et alic t hermometers employ both the 
expansion Jf metals and their e l ast ic properties to 
indicate tenrperat-.rre . ~ e gas thermor,1eter employs t he 
e q_uat:i.on of state 'T= _L_ , e::pression to measure l ow 

_,,&' R 
t emperatures . The gas thermone ~er expresses temperature 
in terms c,f pressure , volwne, and density, arcd is used 
as the standard for low temperatures . 

C. Optical - The optical phenomenon empl oyed in 
physical measurements are lis ced in Table III.3 

... 
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TABLE III.3 

Phenomenon Physical Effect Application 

-Photochemica.J. Different wave lengths Photographs measure 
produce different degrees light intensity 
of chemical reaction 

Interference W_aves of light out of Measure distance 
phase interfere with one and fluid density 
another variation 

Schlieren Refractive indices of Measure fluid den-

. light varies through 
inhomogeneity 

an sity variation 

Absorpt ion Fluid molecules may ab- Measure density of 
sorb radiation specific species of 

molecules 

Scattering Fluid molecules may re- Measure molecule den 
fleet l ight at right sity 
angle to beam 

Radiation - High temperature fluids 
will emit light 

The optical transducers are somewhat l iJnited, mainly 
because of the physical properties they me asure. The dimension 
measu:-ing interferometer finds use only f or the very accurate 
measu.:-ements not normally employed in most research labora tories. 
The density measuring interferometers and Schlieren systems are 
limited mainly to compressible flows, which are encount ered at 
speeds near the sonic velocity in gases and rarely ever found in 
liquids. The range of application is somewhat increased for 
thermal flows. 

Photochemical - The photograph is mainly employed as a 
readout process, however, it may also be viewed a s a transducer . 
The phenomenon is based on the fact that chemical change may 

·occur as a function of the light intensity. The effect is even 
more selective in that the chemical reaction may vary with the 
particular wave length of light •. Thus, we are a"ble to sense only 
the i nfrared or ultra-violet wave lengths of l ight in a given 
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photochemical chnnee. The phenomenon is associated with 
the change in energy of the molecules of a material due 
to the absorption of energy from the light. 

Interference - By considering light as composed 
of waves it is possible to demonstrate that the waves 
may in~erfere with one another. Consider the two sets 
of equal wave length light beams shown in figure 3.7. 

1rt pho.-s e out oF flto.se 

Figure 3. 7 The Interference Principle 

When tr..e two beams are in phase, the light beams add to 
produce a bright image . When the beams are out of phase by 
half a wavelength, the light canceles. Thus, for out of 
phase light the waves are said to interfere wi th one another. 
In applicat ion the two light beams are produced by a single 
monochromat ic light source, so the initial beams are of ex
act:g t he same wave length . The light be~ is "split" into 
two parts by a half silvered mirror - splitter plate. In
terferen~e may be caused by unequal distances of t ravel of 
the two split beams, ·when they are brought back together. 
Since the optical path length of light is the product of the 
refractive index, n, and the geometrical path legnth, 1, 
then t~e interference phenomenon can be used to indicate 
changes in the refractive index. 

r 

.. 
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Schliere~ - The velocity of light in a substance is 

less tr_an its velocity 'in free space. In general it is 
f ound that the greater the density of a substance the 
greater is the decrease in the velocity of light . Figure 
} .8 shows the variation of the speed of light in air, as a 
tunction of the density. 

:t.. 
- . C 
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Figure 3.8 /m-.f' Speed of Light in Air. 

'.I.be Huygen's principle (which states that: every point of 
a wave front may be considered as the source of small "secondary" 
wavelets, ·which spread out in all directions from their cent er s 
with a velocity equal to the velocity of propagation of the wave) 
will lead to' the result that a shift in the direction of a wave 
front occurs as the velocity of light changes. Thus, when a 
light beam encounters a change in density it will be bent away 
f rom its original direction. 

The velocity of light in a substance is usually expressed 
in terms of a ratio 

C n=v (3 . 7) 

were c is the velocity of light in free space, vis the velocity 
of light in the substance and n is called the index of refraction. 
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the index of refract i on mo.y vary with the density of the 
substar_ce and also with the wave length of light. The 
index of refraction of gases is very close to one. For 
air n = 1.0002957 for violet light (wave length= 
-0.00004359 cm) and n = 1.0002914 for red light (wave 
length= 0.00006563). The _index of refraction for air 
ce.n be expressed in terms of the density (for sodium 
light) 

n = l + 0.000293 L (3.8> 
Pntp 

where p ~ is the density at l atm and o0c. For water - - n1,p 

the index of refraction is, n = 1.333, so the refraction 
effect s will be much greater. The angle of light deflec
tio_n _through a small-density gradient is given by 

- £·=/A¾: dl 
----- ----- - -- ·- -- _ o _ -- --

(3 .9) 

where, 1 is the length of the density gradient traversed 
by the light berun. Using equation (3.8) the angle may be 
expressed as 

€ = ta~ dl JC Js dl -(3 .10) 

Thus, the deflection of light may be employed as a means 
of evaluating density or density gradients in a fluid flow. 

Absorption - If monochromatic radiation (light) 
passes through an absorption cell of length l, then the in
tensity of radiation emerging, after absorption in the 
molecules , is given by 

I = I 
0 

- C()_ e (3 .11) 

where I is the intensity measured with the cell evacuated, 
and oc i~ the absroption coefficient in cm-1 at NTP. The 
absroption coefficient is a function of the wavelength of 
the incident light and depends on the nature of the mole
cules, their n1..l1l"~er concentration, their motion and t heir 
inter.?ct ion either with one another or with foreign raole
cules. · Figure 3 .9 shows the absoription coefficient for 
oxygen as a function of the wave length. Since, the 

... 
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absorption varies from species to species it is possible 
to indi:ate the number density of select molecules. The 

.s-~4---~---r----:::--r---.-----, 

I 
✓ , 

,I , 
t,o ,-.!,- 7~ 7->-

y~ ( 1o"cm-tj 
Figure 3.9 - Absorption coefficient 

function of wave length. 

.o 

of oxygen as a 

area of most importance in absorption appears to be in the 
ultra-violet region. 

Scattering - A beam of light may be reflected as it 
strikes a molecule. The angle of reflection will be a 
function of the particular molecules. Thus, a measure of 
the intensity of light at right angles to the initial light 
beam will be a function of the molecule density. This 
technique requires large, dense . molecules and is not of 
great use in fluid mechanics. 

Radiation - High temperature gases emit light. This 
is due to the extremely high vibrational en~rgy of the 
molecules. In metals the wave length and intensity of light 
emitted is related to the temperature. For gases the 
radiation is a complex function of temperature, densit y and 
molecular species. The light emitted can be analized 
spectroscoply to identify specific wave length. Related wave 
lengths a.~d intensities can be employed to identify radiation 
from particular molecular species, however, it is extremely 
difficult to relate the results to temperature and density. 



Chapter IV 

TRANSDUCERS EMPLOYED nr FLUID MECHANICS 

The range of poGsible measuring conditions in fluid 
mechanics is extremely great. No one instrwnent is ade-
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quate to cover the ranBe of n.ny one of the possible varia
bles. One may divide fluid mechanics measurement into roughly 
five groups. 

1. Temperature 
2. Pressure 
3. Density 
4. Velocity 
5. Fluid Properties 

This certainly cannot include ever-J possible measurement, but 
it should cover most problems encountered in fluid mechanics. 
The present chapter is a very brief introduction to the 
transducers that will be employed. In the discussion the 
fifth group of Fluid Properties is not included, since thls is 
a special area. The evaluation of a specific property may re
quire the use of several types of transducers. 

_ The possible range of flow conditions that we can expect 
in the field of fluid mechanics are listed in Table IV.l. 

Table IV.l 

Measurement I Range 

Temperature 0°R to 0 20,000 - 30 1000 R 

Pressure 0 to 10,000 psi 

-Density 0 to ;, 

Veloc::.ty 0 to 100,000 ft. / sec. 

The range of conditions stated in Table IV.l are by no 
means the maximums that have been obtained . These conditions 
are roughly ·the extremes that can be obtained in a fluid 
mechanics laborator~ such as that at Colorado State University. 

Table IV.2 is a list of the possible transducers that 
are employed to make the required measurements. 

,.; 

~ 

... 

... 

... 



Table 'IV .2 

Quantity i1: mp era tu Ye P·,-e5sul""e De·t1s iry Velt,c ·ity 

Cn.c Thermometer Manoneter Pirani Gage Pi tot-Static 

Li quid-in-Glass McLeod Gage Therr.1ocouple Gage Tracer 

Resistance - Diaphrac,n Gages Ionization Gages Drag 
I The1T.1ometer Bourdon Tube Optical-Interfero- Hot Wire Anemometer I 

i meter 
I 
I 

Thermocouple Bellows Gages Optical-Schlieren Thermocouple-
Anemometer 

Bi-metalic - Resistance-
Thermometer Pressure 

I Capacitance- Vortex Shedding 

I 

Pressure 
' 

Optical Pyrometer Piezoelectric 
-

Sonic-Therraometer Knudsen Gage 
Dead-Height Teste1 -

I Kinetic Energy 
Analizer 
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The t ransducers and scnsinG elements that e.re noted 

in Table IV.2 will be ·discussed in detail in the followinG 
Chapters. These systems represent electrical, mechanical 
and optical devices. 

-



Chapter V 

MEASUREMENT OF FLUID VELOCITY 
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The measurement of velocity is perhaps the most im
portant measurement in a great deal of problems . The 
velocity can be measured in any of several ways . Perhaps 
the most used device is the pitot-static pressure probe, 
although drag type flow devices are also in wide use. The 
present discussion is concerned with the steady state and 
transient velocity measurements. Thus, the chapter in
cludes detailed evaluation of the steady state pressure 
measurements and also the transient velocity measurements 
with the hot wire anemometer. · 

A. Total Pressure Measurement - The Pitot or impact 
tube is instrument employed to measure the total pressure 
of a mov-ing fluid stream. The tube is simply an open-end 
circular or other shape tube facing directly into the fluid 
flow. The total pressure can be related directly to the 
total energy of the flowing fluid. · 

The ideal total pressure Pi, TOT of a flow is related 

to the frees~ream static pressure, P by the freestream Mach 
s 

number M 

Pi, TOT 

PS 
(5.1) 

U /Ps1, CJ where M
00 

= ~nd a =~Jlis' The velocity is the freestream 

velocLty and p is the freestream density. For very low 
. 6 . 

freestream Mach number, e~uation (5.1) can be expanded in a 
series and only the linear term retained l (' M 2 (Y-1,~l) 

1 

. · i.e. 
00 

--, 

2 

Pi, TOT. 1 + ,:!._ M 2 = 
:e 2 00 .. s 

1 l+-2 (5.2) 
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The total pressure, PTOT measur~d by the impact tube may be 

written as . 
- 2 

. PTOT .. ::-1 Ps V2. 
- -· - = l + C (- --) 

2 
PS PS 

(5.3) 

C is a numerical factor which is approximately unity for all 
but very low Reynolds number operation. 

' For tte flow of a gas at supersonic speeds a shock 
-wave will fonn in front of the impact tube. After the shock 
the fluid is ass1..ID1ed to decelerate isentropically to the 
stagnation pcint of the probe. The total pressure is given 

l . 

by th~ Rayleigh equat~o1: 

' where now (Pi, TOT) is the ideal stagnetion. pres~ure aft er 

- .. 
-the nonnal shock wave. Figure 5.1 is a plot of equations 
(5.1) and (5.4). 

• 
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The impact probe does not measure velocit y di r ec t ly. 

We must, in all cases, know the speed sound at the measured · 
point in order to evaluate the velocity from pressure mea
surement . For low speeds this may require a measure of 
density. The measurement in each case can be shown to re
quire an eval uat i on of tot al and static pressure, and 
temperat ure at the point in question. 

Figure 5.2 is a summary plot of experimental values 
of C obtained for impact tubes. In general the rat i o of 
the impact pressure to the static pressure for the impact 
tube can be written as 

P'!OT . :_1,ro{ [ . · q'2 ~ t rt : du ] 
F= . p F -Re, M•,_Pr'~'v'i' r, r"frit:>,r, dr, •• 

s - .. s . 

(5.5) 



where r1 is a function of the dimensionless quantities: 
lO~ 

a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 

e) 

f) 
g) 

h) 
i) 

Reynolds ~umber based on probe radius, R 
e 

Loco.l Mac:'l number, M 
Prandtl number, Pr 
Specific Heat, l' 

Turbulent intensity, 7 u2+v2+w.2 

Knudsen number, A/r 
v~ = v2 " 

Ratio of relaxation tine of a gas to characteristic 
microscopic tines, t/{r/ U ) 
Angle of attack, ~ • / 
Ratio of stagnation orifice to external tube, r, r. 

It will be possible to find regions where the isted effects 
are quite small. In general the pitot -static tube used in 
moderate speed (greater than 10 feet/sec.) flows at atmospheric 
renditions will r.ave a value of F very nearly one. The more 
important effects listed above are considered in the followi ng 
discussion. 

Reynolds Ku_~ber Effect - The Reynolds number, ·R 
e 

Ur 
= ---v 

is a ratio of the inertia to the viscous forces in the flow. 
Thus, for large Reynolds numbers the viscous effect is not im
portant. The importance of Reynolds .number only occurs at the 
low velocities, where viscous effects are important. At the 
lor Reynolds numbers the impact pressure increases over that of 
the ideal.·. Figure 5 .3 shows the increased pressure observed 

l 
Chambre, P. L., and Schaaf, S.A.; The Impact Tube. Physical 

Measurements in Gas Dynamics and Combustion. Vol. IX Princeton 
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Figure 5.3- - Theoretical and Experimental Viscous 
Correct .:.ons For a Sphere and a Cylinder. 

for a sphere and a cylinder. 

An analysis of the boundary layer flow over an impact 
1 tube gives the stagnation pressure as 

(5.6) 

where (p + ~ P8 tf 2
) is the ldea"i total pressure, P. s, g s , i, TOT 

at the edge of the boundary layer. · The coordinate system 
corresponQing to equation (5.6) is shown in figure 5.4. 

l 
Chambre, P, L., and Schaaf, S.A.; ibid. 
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Figure 5.4 - Coordinates for the Impact Tube Analysis 

The velocity derivative can be written as 

(5.7) 

which is a s~atement of the assumption that the impact probe 
can be . represented by a potential flow shape, such as that of 
a source. '!'he velocity potential for a source is 

JI = Vy+ 
(5.8) 

and ,IJ becomes 

u =-- (5.9) 

where r is t he radius of curvature of the edge of the 
0 

boundary layer. The boundary layer displacement thickness at 
the stagnation point is 

* ✓;;-~ : : 0.5576 ,,,6' (5.10) 
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, ·so that~ can be evaluated as 

2 
_,..i = l + 0.394 

P.e 
1f -r (5.11) 

or for a. genera_ shape of .probe rather than the source 

Cl fi =--=--1 + c2 
V -r (5.12) 

~ 

Thus, t he correction term for viscosity in equation (5.6), 
2~./,3 can be related to the factor . C of equation (5.3) as 

4cl 
C = 1 + -----=--- (5.13) 

For1s bsonic compressible flow the correct.ion _/1 is 
given as 

~OMPR. - ...tf INCOMPR. (l-C3M2) (5.14) 

.The constant c3 . for a spherical~shaped probe is 

Fer supersonic flow the analysis is not applicable and 
the on~ informa~ion is of an experimental nature. Figure 
5.5 shows viscous corrections eval ated in supersonic flows. 

l 
Cham~re, P. L., and Schaaf, S.A.; ibid 
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Figure 5.5 - Viscous Corrections to Impact Pressure in 
Supersonic Flow. 

OrificE Diameter Effect - The above analysis does not 
consider the , effect of the size of the orifice • . This aspec t 
of the problem is by no means well evaluated, however, it ap
pears that tl:e orifice size will in general lower t he ac;tual 
total pressure reading • . Chambre and Schaaf give the following 
correction fer orifice effect 

2P. r 2 

PTOT,AVE = p .fl ·s I - · (5.15) _TOT,ACT. 4 

where PTOT,AVE is the average pressure reading by the probe, 

and r, is the orifi ce radius. An Orifice small compared to 
probe frontal area i s found desirable for supersonic measure
ments. 

Angle of Att ack - The above analysis assumed that the 
f~ow as direct l y i nto the impact tube. If the tube is 
misalined to the flow, we may expect that the measured total 
pressure will be too· small. Figure 5.6 is a summary of the 1 variation in pressure C!Oefficient observed for impact probes 

1 
Krause, R.N., and Gettelman: Considerat ions Ent ering int o the 

Selection of ?robes for Pressure Measurements in Jet Engines, 
15A Proc . , Vol. 7, p . 134, 1952. 

,, 
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-
- The effect of flow angle can be thought of as a simple· 

matter of where the stagnation point is located. As long as 
--the stagnati on point is located within the orifice area the 

-angle effe~t is small. This stagnation point effect is 
demonstrated by the "wide mouth" type tube showing the least 
effect to flow angle. The wide mouth probe limit s somewhat 
the point type measurement of the smaller tip geometry, but 
would be employed when large flow direction changes are ex
pected. 

The angle sensitivity of a probe may be employed t o de
termine the flow direction. In this case the probe would be 
operated at an angle where maximum change with angle occurs. 
Figure 5.7 shows the sensitivity of a particular probe over a 
wide range of angles. A typical flow direction probe may · 
employ two or more probes set at 45° to the expected flow 

·direction, as shown in the insert of figure 5.7. The yaw probe 
is rotated so that a null reading is obtained between the two · 
tubes. The null iocation would represent the flow direction. 
The difference in pressure between the two tubes can also be 
employed as an indication of flow direction, without the need 
of yawing t he tubes. A combination of four tubes rather than· 
two can be employed to find the flow direction in three
dimensions . 
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Figure 5.7 ~ Angle Sensitivity of ·an Impact Tube 

. 1'he sensitiyity of impact tubes to angle of attack 
in supersonic flow is shewn in figure 5.8. At supersonic -spee 
_speeds the blunter-nosed tubes appear less sensitivity to 
angle than th~ s:ender probes. 

1 
Wilson: J. Aero. Sci., Vol. 17 585-594 (1950) 

.. 
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Velocity G:·adient Measurements - If the impact tube is 
employed in a velocity gradient, the geometric location of 
me~surement is in question. It is not possible to relate the 
point of measurement directly to the geometric center of t he 
orifice. The effective center is displaced .from the geometric 
axis of the orif:ce toward the higher velocity part of the 
gradient. 2 The correction suggested by Young and Maas is 

6 d T = 0.131 + 0.082 i1° (5.16) 

where & is the displacement, d 1 is the internal and d is 
the external diameter of the probe. 

In supersonic flows pronounced effects are often en
countered in boundary layer type measurements. The effects 
of probe size in a supersonic flow can be quite large, a_s 
shown in figure 5.9. Near the outer edge of the boundary 
layer (velocity gradient) an overshoot in velocity is noted. 
This ove=shoot in velocity is apparently1to the probe affecting 
the upst=eam flow in the boundary layer. In supersonic 
boundary layer measurements the shock wave formed in front of 
the probe may cause a local separation of the· boundary layer. 
The separation of the boundary layer feed information upstream 
through t he subsonic portion of the layer, thus causing a dis
tortion of the complete layer. 

2 
Young, A.D., and Maas, J.N. The Behavior of a Pitot Tube in a 

Transverse Total-Pressure Gradient. Aeronaut Research Comm., Repts . l~ 
Mem<? • 1770, 19.3 7 . 
1 
Morkovin, M.V., and Bradfield, W.S.; Probe Interference in Mea

surements in Supersonic Laminar Boundary Layers, .Jour. Aero. Sci., 
vol. 21, p. 785, 1954. 
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· Figure 5.9 - Probe Eft'ects in a SupersoniceoBoundary Layer. 

Turbulent Eff!'?cts on Velocity Measurements - Goldatein2 

has suggested that the impact prcssurl? PTOT will be equal to 

l. 2 1 7 
p TOT = p s + 2 P 1J + 2 P s q' (5.17) 

~ ~ 2 ~ ,2 where, q· = u· + v + ,.,- , is tho su:n of the turbulent velo-
city component.s. Such a. relation is found to work reasonably 
tor high turbulent f l ows . Figtrre 5.10 shmrn an cx.a.m:9le of a 
pitot-static probe vcloeity profile compared with a profi le 
measured by a hot wire anemorn.eter.3 The pitot-stutic profile 
~orrected for turbulence effects is found to agree reasonab:iy 
well with the hot-wire profile. For the flow of figure 5. J.O the 
turbulence level is extremely high compared to most fluid flows. 

2 
Golc~tein, S.; A Not e on the Measurement of Total Head and 

Static Pr€sstrre in a Turbulent Strerun. Pl'oc. Roy. Soc. London 
Al55, p 510 (1936) 
3 

Cho, J. L., and Sandborn, V.A.; -A° Resi$'tc1.rice TneYmomE't~y 
fo 't' TYaY1S'ie>1t Ten--ip~Y«tu.re /Aea.sv,uJ>nen t"s. Fi111o(lfEcN. 
PR PER 110. l . Cc,,,. Smut I/NI~., 1964. 
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J3ru:cfJ.~~§J;ffcctfJ - Raref led go.a flow a arc Te!ined as 
those in ,vbich the dimensions of the body in queatip:1 a.re of 
the same order s.s the molecular meen free path. The VE1.oci ty 
at the surface of a body is no►t zero in a rarefied gas ~low. 
The gas '"slips" along the surface of a bo<ly. Results in icate 
that t he mea."l pressure1at the sta.gns.tion point will dccr~se dug 
to the ef'f.ect of slip. 1'he efi ?ct of slip is to increase the 
viscous co rection · to the impact pressure. Figure 5.11 sh ! 
the effect of !lip on the viscouJ correction. 

0.3·-
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Figure 5.11 - Effect ot Slip :n the Viscous Correction to 
~t Pressure 

Cbambre, P.L., end Schae.t, S.A. ; it•id. 
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For pure free molecule flow the molecular mean free 
path is large compared to the body dimensions. For free 
molecule flow the following relation is obtained. 1 

~ = {• -{f ~ 2

) + ~y¥[1 + erf (M,fi-)]}2 

(5.18) 

Pressure measurements in freemolecule flow is complex in 
that pressure may not be equal at all places along a tube. 
Detailed experiment al studies of the impact tube in ·free mol
ecule flow are sti:l lacking. 

B. Drag Measurements-. There are several transducers 
that employ fluic:. drag as a means of measuring flow velocity 
or mass flow. Typical i_ns truments are the . rotameter, tur
bine flow neters, cup-ah:mometers and related instruments. 
Each of these instruments makes use of t he fact that drag is 
a function of the Reynolds number. Figure 5.12 is a summary 
of the measured drag for different shapes of bodies. The 
drag is a function of the shape, and the Reynolds number of 
the flow. The curve of figure 5.12 is for continuum flow 
only. For slip and free molecule flow the drag becomes a 
function of Knudsen number (density),~s well as Reynolds 
numbers. 

l 
Chambre, P. L., and Schaaf, S. A.; ibid. 

.. 



T'ae Rotaruetez- - The rotamet -=i r relien on tbe dreg of a. 
flat plate in n restr icted f l ow tube. A "floe.ting bo:.1" iB 
raised uv,;Gxd in a tapered tube by t he drag and buoyancy 
force af t he flowing fluid. 'l1'nc upward. forces are bu1£mc~d 
by the weight of the bob . 'l'he r otame-ter m!lasl.U"e... the r11<1s G 
r ate of flow through the t ube. 111eaa devices are suited to 
the mea.Buroruent of m.o.s s f low r ates, o.s long a.o the f luid 
p roperties are well known. 

Tbe C~~:!1gE!~ - The rotnting cup anemometer h: in 
extenoive se i.. meteoi·ological mea surement s. This L"l!:truruen t 
reiies •:>n the difference in drag between the inside a.nd out
side of a · hemi-sphe~e. The inside of the hemi- sphere gives ~ 
drag of roughly that of u flnt surface perpendicular to the 
flow. s mey be seen :t'rom figure 5.12 the drag of t he flo.t 
plate i s greater than t hat of a w....mi-sphere. Taus, the 
rota.ting cup anemomet er will rotate in i windo The l inear 
speed o:? the cup canters, oY, i s r elated to the 'tri.l'ld s ei!d 

· , V , ~ a ser ~es r elation . 

V =a+ b 'If+ c 12 + ••••••••• {5.19) 

in which a , b and. c: az-e constanto . The instrument ~ lo:ired 
in meteorol ogical usuo.lly seek to mru e c and higher• coefticie ,1.a 
zero or VSl"".J small . 

'Tc.rbine _ l ow -Ieters - Tbe movement of a fluid t l:1rot1;11:r. a 
small b ..:.rb~ n~ ' ~el can ba w;ed to :maa sur the mas s flow. 'lhc 
drag of the t urbine blades produces a rotation aa t he fluid 
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flows through it. The revolutions of the turbine can be 
calibrated directly in terms of flow rate. A typical 
application. might employ a magnetic pickup to indicate 
each time a .blade passes, thus, several pulses per revol
ution are p~oduced. This pulse can then be related to 
flow rate bJ the relation 

(.5.20) 

where k iE defined· as the turbine flow coefficient, and 
is obtained from flo~ calibration 

c. Special Velocity Measuring Techniques - There are 
several possible means of indicating velocity besides those 
discussed above. The direct measurement of a tracer put in 
the fluid is perhaps the simplest technique. For flowing 
liquids the ·.1se of .. a floating particle is a good indication 
of the velocity. The tracer must, or course, move along with 
the flow velocity in order to be of va_ue. The tracer must 
be carried a:ong by the shear force of the fluid, so that 
there is a question whether the tracer moves at the velocity 
of the liquid. Techniques that employ bubbles of the same 
weight as · a flowing gs.s are also used to measure gas flow. 
Tracer techniques are at best, first estimates of flow velo
c1i ty, and not likely to give accurate measurement s. Ionized 
a~d radioactive _tracers are also employed in special cases. 
These molecular sized particles are quite accurate since they 
are of the same dimensions as the fluid particles. 

Heat tr!l.Ilsfer techniques are employed to measure veloci
ties in specia l cases. The heat -transfer from a cylinder is 
found to be related to the mean velocity by the following 
relation . 

(5.21) 

where n is c,r' the order of O. 5. The heat transfer is related 
to the square root of velocity, so it is not as sensitive as 
the pitot-static relation. On the other hand, the heat transfer 
is measured in t erms o:: electrical readouts, which can be 
measured to a much greater degree of accuracy than pressure·. 
As a result, a heat transfer anemometer can be used for ac-

: curate _iheasure11ent of velocities down to less than one foot per 
second, The m~j or application of the heat transfer anemometer 
is the Hot Wir~ Anemometer, · The hot wi~e anemometer is dis
cussed_ in detail in the section on transient measurements. rhe 
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mean flow application of the heat transfer anemometer can 
be either with a resis t ance-tempera ture transducer or with 
a thennocouple-heat transfer transducer. Tne thennocouple
heat transfer transduc~r is shown in figure 5 .13. A 
cylinder is heated by a constant current. The temperature 

r 
, ►2 ~~LIND£/<l I'\. 3 
12~ ""--'- -~r ~\--.JI 

THE 1u,10Coul'L£ 

Figure 5.13 - Thermocouple-Heat Transfer Transducer. 

of the cylinder is measured by a t hermocouple, the out put of 
the thennocouple is a di rect measure of t he cooling of t he 
cylinder by the air flow. The syst em is usually calibrat ed 
against a st anda~d velocit y. These instruments are found to 
be quitE accurat e in the measure of velocity. The detailed 
·theory cf the de,,ice is almost identical with the hot wire 
which is given in the following section. 

The veloci-.,y of a fast moving fluid may be measured by' 
the proporti on of a sound wave. A source of sound is produced 
at a poin~ in e. flow, figure 5. 14. A . sound pickup downstream 
measures t he t ime between the pulse and the arrival of the · 
wave. The· veloc~ty of propagation is 

V = a+ U = { (5.22) 

where V. is the measured propagation, which is given as J./t, 
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Figure 5.14 - Measurement of Velocity With a Sound Wave. 

a is the speed of sound which is a func tion of the absolute 
temperature, and U is the velocity of the fluid. For reason
able measur ements U must be of the order of a, which is 
around 1100 ft./sec. T~us, the sonic anemometer is not con
sidered for extreme low velocity measurements. By using two 
equally spaced sound pickups, one at right angles to the flow, 
then we can measure directly the speed of gound; and the dif
ference in time between the two pickup readings is equal to the 
flow velocity. Sonic anemometers are used in meteorolical 
measurements , b€cause of their ability to indicate transient 
fluctuations. l'he measurements are sensitive to changes in 
temperature and humidit;r, which limits somewhat the accuracy 
of calculations. The source of sound may be an expanding cry
stal or a spark gap . If a spark gap ·is employed the veloc ity 
may also be che~~ed by measuring the propagation of the temper
ature pulse. 

Another system of measuring velocity is the vortex 
shedding cylinder. This device might best be classed under the 
heading of a drag instrument. At moderate and low velocities 
it is found that flow separating from a cylinder produces a 
regular vortex pattern dJvmstream of the cylinder. The vortex 
shedding frequeLcy is a direct function of the flow velocity, 
thus a measure c,f the frequency will be a measure of the flow 
.velocity. Figure 5.15 is a plot of the Strauhal number, S 

. S = ff ( 5 • 23 ) 



( 

l11 
(where f is the shedding frequency~ d is tfle cyli nder 
diameter and U is the free stre~~ velocity) as a· function 
of Reynolds number. 

C,l"f t--ii..---,.-:--0-::-0---........:!o'""'o---,~oo~---:-,~-:-• -:o--~ACOO 

REyM)I.OS /./t1M,Sl=;q_ 

Figure 5.15 - Strouhal Number as a Function of Reynolds 
Number. 
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D. Transient Ve l ocity Measurements - The measure
ment of transient velocities is almost exclusively done 
by the hot wire anemometer . The previo:.1s discussed .velo
city measuri nG devices can follow very slow (1 cycle per 
second or less) flucti.:..ations, which is ~oo slow to be of 
much value in turbulehce studies. In the atmosphere the 
·cup anemometer is sometimes employed to indicate the 
turbulent fluctuations, but it is doubtful that adequate 
response is ever possible with this large instrument. I t 
is de.sirable to chose a measuring device which has little 
or no bulk to change as the velocity changes. Thus, the 
hot4wire, which is extremely small, of the order of 
10- inches in diameter is the best device for indicatinG 
turbulent fluctuations. 

The Hot Wire Anemometer - The hot wire anemometer is 
a Resistance-Tenperature transducer. For the anemometer 
application the wire is heated electrically by Joulean 
heating. The f l ow of fluid over the heated wire cools 
the element , so that the temperature of the heated wire 
will vary with the fluid flow. A measure of the heat 
transfer from the wire to the flow can be related directly 
to the fluid properties of temperature, velocity, density , 
etc. The understanding of heat transfer from a hot wire 
must firs t of all consider the temperature distribution 
wi thin and along the wire. The t emperature distributions 
can be predicted from energy balances. 

Resistance-Temperature Relation - The resistance of 
a metalic conductor, such as platinum shown in figure 3. 1, 
can be represented by a relation of the form 

R =, R
0 

[ 1 +o<(T-T
0

) +_/4'(T-T
0

)
2 + ••••• ] (5.24) 

In specific cases the temperature range of the conductor 
can be re§tricted t o linits where the higher order temp
erature dependence can be neglected. Thus, for the 
present discussion we wi ll assume that eq ation (5.24) is 

(5.25) 

This relation is adequate for metals such as platinum, 
tungsten, copper, etc., however it is not valid for 
materials such as nickel or iron. 

It 
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The Joulean heating per unit length of a hot wire can 
be written as 

I
2

R 4I
2 

d' [ ] q. = ~ = a 1 + cl,. (T -T ) 
J ~ 'k'n2 w o 

(5.26) 

where the relation for resistivity (equation 3.1) is also 
employed, 

Energy Balance - The simplest case will be that of an 
infinitely long wire heated by Joulean heating. The wire 
loses heat to the surroundings by conduction and radiation . 

qj = qc + ~ 

The Joulean heating is given by equation (5.26). 

The conduction heat loss will depend on t he specific 
operation of the hot wire. If the wire is operating in a 
continuum fluid, then the conduction will be described as 
"molar." The molar conduction of heat is described in 
t~rms of a heat-transfer coefficient, h, by the relation 

qc = ~on~ D (Tw-T) 
continuum 

Equation (5.28) is a definition of the heat transfer coef
.ficient. If the hot .wire is operating at conditions where 
the mean f ree path between fluid molecules is large 
compared to the wire diameter, then the conduction will be 
described as "molecular.". The molecular conduction of 
heat may be described in terms of a molecular conductivity 
coefficient h ,.,. 01 ·, by the relation 

.q 
C 

= h rt D (T -T) mol. . w 
molecular 

The molecular conductivity coefficient h mnl. , as 

(5.29) 

·defined by equation ( 5. 29) will vary as the mean free pat h 
in the f l uid and also as the wire surface properties. The 
variation of h. and hmo1 with the fluid properties is 
-the .; ~S-ie ·sensing device used in the operation of the heat 
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~-inp]o~e,l e:1_1.wt i on (~ ,::-;D) :tor ,:;xte.1.·i1a .L ,_:,:.nr1ucth,n _. ar.tl 
rcw . .li;: 1:;:.t t. lio. l th~ .rr, rilt.ti,jn c11~ h L-1 cc! ;~.~ nnum : l c•t.;' ;.i: 10. i!l 
f:rt•e m.olcc LLb.r fl,fw mil:{ ci..t.ff<::-r 1..: .1 th -~.he~ f;.1Jid 1iro;.,c:rti.~,3 . 

'J~1,:~ s,~conu. r,yp,.! of heat lo;,S .1.L:.tt:c1 in eq_unt ton c;. 27 i~ 
ro.:Uat.t,,n" Fo.r lhe .i.n:fln "i te } 1~n17,t'h hot win! •Jper nt 1ng in o. 
YGC\lUll'l ::·ad i atLm may be tl11) onJ:; hr:n.,; .1.,:. r-:s. 'For the r-A.d lD t. ior.. 
ca:;c tlF>. heat .lo,.n •.TiJJ. d(~rer:<l nn t:h~: tllffrrence of t.hc f curt h 
power o:f.' the tt!.'"Ilt)e1·0.ttu·~s. 111e radir.tion ht·n:.:. ,1.os::.; ls defjw~,i 
ln te2:n,<; of n surfnce cru.i :;s :lY'ity J .? by the relation 

(
. ~- 11. , 

q • ~ € <F SB 1r D Tw - T J ' r. - . ) ~J.)0, 

wh1!rc /',,B is th,: Gtefai1-Boltw1u .. 1n rfJ.di.c.tion Gunstur:tu 11,,:: 
,) 

va.1·,.o o·:" f. dr.rpco.ds on the su~:fac-e p .co11e:rt.i.es of the hot wire. 

F.quu.ti.on 5. 27 be\'!omN1 

4I~c-o [ ] - ·-- 1 + (j. { 'I',.. - ']'() ) 
V , Ii~ " 

,~ ii 
h 7T :J f ·r - 'i J' + ec~ 1r n r •r _ •T• ) - · w SD '· ,,, ... 

{ 5.31) 

For a given wirP- ,, current. input , h ;::, a, -:-.; trans.fer coeffici ent., 
f:m.\sr.ivi ty ~ 1md f'luid t.C'.mpr;!ratu:r~ t.he infini te long wll'e ter,r,1->
err.ture cM be cn..i.cule.ted fl·r@ i::qu~tton ( 5,.31) 

Foi- most mo . .lar conductfon a:pplic:ations the ra.<1.l.ation he o. t. 
trm1sf.e·!' ca:.:-1 be neglec t ed (rx:1.riicula:.-ly u: the wire te1.,pera.t ure 
.is not tcJO c.rr eat) , Ne~lecting ra.dia:cion the infinite long wire 
temperat ure j s 

( 5.32) 

Tr,•~ <'11se of o~ 1nfi n.1 le .le,-ip,l.h virc: fa of liz-.Hed. USE sl; '.:'.~ 
rDany of ~~hf~ rcsj :;t n.nc-2 tl.".n~p<:; ·:u.t,u~·e lre. n ::!dur.1: r e.p1:lica tic1m: w1 :1 
ertIJ>loy 3ho:r-t lcr:~h Yires ~. Thua ., t.h-:· :~t1w~1·0.l ;:.,n ergy ba.J.an ,·e n1ui i t, 
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include a term for the conduction to the wire supports. 
Figure 5,16is a diagram of a typic_~ hot wire geometry. The 
heat input is still ·Joulean heating. The heat loss is by; 
a) conduction to the fluid, b) radiation to the fluid, and 
c) conduction to the wire supports. For the analysis it i s 
assumed that the wire support temperature is known. Since 
the supports are usually very large compared to the hot 

·wire, it is found that Joulean heating of the supports can 
be neglected. Equation 5.27 for the wire of figure 5.16 
becomeF 

r 
4r 

·7: 0 I a I JC 

~k qk 
.J 

~ 

7; 

Figure 5.16 - Heat Balance of a Hot Wire Sens ing Elemen~. 

where qk is the heat ],oss by conduction to the wir_e supports. 
Thermal conduct i on within a metal is expressed in terms of the 
thermal conduct i vity of the ma~erial; k by the relation 

( 5.34) 

Equation (5.33) becomes 



4I
2 

<To [ 1 + cl.. ( T -T ) ] 
?r D2 . w . o 

lz.2. 

= hTD (Tw-Ta.) +e°sB?r'D (Tw
4

-Ta
4

) 

1r'D2 d2 Tw k--
. 4 . a.x2 ( 5 .3 5) 

A general solution of equation ( 5 .3 5) is not_ availab_l~. Some 
computer evaluations for special cases have been worked out. 

The case where radiation can be neglected is ·of specific 
importance in the anemometer application and for part · of the 
hot wire anemometer range of application. · Neglecting radiation 
equation (5.35) cen be written as 

[ 

h D 7r- 4r2cr-o cJ..l . [h Drr - , 4r2·0- . (·c:J.. T -1) l '7T' D2 · a 7r D2 o 
-------- T • -

kn2 w kn2 

4 4 

or . 

The boundary conditions for equation (5.36) are 

at x = ± J/2 , T = T w s 

(5.36) 

From the requirements of symmetry imposed by the -boundary con
ditions it is evident that the wire. temperature will be a 
maximum at x=O. 'lhus, the boundary conditions .can also be ex
pressed as 

t O ' d2T:w -- 0 a X = 1 . 

dx2 

Equa.tion ( 5 .36) is quite common in heat transfer ana.zysis and 
is solved by change of raria.ble, (,,4 2) 2 this gives 

. El !I: "'11 Tw, 

the following homogeneous differential equation 

(5.37) 
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with the boundary conditions 

dTx , - d6wf 
~ x=O = ~ x=O =O 

6 s = (T - T) T = T . w,oo s w s at X = -.!: c{ ) 
where T . i s the infinite long wire temperature. The , w,oo 

solution for equo.tion (5,37) is outlined by Wylie1, wi th 
the :,:-esults in +, ~rms of e given as 

1 
cosHf1)2 x 

e = e l 
COSH ~

1
)2 ,2 

·. ( 5 .38) 
w s 

2 

In terms of the wire temperature the solution is 

Tw 
.,.i 2 (,)2 - Ts) 

cosHJ"';ii x 
( 5 ,39) =-- -

~ l '.,J 1 cosHQiJ 
2 

For the case of the infinit e length wire the wire tempera
ture Tw is independent of wire length. The finite 

length wire temperature varies with wire length, thus it 
appears necessary to define an averaae ter.rpcrature for the 
hot wire. The general operation of the hot wire will be 
based on the meast:red "average" res:.stance of the sensing . 
element, so that the average temperature is of specific 
importance . The average temperature is obtained by 

·integrating equation (5.39) over the hot wire lenBth. 

J,+f llii 
- 1 ~ 2 ~ 2 wm 2 
Tw = T - J Twdx = .,;$1 - ( ...81 - Ts) Oil 

T 2 

(5.40) 

Figure (5.17) is a plot of equation (5.39) for a typical 
set of hot wire o.n~ometer conditions. Values of the 
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inf ini tc length, enc.. finite 11.~rit;th a..-c:c:cc;c ;,.;ire tcmpcrt.
tures n:,~e ~.1so n·.>tec . on the flgllrP.. 

The a.bovf'! n:ao.J.yr.tis a.m>lief for the ca~e were heat 
is trllnnfcrred from the wire to the fluid strerun. 

Fieure 5.17 - 'l'c-mpr:ratu-r-e distribution a.long a 
convect5.on controlcd l:J.ot wircft 

Lc>~h Avc_1:_~6.e T::., ~_£~t.Ut':?_},cl~!~e~l to Rcsir:;t~c(! 
The rcsistvncc of o. h0t w:i.rc m~astu:ed by an i nct.rume;.1t 
will corre:::pond r,o t e kn~tli n.ve::.·n.ge tc:-...;·:wcru.t.urc. The 
length avc::cge t'.'J :opcra.tur!? WC1.5 c0.mpul:cd :Ln the :prcceeJj_1119 
section for. cac!1 of th::! three cases cons:tdcred. For the 
cor.vect:1.oi, co:.:ltl'.:>lec1 c .1;e cqu:1-tion ( 5. 40) is tl-1s :Lcnr;th 
o.verag~ tc1rq1er.a:c,n·e , Thur., the rer::i '.~ to.nce of the convec
tion controled hot wire 5.o obtained by ucdng equation 
(5.4-o) for ~i\, in equation (5.25) or 1ierhapEJ cq,c.o.tion 
{5A24) if a. more exact relation is required.. 1''or eq_ua
tion (5.25} 
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W' . 0 t~1 .,8 1 s 

· '. 1 JJJ1l 
TANH 2 

£.ii·; 
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(5.41) 

Thus, the measure resistance of a hot wire can be re
lated di rectly to the 'physical properties and the wi re 
support temperature. In application the interest will 
always be to detennine the length average temperature 
from a measure of the wire resist ance. 

Circumferential and Radial Temperature Gradients 
In the previous section the radial and circum

ferential temperature gradients that might exist in the 
wire were neglected. The heat transfer that will -be 
considered in the next -section, will be fotmd to vary 
around the circumference of the hot wire. Such an un
even heat transfer may well require the temperature to 
vary around the circumference of the wire. These ef
fects will be more important the larger the diameter of 
_the wire. It is usuallz assumed that the very small 
anemometer wires (4x10-:,cm in diameter}, no ·axial 
gradient can be supported. 

Heat Conduction From the Wire to its Supports -
The main use of the resistance-temperature wire will 
be to measure heat transfer. Accurate measure of the 
heat transfer must take into account the heat lost to 
the supports. Thus, if a wire i _s placed in a flowing 

·medium, it will lose heat to the fluid and to its 
supports . The energy balance . op the entire wire may 
be obtained by considering 5~18. 

Q =Q +2Ct J C ""k 

which may be written as 

-

_ I 2 8w = h'?rdw 1 (Tw - Ta) + 2~ (5.43) 
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- ---- ---

.... .. .. -~ .... -- ... _ ---- -~ 

. -
-- ----

Figure 5.18 - Convection Cont rolled Energy 
Balance on a Hot vi ire. 

The conduction to the supports can be found by ap
plying the Fouri.er-Biot conduction equation at the 
point of attachment . 

-----
-n2 dTw- j L 

-- o_ = - Kw "'' J.. - ""k -rr-- ~ X= 2 z. 
(5.44) 

The gradient is 
(5.39) 

obt ained by differentiating equat ion 
1 

dTw = _ (JJ 2 _ T ' 
~~ . .41 s/ 

or 

SINH..4. 2 x _! -
___ l-=- ~2 

· l l 
cosII..A' 

1
2 ,,/. 

(5_.45) 

2 

:: - .. 
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) 
.,81

21 
dTw J g_ = ( ft2 _ T _8 ½ TANH 

dx X = 2 "\j, l s l 2 
(5.46) 

equation (5.43) may now be written as 
1 

7n2 2 
H..,lr~l 

[ l. + a( (T - T )] = ?ihD ( T - T ) + 2 ;( w o w w a 
I 

~1'if 
TANH 2 

Thus, the ratio of the heat loss by conduction to the wire 
supports to t haL lost directly to .the air stream by con-

vection is ,{/ 2 ~ t:,8 {lJ) .J'i -½:J 
. 2 L . - Ts 2 TANH -2-

,. Kw 1r!> \ ...9 I . . . 
,. a ,,(2 

(5.48) 

hD where Nuf = k' The energy balance, equation (5.47) 
becomes . f . 

I 2 ro [ 1 + oC (Tw - T0 )] = 7r'K~uf (Tw-Ta) (1 +f) 
· (5.49) 

The subscript f denotes conditions evaluated at the 
average temperat ure between the fluid arid the wire. The 
major difficulty in evaluat ing the hea~ loss due to con
vection is detennining the value of the wire support 

_temperature. The solution of equations (5.48) and (5.49) 
is difficult, 1 but it can be solved in an adequate form. 
A simpler technique was developed by Kova:sgnay2 by 
assuming the wire support temperature is that of the free 
stream. The ratio of the actual heat transfer Nusselt 
number, . Nu, ;to the measured Nusselt number, Nu" can be 

·written as 
laaldw,i, L,V.: Slip Flaw Hecit T-Ya:nrfey F--,,or>, C:;lindeYS i>1 

SubS
1
onic Ah,st-,,eci.>??S. NAUI TN 4:l.69J 1958. 

a.><ovasz )1cly: L. s. G.: Tv vb vZ.en t Mea.siJye-rn en ts, Yol. IX 
'Pliy.s,ca.l Mea.suYemen ts in $iZs Oyr,a.mic s and Co..,.,busDon. 
'P'>'i'Y!ce ton llniv. f';-ess,; _ /9S~. 



N ·a + a 
u a* if"= _l ___ +_a_ 
u 

where · 

- & - Re a=_, 
Re -

a -a 
a* l - s(r) 1 

TANH S 

(5.50) 

l28 

The reference temperature of the wire temperature-resistance 
calibration is taken at T rather than 32°F to simplify 

e ll: 

the calculations. The solution of a* as a function of S 
is shOwn in figure ( 5 .19) • Use of figure ( 5 .19) together . 
with equation (5.50) is a quick means o"f correcting for the 
heat loss to the supports~ · 

I. 
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Fieure 5.19 - Solutiqn_of i/a~ as a function of S 
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Transient Operation - The major application of 

the hot wire anemometer is in the measurement of transient 
velocities rather than mean velocities. Thus, :we need 
consider the response of the hot wire to a transient , which 
causes a change in t he wire temperature. The energy 
equation for transient .operation may be written as 

(ENERGY STORAGE BY WIRE)= (INPUT ENERGY) - (CONVECTION 
ENERGY OUT) - (CONDUCTION ENERGY OUT) 

The relation is written as 

(5.51) 

The s~orage of energy per unit t _ime in an elemental volume 
of wire is 

·- -
. - - -

; .. - . 
, -

-'-

- . 
- 1t"D2 cJTw 

qs= ·~ p_ca7: · (5.52) 

.. 
where p is the density of the wire material anJ c is 
the specific heat of the wire material. The product pc 
is the wire heat capacity. WE: art! assuming that the 
temperature is uniform rithin the wire material. The ef
fect 9f radial temperature gradients in the wire is treated 
in detail by Benson and Brundrett.1 Using equation (5.52) 
together with equations (5.26), (5.28) and (5.34) in equa-

. tion . (5.51) gives 

(5.53) 

1 
Benson, R.S., and Brundrett, G.W.; Development of a Resist

ance Wire Thermometer for Measuring Transient Temperature in 
Exhaust Systems of Internal Combustion Engines. Temperature, 
its MeaGurement and Control in Science and Industry. Vol. 3 
(Reinhold Pub. Corp. New York( (196) . 

. ... 
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Equa~ion (5.53) m.a:y be written as -

pc~~~ ATw· +.<12 k- a t - a- x~ ., ~: 

where~1 and..62 are .defined as in equation .(5.36). The 

boundary conditions for the case of a cold wire heated 
suddenly up to a hot operating temperature is 

. ' T = T , x = r/
2 

at all times t w s . -

Initial condition 

Tw = Ts, t = O for a.11 x 

Details of the solution of equation (5.54) is given by 
Baldwin .and Sandborn.l 

Briefly, we know the·steady stat e solution for the finite 
wire, equation (5.39). So we can assume a . soluti?n of 
the form: 

' tw ex ·,~:-)·= u (x) + 'Y'(x,· -t) 

where U (x) is equation (5.39) _and. U (x,t) must be compu,ted 

t/~ . 
. (.1) t = e + T and ( 2 ) ""' ( x, t ) = w ( x, t) e - . , 

W 00 . 

t _ pc · 1 
, -::= - -ir- p 1 

•This leads to 

:Assume . a product solution (e.g. ref., Wylie, C.R. 
Advanced Engineering Mathematics, McGraw-Hill Book Co. 
New York, (1951) 

1 
Baldl--tin, L. V., and Sandborn, V .A·.; Hot-Wire Calorime

ter: T"neory a,id Application to -Ion Rocket Research 
NAS~·"TR ·R..;98, (1°96l) • .-
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w (x,t) = T (t) X (x) 

get 

1 ,iT "\.2X 1 
IA"D.) T- (7 q -x =.l2 \ ~ a,'t = - a x2 

or ~ 
w (x, t) =Ce - k t 

... cos ,,...x 

Only WJ3Y to fit the boundary conditions is to require: 

cos U. - 0 2 -

So 

A~= i (n"/t'+ f) ~ eigenvalues, n = O, l,_ 2, 3, etc. 

The solution can be written as 
. 

00 U ML) 
· ,/J - A COSH /J,11 x \ - ( .. k_ + /Jc' t 

tw -,¥i = (Ts ~5'i)--1./_f'l_ ·.,+ L c e· · cos.A.,x 
COSH;;,~ ":o n . · · 

(5.55) 

Where the constants C are the Fourier coefficients in the 
half-range cosine expaRsion (e.g._ Wyli~l -

The length average solution is 

. . .,,62 
T =- -
w _,,,t11 (

,,-6' 0· TANH~£ I"fP -(?'2n~c 
~ - T -----+ c8- : 
.,41 s 'j!i .J n=o n . 

2 

+ k .,.81) t 
pc / 

.._ _________ ___, 

STEADY STATE SOLUTION TRANSIENT SOLUTION 

(5.56) 
.. 
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The usual technique employed in tran5icnt rc5ponsc 

analysis leads to solutions of the form - t/,r: fo r a ce 

first order ~ystcm, where is t eITilcd the t i me con:; t ant 
of the ey-stcm. For .example, if a simple syst em, such as a 
hot wire, were subjected to a change in temperature from 
T to T1, we might require that the time rate of change 

0 • 

!! be proportional to the temperature difference. This 

would be expressed as 

(5.57) 

where the t ine constant 't" is just the constant of 
proportionality for the relation. Equation (5.57) is a 
first order syst em with a solution of the form~-t/'t"). 
Figure (5.20) sr.ows the solution of equation (5.57) plotted 
as a function of T for a ratio 6.T1/6.T

0 
so the solut ion is 

1 - e - 'i . As may be seen Z-: occurs at .63 of the final · 
ratio of 1.0. ,. 

Examination of equation · (5.56) shows that the 
transient solution is Of the form of 

00 

I 
where 

t .. 

C * e - ~ n n 

l ·'A.2n pc kfi1 
~ = k + n pc 

(5.58) 

(5.59) 

For this equation the solution is a series of first orde r . 
solutions, so it .is evident that .the finite hot wire docs not 
respond exact ly as a first order system. However, f or general 
applications it i s found that the "hieher order" (n = 1, 2, 3 
•••••••) terns in the transient solution can be neglected com
pared with then= 0 terms. Thus, the .transient solut i on is 
approximatezy 

60 

2 
t 

- C, :ii- e .. ;c 
0 0 

(5.60) 
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Figure 5.20 - Transient Response of a First Order 
System to a Step Function. 
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The relation for the zero order time constant becomes 

1 
- = 

( 5.61) _ 

It can be shm-m that the exact first order time 
constant for an infinitely lo'ng wire is 

6L \'/ I20-o< 
(1ro'J.J /°c -'--i-oo 

hD = _,,,oc (5.62) 

Likewise, the results of Baldwin and Sandborn
1 

for a con
duction contr oled wire leads t~ the result (for roughly 
the same approximation as rm.de in equation (5.60) .) 

I 
-Z--c (for I➔ O) ( 5 .63) 

Thus, as might be expected equation (5.61) is a l inear 
combination of the. two cases of convection controled and 
conduction controled heat loss. 

,A detailed evaluation of the time constant for a 
resistance thermometer is given in Chapter VI. The actual 
application of e~uation (5.61) may be limited, since the 

· conduction tennis very small in room air conditions. The 
conduction term is important only for vacuum conditions 
where h is very small. For operation of hot wires in the 
slip region we might expect to find an area where all terms 
in equation (5.61) are important. The solution, equat:i.on 
( 5. 55) was obtained by Baldwin in 1961 and we have not had _ 
time to check mo_e that the end points of pure conduction and 
pure convection .· Some rough checks2 were attempted and the 
trend for the time constant in the slip flow region appeared 
reasonable , however, the accuracy of the results were ex
tremely l imited . 

l 
Baldwin , L. V., and Sandborn, V. A.; ibid. 

2 Sandborn, v. A.j A Hot-Wire Vacuum Gauge for Transient 
Measurements. Avco Corp. Wilmington , Mass. RAD-™-63-41, 
(1963). 
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Convectiv~ Heat Transfer - The convective heat 

transfer from hot wires has received much experimental 
attention. Baldwin, Sandborn, and Lawrencele;ive an 
extensive revie •T of reported heat transfer measurements 

• from cylinders made up until 1960. The correlations 
are the basic results upon Hhich the many different ap
plications of the resistance temperature transducers can 
be related. The general approach in the consideration 
of convective heat transfer will be mainly t o employ 
experimental data rather than theoretical predictions. 
The flow around a circular cylinder is complex and as a 
result theoretica: evaluation of the flow is difficult. 
For potent~al flov around a cylinder the problem can be 
handled theoretically, hm·rever, for the actual case of a 
viscous flow the analysis becomes very complex. 
Numerical solutions have, of course, been obtained over 
wide ranges of flow conditions, but general relations 
are not available. For free molecule flow general solu
tions can, of course, be obtained. 

One important fact must be kept in mind in con
sidering the convective heat t ransfer from cylinders as 
applied to the applications of the resistance-temperat ure 
transducer. This is that it may not be adequate for a 
particular application to have only an engineering type 
representation of the heat loss from the wire. If · 
transient applications are considered, the heat loss must 

I be accurately known so that the first derivative of the 
curve can be obtai~ed. Thus, in the following discussion 
the very general overall type correlations are not 
attempted, as they may be very misleading in the transient 
measurements with the transducer. 

In the following sections the convective heat 
transfer has been considered in several different flow 
regions. The present division is made basically as to how 
the density effects the heat transfer. The parameters 
that determine the heat transfer characteristics are: 

l 
Baldwin, L.V., Sandborn, V ,A,, and Lawrence, J .c.; Heat 

Transfer from Transverse and Yawed Cylinders in Continuum, 
Slip and Free-Molecule Flo~. 

,.. 

,. 
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(1) hD 

Nusselt number= k = Nu, (2) Reynolds number= 

pUD = R, (3) 
)J. 

Mach number u = - = M a and . (l~) Knudsen number = 

~ = K 
D u 

where 

h - heat transfer coefficient ,P- - coefficient of viscosity 
D - cylinder diruneter a - speed of sound 
k - thermal CJnductivi ty ?- - molecular near free path 
u - flow velocity p - fluid density 

The convect ive heat-loss rate , equation (5. 28) or 
(5.29), may be taken as a definition of t he heat transfer 
coefficient h. The Nusselt numuer is a dimensionless ~ at 
transfer parameter , which is the ratio of conduction to con
vection. The Reynolds number is a d.imensionless flow 
parameter, which is the ratio of inertia to viscous forces. 
The Mach number is a dimensionless compressib ility parameter, 
which is the ratio of flow veloc ity to the local speed of 
sound. '.:'he Knudsen number is a dimensionless flow r egime 
parameter , which is the ratio of molecular mean free pat h 
to wire diameter. The t hree fluid paramet ers, Reyr.olds, 
Mach and Knudsen number, are interrelated, and any one can 
be expressed in terms of the other two . 

From free molecu.le flow the mean free path between 
molecules can be related directly to the density of the gas, 

I \ 1,746 X 10-9 
~ I..C,r, )'"' 

p (gm/crc?) 
( 5 .64) 

This result is Dbt ained by assumir.g the gas is composed of 
hard elastic spheres. This assumpt ion is valid for gas es 
as long as large molecular temperat ures are not consiGered . 
Using equation ( 5 .64), it is apparent that the Knudsen numbe·:
represents the effect of density in the problem. Likewise, 
Mach number represents the effect of velocity in the problefl , 
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Reynolds number contains infomation about both density and 
velocity. Again from free molecular flow theory, the 
viscosity of a rarefied gas composed of hard elastic spheres 
having a Maxwellian velocity distribution is 

U = o • 499 ir p i'\ (5.65) 

where the mean molecular speed can be related to the 
f'.coustic speed by 

(5.66) 

where t is the isentropic exponent. Using these molecular 
flow relations the re ation between Reynolds, Mach and 
Knudsen nu.~ber becomes 

(5.67) 

Equation (5.67) indicates that only two of the 
parameters are necessn.ry to express the flm·r conditions. The 
most revealing correlation has proven to be a plot of Nusselt 
number versus Reynolds number, with lines of constant Mach 
and Knudsen number denoted on the figure. In this type of 
plot the effect of velocity and density on heat transfer are 
easily separat-ed. In the sections which follow the discus
sion is divided into continuum, slip and free molecule 
flow regimes. These di·,isions are basically defined in tenns 
of mean free path, and as such can be divided according to 
Knudsen number. 

The subsonic convection of heat from small cylinders 
in continuum flow has come under theoretical study for many 
years. The work of Boussineq1, in 1905 apPears to be the 
first formal attack on the problem. King2, in 1914 extended 
the work of Boussineq to the first theoretical application 
of the hot wire anemometer. The results of King's solution 
is still taken as the starting point for many modern thesis 
on hot wire anemometry. As applied to the mean heat loss 
from hot wires in a subsonic continuum flow the engineering 

1 
Boussineq, 'Comptes Rend.us,' vol. 133, p. 257, 1905 

2 
King, L.V., On the Convection of Heat from Small Cylinders 

in a Stream of Fluid: Determination of the Convection Con
stants of Small Platinuum Wires with Application to Hot-Wire 
Anemometry. Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. London A 214, 373-432 
(1914). 

... 
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predictions of Kina are surprisinely eood. Unfortunately, 
the most used applications of the hot wire anenone t er is 
for transient measurement, where the equation for t he heat 
loss ·must be accurate to · the first derivative. King's 
"potential flow" relation for heat loss may be expressed as 

i 2 R . -
(R _ R ) = A + B ,y U 

a 
(5.68) 

This relation is still employed extensively in many hot 
wire anemometer studies. Unfortunately, the results of 
King are limited to at best cont inuum, high Reynolds number 
flows. At the limits the power of U can vary from near 
zero to one. For continuum flow at low Reynolds numbers the 
sensitiyity to velocity becomes 

Heat loss= __ C6 __ T __ _ (5.69) 
LOG (d/U} . 

which is the zero end of the scale. For free molecule flow 
the heat loss varies as the first power of the velocity. 
Thus, no one heat loss curve can represent all of the pos
sible relations for heat transfer that can be encountered 
for the hot wire, 

Figure (5.210 shows the possible variation in heat 
loss, a s a function of Mach, Knudsen and Reynolds number 
for a cylinder in air. 1 The lines of constant Mach number 
correspond roughly to lines of constant velocity, ,-,hile 
constant Knudsen number corresponds to cons tant density. 
This curve shows, a.s might be expected, that the hot wire 
is sensit .:.ve to both velocity and density as ,-,ell as 
tempera~ure , The curves of figure (5,21) are an engineering 
correlat ion of a great quantity of experimental measurements. 
Thus, each curve is roughly accurate .to + 15%, and could never be 
used as the exact calculation curve for hot wire measurements. 
Each use of a rDt wire will require an individual calibration 
curve of mean velocity versus heat loss. 

1 
Baldwin, L.V., Sandborn, V. A, and Lawrence, J.C.l Jour. of 

Heat Trensfer, ASME Trans .• Ser. C~i___yq_l.,_ 82. No. c, 1960 . 
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Figure 5.22 is a plot of measured hent loss f r om a 

0.0002-inch diameter tungsten wire operat ing near room 
air flow. Here the cimensiona~ tenn, (i2R)/(R _ R )' for 

a 
heat loss is plotted against measured velocity. The varia
tion of the density was at most 4 percent, and hence for 
simplicity the data are treated as incompressibl e (NM= OO. 
The hot-wire-anemometer output can be analyzed by relating 
the root-mean-square voltage fluctuation to the correspond
ing velocity fluctuation graphically by using the best 
faired curve through the data of Fig. 5.22. 

For the evaluation of turbulent fluctuation from 
anemometer measurements it is preferred to use an empirical 
equation between heat loss and velocity . · The slope of the 
empirical equat ion at the measuring velocity will be used 
to relate the heat loss and the turbulence. Thus, the 
equation not only mus t represent the data , but also must 
give a good first der: vative. Several empirical equations 
are fitted to the data of Fig. 5.22. It was found that, to 
obtain one equation to fit all the data, the power 'of the 
velocity must be less than one-half. An equat ion of King's 
form, but with a power of o.43 gives a good representation 
over the range of velocities covered. (Note that, f or 
U - 240 ft/sec, NRe of the wire is 22.) The data could 

be approximated by King's law if two different slopes and 
intercepts were used . Likewise, simple pm,er laws without 
an intercept represent the data well over limited regions. 
The dat-a of Fig. 5.22 were all taken with a constant
temperature hot-wire anemometer at the center of a 4-inch
di811leter fully developed .turbulent pipe flow. 

The relation between the mean heat loss and the mean 
velocity appears t o be best fit by the relation 

· i 2 R 
R-R a 

( 5. 70) 

The value of n is near 0.5, but not exactly 0.5. One may 
consider · the sensitivi'ty of heat loss to v-elocity 2 "d( I R)' 

dU 
and see that it may make a grer,1 :L~.ll of difference in the 
results .e¥en. fox. small change ·; j n ;:L. 

J 
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Flow Direct ion Sen:; L·i:.ivit.y - The menn he11t lo:;,:; from 
a hot wire wi ll 2.l$O be a f1m,~tion of the flow direr~ tion. 
The mer-n hent los~ np:r.eurs to V&..!".f rough}~· l'l.S the ccmrloncnt 
of mean veloc i ty nounnl to the hot wire axis. Figure 5.23 
:;hows n typical vnria.tion of heat los:; as a fm1ction of 
wire angle with respect to the flow. T'niG heat tru;.1sfGr 
curve is compared to a cosine curve, which corresponds to 

·. I> -c>-0 ,,_..i,.-
o_..-' 

0~ 
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Fig.ire 5-25 - Heat Transfer fro;n a Cylinder as n 
Function of the Angle Between the Cylinder s.nd Flow. 

the car.c where only the nonna.l velocity co.m9onent iG 
responzible for the heat transfe:.. While there i3 rouGh 
agreement betili"c~n the c:osi.l"!e curve and t he mcn:;urer.1znt it 
can oe seen thc.t P.. runrked rlevle.tion would be foimd if the 
fJrst c1~rivativG of the cocine end mea:-:u.rcd curves wcr ;:i 
compared. A genere.l calibration of a hot --:i:re that is to be 
ueed at nnglea to the flow requires a threc-d:L.t~nsional 
curve such a3 that shown in figure 5.24. Herc the varia
tion to meu.n velocity o.n o. functton of angle is pl0tt~d. 
Actuo.l use of the hot wire requires a ~eriea of· two dim~n
sionD.1 ca1ibra.t:1.on curves at :f'ix~d o.ngles and fixed 



lo1!3 
velocities, as sho,m in fiGure 5.25, to obtain the· velocity 
and angle sensitivities. 

The effect of slip and free molecule flow on the 
yawed hot

1
wire has been considered by Baldwi n, Sandborn and 

Lawrence. For enGineering correlat ions it is necessary t o 
·consider bot h the Reynolds of the flow nonnal to the cylinder 
and the Mach m.nnber normal to the cylinde:c. · 

Evaluation of Turbulence with the Hot Wire Anemome t er -
If a hot wire is placed in a turbulent air flow t he heat loss 
will fluctuat e with turbulence. As discussed above the hot 
wire can foll~w a transient change roughly as a first order 
system. A typical hot wire will respond roughly as shown in 
figure 5.26. 

1
Baldwin, L. V., Sandborn, V. A., and Lawrence, J. c.: 
Ibid. 
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Figure 5.26 - 'l"JPical Frequency Response Curve for a 

0.0002-inch Diameter Tungsten Hot Wire. 

The f'requency renponse may b q computed di rect'.cy from tre 
.step response curve, f igure 5. 20, by requiring f = 21rt~ The 

hot wire of figure 5.26 can respond to approximately 70 
cycl es .per second without a loss in gain. Above 70 cycles per 
second the response falls off as a firs ·c order system, . If a.n 
electronic amplifier i s built that cnn increase gain as a 
fir st order system, then it is possible to electronically 
"compensate" • for the loss in gain of the hot wire. There are 
at least three basic electronic networks that will behave as . 
a first order system. 

a) The resistance-capacitance network 
b) The resistance-inductance network 
c) The transforzr£r circuit 

These systems may be employed to compenstate the loss in gain 
of the hot wire, and thus, increase its frequency response by 

I 



tmJ or three d•-~cao.es. Theoe systems are termed constant 
cur1·ent hot wh·c nne.mmcters .• since the current through 
the hot wire ir. held constant. 

A second electronic system mny be employed, ,~1ich 
bo.J.a.nc~s auto.rnaticelly the wheatstcne bridge ln which a 
hot wire is opernting. In other words the electronic 
syatem censes a.riy unbalance in the bridge due to the 
f.luc tu.at:ton in the hot wire heat loss and. feeds current 
to th•~ bridge l,o rebalance it. The electronic system can 
follow and balnnce the bridge for frequencies up to 

117 

50,000 cycles or greater. Thus, the resistance (tempera
ture( of the hot wire is held constant with respect to 
time, end the 'thcnnal stornge term, Eq. ( 5. 52), i s zero. 
The f:requ~ncy response of this system, which is called 
the cc.mst e.nt t~mperature hot-l1ire anemometer, is strickly 
a function of the frequency limits of the electronic 
system. Figure 5.27 shows the basic block diagram for the 
two types of anemani:etP.rs. The detailed electronic circuits 
are not included in the present discussion. 

Figure 5.27 .. Hot-Wire Anemometer Circuits . 



The measurements of turbulence with the hot ·w~rc 
anemometer is based on the fact that the output can fol
low the instantaneous changes in the fluctuations . The 
ability to follow the instantaneous variations is 
accomplished electronically. The present discussion will 
assume that. the anemometer output· is following the instan
taneous fluctuations. The second assumption required in 

. the measurement of turbulent with the hot wire anemometer 
is that a mean calibration between the wire hea·t loss and 
the qun.ntity to be measured can be used to evaluate the 
fluctuations. In all cases to be covered it should be kept 
in mind that the main object is to evaluate the fluctuating . 
quantity . once the mean calibr~tion is known. · 

The 'first part .of the discussion is concerned with the 
actual relation between the fluctuating voltage and fluc
tuating velocities. As such, it is intended as a guide to 
the ·approximations involved in the evaluation of hot wire 
anemometer signals. Unfortunately, only a token amount of 
experimental investigation of the errors involved in hot 
wire anemometry have been made, Once the approximations 
are outlined then example sensitivity relations between 
fluctuating voltages and turbulent quanti ties can be derived. 
It was chosen to present the general sensitivity relation 
for the hot wire in the last part, since specific examples 
will better serve to demonstrate ~he techniques involved. 

Velocity Sensitivity of a Hot Wire - In this section 
t wo possible types of hot wire operations are considered. 
Fi rst the case of a wire normal to the mean flow, and second 
the case where the wire is yawed to the mean flow. Figure 
5.24 is an example of the relation between the wire voltage 
required to maintain a constant wire resistance and mean 

0 vel ocity as a funct · on of yaw angle. An angle of yaw of 90 
{s when the wire is normal to the flow, and an angle of zero 
is for the wire parallel to the flow. For convenience of 
discussion it is assumed that all flow properties except 
velocity are constant. Likewise the wire is maintained at a 
·constant resis t ance, so, that there is no need to express the 
heat loss in terms of till, Thus, figure 5.24 is a complete 
cal ibration for a hot wire under these qonditions. A · 
fluctuating voltage , e , about som.e. :;al._ue, Em' can _be 
re l ated directly to a fluctuating velocity by a graphic solu
tion, as demonstrated in figure 5. 28. ·_. Note that in all the 
analysis to follow, the object is always ." t o do exactly that 
demonstrated in figure 5."28. The prob1em ·1s made complex only 
because there is more than one turbt.µent · quantity being sensed 

'· . -
.1 · , . 

. ; ' • <. 



:.=-- -~.:.. -- Figure 5-.. 28 - Graphic Solution of Turbulent Fluctua-
:: tions. -- · 

by the hot wire anemometer. 

The specific question that must be answered first 
is. what velocity is sensed by the _hot wire in a three
dimensional turbulent flow? The problem of a wire normal to 
the mean flow is shown in figure 5.29. The tota1 ·ve locity -
is the vectoral sum of the mean and fluctuating velocities . 

(U + )2 +v2 +w2 mu . (5.71) 

·If the heat loss from the hot wire is a direct function of 
the totaJ. velocity then the output of the hot wire is related 
to the mean and fluctuating velocities as given by equation · 
(5.71). For the present discussion there is no need t o 
assume that the heat transfer ia due only to the normal com
ponent of the total velocity.* Thus, equation (5.71) is more 

. i Note that if only the nonnal component were assumed, then 
v2 would not be included in' equation (5.71). 
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Figure 5.29 - Hot Wire Nonnal to the Mean Flow. 

general-tho.n is nonnally assumed. Tne fnct that in 
figure 5.24 there is still n velocity sensitivity for a 
wire parallel to the flow (zero degrees), suggests that 
sane sensitivity to v may be present. The value of 
v2 , no doubt, should b~ weighted by a factor sonewhcrc 
between O and 1, therefore· equation (5.71) over esti
mates the wire sensitivity. 

Equation (5. 71) may be rev~.itten as 

I . . 
-In order to s1.Inplify equation (5.72) it is as~umed that 

lul~ lvl~lwl and lu l<<um, thu~ 
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(5.73) 

and 

(5. 74) 

Fer many tu:r.hulent flows the fluctuations are only about 
one tenth of the mean velocity, so that order of IMB!li
t~de a~sumption~ made in equations (5.73) are valid. 
However, for such flows as a boundary layer (near the 
wo.11) vnlti.es of ~ as great as o.4 µ.re obtained • . Un-

Um 
fortunately, no information has ever been published to 
de:monstrate just when equation (5. 71. ) is no longer valid. 
'l'bis vaJ.:i.<li t~, must be determi.ned for each turbulent flow. 
Throughout the following discussion on the evaluation of 
hcit nire aignal~ it will be assumed that the velocity 
cs.n be c~x;,ressed ao a mean q_1.1ant.it,y p us a turbul(?nt 
component, (U + u' ) • 'l'he turbulent component u' will 

m 
b~ a function of a u, v and w> nuch as given by equa
tion (5.71), h~.,ever, for most flows it may be possible 
to use the relation giv~n 'by equation (5.74) (i.e. U'-u). 
Note that in near ly every discusflion of hoc wire anemo
metry to be foW1d in the li te:rature, it is ru.rnumed that 

----- ---- ---

u' = u without a. thought being given to secondary effects. 

The second pro1)J.?.m to be answered is what velocity 
is sensed by a wlrc yawed to the mean flow. For this flow · 
it in necessary to assurn-: some further relation between 
vcloci t'y nnd hc,..1.t trens.f er . For the normal wire it w~s 
not necessary to auswne r~ specific rela-tion between the 
total velocity nnd the wire heat trunafer. For the yawed 
wire cnsc the w::ual assumr,tion is that only the component 
of tottl velocity nonn.tl to the wire ccntributes ·to the 
he~t ~ra.nsfor. , If the heat tr~afer is due only to the 
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stagnation line along the leading edce of the hot wire, 
then the normal component of the velocity is theoretic
ally correct. Unfortunately, for the heat transfer from 
a hot wire more t ha~ the stagnation recion must be 
considered._ Thus, the norr.1al component of velocity 
represents at best a first approximation to the heat 
loss. For the present discussion it will be assumed 
that the normal componen~ of velocity is t he most im
portant, however, in the final analysis of the hot wire 
signal the graphic calibration curve is suggested as the 
only accurate metho~ of evaluating yawed wire data. 

Figure 5.30 shows the coordinate system for the 
yawed wire. The component of total velocity normal to 
the wire in th~ x-y plnne is 

u. ,· ,=-f(UYfltu)'+v,. [sin(<p.,.5<P)] · (5.75) 
"TbT 'l,.·,:I y I . . 

where now ·&,can be either positive or negative depending 

- ~ 

I 

. l-lor w,~e: 
1.· 

Figure 5.30 - Hot Wire Yawed to the Menn Flow 
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on the z~.r;n :_, f v . '•-~, ,: Cln,t-'-',!(:r,t <.•f t.otal -..r:~l<Jt::i:;:y 
nc:•rl.i!E..J. to tht: ~-; hr.! .i .-i ti ·e :c:.. .i!:.: 11i1'2 ii; · 

Thw;, . the -tot al nor;r,'ll corrrJoncn ·t 5.s 

This r e lo.t:i.0:1 con be cxpondcc1 by _ uaing .the? relitJdons 

. . 

' . 
Si...,(fp+- ftp)= .s2•n(R ' ~ +. CdS ll)Sn,SI{) {5. 76) 

· .. -where 

:.Si~ 6 f -;.:- ~=v==-. ef tcr-m•t1i.Y1-- v~ 
. . . u, +iA. . 

_· . . Cqs S'9 ==;,~+U}~~ 

Eqi.~tion (5:17) m~ be rev:d.ttcn &~ 

~,.'#{{u;.~2stn~~~ZC~+.~VSintpc.os (J+ v2.e<JS2<{J+w
21 

or (5.80) 

~~Sm~ l~~ 1{&)\ ~ co~~-t:eotf t(&l~ot~~+c~• 
. for !I'.Od".!rat~ m1 G1_0~ err' qJ it ls ~in~oi-1nbl~.1 t,o answne tlmt 



lineo.r approxiznations can bo nade 

however, for mnall o.ngle.s of ,p the second order tert:lS 
cannot be neglectedo Again, jw,t were ~oo second · 
order terms start to become important is not knO\m. 
Most experimenters limit their 11ea3ur~ments to angles 
greater than 300, however, it is tem_pting to operate 
the wire at very small angles "..n order to obtain 
greater sensitivity to the v component. 

~ f'irat order it is assumed that the yaw _wire 
is sensitive to u and v o,!'\ly 

(5.81) 

Linearized Evaluation of SrnJ.l Ar.rolitude Fluctootions -
Const2.nt Current Hot Wire Ar.er..1ometer - The practieal 
evaluation or t he hot wire inemometer output requires a 
minimum of two electrical measurements: The mean, d.c. 
voltage nnd the r.m.s. of tht~ a.c. voltage. For a 
single wire nonnal to the r.1cr.n flaw these two measure
ments are sufficient to cornpu~e the longitudinal turbu-· 
ient velocity. Once the mean and fluctuating voltages 
are ~nsured, it is evident from the discussion in the 
previous section, that these "-..wo measurements can be 
used with the voltage- veloci't'.y calibration curve to 
compute the turbulent velocity fluctua.tion. These two 
mensurCJuents arc not sufficient to detennine much of the 

· detail of the nuctua tion, such ns t)'l'Omctry or flO\·T 
reversal. Thus, the analysis of the present section 
must assume tram the start that the fluctuations o.rc 
synmetrical about E, and no now reversal occurs. The m 

J 

] 

] 
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general approach t o evaluating the anemometer output is 
to consider the flow composed of a mean velocity, Um , 
and a fluctuat ing component, u . Likewise, the voltage 
is divided into a mean and a fluctuating component 

... Lr =-1.,-m -t t.<.. ·, 

t: ~F t-e · r ,.,, ,.,, J 

(5.82) 

the fluctuating component has both positive and negative 
values. For the present constant current case it is 
necessary to specify that the fluctuations in wire re
sistance are small compared to the total circuit resis
tance, so that no fluctuations in wire heating current 
occurs. 

To demonstrate the procedure in evaluating the 
anemometer signal, it will be assumed that the voltage
velocity calibration curve can be represented by an 
empirical relation of the form given in equation (5. 70). 

,l· i C L /l ,; 4 , . }] 

--~-- ~ N + r.; I_, 

E-iRa. 
(5. 70a) 

where E is subs ituted for iR . This procedure requires 
that the mean and instantaneous relations between voltage 
and velocity are the same. This requirement is present 
in all the transient evaluations of the resistance 
temperature transducers. The error due to the use of the 
m ean calibration curve would enter through the effect of 
turbulence on the wire heat transfer. This effect is 
unimportant for most hot-wire anemometer measurements . 

Using the definitions, Eq. (5. 82), for E and U 
equation (5. 70a) can be written as 



ia(E,,, +e) · ---~-= II+ B (VM+'4)" (Em +e)- i R, 
(5.83) 

Equation (5.83) is the general type of relation, between 
the velocity fluctuation, u, and the voltage fluctua
tion,. e, obtained for the hot wire anemometer. The · 
exact fonn of equation (5.83) will, of course, depend on 
the empirical relation used to represent the voltaBe
velocity calibration curve. The ·assumptions necessary 
to ob.tain equation (5.83) are: 1) no fluctuation in 
the c:nrrent ·i, 2) the mean voltage, E, corresponds 

m 
to the mean velocity, U, and 3) t he mean and instan
taneous relation betweenmvoltage and velocity are the 
same. Actually the second and third assumptions are n~t 
independent. To employ equation (5.83) it m~t be .i~ 
written in tenns of the measured quantity, · e or 1' e • 
1bis requires that equation (5.83) be squared and mean 
values taken. 

The mean square expression is 

where the bar denotes the mean value of the 'fluctuating 
quantities. Equation (5.84) is. complex and does not 
yield a unique relation between the measured voltage - . -e2 and the fluctuating velocity u2 • In fact, equation 
(5.81) shows that no orie to one correspondence between - -e2 and u2 exists. 

Equation (5.81) is of mathematical interest, · 
~ince it represents the concise relation between the 
statistical voltage fluctuation and ·the velocity fluc
tuations. However, for practical evaluation of the hot 
wire aneJAOmeter output, such a :relation as ~quation 

... 
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· (5.81) has never been employed~1e prn1;1-· cal approach 
is to f i nd a relation between 2 antl 2 by . e U 

restricting the analysis to small fluctuations. Stat~
in~ with equat~on (5.8o), the velocity term, (U+u)n 
is expanded in an infinite series 

jJ.{Ew.+e) · · · 
(E., +e-t~ • II+ e[ u,!' ~ n 1',f•·ft + "'~ ~ ·llv ~n-~~ • 

♦ 't1(h•l)(rt·2)u_Qt•J) tJ(,.,.,),.,(tt•Hi-l) (5.85-t_ 
3! Ill u•f4u . NI u:_(rt•Nl1) ~ . ,,, . " ... 

The power series places the restriction fuJ<U on 
m 

equation (5.85) . The mean voltage-~elocity relation 
may be taken out of equation ( 5. 85) to give · 

i 3 e Ril 1 (.u. ) (n-,)/tJ.. )2. 
·(E',,,-i~UE;.+e-lNa} 8tt~n: lVn, + ~ lv,., . 

. ( 5.86) 
{n-1)(-n-i.l /ll )$ '- · + 3 'li.J;,, ..,.. • '. · 

coupled with the rt1.s'trl.at.10rl '1<Ub1 1& the ta.ct that 

(tm*}#~) • • •·· ~~ tll n~~ w~ it is n- . 

quired that U,,__>> 1" ~ 'ti,jtt ~<ti' p!>l<e,; .. of(() 
can be neglec-t~4. t'ou]l~ •w1t·l\ t?u.a req_'1irament is 
the tact. thE4 i~ "#'7 ~, ~ t~~ ~~to:tl (~86) becomes 

. .,:.'3',;,,;.fR' . ._., If, ..,, · 
_•t , .,;;- <l.' .• _ ~ - ~ -~ 

.... ~-.. -~, . . '• or.::,, 
· 1/t::" -- ~ ,; &, : \:li) {fj'·,;,-.,7{./"!'. i1 r..-· 

;i,,i;;.'f» ... •·F-.J: ...... ~ ,~ vi,. (5.87) 

· . . !h.i nag-a~~ sigrt iJ;J1 -eql!~td-cn {5..87) denotes that 
e.n ~crtta.se itli l1 t:·Q:QJ;.& th~ ~'l;'e '$t> that <l ... decreases. 
~ NJ.e.tion ha~=:.~.:::. volt~ ~d. 11cl..oc1tf becomes 
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i3R,l ~ = ~ 
- (E.,..- i~ )1· BriVMn V,,., 

(5.88) 

Equation (5.88) is the linearized relation between the 
hot wire anemometer measured r.m.s. signal and the 
velo_city r.m.s. An insight into the linearization can 
be obtained by considering the differential of equation 
(5. 70), 

(5.89) 

where E 
byff, 

replaces iR. If now idR: de is replaced 
dV is replaced by§, and E and U . are re-

placed by the mean values, then equations (5.88) and 
(5.89) are identical. This demonstrates that the 
line~rization process is equivalent to replacing the 
calibration curve by its tangent at the point E, and . m 
requiring that e and .u can be neglected compared to 
E and U • m m 

The practical eyaluat ion of t he constant current 
hot wire anemometer output usually employs a form quite 
simular .to equation (5.88). The spe:!ial case, where 
n:=1/2, is of course the classic example 

'i 

(where· now 

B . and, U . 
m 

·tion • . The 

:i. i Ra J?fi -(R-_ Ra.)"8~lfn.. 
(5.90) 

Em= iR has also been used.) The value of 

are obtained f"rom the mean.: caJ.Jbration equa-
..... ·· - ·--- . 

accuracy of the linearized evaluation will 

.. 
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wiD. dc.pe: d :fir~. t en how well the er.r;:,iricul ~elation 
{ ~·. 7<>) !T:~s the mean cnlibrntion ciai:.a.. Aa could be 
de.mc.mst rat ed by ·equation ( 5 .e9), the e.mpirica l fit of 

' tt.e mean data must be nccurc.tB to the first der5.vatlve. 
This requi rea that a g<YJci. deal of co.re in fitting the 
~nrp:l.ric:al relati on to the C{c).li.ora.tion curve. This curve 
.t"Ht.in~ r '1qUirSi1ent is equDJJ.J true for either constant 
current or const ant terr:peraiur•J operation .of the hot 
wire. 

b) Cons "~ant T~,!E~C~:-iturr: Hot W5.re Anemometer -
?or const:-. .nt t,er. iperaturc hot •«ire anc.t1omcter operation 
the wire :i:-esiatnnce is he:ld ~or.st;mt end only the cur
rent or voltage varies. Equat.lon (5.70) is assumed for 
the starting enrvi~ical r~lation for the calibration 
curve. The equn·~ion is modified by employing the 
voltage ins·~ead of the current 

(5.70b) 

The perturbation rela t i 0n equ.i valen-l; to eq_UAtion (5.85) 
beccme::: 

(5.91) 

and the rAlat i m bet.we€n t he ni,,,1an s11.~.:~:ce c f the voltage 
i'luc t,w..,t ion and the vel oc i t.~1 f J.uc"c uB.t i on is 

(5.92) 

€r..,.u1;1.t :i.on ( 5. 92) i s perhaps s :i :mpler thnr. tre c:onste.nt cu.i:·
r r:r.t i · ):.a \;icnJ ?:!q. { 5. 6(~ ht1t it~J~/ so .in61ca.t.es that a 
m th1t.~e re i_:i, t..i.on be·!.kcen c~· arid u~ 01:1.y ci.oes not exist. 
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To obtai n a use able relat i on the infinit e series ex-.:ian
sion cf the t erm (tJ +u)n, which requi res lu I <U , i; 

m . m 
made. 

- ------·· 

( 5. 93) 

To first order, the higher powers of 6i;) ~d ~m J are 

neglec ted, so that the re l ation bet,...,en the r.m.s. 
voltage and the r.m.s. velocity for the constant temper
ature hot wire anemometer becomes 

(5.94) 

.•. ·.: q · ' ~; · 

A simple substitution will show th1t equatl~n (5.94) is 
equivalent to the derivative of equation (5.70) if 

Rdi = V and dV c q, The special case, n=l/2, 
gives the following relation ·· ... , 

~ .. -
4 E w. -vef = if!! 

R (R-l?il )B~ U~ 
(5,95) 

The accuracy of the t urbulent velocity evaluation 
will depend on the accuracy ,-,i th which the empirical 
relat ion, Eq. (5.70), fits the calibration data. In 
figure 5.22 a calibration curve for a 0.0002 inch diameter 
tungsten hot wire was shmm . T!lis data was taken wi th a 
constant t emperature hot wire anemometer. The root -mean 
square voltage fluc·tuation was also recorded fo1· each 
measured point. The hot wire was operating at the cente r 
of a 4-inch-diameter fully developed turbulent pi pe flow, 1 

1sandborn, V.A.: Experimental Evalt14tion of Moment um 
Terms in Tu,.pulent ? i pe Flow, NACA 'ffl 3266, 1955. 

,,_. . 

1 
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A direct co:;1p1.~ris•)n between the turbulent fluctuations, 
evnluat cd by co.ch of the r.11[".,geatt?d t>.mpirica.lly fi tt( d 
c11rvcs sacn:n on fie,1u·c 5.22, ic shown on figure 5.31 .• 
As a s t ~n<le:t"d for comparing the rlifferent equations , 
the crossha tched curve representsf.'frues obtained gr nphi-
cully t'rom t he me ,isurcd E W1d '\"C · and the cnl.il,ra.-

111 

ti.on curve. The spre nd in the graphic evaluated. c a t a 
is 1n pa.r t dt:c to the curv,! re~ing. The accuracy of 
the equat i ons is best at the high Reynolds mn:nbcr~. 
None of t..'lc rele.t.tons are adequate at the 101-1 ReynoldG 
munhcroo Figure 5.31 der.1onstrate s the King's le,-• with 
n:=--1 .12 is n o better than the other empirical rel.JLtions. 
This a:Lso points up the fact that measurement s of the 
turbulent fluctua. tions with the so cal.led "linearized'' 
ai1eaameters are not necessarily a grent improvenent • 

. ,CS 

,-·6RAPHIC 

,o;·~ 
O~---~..n~o------=-ct~o~----'------'-

.. u no 160 
/f?E.Y/v'vi.l)S NV~tJ£f<. 

Figure 5~31 - 7ii,ll,i$1)!.£Nr /A!r.EIISI T )f £11/J/../,)~rJ=O 
/:..1"µ, '$'o·~s:;'/1At.. 111:CPIRICAt. /'U:2-ArlONS', 

Most of th::? early measurements with the hot wire 
e.ne1nom~ t er nave used the squsrc root i-elo.tion of King . 
In r.~Jiy instances it was r ealized the relation of King 
did not correlat e the calibration data. Much of the 
misfit was blamed on dirt or other external effects . The 
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author, 2 cncour.tered the clevio.tions from King's law in 
boundary layer meo.surements before it wo.s reali~ecl that 
such effect s exis ·~ed. Under the assunption that dirt 
was affcctin,; the wi re calibration, a new King's l uw 
curve was ::'ittcd t o approximately every four or five 
points measured in the region near the "'all. This 
technique can be employed t o improve t he accuracy of 
the evaluation shovm in fiGure 5 .31, howeve r, it soon 
becomes just as easy to graphically evaluate the fluc
tuations. Cons i dering the results shovm i n figure 
5,31, it would appear t hat no one empirical relation of 

· those cons :.dered will be adequate over the complete 
Reynolds numbe r range . Abov~ and below a pipe Reynolds 
number (based on pipe racliusJ of be twe en 6 and 8 x 10!~ 
(hot wire Reynolds number of 6 to 8) the turbulent 
intensity change s more marked-than t he empirical rela
tions can inci.icate . The accuracy .with which a set of 
turbulence measurements are evaluated will, of course, 
depend on the specific research program. In the past 
the interest wa s mainly in trends of the turbulent 
intensity rathei· than absolute value, so that only 
approximate values were necessary. 

The turbulence data s.hown in figure 5.31 is typi
cal of measurements that would be made with a hot wire 
anemometer . This data r epre sents the effect of Reynolds 
number on a statistically steady isotropic turbulent 
intensity. Of the many possible turbulent flows the 
fully developed t urbulent pipe flow should be the most 
repeatable and well defined . This flm-1 was us @d by the 
authorl, to compare the measurements of the turbulent 
intensity with a constant cu~rent and a constant tempera
ture anemometer . The results of this comparison is 
demonstrated in figure 5.32 . This data was evaluated 
using Ki ni;' s law, simular to the relation shovm on figure 
6'.ll for ·u from O·to 120 feet per second (see also 
figure 5.lt~) Measurements reported by other experimenters 

1 
Sandborn, V .A,·: ~xperimental Evaluation of Momentum 

Terms_ in Turbulent Pipe Flow. NACA TN 3266, 1955. 
2 . . ...... . . 
Sandborn, V.A., a~d Slogan, R,J,: NACA TN.3265, 1955, 

] 
.. , 

; _ 
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are o.lso inc udcd on fiGure ff-~ From an accuracy 
standpoint there is little to chose between the two 
methods of measurinG the turbulent intensity. 

_ ; - The fully developed turbulent pipe flow is the 
ideal facility to check out a net hot wire anemometer 

- ::: - system. It is recorranended that researchers just start-
- __ _ ing to -develop techniques for measuring t_urbulence with 

_ the hot wire consider first attempting to make measure-
ments at the center of the pipe. A check of the tur
bulent intensity and the trend with Reynolds number \rill 

- ._ insure that the anemometer is functioning properly, 

Several alternate methods of evaluating the hot 
,..__ - wire anemometer signal can be found in the literature. 

Of interest to the engineer needing a quick answer 
., · ithou.t an elaborate calibration curve is the method which - -- -- . - - - - -

y uses the interc~pt rather than the slope of the calibra-
tion curve. A derivation of th~ intercept metryod of 
eval'U§. t ing constan temperature hot ;,iire anemometer data 
is giveJl by Lawrence ancr Landes.l ' ·The -6ne new assumpt ion 

:: of this _technique is that a measure of E . for no flow 
- ---- ·- ---- - ---- -- -- - ------m 

..: ---i-s sufficient to define the calibration curve intercept. 
: ::Such an -assumption cannot be justified either theoretic
~·ally or _experimentally, but for moderate or high veloci
~ =-ti_e·s the c;alibration curve has oi;ily a minor dependence on 
fo_a:Srnall -error in -the inte~cept ~value. The resulting re
":,lation, subject to the same linearized assumptions as 

·equation (.5.95) is 

-. -- - -- - - - -
For the 0.0002 inch diameter tungsten wire sensing 
ment, · equatiori (5.96) was found to give turbulent 
intensity values within from 20 to 30 of the values 
sho"m in figure 5 ,32. 

1 
La.Urence, J.C., and Landes, L.G.; NACA 2843, 1952, 

(5.96) 

ele-
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Measurement of t he Normal Turbulent Veloc i ty 
Components - To dcr.ionstrate the evaluation of the __,_.,____ 
turbulent fluct uations from the ye.wed wires, it will 
be assumed thnt t he normal component of the velocity is 
adequate. The heat loss from the yawed wire, a.a a 
function of velocity and angle, is written simular to 
equation (5.70) as 

(5.97) 

The relati on for UN, given by Eq. (5.81) is expanded 

simular to the I:lethod employed for Eq. (5.85). The 
exPan.sion retaini ng only the first order teIT.'13, gives 



Thus, the output voltage from t he hot wire may be 
related to the velocity fluctuations by 
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f$e Ra_ I 
( constant current) -(E",,,- 7 Rd)" 

131 
n1l;t GSn(n-1)'1' - ( 5. 99) 

~""' sin I;' +i cos P 

(constant temperature) '2.l~mete!'- ~ ~ - (5 100) Rfrf :Rti) flt n-u;,,h.s;Jn·I~ - • 
ts;n (,b -t J,,,.CC'i tp 

where B is the slope of the calibration curve of 
i 2 R versus U~SIN n (/J. 
{R-Ra) 

An alternate example would be the assumption that 
the heat loss varies as (sin f )!11, where m is the power 
determined from the angle calibration data. The 
anemometer relations become 

i3e Ra. I 
(co~sta.nt current) -(£,,,.-i/?.ti)l /3,Yl~n s,Jn-uv,= (5.101) 

Vm sin tp + (~}Vm cos (/J 

(constant temperature) iE"n1e-te.t. I , = (5.102) 
f< (R.-Rii) B,nV~s1rfn·O~ 

Jl. si'Ht,o +~) ~coSf/J 
Vm "' . 

The effect of. the angle r elat ion shows up di rectly as a 
change in the wire se nsitivity to the v component 
only. Thus, equations (5.101) and {-5.102) point out the 
importance of having the correct an~le variation . 

If equation .(5.99) and (5.100)' are written in 



terms of the mean square voltage and velocity fluctua
tions, a new velocity term "tiv appears. For the case 
corresponding to equation (5.97) the relation becomes 

where 

The term ·7 can be determined with the wire 
normal to the flow, however, the -;;z and if components 
are not evaluated from a wire· parallel to the mean flow. 
As will be seen, the variation 9f hea.t .loss for the small 
yaw angles does z:iot follow a simple angle dependency. A 
_systematic set of measurements should be undertaken to 

1 decide on the useable range of angles that might be used 
in the valuation cf turbulent velocities. To evaluate 

17 and uv it is neces.sary to operate the ,·Tire at two 
different angles of yaw. In this way two equations with 
'v2" and uv as unknowns can be solved simultaneously. 
For maximum accuracy two different angles which are 
equally sensit i ve to uv and 7 would be chosen. 
Typical angles employed are 45° and l35°, In figure 
5.30 it was assumed that a positive value of v was _in 
an -upward direction. Consider now the case of a wire 
yawed at _ an angle- <f} to the mean flow. For an angle-~ 
the normal component of the total velqc;ity may be writ
ten to first order as 
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(5.104) 

Thus, for a wire yo.wed at an angle - 'I' ( which would 
· - correspond to 135°, since the yaw angle is measured 
:· -: clockwise from the mean velocity direction), the mean 

--- - square voltage - velocity relation becomes 

::-c- ·. As an example, equa tiori ( 5 .103) 
'" - - -solved for the case 'f' = 45° and 
.:. -- unique value for uv/U 2 

c : :. - m 

a.nd ( 5 .10 5) . can be 
_, = 1.35° to obtain a 

C. T • _ .,. 

. . ( 1 -) ( ,. ;"1) jlI_ - >< e2. ◄So - k e J~!o 
- _: - - u.,,,~ . 4 ( 5.106) 

'- - - -

<-The relation for .7/u 2 is 
m 

( 5 .107) 

An assumption inherent in evaluating uv and? is 
that the ,ID.re at co.ch angle of yaw sees the same value 
of u2 ,. · v2- and iiv. If the wire were a point r.1easuring 
device then the ass.umption would be exact, however, the 
wire will he.ve . a finite lengt h which sweeps out a finite 
area as it is yawed. Thus, a question will arise if the 
turbulent field over the length of the wire is not uni
form. · A discussion of the effect of nonuniformity of . 

\ 
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the turbulence in the evaluation of yawed wires will be 
covered in mor e detail in part (c) _of this section. 

Single Wire Measurements of the Three Turbulent 
Velocity Components - Two techniques have been usecl to 
evo.luatc the transverse turbulent components from yawed 
wires. The first is to rotate a single wire to several 
nnglcs and the second is to employ two hot wires at 
fixed angles. The two fixed wires will be referred to 
as ab X-w±rc and will be discussed in the next section, 
The single rotating hot wire probe appears· to be the 
best means of measuring the transverse and correlation 
components. However, there are many times when it is 
inconvenient to rotate a hot wire probe. 

Figure 5,24 is a typical calibration map obtained for a 
rotating hot wire. The three variables,- wire voltage, 
mean velocity and yaw angle are plotted on the three 
axis. A two-dimensional calibration plot with yaw angle 
as a parameter is shovm in figure 5.25b. Note that for 
a wire parallel to the mean flow there is still a 
dependency of heat loss on the mean velocity. Thus, it 
is evident that an analysis based on the normal velocity 
component only is at best only approximate. The most 
accurate evaluation of the yawed hot wire appears to be 
a semi-graphic approach, where no specific curve fitting 
is atter.ipted. 

Considering the calibration curves of figure 5.25, 
it is possible to state that the fluctuating voltage 
output of a ·hot wire is a function of the fluctuation in 
me.an flow and flow angle. This may be written as 

(5.108) 

The differentials arc replaced by pertibations, e, u 
and &.P. The angle &V' can by referring ·to figure 5,30 be 
expressed as 
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. _,_y_ N ~ ~ V 
6 <P =- Tan rr -rU - U: ~" - .,,. """ .., "' v..,, (5.109) 

where u and u2 cnn be ncelected comparied to U. 
m 

These assumptions are equivalent to the linerizztion 
made in connec-:.ion with equation (5.87) ·. Equation 
(5.108) may be written as 

(5.110) 

It could have been shown that equation (5,110) is 
equivalent to equation (5.99) or (5.100). Equation 
(5,110) can be evaluated directly from the experimental 
calibration curves by measuring the differentials. 
Figure 5 ,33 shows the values of 7} E/ 7' U and ?JE/ z, 'I' 
evaluated from. the calibration curves of ficure 5.35. 
A comparison of the terms shows that . "?> E/7!> cp increases 
much · faster than -o E/o U decreases. l\.s a result, it 
would be expected that the hot wire output voltage 
(root mean squ3.re) will increase as the wire approaches 
the parallel condition. Figure 5.34 shows the actual 
measured output of a hot wire as it is yawed to the flow. 
The .maximum output occurs at an angle of approximately 
10 degrees between the hot wire and the mean flow. 
Evaluation of the hot wire output at these small angles 
may be of value, since the signal level is much improved. 
However, it i s necessary to reconsider the linearizat ion 
of the equations. A question is always posed that the 
hot wire supports may interfere-with the flow at the 
small ancles. If interference uere of great importance 
it would be expected that the zero angle output would be 
-much greater than that recorded in figure 5.34. It 
appears worthwhile to further explore the possibilities 
of operating the hot wire at angles nearly parallel to 
the mean flow.· 
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Figure 5.33 - Wire Sensitivity to Velocity and 
Yaw. 
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F'fgure 5.3~ - R.M.S. Output of 3. Hot Wire As It is 
Ye.wed to the Flow. 
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A ch 1ick of the yµ.1-;ccl wir~ unal;yais lws bC'cn 
m~:c'i.1! by comput:lng th~ v2 C'Jiir.ponent ,:, . .::; c. function o,f 
angle fo1· the uo.tn shown in flr,11re 5.35. ~1is data. 
was tn1-:cl\ at the center of n. fttlly de ·.-eloped~ip~ flow, 
tlm:3 uv is equal to zero. '.L'he fnct thr:,t v'" is not 
independent of ungle ia ciL'f.icnlt to understand. A 
great, wJ:n'bcr of ir.eMmrer.1cnt.:1 hnve i'lll inclicatcd tho.t 
lil.i..n.i.Jr,um ·rn.lue of ~? is alw~ys fo1.llJd nround nn l?..,glc 
of i:.o <kgreei::. T.w vo.ria tion of v2 must be acccptccl 
at the prasent tilllc as the accurncy of the r.1easuring 
tecrmique. Again further work is indicated to better 
w1derstand the yawed wire measurin5 t'3chniques • 

yl 
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I'ic;t\I'c 5.35 - Values of -;Ji ns a functior, of 
wire yo.w nnele. 

c) .};.:JLi.t:;_ .~meration_ - The X-'t-11:i.·e ,..probes employ , 
hot wireo yawed v.t angles ~1 and - \O with respect to 
. thf: mean :flow. Thc:,e wires operate identical to the 
single :m.wcd wir(;:, so that equations ( 5.99) and ( 5.100) 
can be .-:tppliecl directly. The X-wirc probes are used to 
evaluatn. both the v ru~d w velocity components, as 
uell as th~ corrclationa between the velocity cor.iponents. 

- - ---
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-1 

~ 
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The present discussion treats only the measurement of 
the v component, but it should be obvious that 
placing the same probe with its -wires ya.wed in the 
xz-planc the w component will be measured. 

The output voltage from the two wires may be 
written, following equations (5.99) and (5.100), (the 
same could also be done for equations (5.101f and 
(5.102) as 

(k e) = U.u sin fl + &; co., <P 
+(I) '" . 

. I 

( 5.11:IJ) 

From an electronic• standpoint it appears ·a simple 
matter to match K +, and K- ,P and then subtract 

. ~ ~- ~q,'1') to obtain a unique . relation for 
R/u. Such a technique was developed by Schubauer 
· and ihebanoff1, in their early work on the appliGa'-
tion of the anemometer to turbulent boundary layer re
search. 

The mean square of the instantaneous differenc~ 
between the two X-wire voltace outputs can be 
determined from equation (5.111) as 

---·---•· 

i7t I I ] 1- . ,r.L -L] 'e · -e. )a::r u 2 si'n'-(p{--r --L- + ~ tf#l,mft'c.i:,5 fLk1.. k': 
l' +-fl 'I U111 · x;.'() k+<f K..<I' J<.'I' Un, . +-ff ·'-9' 

(5.µ2~ · - · . ' .2 ..LJ · +-~ cos2 f/J[,.,. 2. t- v J<. +- k. 2 

u.:i. . "+r.p "•~- -~ -tp ,.,, . 

·From equation (5.112 ) it is evident that if 
K+ Cf = K- Cf = K then . 

(5,113) 

.. Equation (5.ll3) demonstrates the practical 

1schubauer, G.B., and K~ebanoff, P.S. f 
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problem is one of mo.tchi ng the two ;wires of the 
X-vire probe . Schubauer and Klebanoff Golvcd this 
problem by rotating the X-wirca about their axi3 
unt il the mean voitage from the two wires are equal. 
Figure 5.36 is a plot, obtained by Schubaucr and 
Klebanoff, of the mean voltage from the two wires of 
anX-probe, as a function of angle. The difference 

. ...ol.tage between the t·wo wi~ea is also plotted on 
ftgu:rc 5.36. It m:rJ be seen that the curves for the 
individual wires are far from· linear in the region . . 
D.. - ·= --- · u 
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Figure 5.36 - Matching of the X-probe Wires to 
~a.sure the v and w Turbulent Velocity Components. 

However, the difference voltage is nearly linear over 
an .angle range of 30°. The slope of this voltage 
cll.fferent curv'e is the reciprocal of the. sensitivity 
or the X-wires to v or w. Expressing the slope in 
vo1ts per rad.inn, there exists the r~lation 
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(5.114) 

is the · 

r.m.s. of the instantaneous difference between the 
· two wires. In operation the value 6E/6 <P can be . 

determined .for each specific measurement so that 
knowledge of tpe mean wire calibration is not required. 

A possible. error appears in that · it is i.mposs_i
ble to place the two wires in the same plane. Thus, 
the two_ wire·s do not see exactly the same turbulence. 
This requires that some information be known about the 
"correlation" between the turbulent velocities over 
the small s~paration distance between the two wires. 
The correlation coefficients R, R and R may be 

' U . V UV 

defined as . 

- u, tA3, 

Ru. - ..ffi,-{f[J. 
~ 

R ._ W R = uv 
V - ~,/ v/- ) C,l'Y' -{tfiff 

The values of l1i_ and ¾ correspond to the 

turbule~ ·reloW:,j._es seen by the two X-wires. Even 
though -'1'1,_ = . ~ there is no way of knowing what 

value ~
2 

will be, other than that it will be _iess 

than ../it{ ~ Rewriting equation (5.111~ for ·.the 

case K+Y' ·= K _ ip = K, but denoting by subscript 1 

or 2 the t urbulent velocity corresponding to the _ 
+ 'I' or - ,P wire, g~ves 

. z St-.,,,2<p ( )2. :;? s,.,,,~cost/ I )( ) re+<p- e~'I) 11 1(2. u,,,2. u,-u2. + 1(2 ""4 _, .\ u,-u~ ~ +~ .. _ .. 

' C :llA -- ' (5.1i5} + "s ~-r )2. . . . ka. V.:.\ V, .+'i 
. rn . 

•, 

note that the correlation co.efficient -can- be defined, 
·as· 



;: ., 

' . ' or ~-t.lJa. = r~,•t,1z}a.- Ru. 4,{lfJ--;/fff 

~ 1-v.)1-= (~ - ~)2. +- Rv 4,v'V,,. v'~ 
For the assumption ~ = . ~ and 7i = ~ · 

(Ui-'42.)'- = 2 u-a. ( I-Ru.) 

{'v, - V2.)2. = :2. v~ (I+ Rv) 
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.Thus the error in the u and v terms goes directly 
as the correlation coefficient. The cross correlation 
term contains the four quantities n' u2v2 and 
u2v1 . In line with the assumption ~ ~ it 

. -ui = · ~ 
appears reasonable to assume uivi = -~v2, however, 

the other two ~erms remain unknown. 

The vari ation of the correlation coefficient is· 
·rarely known in a measurement, so it is difficult to 
estimate the errors incurred. Several researchers hnve 

._reported they were unable to obtain re·asonable measure
ments with X-wire probes. No doubt it ·is possible that 
in some cases the corr~lation between the two X-wire·~ 

_was causing too great an error. A g_ood deal niore infor ... 
mation on systematic investigation of X-wire probe mea
surements would be of great value. , 

In boundary layer measurenents, it is not always . 
possible to rotate and match the two wires of an X
probe. Thus, a more complex method of evaluating the 
probe outputs must be employed. Basically, ·equation 
(5.106) can be used to evaluate uv and _equation · 
(5.107) can. be . employed to evaluate 7 (where i?" is 
obtained from an independent measure with a single wire 
normal to the flo~ Eg,u!tion (5._106) and (5.107) re
quire only _ that ·. ~ = ¾ , v1 :1. = v2 

2
, with no upcer-

tainty entering due to the correlation ·coeffici,ent,. 
,Note that 'in most cases it is quite reasonable ·to · 
·equate the statistical average velocities, even though 
the c.orrelat'ion _might differ from one • . To make X-wi~ 

... 
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measurement s independent of the normal wire measureoent s 
the elect ronic sum and difference circuit is employed. 

· · In this wo.y a third statistical ave race equation, such 
as equntion~.1~5) is~btained. Since there are t hree 
unknpwns, u, v and uv, three relations are needed, It 
was found cqnvenient to construct the third equation from 
a measure of both the sum and difference of the X-wire 
signals. The mean square instantaneous sum, correspondtng 
to the difference equation (5.115) ·is · 

1. · ) ~ iii . :z [..1- + ...2.._ --'-:. 7 
le-,., re_-'P = utni.s,.-, tp J<;; J<'t'l<.'f 1'. ~ 

. ( 5.116) , 
2w" ·· (.L L J \I"' · (L 1 

+. '1r1·:sihf./)c.o~(/) k-i. - K~ + -a c.o:,ar.p v~ +-L +- ..L] 
. "'>it . _ ~ - -(P ~ "', K.;,Ky k;,. 

Note that substracting equation (5.112) from equation 
(5~116) gives . ,. 

where -

Solvi~ equations (5,103), _(5.105) and · (5~117) for ? 
and ,r gives · ·. · · 

' . . 

. . . . . . 

~ =1s~n:1'P[ ~ ~~ + k; e_~ +-_ k1-'f~K-te (~f-€-J(5.118.) 

and 
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·The sum a.nd· differcn~~ r elation, equation (5.117), c~11 
~a shom1 to be in ¢rror directly as the correlation 
cqefficient~, much the same as equation (5.113)-. How .. 
ever, th~ tmcer,u:Lnty can be clete:cmined by comparing the 
evnlnntion of"{u,'d. / U from tne X-wire measurements with 
measuremer;its mo.de wi tli a single 'Hire norm.al to the flow. 
Figure 5 .j7 shous ::.uch ~ comparison reported by Sandborn 
~ Slogar.l These 1neasurcr.ients were made in a turbulent 
boondary layer! A comparison, such as shm·tn )..n f-ie;ure . 
( 5.37),. gives. ;i g::>od consistency check Ql,} the reliability 
of' th~ other X.-:-Hirc measurements -v:!,. w"" o.nd uv , For 
the p_articulnr bounclo.ry layer flou studied in -connecticin 
\dth ti~ ( 5.37), it was founcl that -the X-wirc measw~ 
ment~ ~he($ed the · single win~ data: within t 20 'to! · 
Q~ously, the X.-wire · data will be subject to a greti.t 
deal niore re,ndom err9r than the sinGle Vil'e data. Thi$ 
me~s tha.t .errg;r~ pr * 29 '(o might b~ , e~ccted .even i~ 
the {Lpsence of th~ _;qrrele,tion err~r • 1fowever, if the 
e~or exc~eds ± 20 •t. the 4at~ of fiGUl.'9 5.37 'would sug~ 
ge.st that Qtq,er than :re.ndom error is 'beine; encountered,: 

Seve:i;~ techniques for ev~lu1ing X-H~re a.atti ha;,re 
been <iiscw;sed by 9ther r~searchers. ThQ:.e metho<ls are 
simuJ:ar to th9se OtJ.tlined. ab9ve. flow CorpqrAtion,'.4 
finc;ls it convenient to work with tha inst{l.nt?,neous valu.e9 , 

such aQ {K-+'t a+f + l).~~ ~-'Pl where tne wire eensitiv.tt ;y 

constant K · is hand.led thr.ough the electron,ic circuit~., 
For a given ~pplication this approach can save Qn com~ 
pu:ting tim~. In each and every application it appears 
ne.cessaq t.o reach nn indep,enq.ent c<;mclusion on whether 
equation (5 .99) Md (~.100)~ Pr the more c9mplex relation.l1 
(5.100) and ( 5.1oz) must be ·used. As in th~ wire nonna;i. 
ta the now case, one can not rely on previou$ reportcc. . 
hat wire evaluation , Only in recent years b~~ it become 
abvio~s that the Kin5'$ Law approach !s to~ restricted. 
Like the normal · 'Kire case, figure 5,22 the mean heat l9~s 
relations must be vali~ to .the first u.eriv~tive in ~rder 
to accurat e~ eval.uate the turbulence, 

Correlation Measurements .. The importance of cor .. 
relation terms in turbulence theory make necessary~ er~at 
number of'.' correlation measurements. The previous discus .. 
sion on X-,-rire covered briefly some of the me thodli of 

i . 
_. -~ .db_orn, V .A., and Slosar, R.J",; NACA TN 3265, . 1955• . 

1, See for example: 8u.lletin ""· "e, ,,.,,,.., ~ :105' S,Atl, street; 
C11irrt1:n-id3'1 '(~ Ma~~ 19'1:l. • · · 
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Figure · 5-37 - Comparison of 71 Measurements 
mtO 

Made with A Single Wire and X-Wire Probes. 
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evaluating correlations. The cross correlation measure
·ments of t1v and uw are obtained directly from the 
X-wire data, equation (5.106). For turbulent shear 
flows the uv term corresponds to the turbulent shear 
and it is important in the equation of motion. · 
(Depending on the particular flow coordinates ·uv or 
uw may be the shear term.) For most turbulent flow 
-fields,. symmetry conditions will require that one of 
~the cross correlations terms, usually uw, be very near 
'. zero. Likewise, the term vw should be approximately 
zero in most turbulent flows, so no technique has been 
developed to measure it. 

. Terms such as u2 v become important in the 
turbulent energy relations1 . The triple correlati~ns 
~an be dbtained from the X-wire probes by employing .an 
electronic multiplier. Starting with equations (5.111) 
and obtaining the mean quantities indicated, the fol
lowing -X-wire relations for the triple velocity correla
tions are obtained. 
- . 3 . · :, 3 

·-v.~ • k._'f' e:lR + k~ e_,p _ ¾ (cot'fP) [ k ~ e 7 +i<l et 
"' ~.sin 1 p . _ - "F ?~ -<, "l' 

~ -r-- :t ~, (5.120')' 
-x;.,, k..~ ~'° e.."'- 1<,.,,4- e+fle~Si!J _ 

.,_,. ' 

Townsend, A.A.: The Structure · of the 'l'urbulent Boundary 
Layer, Proc. Cambridge Phil. Soc., Vol. _47, pt.- 2, 1951. 
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M9dern multipliers now exceed any requirements made of 
them .in analyzing hot wi re data, so that the four oper
a't1 ons required can be done with about the same degree 
of accuracy as the evaluation of mean square -tenns from 
X-wire data. 
~- ,,.,.._ --- --

The us al me asured correlati on is for two point s, 
~however, it cari be of any nwnber of point s and of any 
lngher ' moment - of t he veloc~ty_. _ For the present dis
cussion only two point correlations are considered. ~t 

cmay be kept in ·mind that the addition of more hot wire.a 
-aria· the use of multipliers can ·produce any degree of 
correlation required·. For the two point correlation 
either a multiplier or swn and difference circuit may -
be -:employed. As introduced previously, the correla_tion 
coefficient can be written as 

/ 
; 
' , 

! .. 

(5.124) 

It has only been in the past few yea.rs that instant aneous 
multipliers circuits have become available. Although 
multiplier ci rcuit s were reported i n the literat ure for 

- a good· nwnber of years, the operat.:..on was marginal. The 
::· comnercial unit s present ly availab_e give very reli ab l e 

results. The sum and difference t echnique was used i n 
_- the place of multipliers. A simple swn and difference 

.circuit, such as .shown in figure ~-2~ is quite easy _to 
- build and operate ~ Also the cost of good electronic 
~

0 multipliers suggests the swn and d: fference circuit wi ll 
----' &t!ll be employeu when limited budget research is done. 

The correlation coefficients Rv' Rw and Ruv ca~ 
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be .detennined from two X-wirc probes. These 

correlations measurements are a major undertaking, and 
as such have not been reported. As an alternate 
approach, the autocorrelation technique, has been 
employed~ . The autocorrelation measures the correlation 
of the signal from&: single wire at two instances in 
time. 

t OUT 

Figure 5.38 - Sum and Di fferen:e· Circuit. 

Separation of Velocity, Temperature and Density 
Fluctuations - The general application of the anemometer 
to measurements of velocity, temperature and density is 
by far more complex than the cases treated so far. The 
approach in the present section will be to introduce the 
all inclusive hot wi re sensitivity relations. Note that 
the overall sensitivity relations could have been 
developed at the our.set, and all results in- the prec·eding 
sections derived directly from the general relation. 
How.ever, it appeared that the concepts of transient · 
anemometry could be .,ter be grasped by discussing dire·ctly 

. - · • . I • · . • . 
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the simple cases, without bringing in the complexity of 
the general relations. The general sensitivity equa
tions do in no way eliminate the necessity of individual 
wire calib~ation, but rather, they serve as guides to 
performing the calibrations. The non-dimensional heat
transfer correlation for hot wire can be written as: 

(5.125) 

The choice of (M,Kn) rather than (M,Re) or {Re,Kn) 
leads to simpler sensitivity expressions. The use of 
Reynolds number introduces additional tenns in the 
velocity sensitivity. The "temperature loading" 
parameter, 1:"(=Tw-Te/Tt = 6T/Tt) is employed to ac
count for the second-order, nonlinear dependence of the 
Nusselt number on air and wire tezn:?erature. The effect 
of 't' on Nu · in slip flow causes up to 20 percent 
deviations from the general correlation. The recover~ 
temperature, Te, may be expressed in terms of the 
recovery tempera~ure ratio, ~, and total temperature, 
Te-~T't. The heat loss from a wire. may be written as 

(5.126) 

Equation (5.126) assumes that Nut is corrected for 
finite wire length, so that I 2 is tne square of the 
measured wire current times the end-loss correction 
factor p I 2

• Naturally, if a calibration curve for a 
.m 

Particular wire is _being used, it is possible to ·set 
= l .and correlate data as Nw. · 

.. . . . 

It wil·l be assµ.med that · the hot-wire resistance 
(or temperature) is maintained constant by a fluctuating 
feedback current: 
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'2IRdr = dt-(;r Pk(Tw->'/,;] Nudll + ~ [1r.lk(r;-'l't)N-Jj.o 

· . ~ ..2.. (5.127) 
+ -a1p[1tlk/rw->17c)1vi} d (J) _-t- ar; [,rJ'k(r~7r)Nu] <Jr 

If the fluctuat ing current dI is set equal to i and . 
small finite flow fluctuations are approximated by & 

· to . replace th~ derivatives, equation (5.127) can be 
written as 

i=[f"z{ kN~1t(-;;)-+ ~~kN'4 pf ~)+~{k(rw-7T,)~su-

+[f.r~ k(~->;Ti) ~ -+ J/4 k N~ ~ (- Nj.)] o)> . 
.· . . (5.128) . . 

+[-fr~ tTw->{Ti)NiA ~ - 1r:R kNu.»-1-nl k(r;,-»r)~Nu.]'sr.. 
. ~ . " . . -i.rR ·, i.rR. r t a7c: t 

+[dkNIATt{--~)+ Jr1. k(T..-n7:.) ~N«J 511. · i.IR a71 1.II<. . ~ ·, t iJ(I) 

The following dimensionless groups are introduced to 
~eneralize equation (5.128). 

a i!JK.,, L _ _ &:l.L 
~ = a,..o .oK-,, - ~ ax~ 

. )'-/ ~ . 

i _ aM JL _ ' + TM L 
W - W ~NJ - O..s i:Jh1 I. 

( 5. 129) 
' 

tJTt, _ .U: 
off ,- c,, 

. _a,_ a -r-. ..a. . 't' + 'Z.. .a 
or.. :r -ar. g{; -= - r. i7t-t t . t 

-Using the above relation in equation (5.128), . along ·~ith 

I• 

• 

... 

•.. , 
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u I :,rl ( . I\ 
the relations M = ns- and 2Nu = 2IR k Tw=~Tt v, 
_results in the followine from for the sensitivity rela
tion 
·. rl- . t:1 & ~ · v"~ / ~-, ;() . .M... oN~J §.![ 

- ·;·l_~-:f -(/t ~Ml.Jt- gM- ep7tT 1-,1-r ·yM N': a~ __ v 
. . -. + J_ [lfu E.!f. _ lfu oN"- ] _§_e 

2. T aK,, 1-1"" a Xn /' 

- -:t I [ Zr. # _ !l. - 't:.-!1.· otJ1.1. l 6Tr 
i · k df 't" Ni.. °d't' j-::;;-r 

- £ Z[- (/J ~ T _(f) ~15 f/) 
1 

-::- ~ _ _: 1: i:Jrp Ni.c. ~ rp Ip _ - -- . ... 

( 5.130) 

Equation (5,130) is the general constant temperature 
hot wire anemometer sensitivity. It is a linearized 
relation in that dI was replaced by i and the 
othef .derivatives· are· represented by· G .· T11e relation 

:'~:is:- · also restricted to fluids ·in which the relation·s - -
---- --- - ------ -- . --

~=-~MU- =_ 1 + r
2
-J: M2 and 31't ~ . .!!__ apply (f~~- ex~le 

- - ~ · -· - c}U - Cp _ _ _, . _ _ 
r -=-. : - - - • - - - - : - . • - - - - - - • - • - -. 
- .- the- 1:elat1.ons are not val1.cf for flows of a.1.r. 1.n which 

--w::the temperature excees 2000°K). 
... ~- .:: - - - . . - -- -

- - " · Equation- ( 5. 130) is ~alici for almost every type 
of ·aerodynamic flow .obtainable in "- est facilities. The 
exc~ptioris are the very }'ligh temperature shock tubes 
and some are heated facilities. The special applica-

·tions of the transient anemometer to date are for the 
most part limited to values of Kn< 0. 10. Restrictions 
of the hot wire to flows in which Kn<. 0 .10 allows the 
recovery temperature dependency on Kn and (/J to be 

-- --neglected. Also from figure · 5 .30 the three dimensional 
angle_ 6 f{J is approximately equal to V (i.e. tan 6 <P-::! 

I 

fJtl= ~). This as·swnption _is equi-03.lent to asstnniz:ig that 
u 

the w veloci ty flucttrcitions do not affect the heat 
transfer from the wir~. ~nspection of equation (5.130) 
suggests that simplififa~ions are possible by emuloying 
logarithmic derivatiorfs ri.e.l!\.e...~..:. oLt>§Nu. 

N.,,_ 'Q~· - llL<>ti M ' 

Ji~ -= o Lo~ k an·d· -1..:.= ~ _ 'i>UG N4,) 
k o·'t a Lo c;'Tr . ' N'-' o f/J .- ~ cp 
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The constant tc.mpe~ature hot wire anemometer sensitivity 
for continuum ancl moderate tJlip flow· the sensitivity 
relation may be written as 

(5.1.31) 

•The derivation of the general sensitivity equation 
for the constant current hot wire anemometer starts also 
from equation (5.126). An additional derivative enters 
such sensitivity term, since the wire temperature is no 
longer const ant. The constant current hot wire anemometer 
relation, equi valent to equation (5.130), is given below, 
where Id.R =e 
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_ Morkovin, 1 has defined a di f f erent form of 
- equation (5.132), 1-rhere he considers Nu= f (M,Re, ~). 

The quantity 0 =Tl]i.i s simular to the temperature load~ 
_ ing term. He obt aits a more cencral form tn that 
··the wi re temperature is treated o.s an independent 

-- variable. - The derivat ion does not include the effect 
·.9f"yawed wires. Morkovin's sensitivity relation in ·the 

_ _pr~s-~_!lt p~~~~l~-~s g_iv_eil below._ _ _____ _ 

Morkovin covers in det ail the application of this rela-
-;t_ion to measurements in supersonic _flow_. _ _ _ 

-
· Measurement s of Veloc i ty and Temperat ure Fluc-

tuations - The general sensitivity rela t ion i ndicates 
the hot wire r esponds t o fluct uations in t otal 
temperat ure, as Nell as to veloci ty and density. In 
other words t he hot wire behaves as an . anemomet er, . · 
resistance t hermometer and a manoneter all at · t he same 
t ime. The present dis cussion assumes that it is 
possible to obt a in a t urbulent flow in which only 
velocit y and tenper ature fluctuate. If temperature 

"fluctuations are kept small (of the order of 5° For 
less) and velocit y is also low, th_n a turbulent flow 
fieldmiaht exist in which fluctuations in density can 

· be negle~_ted . Whether such a case actually exists has 

~orkovin, M.V.: Fluctuations and Hot Wire Anemometry in 
Compressible Flows AGARDograph 24, 1956. 

'· .. 
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not been completely established, however, measurements 
have been repo1·ted bnsed on the nssllr.lption that . dcnsHy 
fluctuation can be neglected in special flmrs. 

Althouch there arc several papers in the litera
ture which report velocity and temperature fluctuation 
measuremcn~s, there is little infornation on the general 
application of the anemometer in this type of flow. 
Ass:uming bp/p=01 .._he e;cneral equation (5,J-30) expresses 
the linearized sensitivity of the constant temperature 
hot-wire anemome~er in an incompressible flow is, 

Since the now is limited to the incompressible case the 
recovery temperature term ~ is equal to 1, and the Mach 
number is considered as zero. "It is further assumed that 
the variation of thermal conductivity with temperature 
may be neglected. Thus equation (5.]34) can be ~educed to 
the form 

where · 1 is the hot wire length, I 
passing through the hot vtire, and t 
From the definition of llusselt number 

~: 

is the current 
is the fluctuationi~ 

tempey.itvre. 

the relation, Eq~ 5,J-35, may be expressed in tenns of the 
directly measured quantities. 

(5.J-36) 

,. 



Equation (5.:iJ6) -mo.y be employed to evaluate the 
r.m.s. - veloc i~y and t emper ature fluctuat i on o.nd the 
vcloci t y-tcnperature correlation. A typical cxar:tple of 
the appli cation of t he equatio~ ia encoun t ered in the 

1 

study of thermal boundary layers. It _i_s des i red to 
determine t he usual fluctua. tions and also t he· correla
tion of veloc i ty and temperature on a delay bas i s (auto
correlation). Fo·r this application it lrould be convenient 
to obtain a hot wire output proportional to only the in-

-s tarttaneous velocity. The instantaneous t emperature , 
fluctuation can be obtained by operating. the hot wire as 
.a resistance thermometer. 

----------- ------·-- - - -·-- -... .;::... = 
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t u:·c ) thnt 8 E/oV = 0 a ncl e q_uu<:.io:1 ( 5 . 136) b c co:·r: c s 
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FiGurc 5.39 is n plnt or l.11'"! vclodty o.n<l tc:np

cro.t..ure Gl"!nsit ivity terr.,:; nb ta i nl"!rl for a O .ooo;; i.n~h 
dlrunc Ler ')O pc 1·ccn I; pl:i ti nur.t .10 pP r-:cn L rhorl i um ho L 
wire. The terr.is arc pJ nl.t ccl as JI-:;: onrl Jr.2 as n 

~V ;::iT-
ma.ttcr of convenience only. F(Jr Lhc tcrr.1s ploLterl in 
f ignre 5 .39 cqun tion ( 5. 136) wc,111,1 l>c writ ten as 

oF.2.. ar-2. 2£de ~ ~ -=--dV t · ___ .:_ d r av ar (5,136n) 

These data were obto.inccl by plo.c i nG the ,,i.re normal Ln 
the flow in n constant tempernt .ure st;ream. The t ernpe1·n
ture of the uire, rather than the air temperature ,mi, 
varied. It is knm-ml that the heo.t loss is o. func tion 
of (Tw -T) rather than the absolute tempernture level, 

son change in uire temperature is cquivale:it to a chahGe 
in fluirl temperature ( the sii;n of t he sens i.tivity is 
reversed ) . F :..Gw·c 5.39 shm1s the velocity sensith·ily 
term, which is n function of bot h 6T ancl flou velod ~y. 
The velo~ity sensitivity is r,rco.test at louer velocities 
and highest 6T. The temperatur e sensitivity is not n 
measurable function of 6T, hmrever, there is n variation 
with velocity. The variation of the temperat ure sensiti
vity with velocity is due mainly to h r.at conduction to 
the supports. An infinitely lonG wire would show a 
lesser vnriat i on with velocity 

F i gure 5 .l~O compares the temperature scnsiti vity 
to the velocity sensitivity as o. function of 6T and 
velocity. In brder to neglect the temperature s ensitivity 
it would be desired that o.n error of less than 5 perce1~t 
were made. Only the 10 feet/sec case at 6T = l000°F 
would th i s 5 percent figure be reached. (The curves are 
nearly constant value s above 6T + 1200°F.) No means of 
improving the results of figure 5.40 have been found. 

The differentials de, dV and dT are replac~d 

l 
Baldwin, L,V.: Slip flow heat transfer from cylinders in 

subsonic airstreams. NACA TN 4369. 
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l•'iguro 5.40 - Comparison of the Temperature and 
Vclocit~, Senslt.:.vity. 

equivalent to linearizing the hot wire response equa
tion. Equation (5.136) in terms of the squared qunnti
ties is 

(5.J..38) 

'fuis is the actual equation which wou.ld be obtabed 
from n. hot wire measurement. For equation (5.138) it 
is noted tha.t tile campar ison between the veloci tJ· and 
tempcrot.ure sensitivity terms goes ns the square. Thus, 
for the meon equation it is evident tba.t the teri:11.lcra
ture term co.n be neglected compared to the velocity 

• 

... 
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terms for 6T greater than about 800°F. Thus, for 
f:Lows in lthich ut = o it is pos:,i~lc ~o measure the . 
r.m.s, :Longitudinal turbulent veloc:ty in the presence 
of temperature fluctuations, This is true fo~ft~~emeo.p 
quantity only and not applicable for measure 
instantaneous velocity. 

For the thermal boundary layer it is by_no means 
U-t -- o. Evidence s11~gests tit 1s of th~ evident that --o 8) t - Thus, equation (5.13 can a - order- of u2 x t2 • 

best b·e written as 

... 
' I 

I 
j 

-,.~ ~ 
I 

/ , 

. ·-

(5.l3.8a) . 

for the thermal layer. The measurement of ~ and ut 
~~made by operating the hot wire at two values of 6t 

1
/ and sol.vin_6 two simulta11,e_ous equations. 

I ~ ;,-r 
; ,--"' / .- 7... • • 
, Note that the cal1brat 1on curve of a hot wire 

for eva1uation of both temperature and velocity flue-
,. tuations is a tnree-dirnensional curve. Figure 5.41 

, · ' ·-is ~ typical calibrati on curve dra,-m up a three-
! d.il!lensional plot . The vertical axis is wire voltage, 
' / ·whil.e · the other two axis are flow velocity and tempera-

;._,,./ ture difference. ~ ·' ·- 1 

;:,_ ....... ,. ..;' .. ..... .,.,,. 

,: r Measurements of Velocity, Temperature and Dens ity 
·-Fluctuations - The extension of the hot wire anemometer 
technique to compressible flow has been underway for 
about 10 years. The major effort has been in connection 
with the study of supersonic flows. His torically, 
Kovasznay1 introduced the original concepts of turbulence 
in supersonic flow and applied extended King's law 
relations to supersonic hot wire measurements . Morkovin, 2 

working with Kov~sznay has formalized the approach in 
terms of the general sensitivity equation (5,132) or 
(5.133). The present discussion follows the general -i~eas 

¾<ov8:sznay, L,S ,G,: • The· Hot · Wire Anemometer iri Super·soq.ic 
Flow. Jour. Aero. Sci., ' Vol. 17., No, 9, 1950. 

~orkovin, :M. V. ; ibid. 
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Figure 5.41 - Summary of Hot Wire Velocity 
Temperature Calibration. 
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of Kovasznay and Morkovin, but it will be kept in mind 
that King's law does not necessarily apply to the mean 
heat loss data. · · 

The voltage output from a hot wire normal to the 
mean flow c~ be expressed as 

(5 _.137) 

From the hot wire sensitivity relations the value of . 
. 6.ep, 6eu and ~e.e are detennined as given in table V. I. 

4e'4: ~R[-(1+1tM~); ~- ~~,,_,+(/-1-~¼J;"-~ . . . ,., c,, 't' . 
. ( CoHSr: Tempe Ya. t1-1.«e) 

_ [t · r:t, zl M · ~-,;.,, ( 7-1 t\·ltf ~ V7 .../i !:/ ;t) .41 ~1 - IR {Ir ;,1. 'M 1,i ·1r: a1r1 - I+ ;). M~r a11,-c,,ft' ·cir />1 / I(,._ ~M 

· (co'r1 sr. c vrr'e n t) 
. ~"f~[~r:. ;;.1/ur t °& ~\/v,I ;>N'\ _}?f;. ,:j i.).e~·+'3;i).!Z. _t.] 

N"<. dHe/'I+ :.l. ht '/1,~ <7/f1 ·f"l''1---'-:,t,J/f i;M f ~~5 
_ ·· · { /rfo-ykov/11) 
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The mean square output of the hot wire (equa

tion 5.137 squared) contains 6 fluctuation terms: 

~, Sp2
, 5'1'2, ou5p, :buST, and~T. This requires the.t 

6 independent equations must be obtained in order to 
evaluate the turbulent terms. Appl ications .of the hot 
wire anemometer to compressible flow have not faced up 
to the general relations. The practical evaluation of 
information from hot wire measurements, where more than 
three unknowns were considered, is not known to the 
authors. Instead, the hot wire is generally operated in 
.such a ·wa;y that the number of unknowns is held to three 
or less. Such a case may be found in th~ use of a hot 
wire at supersonic sr,eeds. As was demons±tr13,ted in.! 
Figure 5, the s nsitivity of the heat loss is approxi
mately equal to either density or velocity. Thus, for 
supersonic now it_ is .convenient to express the output 
in terms of a mass flow fluctuation sensitivity;. :_ 6em, 

. : , 

The mean square ·of equatton (5.138.)' is 

· · ..1e 1 = A.e: i(.o1.<.)~ 2~ 0 "~ ~ "e.1 6T2 ·(·c:, 139) 
.-.i .u .. , fJU)'J.+ «-1-.bl~t fi'T . f&.l t T4 ...,,. . 

Equation (5.139) is the relation used in evaluating the· 
super sonic hot wire anemometer output.· The number of 
unknm-m fluctuation terms is only three, as in all 
previous cases considered in detail. To improve the accur
acy of m~asur i ng the terms the hot wire. may be qper.at ed at 
many different temperatures and a statistical approach to 
the evaluation ca:1 be made. Kovasznay, 1. ·has introdu~ed a 

1 
Kovasznay, L. S .G, : ibid, . and Turbulen~e: in' Supersonic °Flow, 

Jour~· Aero, ~ci., vol. 20, no. ·10, 1953; . . ·· · . . 

- - --------- .. -
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"flue! tua.1.lon dlnr;rrun" ~rnphlc t:.or.lm tqu~ to imprt>vc lho 
ov11lunt;ion or cqunb1.on (5,139), Alt:.hou~h KrJ•tn.cinn.y'o 
tochnlquc hnc been employed mainly ror tho avnlu11 t, lon or 
auporaonic dntn, lt:. ls nppa.rcnt that:. it:. cBn bo uaod for 
nny ca.oc where three unknowns a.re proocnt, 

Resolution Llmit:J of. the Hot W.tro J\ncmomotor • 
The nbovc d.locuoolon of the tranoicnt hot wl.ro a.n cmomobor 
ha.a o.ttcmp t:.cd to cover the i.mportnnt ~011o itlcro.t lona 
noccooo.ry t o rr;akc a.ccurntc mca.s11.remcn tii. For the opoc 1£1c 
·o.rocu1 of o.r,plico.tion conaidrcd the proocnt o.ncmomctor 
ayatcmo arc ndcquntc. However, o.o the need for moro r~
!'inod mao.ourcmcnta a.riae a.nd o.loo o.pplko.ttono outoido tho 
proacnt o.reo. of use arc made, then lt is no co aoo.ry to 0on-
11d.or arroro t ho.t a.re normally of' oocon(l ortl.or, Tho 
proaont diocuooion io concerned with both thooo aocond 
ordor offaota in tranalont hot vira o.nomomot:.ocy moo.ouro
mimt a, a.nd a.loo tho limito atto. i na.blo with thl'l inotrurnont, 
'l'ho praaoMt approach will bo to noto pooaiblo arracto and 
rororcmec 11 hra.turo whora moro clato.11 ia cwo.ilc.bla, It 
11 iJT!poaaiblc to a.acoas tho 1mportanco or tho orrocta 0on-
11c1ctrctd., 

'l'ho ultima.eo limita or tho Memonmtor 'will ·,rn 
c1otorminod by tho aloctronic and a.orodyntlrnlc limits on 
tr@quancy roaponoo, Tho apAce rooolution pooalblo with 
tho hot wiro will dopirnt1 on how cma.J.l A lonsth cum bo 
unod, 'I'heco conaidora.tiona toGothor with tho poico lav.ol 
or. Urn olcrntronic circuitn will datarmiM tho ultirnato 
moAaurins Ability or tho hot wiro Aflijmomotor, 

Problcma AoaociAtoa Wi th Trnnoiont Hot Wlro 
Anomom~rtrry - Unforturuitoly, wh~t In fl lHHWnd ordf.lr 
problomn ono moAour~mont ma.y bo A mfijor problam in 
Anothor Applica.tion, In tho vranont ooctiott two problamn 
or ma.jor concern to moot roao~rchora Aro ainslod out ror 
1p~cirlc conaidor~tlon, Firat tho wiro broa.kfiS@ problom· 
11 dincuac@d , At tho ntnrt or n. prosrwn in which hot 
W1l''110 Ar G UfHld fer tha flrot t~~, brcu1lms0 will (H\U!lO n. 
;raAt d~n.l or eoneorn , B0een~ly, eh@ rr0qu0ncy r~o~ona; 
probl~m in aiocuonoa. Thin rraquijncy probl~m e~n aoeApa 
tha ln(}xporienrnod r0Han.rch0r n.nd ltrnd to ineorroet moc.-
1uremanta, whieh misht not b0 ron.litoa. 
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Wire Brenlwac - The ultimate objective of the 

present chapter miaht be to enable the researcher to 
obtain a correct turbulence measurements on his first 
try. Unfortunately, experience indicates that the 

· researcher will be lucky if the first wire lasts until 
it is mounted in the flow. Unlike ,.other types of 
measurements, the problem of the hot wire is to get it 

· in the flow intact, rather than just . the problem of 
analyzing the output. To go one step further; once the 
wire is in the flow the chances are good that it will 
break or be burnt -out upon heating. The only encour
agement is that it can be done without breakage, and 
once perfected w;re breakage is a rare occurence. It 
-is . doubtful that adequate inform.a ti n can ·be given to 
prevent some flusteration with the initial attempts at 
opera~ing the hot wire. 

The first attempts at the handling andopcrat
ing the hot wire in a flow might better be done ,dthout 
the ultimate in perfection. If a 0.0002 inch diameter 
wire is to be used it is probably best to start with the 
correct diameter wire. The handling ability between a · 
0.0005 and a 0,0002 inch diameter wire ls quit e different. 
With only a minor a.mount of caution, the 0,0005 inch dia~ 
meter )Tire can be handled and operated by inexperienced 
people. The 0.0002 inch diameter wire is at least an 
order of magnitude more difficult to handle. To begin 
with, a probe with strong wire support s with a minimum 
amoW1t of "Spring" is recommended. The inertia of the . 
wire alone is not great enough to break the wire even un
der 50g acceleration loads, but a small movenent of the 
support can stress and break the wire. The jeweler's 
broaches used in the very fine, minimum disturbence, 
probes are not recommended for the inexperienced. Instead, 
a probe with wir e supports made from tapered steel 
"paper clips" are fo ·.md to work much better if breakage 
is a problem. Secondly, while it is nice to have a tight 

· strWlg wire, slack wires last longer. A slight amount of 
slack in the wire does· not greatly affect the output of 
the wire and at the .same time nuts shock breakage to · a 

_Kovasznay and Morkovin even go one step further and put a 
. drop of rubber cement at the junction of the support and 
the · ff wre ~ This "shock mounting" technique is foWld qui. te 
useful in obtaining a fairly tight wire, but with slacW 

' 
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ttYailable at the entls to prevent wire breo.kae;c. 
Obviously, the shorter the wire supports the less move
ment occurs. 

Once mounted in a flow the wire. will not fail due 
ta aerodynrunic loads, but rather due to external effects. 
If' a constant current anemometer is being used, the most 
likely wire failure will be wire burnout. A standard 
·procedure employed by the authors for both constant cur~ 
rent and constant temperature anemometers is to employ a 
probe with a light bulb in place of the hot wire. A 
standard •••• lamp ho.s a tungsten wire filament simular in 
characterist i cs to the hot wire. This lieht bulb probe 
_c:an be heated up just as a hot wire is heated, ancl the 
operation of the circuit checked without fear of burnout. 
Any sudden surge of current can readily be observed by 
the 1ight emitted from the bulb. A smooth working current 
cont rol system is essential to prevent wire burnout. If 
a. wire appears erratic in resistance on heat up., the 
trouble is most often traced to a poor solder joint 
between the wire and the support. 

The air stream in which the hot wire is operated 
must be reasonable clean and free of dirt particles. 
Note that the hot wire has a very small frontal area, so. 
tbat chance collision of "dirt" particles is great only 
if' there is a large number present . In the large labora
tory (NACA-Lewis) air supply it was found that sufficient 
particles were present to cause tro~ble. After mahy at-

. tempts at filtering the air, it was found that paper 
filt ers are by far the best. Such materials as felt were 
found to increase the "dirt" problem. If at all poss i ble 
a dry paper air filter should be installed in the upstream 
air supply before a program with hot wires is undertaken.
Paper air filter systems are available for extremely high 
mass flow rat es, so they should not be ruled out in high 

·. velocity facili t ies. For very accurate work with the hot 
' wire anemorr.eter, particles too small to break the wire 
; should also be eliminated from the flow. These particles 
: of " dirt" can possibly change the calibration of the : wire. 
'. To obtain the very high degree of filtering, paper filters 
\' with high electrostatic charges are used to attract and 
:;tra:p t~e particles. 
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Frequency Res:9onse - Once the wire breo.kaee 

problem is under control the task of interpreting the 
data begins. The most common sol~rce of error in early 
anemometer rpea.su:rements was related to frequency 
response. Such prou_ems as wire compensation and 

_accurate reproduct ion of turbulent fluctuations are in
cluded in the general problem of frequency response. 
To properly account for all aspects of the frequency 
problem the researcher must become familiar with the 
complex electronics. There i s no short cut; some 
knowledge of the frequency response is necessary. Per
haps the logical. approach for the researcher in fluid 
mechanics is to make measurements of turbulent fluctua
·tions and compare them with known values. Specifically, 
. the turbulence l :evel at the center of fully developed 
tu,r~ulent pipe flow could be used as the knowri source 
of turbulence. The measurements of figure 5.16 show 

· the variation o-r turbulent intensity with Reynolds number. 
Attempts to measure the turbulent intensity in the center 
of a fuD.y devel.oped turbulent pipe flm-r will ahow if 
trouble exists. In the development of the constant cur
rent anemometer used in the measurements the original 
bridge design contained wire wound _variable resistors. 
As a result, t he bridge had a resonant frequency at 
about 1000 cyc1es per second. At lm·r Reynolds numbers 

. the 'ind,i:cated turbulence level was high, but not exces
sive;· Howcv:er., -at· higher R·eynolds · numbers, where the 
higher frequencies were more important, the turbulent 
intensity increase with Reynolds number instead of the 

· expected decrease. This result led to a more thorough 
check o~ ·the instrument, including measuring the frequency 
response, which showed the bridge circuit was not useable~ 

Instrument Resolution - The resolution of the hot 
wire ancli.\Ometer is limited to both space and time. ·The 
upp.er frequency response limit will be the determining 
factor in the i strurnent time resolutions while the wir~ 

_length and size will detennine i t .s space resolution. The 
third f'actor in resolution is the "noiS:? level" of the com
plet.e system, which ·will determine the minimum signal · 
level that can be measured. 
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Time Resolution - The time resolution of the hot 

wire nnemor.leter co.n be expressed, follOi·ring Kovasznayl 
in terms of a re~olution length in the flow direction. 

: A length jlA ~ U/2f. is defined in terms of the mean . 
· velocity U and the upper frequency of the anemome te r, 
f. Figure 5.42 shows this resolution length as a function 
of U and f . Tne present upper limit for the electronic 

. compensation is betl1een 300,000 cycles per second and 
500,000 cycles per second. Thc ·limits are imposed by the 
maximum Gain avo.llnblc from t he electronic amplifiers now 
used in anemometers . There is no indication that the 
:1ctual limit of amplifier design han been reached, so 
that higher frequencies may be obtainable in the future . 

The ultimate limit of time resolution must be 
_determined by t he transfer of information from the flow 
across the viscous lo.ycr around the hot wire. In other 
words the wire boundary layer will determine the upper 
· frequency response of the anemometer. An exact theoreti_
·ca1 analysis is not available for the magnitude of this 
upper limit . An analysis made by Mr. C~ E. Shepard of the 
NACA Lewis Laborat ory for the idealized case of a cylin_
deri~al bound~ry layer about the wire. This analysis sug-
gested the ratio of the wire time constant to wire bourrdary 
layer time constant is approximately 

.1:.N. ~ 11ao Ni.( 
t.L 

(ft,..,-N4.>io) (5.140) 

This relation sugGests the upper limit of frequency will 
be of the order cf 2 megacycles. The analysis assumed 
the "capacitance" and "resistance" of the boundary layer 
could be lumped together, when in reality they arc -
distributed. However, the -simpler relation was employed 
to obtain an estimate of the ultimate ti.me resolution of 
the hot wire anemometer. Certainly, the operation in slip 

. and free moleculer flow will not be restricted by this .< 
limit. 

l 
Kovasznay, L,S.G.: Physical Measurements in Gas 

Dynamics and Combustion. Vol. IX (High Speed Aerodynamic 
and.Jet Propulsion) Princeton University Press, 1954. 
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Space Resolution - The lcnc;th o.ncl clirunetcr of the 
wire determine the space resolution of the anemometer. 
The diameter of the wire is neglic;ible compared to the 
wire length and need not be considered. If the ,-,ire 
length is comparable with the characteristic lenc;th in 
the turbulence, then the space resolution will introduce 
an error in the measurcnents. For maximum signal output 
the hot wire must be quite long, however, the space resol
ution requires a point source hot wire. Thus, these two 
requirements are in direct conflict. The space resolution 
of the hot wire anemometer has received considerable · 
attention. These analyses have been reviewed by Frenkiel, 1 

and Corrsin. 2 Corrsin also ha·s examined the problem when 
conduction along the wire is imp<{rtant. The present dis
cussion follows the development presented by Frenkiel. 

The variation of the fluctuating velocity, u, 
along a wire cannot be neglected. In other words the 
scale of the turbulence must be larger than the wire length 
for a true value of u to be measured. To examine the 
effect of non-negligi ble the voltage-velocity relation ror 
the hot wire, equations are expressed in the form ·' 

\ 
I_ 

elt} == K, ult) 
t, , )2 u:_ )'J-1 K = ,F..,,-1~ 8'rl n, 

. I , J t::, 
· l ,,a 

(5.141) 
(Constant Current) 

(Constant Temperature). 

If the turbulent velocity, u, varies along the wire 
length, then the voltage e(t) 'may be defined by the in
tegra1 ·· 

. e ( t) = l<:, .t~ ( s, t) d s 

1:Frenkiel, F.N.: Aero. Quart. Vol. 5, 1954 
~ 2corrsin, S.: Turbulence: Expe~imental Methods, Handbuch des 
·Physik, vol. 8, 1962. 

J 
] 

J 
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where s is the coordinate alo·ng the length of the wire. 
The mean square voltage for the . case where the length 
can be neglected is 

(5.14J) 

and for a wire of non-negligible length 

(5.144) 

The integral is transformed into a double integral witH 
the _condition t:1at the average of the integral is also · 
equal to the integral of the average employed. 

'!he term in the integral can be expressed in terms of a .. 
correlation coefficient (where y is in the direction of 

s) 

(5.146) 

Also for homogejeous turbulence ayer the length of the 
.wire it is required that uX = [uc~J0;-z..1t)] 2 :::.[u,(~Y>~t]'J.. 

Thus, ~quation (5,145) can be written as 



(5.147) 

The relation can be reduced to a simpler form by setting, 
s=<s2st, and requiring Ru to be an even function, ref. 

;_f = 2 K,1 u1YJ-s)R,.,_(s)cls (5.148) 

Equation (5.148) gives the value of ~ - mea~rcd with a 
wire of non-negligible len&th. The values u o.nd Ru 

are the true values of the turbulent tenns. Comparing 
equation (~148) to_ equation ( 5 .14.3), which is the true 
value of e when wire length is· negligible, gives the 
following ratio 

·. Since R ~ R., the turbulent voltage :measured with a .hot 
wire of gen-negligible length is smaller than the true 
value of voltage. 

I 

Signal Resolution - The last major resolution factor 
· for the hot wire anemometer is :the minimum turbulence level 
that can be measured. The noise level of the system will 
in all cases detenninc the lower limit of measurement. For 
measurements of the overall turbulent intensity a ratio of 
signal to: noise of 3 is co_nsidered sufficient to obtain 
reliable data. However, if the spectral distribution of 
the turbulence is to _e measured, then a much greater. signal 

,to noise level will be required. _ The noise spectrum is 
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generally of ccnstant omplitude which extends over the 
useable frequencies of the amplifier. On the other 
hand, . the turbulent spectrum decreases rapidly with 

-- increasing frequency, so that the two signals may be 
of equal amplitude at the high frequencies. 

' . 

Techniques are available in communication work, 
wherein signals can be extracted from noise. However, 
in the case cf turbulence the sisnal does not differ 

·greatly in wave form (at a given frequency) from the 
noise wave form. The practical method of lowering the 
signal to noise ratio of the hot wire anemometer is to 
increase the output of the transducer, and o.t the same 
time lower the noise level of the .amplifier. In the 
past the constant temperature hot ·wire anemometer has 
been viewed wi t :'1 disfavor, sinc_e its noise level was 
somewhat high. The constant current anemometer, being a 
_simpler a.c. runplifier, can be made . with lower noise 
levels. The iJn?rovement of the transducer output signal 
·is also a possible line of attack. If, for instance, 
the -semi-conduct or elements can be employed as hot wires 
the output signal can be increased by an order of magni
tude. Another approach is to employ a very thin film 
coated on an insulated cylinder, so that a very high 
re&istance metallic elen~ent is formed, Here again, the 
resolution of the anemometer is more than adequate for 
most applicati ns, and it .has by no means reached the 
·u1.timate in low level turbulence ineasUJ:"ements_. 



Chapter VI 

MEASUREMENT OF TEMPERATURE 

Temperature is defined in terms of the average kinetic 
enerror of the molecules of a material. For the temperatures 
in which we live t his definition is quite adequat e, however, 
if the ordered mot i ons of the molecules approach the random 
motion of the molecules t hen we will find that difficulties 
arise in how to; f i rst measure temperature accurately, and 
second for ext reme velocities how to define temperature. 
Because t he motion of molecules are random,. temperature has 

. no directional property in t he kinetic theory of heat approach. 
However, if we impart very large uniform motions to the mole
cules, it is possible .to artlve at a condition where, (by 
defintion). the molecule may have temperatures in the hundreds 
of thousands of .degree in the.uniform direction motion and 
near absolute zero in the direction normal to the uniform mo
tion. Thus, while for most fluid mechanic measurements 

· temperature is well defined, there exists a remote region of 
free-molecule high energy particle flows where problems in 
definition can arise. 

Through the present discussion we will be mainly interes ted 
in the measurement of temperature according to the well de f i ned 
kinetic energy concept. The measurement of fluid temperatures 
appears to be well in hand, from temperatures approaching abso_. 
lute zero to roughly 3,000 or 4,0000F. The upper limit is, of 
course, vauge because of the calibration ability. No doubt, the 
"International T·emperature Scaie" can be defined up to t he 
melting point of materials such as tungsten, but major problems 
are encount ered in t he measurement of temperature at these ex
treme conditions. There is a major interest and effort underway 
to measure temperatures well above 4,ooo°F in fluid mechanics 
and the relat ed spec i al area of plasma physics. Thus, there is 
still a major area of research type work available in the area 
of temperature measurements. 

A~ Mechanical Temperature Measurements - The most common 
means of measur ing temperat ure is the liquid in glass thermoneter. 
This instrument make s use of the phenomenon that different 
mat eri als expand at different rates upon be i ng heated. The ex-

: pansion of g:.ass is extremely small with temperat ure, while 
liquic.s have large variations in expansion with temperature. 
Liquid in glass thermometers are available . with ranges from 

.... 

... 
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-J.9()0c to up,·1ards o~ +5oooe. Tne upper limit beinG ::=et by 
the rnechanicul properties of glass at the high terr~eratures. 
The liquid in glass thermometer is calibrated by established 
temperatures, such as the ice point, melting point, boiling 
point and related standard temperatures. The liquid-in-glass 
thermometer is no longer employed to measure the highest pre
cision of standards, however , they are useful, and in fact 
indispensable·, laboratory and plant tools for making a great 
variety of temperature measurements. 

There are several problems associated with liquid-in
gl.ass thermomet ers. Thermometer bulbs, whether used or not, 
are subject to progressive changes in volume. Such changes 
will not exceed 0.1°c for good grade thermometic glasses, 
provided the thermometer has not. been heated above 150cc. It 
is for thi s reason that the National Bureau of Standards will 
issue certificates showing correct ions only to the nearest 
0.1°c or 0.2°:F for thermometers not graduated above 150°c or 
300°F. In addition~ to the permanent : .changes in bulb volume, 
there are temporary changes resulting from heating, which may 
require consideration in thermometers graduated in 0.1 or 0.2 
degree interval.s. 

Some liquid-in-glass thermometers are pointed and graduated 
by the maker to read correct or nearly correct temperatures when 
the bulb and entire liquid index in the stem are exposed to the 
temperature to be measured. Other thermometers are so pointed 

· and graduated that they will read correct or nearly correct 
· temperatures when the bulb and a short lengt h of the stem only 
are in the bath. Thermometers of the former class are known 
as "total immersion" and those of the latter class are knm-m as 
"partial immersion" thermometers. Use of these thermometers at 
other than the calibrated condit ion requires a correction for 
stem conduction effects and also for vapor pressure effects 
within the thermometer. 

Tollerances and co1rections for liquid-in-glass thermometers 
are tabulated by Busse. . 

Metali c expansion thermometers find wide use in direct 
reading type instruments. These devices are simply not accurate 

1. 
Busse, ·J.; Liquid-in-Glass Thermometers. Temperature I t s Mea

rurement and Control iri Science and Industry. Am. Inst. Physics. 
(l.941) 
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enough for research use, and are of interest only for their 
quick readin~. 

B. Resistance Thermometer - The possibility of employ
ing the temperature dependency of resistance in metals as a 
means of measuring temperature is credited to Sir William 
Siemens (Eng.lane.( in 1871. The idea did not meet with popular 
approval, and was challenged by a commission of eminent English 
scientists. Improyement in purety control of metals and in 
construction techniques has, of course, made resistance thermo
meters practical. H. L. Callendar was perhaps the best known 
of the early experiments who developed and demonstrated the 
essential elements of a resistance thermometer. 

The infonnation available on resistance thermometers as 
steady state temperature measuring instruments is quite exten
sive. Indeed it would not be difficult to write a comple t e 
book on the resistance thermometer alone. The present section 
is only a brief review of the state of the art as they relate 
to the resistance- t emperature transducer family. The main 
interest will be the application of the resistance thermometer 
to transient and fluctuating temperature measurements. The use 
of the thermometer for transient measurements has received very 
little attention as compared to steady state applications. 

The general concept of resistance temperature transducers 
was to divide them into three groups: Metalic conductors, Semi
conductors, and Insulators. The division is maintained for the 
resistance thermometer. The me t alic conductors are of great 
value in the measurement of temperat~es from roughly - 19O°c to 
1,000°c. The semi-conductors are of specific interest at the 
-very low temperat ures, although their large variations in re- . . 
sistance make them desirable at ambient temperatures also. In- . 
sulabors are considered for very high temperature measurements. 

Metalic Conductors: - Of the many possible conductors, 
platinum is perhaps the best known and most important as a resis
tance thermometer. Other metals used for resistance thermometers 
include copper, nickel, tungsten, silver, iron, tantalum, 
molybdenum, Iridium, rhodium and their alloys. 

a.) Platinum - Because of its many desirable characteristics 
such as high melting point, chemical stability, resistance to 
oxidation, and availability in a pure form, platinum has been 
chosen as the international standard of temperature measurement 
from the liquid oxygen point (! -182. 97°c ) to the animony point 

•• 
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( 630. 5°c ) . For thiz T,urpose pln:~inum is clra,m into Hire 
with utmost care lo r.mintain hir;h purity, and the wire is 
formed into a coil which is carefully suppor'cecl so that it 
will not be subject to ncchanical strain caused by differ
ential thermal expansion. 

The resis tance - tcnpcrature relationship for platinum 
i~ P:iven by the Callenclar-Van Dusen eq_uation.l 

Rt/Ro = 1 + a [ T . ~G;oo - *10;) fi ~~oo 1/ (i;oo) 
3

] 

(6.1) 

where Rt is the element resis t ance at T°C, R
0 

is the 

element resistance at o° C, and 0. , &' , and/ are 
constrants for each individual platinum element. is 
zero above o0 c, ~hat is, the _,,6' term is omitted. Inspec-

. tion of Equation ( 5 .1) shows that measurement of Rt at 

a:ny four values for T will permit the eonstrants R , 
0 

d,. , G , and ~ , to be conputed . This is the princi
ple upon which "calibration" of a :pure, annealed 'strain-free 
platinum sensor is based. R is normally measured directly 

Q . 

-by o~servation of Rt at o0c •. Knowing R, can be most 
0 

easily dete_rmined by measuring Rt . 

. Equation (5.1) reduces to: 

at l00°C. At 100°0 

(6.2) 

Where R100 is the element res istance at 100°c. ~ is 

determined from a third measurement at the boiling point of 
sulphur (444 .6°c). fi ts determ· ed from a measurenent of 
the element's resistance at a temperature below o0c. Usually 
at the boiling point of oxygen ( -182.97°c ). Typical values 
are o< = 0.00392, ·S = 1.49, _fi = 0.1 for negative T, and 
.,,61 = zero ·"or positive T. 

1 
Vo.n Dusen, M.S.: Plat inum Resistance Thermomet ry o.t Low 

Tcmpcrntures. J. Am. Chem. Soc. Vol. 47, p. 326 (1925). 
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Fi~e 6.1 shous the resistance teI':'ll)erature rela

tionship and its rate of chanGe (first derivative, a:F../ 
dT) for the pure platinum resistance thermometer. 

A good indication of the ir:ipurity and built in 
strain of a platinun clcncnt is the value of cJ.. (Equa
tion 5.1). For unstrained, annealed, pure platinum wire, 

a equals 0.003927. NBS certifies platinum temperature 
sensors with and-. of 0.003920 or greater. TIJPical values 
of d. :might 1ie between O .00391 and O .003925. 

For most applications the platinum sensing element 
is protected by some type of housing . An open-wire ele
men~ would be best for fast response and conduction er
rors,. but it is most subject to strain and dirt. For 
operation in fluids such as water the element rna.y be 
ceramic coated to both insulate and protect it. 

b) Other Metals - ~1a.terials used as resistance ther
mometers are selected on the basis of their: 1. Tempera
ture coefficient of resistance, 2. Resistivity, 3. Tensile 
streanth and ductibility, 4. Stability, and 5. Linearity. 

For a resistance temperature element to be used over . 
1ong periods of tir:ie it must be stable under a wide variety 
of environmental condition_s. The sensing element must be 
annealed to obtain a stable resistance. In addition resis
tance thermometry requires the element to be chemically and 
metallurgically staole· over long time periods. Most metallic 
conductors are quite stable, hovrever, stability is the major 
objection to semi-conductors. · 
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FiB'll"e G.2 shows the nonlineari ty as a fw-iction of 

temperature for typical resistance thermometer materials. 
The curves were computed by calcul.llt ing the deviation of 
t.'1.e t~e curve from a straight line having intercepts at 
32 and 9320F. The dcviat.ion from the straight line was 
then p1otted as a function of tempera.ture ·with the 
ordinate normalized . for a. 900°F temperature . span. 
~ 6 
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Figure 6. 2 - onlinear Effect in th·e Resistance-
Temperature Curves of Metals. · I . . . 

Table VIJswrunarzies the properties of various conduc
tors which are used as resistance thermomete~ elements. 

Table VI.l- Resistance Thermometer Materials 

Material Res. 32QF AR/R/gF ·Max.Air Tensile 
ohm/emf xl000 · Temn. •F St. l00Nl/; ,,~ 

Platinum 59.1 · 2.18 2200 50~1000 
Tungsten . .. 30.3 2.5 4o0-5CO 590 

· Nickel 36 2.4~~3 1000 120 
Copper 9.3 .2 . 250 30 
Rhodium 24.8 2.46• 34oo 39.0· 
Holybdenum 3'1.1 1.9 4oo"'. 100.J+oo-
Iridium 29.5 2.3 4000 
Silver a.a 2.1 1200 42 
Iron ~-1 ~-4 600 
Tantalum 7.3 .7 
Pla:b~Ird.l5i) 115 1.1 
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- - --""1-fickel is perhaps the :r.tost \·tidcly uccd :ma.terialc for 
resistance thermomete::.· s. It toGether with co:pper o.re 

.camr.ion in applicaticns where temperature conl;rol ic nain
tai.ned with the thermometer. Neither nickel or copner are 
used for v-eat accuracy neasurements. The alloy of- 70 -{ 
Ni - 30 % Fe ( Balco ) is er.rployed for its large resistance{uo) 
in ohms/emf. I t has a relatively l ar ge t emperature 
coefficient of resistance .(;.Z,)Ato-.J A.R/IV°F) 

Tungsten 1s , of course, very attractive because of its 
great strength . Also tungsten has a fairly linear resis
tance-temperature curve. Alt hough tungsten melts at 
6098°F - it is not necessarily a good high t emperature 
mat·erial. Tune;s t en oxidizes at temperatures in excess of 
700°F. Of the materials listed, tunesten is least affected 
by nuclear radiation, and, therefore, can be employed in 
nuclear reactors. 

In general the netalic resistance t hermometer is em
pl.oyed for the middle ranee of t emperatures. Metalic 
el.ements can be operated at cryogenic temperatures, however, 
their very low r esistance make s ·accurat e measurements 
difficult. At the very high temperatures nost of the ele
ments suffer from oxidation or arc so weak that strain 
p r oblems appear . In general resis tance thermometers are 
available with range s · up to roughly 10oo°F, however , most 
applications are limited to values below l,OOO°F. 

Operating Techniques for Resistant Thermoneters - Sev
eral methods can be used to measure the resis tance of a 
resista..~ce thermometer . These rray include; potentiometer 
circuits, as s:im-m in figure 2.6; wheatstone briclees , figure 
2.7, or Kelvin ur idge , figure 2.10. For moderate accuracy 
the Wheatstone bridge is employed . For standards type 
accuracy t he Kelvin ?ridges , such as the special Mueller or 
Smith bridc;e , would be used . The Kelvin type bridges are 
ca~able of elL~inating lead resistance and are ava ilable 
commercially. There are many circuits available commercially 
to perate resistance t hermometers, including servo-balanced 
syst ems.-

The problems encountered in using resistance ther mometers 
include; Joule heating effects, calibration uncertainty, 
.instability of the sensing element , conduction of heat to the 
supports, lead resistance, stray thermal emf and time lag. 
Also, if the thermo:r.teter is in a flowing stream the Mach 
mnnbe:t effect _on rec~very temperature must be considered. 
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The Joule hco.tinc; wi ll limit t he ar.1ount of current 

that can be put ttrouc;h t he element before it is heated 
internally. Any runount of current will produce a heat
ing of the wire. Thus, t he pr-oblem is strictly one of 
deciding how accurat e the "cold" resistance of the 
element is t o be r.:icasured . In other words what is t he 
mini.r.ium teraperat ure r i se that can be detected by the 
resist ance measurinc; equi pment. The heating of the 
element can be determinecl from an experimental measure 
of the t emperature versus current as sho,m in f i gure 6.3. 
The heating will be n. function of t he physical properties 
of the sensing element and also of the heat conduction 
abilities of the surrouncl ing fluid. 
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WIit.tr t'v,q~EN~ MIL.4.ln~tos 
Figure 6 .3 - Temperature Increase with heating current 

for a 90 f platinum - 10 fo rhodium wire at atmospheric con
ditions • . 

Figure 6.4 shows a typical temperature rise versus r-.R 
for an element of 19,000 ohms resis t ance and the same ele
ment mat erial wi t h 100 ohms resistance. The difference 
in internal heating with the element in air and in water 
is also demonst rat ed in figure 5.4. 
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Figure 6.4 - Sc-lf-Heating of Typical Commercial 
Resistance Thermometers. • 

The calibro.tion of the resistance themometer is 
usually done ai::;ainst a knmm temperature standard. In 
typical calibration laboratories the standard is a 
platinum resistance thermometer . The exact calibration 
technique depends on the knovm boiling or melting temp
eratures of certain elements . Once calibrated the ac
curacy of the resistance thermometer is dependent on 
the stability of the sensing element. 

If the body of the resistance thermometer is not 
at the srune temperature as the sensing.element, there 
will be a loss of heat to the probe body. The present 
analysis o::' stem corduction is from the work of Werner , 
Royle and Anderson. · 

Figure 6.5 is a generalized sketch of the steady 
state heat conduction situn.tion for an immersion temp
erature sensor, illust rating how heat is conducted 
through the boundary layer of fluid to (or from) the 
element, o.nd thence along the stem to the head of the 
sensor (and to the wall or external environment). There 
is a resis'· ance to heat flow (R .... ) which cannot always in.., 

be ignored, aLd this is also il ustrated schematically-
an example of Rint would be a sensing element mounte<:l 

inside a thcrr..owell ,·Ti th apprec iabJ.:e air gap behreen the 
inside of t he well and the external surface of the 
sensing element. \foen the sten is exposed to · the flow 

l 
Werner, F.D., Royle, R,D., and Anderson, L.E.: Rosemount 

Engineering Co, Bulletin 9622. 
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as chc'¼-n in i'i,e1.1·ce 6., th<';1·c io addi tim-i::.l heu.t trn..'lt:f ~r 
c!irectly -co th~ stem n.:1d i;hr;nce to tJ1e head, aa i1l1i:;-cr.:!.t'!d 
by the JJ!1)1t S..1"l'O~fl3 . A more accu:.c-o.te :9:tcfa1!"~ of th!:! &ti:::o.Jy 
st.ate hea-t t:rru1s fcr situation will. lliiti.aJ.J.y 6ho-w additiomu 
heat conc.uct~.on de~.u, but th? /llOd'i!l shown in ~igut"e 6.5 
will be .sm:?icicntly eccu:rate fo-;: moat purpoaes of eiitimat
ing a.n:i ·will illu.st-a.t~ the principles involved~ 

ihe ntcady state <:cnductio, of he~t ca.-i be visua.ii.zed 
mora eaaily b'y considill'ing j,ta el,,::!ctrical nnalog., I n this 
cas~1 a t~11~r2.ture drop corrcap<.mda to a voltage drop and 
t'lle qtumti ty of heat flowing per unit tilna cor.reGpvnci.s to 
the ~l..ectrica.l currento 'Ihus .w one recognizes t.ho.t the 
e~uiva.l ent ras5.~tence io in the :f'crm of degrees per watti 
wh5.ch is the reciprocal of the usu.al t:<ni ~a of he~t conduc
tanc~; w.'.l.tt~ per d~gree (or B~u•c per ~e&Tee per Decond 
or other units of h~at flow rate). 
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AccordinalY nccl ect i nG hcn.t con::ucted t o the zt en 

Fie;ure 6.6 is t he equival ent electr i cal circuit zhow
ing the rezist"'nce to heat flow in t he boundary layer, 
the internal res i stance, nnd the resistance due to the 
stem of the zensor. 

Fieure 6.6 - Electrical Equivalent of Simplest 
Stem Conduction Problen. 

From the circuit one can show that the error of 
temperature measurement is: 

The symbols and suggested units are as follows: 

= ~rror due to stem conduction, . 0c. 

= ·fluid temperature, 0c 

= sensing element temperature, 0c 

= heD:d (or wo.11) tenpero.ture, 0c 

=· o.mbicnt (external) temperature, 0c 

= T - T 
0. f 
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6.Tl. • T - T 
0c 

:l. r 
6T2 • ~ - Tf 

0c 

Rint 

,. 

• thcrr.tnl rcciota.nce of the bou.~<lnry lo.ycr, 
0 c/wn.tt 

• th err.ml. reoic to.nee between the clcr.ient o.nd 
the inner curfa.cc of the boundo.ry lAyer, 
oC/wo.tt, 

= thcnno.l rc::.ioto.nce of the f-tcm, 0c/wo.tt 

• ru,.turo.l lo~Ol·i thm 

• inside ro.diuo of o. well, cm 

• ro.diua of outoi<lc or sensina element, cm 

• lcncth or sensine element, cm. 

• lenath or stem, cm 

• cross sectiono.l area of stem, cm2 

• thcmo.l consuctivity of stem, watt/cm 0c 

• therrno.l consuctivity of anp between sensing 
element ~dwell, wo.tt/cm0c 

1\,1, the thennal resistance in the boundary lnyer, 

is calculated from boundo.ry leyer theory, and the methods 
ho.vc been described in deto.il in va.rious text books. The 
heo.t tranofer to the sensing clement thro~h the boundary 
lo.ycr should be specific o.r.\ong the spccifico.tion::. for an 
1.rnrncrsion tempero.ture sensor, under definitely stated flow 
conditions. For other fluidn or other flow conditions, 
the hco.t tro.nsfcr theory will allow one to rno.1-:c reo.sono.ble 
astlmo.teo, bo.ocd en this specified condition. It is s,ub
sto.ntio.lly the so.me o.s the "self-he?o.tine" effect and will 
usually be specified under this ncadina, An cuh, it is 
usuo.lly given i n watts per 0c (o. conducto.nce), and the 
reciprocal .. of this number is l\i in °c/wo.tt. 

Rint' the internal themn.l resisto.ncc, fflJJ.Y be calculated 

rouahly if the dcto.ils of conotruction arc kn°'-m, 01• mo.y be 
ca.lculo.tcd rclo.tiv""ly well if this the?rmo.l reoisto.ncc resides 
rnninly in the o.ir go.p around a sensine element fitted inside 
o. themowell, a. common industrio.l practice. In this case, 
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it is aiven by 

2L') 

R. t = 1n ( r /r ) /2 1l" 1 k • in , e eg 
(6 .4) 

For many kinds of high performance immersion sensors 
such as often used in .missile and rocket testine, the 
internal resisto.nce ma:y be ienored, that is R. Lis in., 

assumed to be zero. 

rlhen the stem is of uniform cross sectional area, 
Rstem is easily shown to be the followine: · 

Rt = 1 /k A. s em s s s (6.5) 

l-lhen there is moderate variation in the cross sectiono.l 
area, for example o. smo.11 to.per, the simplifying assump
tion of using the cross sectional area o.t the mid point 
or .some other reo.sono.ble approximation to the mean value 
may often be justified. An exact calculation for non
Wliforn cross sectional areo. is relatively complex and 
is rarely justified because of the approximate nature of 
the calculations. 

Methods of minimizing stem conduction error for in
stallations in tub inc; are shmm :i.n Fig. 6. 6. 

Dotted lines sho\m insula.tion which is always 
desirable when acccpta.ble. In larae pipes or to.nks, a 

· long ster.1 on the sensor with deep inmersion will 
·ordinarily serve the purpose, and total immersion should 
be considered where feasible, 

In the design of a. sensor, stem materials having poor 
therrra1 conductivity, such o.s sto.inless steel a.re recom
mended, and the cross sectional o.rea should be o.s small as 
practical, consistent with structural req_uircments. Heat 
conduction along the connecting wires inside the stem is 
usuo.lly nec;lected. For minimwn stem conduction errors, 
o.ttcntion ahoulcl be civcn to providing rco.sono.bly 1300d 
thermal contact between the lea.cl wirea a.nd the stem, A 
hollow stem with mim~1·ous holes as lo.rc;e as feasible is 
hiehly recommended as a meo.ns for ·supprer.sina ·stem conduc
tion. Fins ca.n be helpful, although they usually increase 
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Figure 6.6 - Miniraizina Stem Conduction Error. 

the diameter of the sten inconveniently. 

In the case of nonconducting fluids .at moderate 
or lm-1 veloc · ty, perhaps no technique is so effective 
as the use of a truly "o!)en-wire" eler.lent type. By 
this, reference is made t o the resistance sensing ele~ 
ment types ·in which the resistance wire is supported 
on a cage or on posts so that . the fluid can circulate 
all around the resistance wires. In this case, it is 
seen that the conduction of heat from the stem must 
be via. the wires of the supporting cage , and thence to 
the fine wires of the resistance element itself. This 
gives .ample opport unity for exchange of heat with the 
fluid whose temperature is to be measured, so that stem 
conduction errors can ordinarily be· expected to be quite 
negligible. Should error estimates be necessary in this 
cage, the cross sectional areas of the supporting wires 
of the .cage, the lengths _of these wires and their ther
mal conductivities are necessary, so that they can be 
treated as if they were the stem of the sensor. · 

The problem of lead resistance· can be overcome by 
employing the Kelvin type bridges . . For less accurate 
measurements the lead resistance is simply measured once 
and there after accounted for in each reading. The 
thermal e.m.f. voltage is eliminated by maintaining all 



R.t1 
junctions be t'Wee?l lead ,dro and tho resistance thermo-
meter a.t constant tel!I_Peraturo. Second, junctions between 
dis1timil.a.r m-1?tala ;ire a.voided to eliminate the thermo
couple affect. 

Semi-Conductors - The negative slopa ot reaiatance 
vs. temperat·.u-e elcmsnts such ns the:rmistors, carbon 
resistors., and technical oemi-condt\C'tors a.re considered 
under the broad hea.ding of semi-conductors. An discussed 
1n Chapter I not all theae t'?lementa are strictly spenking 
semiconductors, however, the resistance-temperature 
chara.cter1stics behave in a ~1m:11n.r manner. 

a) .Arubient Temper~tures - Figure 3.l shows a typical 

canpa.rison or a metallic conductor, semi-conductor 
(thenni:Jtor) end e.n insu.le.tor, temperature-resistance 
variation. I.n the re..nge of ambient t~era.turea it is 
s~n t.he.t the ther.nistor has a. much wider variation in 
resistance tha."1 the metal.lie cond.uctor. Figure 6. 7 is a 
llnenr comparison of .a typical thermistor and common 
me·tal.J.1c conductors. The sensitivity of thermistors to 
temperature changes a.round o0 many ti:c,eu greater than the 
metallic conductors. The resistivity of the thermi.?ltor 
is msz,y times that of the metallic conductor, ao the output 
voltage of the them~tor will be mu.ch gl'eater even at 
temperature up to 200 C or more. 

Jti----------.. 
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Figure 6. 7 - Sem.l-ccnductor Reaistance-temperatur 
Calibration Compa:red. to a metalic conductor. 
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The thermist or as a t empcra.ture measuring instrument 

can only recent ly been developed. Althoue;h the semi
conductor resistance-temperature characteristics have been 
knmm for 150 years, their potential as a measurin13 in
strur:ient is only now being developed. The problem of 
producinc; thermistors "'i th reproducible and stable temp
erature-resistance characteristics was difficult to over 
come. Since most or the mat erials used as thermistors are 
cerrunic in nature, they absorb moisture. Present construc
tion includes a coating of class or other non-porous 
material about the thermistor to protect it from absorbing 
moisture. T:.e repeatability of modern thermistors is ex
tremely eood. Thermistor unit s are presently available 
commercially in almost any shape or size desired. 

b) Cyrogenic -':; emperatures - At temperatures below 
about 10° K metallic resis t ance thermometers become rela
tively useless as a temperature sensor. At the very low 
temperatures the gerr.m.nium semi-~onductor has been developed 
as a temperat ure s~nsor. 

Q fO'K ~ 3(ll. 
. T/rMfOeJq,,4 TVR.£:. 

Figure 6.8 - Low Temperature Calibration of Se.r:ii"" 
Conductors and Metalic Conductors. 

.,, 
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Figure 6.8 shoHs a set of curves of t ypical ser.1i-

concluctor type sensors co:.ipared with metallic concluc
tors. Above 15°K the percentage change in resistance 
for platinum, is actually greater than that for 
gcrma.ium, however, the resistance of platinum is very 
sr.1all as compared to germaium. The carbon resistor is 
also er:i:ployed as a resistance thermometer at the low 
temperatures. The development of the semi-conductor 
a.s o. cyrogenic the1,:1or.1eter is very recent and no doubt 
will be of great -✓alue as this field of research in
creases. 

Insulators - It is important to note that the in
sulator is nou being considered as resistance therrno
meters.1 As temperatures in excess of the melting 
point of metals a~e reached and studied, the ceramic 
insulator is almost the only material that appears 
possible to withstand the temperature. 

Resis t ance Themometer Sensitivity - The sensiti
vity of a given resistance thernometer can be computed 
directly from the resistance-temperature curve. Figure 
6.9 is a typical resistance-ter.rperature curve for a 
90 ·platinurn-10° Rhodium wire. This particular wire has 
been fully evaluated for use as a transient measuring 
resistance thermo~eter. 2 Over the .range of temperatures 
shovm in f igure 6.9 it was assumed that the resistance 
is a linear function of temperature. Thus, the relation 

1 between ter.1perature and resistance is written as 

R = R 
0 

(6.6) 

or in terms of the ambient temperature and resistance 

I ( Rw - Ra ) 6 E 
Io<; R

0 
= ------- = -

(T -T) AT 

1 
Stickney, T, 

2 

w a 

(6.7) 

Chao, J.L., _ and Sandborn, V.A.: A Resistance Thermometer 
for Transient Temperature Measurements. Fluid Mech. Paper 
No. 1, Colo. State Univ. · 
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Figure 6.9 - Resistance-Temperature Relation for a 
90'1, Platinum - 10% Rhodium Wire. 

where I i s the current through the wire . Figure 6 .10 
is a plot of sensitivity. t::£/6T computed from equation 
(6.7) for different length of the wire shown in figure 
6.9. The longer the wire the greater the value of R, 
thus the greater the sensitivity. Note that a steady 
state resistance thermometer would employ several feet 
of wire to great ly increase the sensitivity. Equation 
(6.7) is equally t rue for either steady state or 
transient operation . The amount of current through the 
wire is limited by the self heating problem . 

~ .08 
~ 
~ 

'tSJ 
~ 
4,.. 

~ 
~ 

, 0 , /0 , C /4 

WIR,£ C.u'if.~f'N0 /f11LLIA~l'S 
Figure 6 . 10 - Sensitivity of a 90 % Platinum - 10 t' 

Rhodium Wire To Temperature Changes. 
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For this particular wire a current of just under 100 
microamps causes a measurable heating of the wire. 
Figure 6.3 demonstrates the actual temperature rise 
of the wire as a function of current. It is· quite 
possible that the wire will still be a good resistance 
thermometer eventhough it is heated internally by the 
detection current. In other words, the actual cross
over temperature at which the anemometer effect of 
convective heat transfer becomes important d·etermines 

- the limit- cf use of the- heated resistanc~ thermometer. 
Unrortunately, this limit does not appear to be 
es tab ished. Again the problem is one of how accurately 
resistance is detected with the electrical readout in
struments • 
. -
- C,Thermoelectric Thermometry1- Study in the field of· 
thernoelectricit y began in 1821 with the discovery of 
Seebeck2 that an electric current flows ·continuously in 
a closed circuit of two dissimilar metals when the 
junctions of the metals are maintained at different 
~emperatures: In the early investigations of thermo
electric -effect s the results were expressed more · 
qualitatively in terms of the direction of the currenL 
flowing in a closed circuit) than quantitatively, because 
the relations between the .measurable quantities in an 
electric circuit were not well known at t he time. 3 

:. ~ - -A pair of electrical conductors so joined as to pro
duce a thermal emf when the junctions are at different · 
temperatures is knovm as a thermocouple . The resultant 
emf developed oy the thermocouples generally used for 
measuring temperatures r anges from 1 to 7 millivolts when 
the . temperature difference between the junctions is 
100°c. 

If a s:imple .thermoelectric circuit (Fig. 6.11) the 
current flows fron metal A to metal B at the colder 
junction . A is generally referred to as thermoelectri
cally positive to B, In determining or expressing the 
emf of a thermocouple as a function of the temperature, 

l 
Present discussion taken from an article by Roeser, W.F.: 

Thermoelectric Thermometry. Temperature I t s Measurement 
in Sci ence and Industry, Am . Inst. Physics, (1941). 
2 
Seebeck, T,J. Gilb, Ann, vol. 73 (1823) 

3The rel~tion between the current and potential difference 
in an electric circuit was first clearly stated b? G. s. 
Ohm in 1826. Schweigger's Journal, 46, 137 (1826). 
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c, and that of one composed of C and B, both with their 
junctions at T1 and T2• 

From this statement of the law it is seen that if 
the thermal emf of each of the met als A, B, c, D, etc. 
against some refe::-ence metal is knO\m, then the emf of 
any combination of these metals can be obtained by tak
ing the algebraic differences of the emfs of each of the 
metals against the reference metai. Investigat ors 
tabulating thermoelectric data have employed various 
reference metals, such as mercury, lead, copper, and 
platinum. At present it is customary to use platinum 

·because of its high melting point, stability, reproduci
bility, and freedom from transformation points. · 

Law of Successive or Intermediate Temperatures -
The thermal emr ·developed by any thermocouple of homo
geneous me~a s wit h its junctions at any two temperatures 

· T1 arid T
3 

is .. the algebraic sum of the emf of the thermo-

couple with one junction at T1 and the other at any 

otper temperature T
2 

and the emf of the same thermo

couple with it~ junctions at T2 and T3 , . Considering the 

· thermocouple as a reversible heat engine and applying 
the laws of thermodyna.nics, to the circuit, 

!':-en which it follows that 

E -~
2 

¢ dT + 

J'i.1 

f dT (6.8) 

dT (6 .9) 

This law is frequently invoked iri the calibration of 
thermocouples and in the use of therraor.ouples for measur
ing temperatures. 
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temperature T2, the thennal ~f developed is independent 

of . the temperature gradient and distribution along _the 
wires. 

:- Law of Interrr.ediate Metals - The algebraic sum of 
the thermoelectro~otivc forces in a circuit conposed of 
any number of dissimilar metals is zero, if all of the 
circuit is at a unifonn temperature. This law follows as 
a direct consequer.ce of the second law of thermodynamics, 
because if the sum of the thermoelectromotive forces in 
such a circuit were not zero, a current woUld flow in the 
circuit. If a current should flow i n the circuit, some 
parts of it would be heated and other parts cooled, which 
would mean that heat was being transferred from a lower 
to a higher temperature without the application of external 
work. Such a _recess is a contradictipn of the second law 
of thennodynamics, and therefore we conclude that the 
algebraic ·sum of the thermoelectromotive forces is zero in 
such a circuit. 

Com!J-irring th i s law with that for a homogeneous circuit, 
it is seen, that in any circuit, if the individual metals 
between juncfions are homogeneous, the sum of the thermal 
electromotive forc es will be zero provided only that the 
junctions ·of the netals are-all at the same temperature. 

Another way of stating the law of intermediate metals is: 
If in any circuit of solid conductors the temperature is uni
form from any point P t hrough all the conducting matter to 
a point Q, the alGebraic sum of the thermoelectromotive forces 
in the ent ire circuit is totally independent of this interme
diate -matter, and is -the same as •if P and Q were put in 
contact. Thus it is seen that a device for measuring the 
thermoelect romoti,,e force may be introduced into a circuit at 

' any point without altering the resultant emf, provided that 
the junctions whi,:h are added to the circuit by introducing 
the device are all at the same temperature. It is also 
obvious that the ~mf in a thennoelec t ric circuit is indepen
dent of the method employed in forming the junction as long as 
all of the juncti ::m is a uniform temperature, and the two wires 
make good electri~al contact at the junction, such as is ob
tained by welding or soldering. 

A third way of stating the law of intermediate metals is: 
The thermal emf generated by any thermocouple AB with its 
junctions at any two temperatures, T1 and T2, is the algebraic 
sum of the arnf' of a thermocouple composed of A and any metal 
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one junction is maintained at some constant reference 
ternperatµre, such as o0 c, and the other is at the 
temperature corresponding t o the emf. In Fig. 6.ll, 
T

1 
is the reference temperature and the current flows 

in the direction indicated, the emf of thermocouple 
AB will be positive, and the emf of thermocouple BA 
will be negative, 

A 

B 

Figure 6.11 - Simple thermoelectric circuit. 

The .law of the Homogeneous Circuit - An electric 
current cannot be sustained in a circuit of a single 
homogeneous metal, however varying in section, by the 
application of heat alone. As far as we know this 
principle has not been derived theoretically. It has 
been clatmed from certain types of experiments that a 
non-symmetrical temperature gradient in a homogeneous 
wire gives rise to a galvanometrically measurable 
thermoelectric emf, 

In the prese:it paper, we accept as an experimental 
fact the general statement that the algebraic sum of 
the electromotive forces in a circuit of a single homo
geneous metal, ho~ever varying in section and tempera
ture, · is zero. As a consequence of this fact, if one 
junction ·of two dissimilar homogeneous metals is main
tained at a temperature T1 and the other junction at a 

!'J 
I 
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The above arc all the fundD.lilentul laws required 

in the .measureme1L of temperatures with the:nnocouples. 
They r.m.y be, and frequently arc, combined and stated 
as follows: The algebraic sum of the themoelectro:no
tive forces generated in any given circuit containing any 
nwnber of dissimilar homogeneous metals is a function only 
of the temperatures of the junctions . It is seen then 
that if all but one of the junctions of such a given 
circuit are maintained at some const ant reference tempera
ture, .the emf developed in the circuit is a function of 
the temperature of that junction only. Therefore, by the 
proper calibratio~ of such a device, it _may be used to 
measure temperatures. 

It should be pointed out here that none of the 
fundamental laws of thermoelectric circuits, which make 
it possible to utilize thennocouples in the measurement 
of temperatures, depends upon any asswnption whatever 
regarding the mecianism of interconversion of heat and 
electrical energy; the location of the emfs in the cir
cuit, or· the manner in which the emf varies with temper
ature. 

Figure 6.12 - Location of the electromotive forces 
in a thermoelectric circuit. 
in a thermoelectric· c-ircuit. 
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In a simple the:c:moelectric circuit of two metals, 

A and B (Fie;. 6. 2..2) there exis t s f our separate and 
distinct electromot ive forces: the Peltier emfs at 
the tvro junctions and the Thomson c~Ss alonG that part 
of each wire which lies in the temperature gradient. 
The only emf' that can be :rr.ea:;"LU'ed as such in this cir
cuit is t he resultant en.f. The ident ity of the indivi
dual emfs can only be establi shed by observations of the 
reversible heat effects. The Thomson emf will be 
considered positive if heat is generated when the cur
rent flows from the hotter to the c lder parts of the 
conductor, and neGative if the reverse occurs. 

Thomson took into consideration the reversible 
heat effects in the temperature gradient of the conduc
tors (Thomson effects) as well as those at the junctions 
(Peltier effects~, and applied the laws of thermodynrunies 
to the thermoelectric circuit. A complete discussion of 
this application, together with the hypoth1sis involved, 
is given in the original paper by Thomson. · 

Consider a simple thermoelectric circuit of two 
metals, A and B (Fig . 6.12) -and let P and P + 6P be 
the Peltier emfs cf the junctions 'at temperature T and 
T + f).T in degress Kelvin, respectively, and let A and 

B be the Thooson emfs per degree along conductors A 
• I and B respect i vely. Let the metals and temperatures be 

such that the emfs are in the direc ·ions indicated by the 
arrows. The resultant emf, 6.E, in t he circuit is given 
by 

6.E = P + 6P - P +aA 6T _.,.B 6T 

or in the limit 

dE = dP-: + (<rA - r 0) 
·d'l' dT 

l 

(6.10) 

(6.11) 

(6.12) 

Thomson, W .. ; nrans. Roy ♦ - · Soc. Edinburgh, Vol. 21, p. 123 
(1851)/ 
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Fig. 6. 12. Location of the electromotive forces 
in a thermolect,..- ic circuit 

By the second law of thermodynamics~ .r~= OJ 

for a reversible process. If then we regard the thermo
couple as a reversible heat engine and pass a unit ch;i rge 
of electricity, q , around the circuit, we obtain by con
sidering only the reversible effects. 

'r ( P ..- c.f) _ .'Q:!. 'b· rt; AT ~.c:t.r 
· T 1- LJ T T -t ._ /J. T -

8 
, ·- =o ( 6 • 1 3) I+ T T+'f . 

which may be. written 

. A(.!:.) (~-so) ~T -
. T + - LJT -0 

Tr<.i" 

( 6. 14) 

or in the iimi t 

d (P · n ·,) +: f~-o;,)=o (6. 15) 



or 

/. · P dP ,c:.- a:) ·==" - ··-
A O I dT 

Eliminating (o-A - o- B) between (6. 12) and (6. 16) 
dE 

we have . P = T dT 

Substituting (6. 17) in (6. 15) we have 

d 2 E 
(o-A - er B) = T dT;! 

From (6.17) it is seen that 

E =i p d T = rt cf, d T 
T J 

t t 

which is the expression referred to earlier. 

(6. 16) 

(6. 17) 

(6.18) 

(6. 19) 

The Peltier emf at the junction of any two dis
similar metals at any temperature can be calculated 
from Eq. (6. 17) and measurements of the variation of 
the thermal emf with temperature. The magnitude of 
the emf exis t ing at the junction of two eissimilar metals 
ranges fro m O to about O. 1 volt for the metals generally 
used in temperature measurements. 

Although the thermoelectric theory as developed 
above does not enable us to determine directly the mag
nitude of the Thomson coefficient in any individual 
metal, the differ ence between the Thomson coefficients 
in two met als can be calculated from Eq. ( 6. 18) and 
measurements of the variation in thermal emf with 
temperature. Various types of ex eriments indicate 
that the Thomson effect in lead is extremely small, if 
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not :zero. at ot din<J.i:•y a ~mc. ~~phe·d<.; temper.~.tures ., Con
sequently some information rega;•din.g the magnitude of 
the Thomson coeffkients in other metcls at thcBe tem
pex-0.tures can be detex-mined if it is aasumed that this 
cocffident is zet<o for v~ad. On this basis. it is found 
that the Thomson coeffidei.'lt at O~ C in microvolts per 
l"C is -9 for platir..um. -8 fot" iron, +2 for coppel{", ·23 
for constantan, -8 for alumel, -Z !ore 90 platinum -10 
rhodium, and +9 for chirome.l P . 

,... - - -= 
.__. "-. .;:_ - .... ~ 

Fig. 6 , 13 , Simple t}:le-ifmolectric thermometer 

The simplest fo r-m of a thcr mo!'~Ouple of two dis
similar metals which develop nn emf when the junctioru, a 
are at different tempez-atur-ec; , ar.d an instrument ior
measuiring the emf developed by the thermocouple is 
shown in Fig. 6 . 13. 

As long as the instn1men.t io a t essentially a uni
for-m tempeicatm: e,, all L'-ie junct5.ons in the instr.ument, 
including the terminals, will be at the same temperature 
and the 1 .. esultant the;r-m ~l emf developed 'in the circuit is 
not modified by in.eluding the instrument.. If the reference 
junction is mainta.i.ned at som~ h"efer.-eo.ce temperatur e, 
such as oc•c, the tmf developed by the ~h.e!r- moccuple can 
be determined as a function of the teroperatu:r·e of the 
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measuring junction. The device can then be used for 
measuring temperatures. It is not necessary to main
tain the reference junction at the same temperature 
during use as during calibration. However, the temper· 
ature of the reference junction in each case must be 
known. For. example, let the curve in Fig. 6. 14 be the 
relation between the emf, E , and temperature, t , for 
a particular thermocouple with the refer.ence junction 
at o'c. Suppose the device is used to measure some 
t emperature, and an emf, E , is observed when the 
reference junction is at 30°C.x We may add the observed 
emf, E , to E

30 
(the emf given by the thermocouple 

when on~ junction is at O and the other at 30°C) and 
obtain from the curve the true temperature tA , of the 
measuring junction. Certain types of instruments which 
are used with thermocouples in the manner shown in 
. Fig. 6~ 13 are such that they can be adjusted manually 
for changes in the reference junction temperature, ahd 
the emt EA , can be read directly on the instrument. 

. I 

e 

EA - ----- ----------------

E .;. 

E~J_ .. I 

------ T;; -------
I 

____ _,_ ____________ __.__T 

~D ~ 

Fig. 6. 14. Illustrating how corrections may 
be applied for .variations in the 
temperatµre of the reference junction 
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Inasmuch as the curves giving the relation · 

be.tween emf and temperature are not, in general, · 
straight lines,. equal increments of temperature do not 
correspond to equal increments of emf . 

.. -: . -
In many cases the thermocouple is connected to 

the instrument by means of copper leads as shown in 
Fig. 6. 15 . 

...,._ -- ,,. - -- ------ ...... _. 

~ r: .-- -- -
Fig. 6. t5. Diagram for thermoelectric thermo-

.- -rmeter with copper leads for connect-
/ ' ---- - _· _ _ _ _ , _ ing tnermocouple to instrument 

.,..-.,,,,,.. . - -- . - --

-.. - If the junctions - C and C' are maintained at 
- .the same temperature, · which is usually the case, the 

circuit shown b ·Fig. 6. 15 is equivalent to that shown 
in Fig. 6. 13. If the junctions C and C' are not main
tained at th e same temperature, the resultant thermal 
emf in the circuit will depend not .only upon the thermo-

. couple materials and the temperature of the measuring 
junction but also upon the temperatures of these junctions 

· and the thermoetectric properties of copper against each 
of the individual wires. Such a condition should be, and 
usually is, avoided. 
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Circuits such as those shown in Figs. 6. 1"3 and 6. 15 

are used extensively in laboratory work where it is usually 
convenient to maintain the reference junctions, either at 
o0c by placing them in a Thermos bot tle filled with cracked 
or shaved ice and distilled water, or at some other con
veniently controlled temperature. 

In most commercial installations where it is not 
convenient to maintain the reference junctions at some 
constant temperature, each thermocouple wire is con
nected to the instrument with a lead of essentially the 
same chemical composition and thermoelectric character
istics as the thermocouple wirea in the manner shown in 
Fig. 6. 16. 

Rbr£1',ENCE 
JvNf:-rloNS ·---..-----

Mf:.m1.. A~ 1 

.,,,,---· ___ J_ _o£ __ · ___ 1 I 
4' . I 

1 ...... _ - - -- - - --~;tf"T;NSll)A! L1:no5 I 

M1=11~vFUN(i ~ M 6. mf 8 / 
.JVNChoN 

Fig. 6. 16. Thermoelectric thermometer with 
extension leads. 

This is equivalent to using a thermocouple with the reference 
junctions at the instrument terminals. Leads which have 
the same thermoelectric characteristics as the thermocouple 
wires are called extension leads. In most installations 
of this nature the instrument is equipped with an auto-
matic ~eference junction compensator which automatically 

· changes the indication of the instrument to compensate 

~, 

J 
L 
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for changes in the temperature of the refe.rence j...:.~ctions, 

- thus eliminating the necessity of measuring or controlling 
the reference juncti.on temperature. Such automatic 
devices are usually r:1rt. of the i.ns trument, and in such 

~cases the reference junctions should be located in or at 
- the instrument or at some point which is at the same 
temperature as the instrument . 

In some cases where exrensive thermocouple 
wires are used, extension: lead wires of less expensive 
materials are available wyich give practically the same 
temperature emf relation as the thermocouple over a 
limited temperature range, usually O to 100 °c. Although 
--~he combined leads give practically the same temperature 
::emf relation as the thermocouple wires, the individual 
~t ead wires are not icientical thermoelectrically with the 
t hermocouple wires to which they are attached, and 
therefore, the two junctions where the leads are attached 
.!_o the thermocouples ( C and C' in Fig. 6. 16) should be 
kept at the same temperature. This is not necessary 
in the case of thermocouples where each lead and thermo
•c ouple wire to which it is attached ar e of the same mat erial. 

Although a thermal emf is developed when the 
junctions of any tw o dissimilar metals are maintained at 
tlifferent t emperatur es, only certain combinations of 
metals have been found suitable for use as thermocouples 
in the measurement of temperatures. Obviously these 
thermocouples must be such that: 

( 1) The thermal emf increases continuously with 
increasing te mperatl:..re over the temperature range in · 
which the thermocouple is to be used. 

( 2) The thermal emf is great enough to be measured 
with reasonable ac_curacy. 

( 3) Their the-rmoelectric characteristics are not 
appreciably altered curing calibration and use either by 
internal changes, such as recrystallization, or by con
tamination from action of surrounding materials. 
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( 4) They are resis tant to any action such as 

oxidation, corrosion, etc. which des troys ,the wire. 
(5) The melting points of the met als used must 

be above any temperature at which the termocouple .is 
to be used. 

· ( 6) The metals are reproducible and readily 
obtainable in uniform quality. 

The combinations of metals and alloys extensively 
used as thermocouples for the measurement of tempera
tures in this country are listed in Table VI. 2, together 
with the temperature ranges in which they are generally 
used and the maximum temperature a t which they can be 
used for short periods. The period of usefulness of a 
thermocouple depends upon such factors as the tempera
ture, diameter of wires, accuracy required, conditions 
under which it is used, etc. 

TABLE VI. 2. -Types of Thermocouples and Temperature 
Ranges in Which They Are Used. 

-----------------------------~ Type of Thermocouple 

Platinum to Platinum-
Rhodium 

Chromel P to Alumel 
Iron to Constantan 
Copper to Constantan 

Usual 
Temperature Range 
{oC} (OF) 

Oto 1450 Oto 2650 
-200 to 1200 -300 to 2200 
-200 to 750 -300 to 1400 
-200 to 350 -300 to 650 

Maximum 
Temperature 

(OC) (OF) 

1700 31 oo· 
1350 2.4~0 
1000 1800 

600 1100 

There are tw o ty"pes of platinum t o platinum-
. rhodium thermocouples used in this country, the platinum 
to 90 platinum-10 rhodium and the platinum to 87 platinum-
13 rhodium. These thermocouples develop, at high temp-

. eratures, 1 O to 14 microvolts per 0c as compared to 40 
to 55 for the other thermocouples listed in Table VI. 2. The 
platinum to platinum-rhodium thermocouples at tempera
tures from about 400 to 16 00 °c, being more stable than any 

· other combination of metals, are used ( 1) for defining the 
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International Temperature Scale from 660 °c to the 
freezi ng point of gold, 1063 °c, (only the platinum to 90 
platinum-10 rhodium thermocouple is used for his purpose); 
(2.}'"for very accurate temperature measurements from 
400 to 1500°C; and (3) for temperature measurements where 
the lower melting point materials cannot be us ed. They are 
not suitable for temperature measurements below O 0c be
ca~se the thermoelectric power (~ i_s ~nly about 5 micro-

volts per 0c at O 0c and decreases to zero at ·about -138 °c. 

The nominal composition of the chromel P alloy is 
90% nickel and 10% chromium. Alum el contains approximately 
95% nickel, with aluminum, silicon, and manganese making 
up the other 5%. Chromel P-alumel thermocouples, being 
more resistant to oxidation_ than the other base metal thermo
couples listed in Table VI. 2, are generally more satisfactory 
than the other base-metal thermocouples for temperature m 
measurements from abou t 650 to 1200 °c ( 1200 to 2200 ~F). 

-The life of a No. 8 gage (0.-128") chrornel P-alumel-- therrno
couple is about 1000 hours in air at about 1150 °c (2100 °F) . 

.:. - > · -constantan was originally the name applied to copper
nidHe alloys with a very small temperature coefficient of 
:tesistance, but it now has become a general name which covers 
a group of alloys containing 60 to 45% of copper and 40 to 55% 
6ii1icKel (with or without small percentages of manganese, 
iron, and carbon) because all the alloys in this range of compo
sition have a more or less negligible temperature coefficient of 
res-is·tance. Constantan thus includes the alloys made in this 
country under such trade names as Advance (Ideal), Copel, 

·Copnic, Cu pron, etc . , most of which contain approximately 
55.% of copper and 45% of nickel. 

Iron-constantan thermocouples give a slightly higher 
emf than the other base metal thermocouples in Table VI. 2. 
They are extensively used at temperatures below about 760 °c 
(1400 °F). The life of a No. 8 gage iron-constantan thermo
couple is about 1000 hours in air at about 760 °c ( 1400 °F). 
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Copper-constantan thermocouples are generally 

used for ·accurate temperature measurements below about 
350 °c ( 660 °F). They are not suitable for much higher 
temperatures in air because of the oxidation of the copper. 

Combinations of metals other than those listed in 
Table VI. 2 are sometimes used for special purposes. As 
examples, at temperatures above -200 °c (-300 °F) chromel 
P-constantan gives a thermal emf per degree somewhat 
greater than that _of any of the ther.mocouples listed in 
Table VI. 2 and is sometimes used when the greater emf is 
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required . Graphite to silicon carbide has been recommended 
for temperatures up to 1800 °c (3300°F) and for certain applications 
in steel plants. 

R eproducibility of Thermocouples - One of the first 
requirements of thermoelectric pyrometers for general 
indus trial use is that the scales of the instruments shall be 
graduated to read temperature directly. Although the indi
cations of the meas uring instruments us e d with thermo 
couples de pend upon the resultant emf developed in the cir
cuit, the scale of the instrument can be graduate d in degrees 
of temperature by incorporating a definite temperature-emf 
relation into the graduation of the scale. The temperat ure 
can then be read dir e ctly if the t emperature-emf relation of 
the thermocoupl e i s identical with that incorporated in the 
s cale of the ins trum ent. 

All the therrr. ocouples which have the same nominal 
composition do not give identical relations between emf and 
temperature . As a matter of fact, in most cases, two 
samples of metal which are identical as far as can be de ter
mined by chemical methods, are not identical thermoelec
trically . This is due in part ot the fact that the thermoelectric 
propertfes of a metal depend to some extent upon the physical 
condition of the metal. 

It is not practicable to calibrate the scale of an 
instrument in accordance with the temperature-emf relation 
of a particular thermocouple and to change the scale each time 
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the thermocouple is replaced. Consequ ently the scales 
of such instruments 3.re calibrated in accordance with a 
particular temperature-emf relation which is considered 
representative of the type of thermocouple, and new ther
mocouples are purchased or selected to approximate the 
particular temperature-emf relation. 

If the temperature-emf relations of various ther
mocouples of the same type are not very nearly the same, 
~orrections must be applied to the readings of the indi-
cator. and the corre:tions will be different for each ther
mocouple. When several thermocouples are operated with 
one indicator, and wnen thermocouples are frequently re
newed, the application of these corrections becomes very 
troublesome. For extreme accuracy it is always necessary 
to apply such corrections, but for most industrial processes, 
th.ermocouples can be manufactured or selec_ted with tempera
~.ure-emf relations which are so nearly the same that the 
corrections become negligible. 

The accuracy with which the various types of ther
m_ocouple materials can be selected and matched to give 
a particular temperature-emf relation depends upon the 
materials and the degree to which the temperature-emf 

- relation is characteristic of the materials available. The 
.:. differences in the temperature-emf relations of the new 
-platinum to platinum-rhodium thermocouples available in 
~this country rarely exceed 4 to 5 °c at temperatures up 
~ to 1200 °c. Conseque ntly, there is no difficulty in select
ing a relation between emf and temperature which is 
adequately characteristic of these thermocouples. The 
temperature-emf relations used in this country for platinum 
to platinum-rhodium thermocouples are such that new 
thermocouples which yield these relations within 2 or 3 °c 
up to 1200 ac are readily available. 

The differences in the temperature-emf relations 
of base-metal thermocouples of any one type are so large 
that the selection of a temperature-emf relation which 
might be considered characteristic of the type of thermocouple 
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is difficult and more or less arbitrary. The relations 
generally used for some of these lli.er-inocouples by 
some manufacturers have been changed from time to 
time because of differences introduced in the thermo
electric properties of the materials by variations in raw 
materials and methods of manufacture. However, the 
relations in use at the present time are such that mater
ials can generally be selected and matched to yield the 
adopted relations with an accuracy of about + 3 ° C up to 
400 o C and to ~ 3 / 4 per cent at higher temperatures. 
In special cases, materials may be selected to yield the 
adopted relations within 2 or 3 ° C for limited tempera
ture ranges. 

Temper,ature-Emf R~lations - The temperature
emf relatior;i.s for• all of"the common thermocouple metals 
have been measured in great detail 1 . Figure 6. 17 is a 
plot of the relation for several of the common materials. 

o /C'O :loo oo 
TallltPEl(A Tt,1;(!..E °F 

Fig. 6. 17. Typical calibration curves for 
. ~ermocouples 

1 
Temperature Its Measurements and Control in Science 

and Industry. Am. Inst. · of Physics, (1941) and (19 

] 

] 



Semi-Conductor T hcrmocoup1r:s · - The semi
conductor has a hig h output emf as a thermocouple. As 
such, the semi-conductor is used mainly for the Peltier 
cooling effect. The stability problem with semi
conductors has limited its use as a thermocouple. 

Comparison of the 1-tesistc1nce ?nd Thermoelectric 
Thermom e ters - The thermocouple· covers the 

same range of temperatures as the resistance thermo
meter. Likewise mechanical thermometers can be used 
for many applications. The present discussion is limited 
to only the electrical transducers, although it should be 
evident that the platinum resistance thermometer has 
been chosen over all other temperature sensing devices 
to use as a standard calibration instrument. 

Thermocouples have some advantages over the 
resistance thermometer. The temperature-sensing zone 
of a thermocouple can be extremely small as compared 
to steady state resistance thermometer. The thermo
couple is better suited for the extreme high temperatures. 
The tungsten-Rhenium type thermocouples can measure 
temperatures up to 3000 ° F. The thermocouple is self 
contained in that an external source of voltage is not 
required. Neglecting read out equipment, the cost of 
a thermocouple is a great deal lower than a resistance 
thermometer. 

The advantages of steady state resistance sensors 
over thermocouples include the following: 

1) A much higher output voltage can be obtained. 

2) · Related recording, controlling, or signal 
conditioning equipment can be simpler, more 
accurate, and much less expensive because 
of the higher possible bridge output signal. 

3) The output voltage per degree for resistance 
sensors can be chosen to be exactly as desired 
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over wide limits by adjusting the excitation 
current and/ or the bridge design. 

4) A reference junction temperature or a com
pens a ting device is unnecessary. 

5) The shape of the curve of output vs. tempera
ture can be controlled, within limits, for 
certain resistance sensor bridge designs. 

6} Because of the higher output volta&e, more 
electrical noise can be tolerated within 
resistance sensors; therefore, longer lead 
wires can be used. 

7) Sensitivity to· small temperature changes can 
be much greater. 

8) In moderate temperature ranges, absolute 
accuracy of calibration and stability of cali
bration ior resistance elements can b,,. 
better by a factor of 10 to 100. 

D, Measure ment of T e mperature in a · Flow ing Fluid 
An unheate

0

d
0 

cyl inde ... placed in a flowing fluid _will reach 
a steady temperature, which depends on the flow condi
tions. This is true, whether the cylinder is a resistance 
thermometer, thermocouple, or a liquid-in-glass thermo
meter. In a low speed incompressible flow, the cylinder 
simply measures the static temperature of the fluid. As 
the velocity increases the cylinder experiences frictional 
heating. A further increase in velocity produces com
pression of the uid in front of the pro@~ with a resulting 
increase in the temperature . of the cylinder. Thus, it is 
necessary to know the relation between the flow conditions 
and the temperature o_f the cylinder. 

For ga'Eces,/ oth effects may be described by an 
equation, one convenient form of which is: 

T /T = 1 + O. 5 r (y - 1) Mi, r a 

J 
j 

J 
J 
J 
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where T is the temperature of the surface (or "recovery 
temperat~re"), T is the t emperature of the undisturbed 
gas (or "s t atic teafperature"), r is the recovery factor, 
y is the ratio of specific heats c / c , and M is the 
Mach number. In this case, whefe r is 1. 00, equation 
6. 20 describes the full temperature rise due to compres
sion heating alon e, for the case where the gas is deceler
ated to zero viith out addition or loss of heat. In t his case 
T becomes the total temperature, usually designed as 
Tr • When there is frictional heating alone, for example 
wRen there is a thin °flat plate inserted into the flow with 
flow parallel to the plate, a typical val ue for r f,or most 
gases i s o. 85 when the boundary layer is iaminar· and 0. 88 
when turbulent. Therefore, it happens in -gases that the 
two sources of temperature rise are of roughly equal 
magnitude. The fac t that the two sources of heating are 
of com parable magnitude is directly the result of the fac t 
that the Prandtl Number is near to 1. 00 (actually it is 
between 0. 7 and _ 1. 00 for gases). The Prandtl Number for 
liquids is in the vicinity of 0.01 for the liquid metals and 
above 1. 0 for all other liquids, being as high as 10, 000 for 
some liquids. The Prandtly Number Pr is given by: 

Pr = c µ/k, 
p 

(6. 21) 

where c is the specific heat at cons tant pressure, µ 
i s the vifcosity, and k is the thermal conductivity. High 
Prandtl Number is largely the result of high viscosity in . 
t he case of oil, and in the case of liquid metals, lower 
viscosity and high thermal conductivity cause very low 
Prandtl Number. 

For liquids, the theory has be en worked out in 
detail only for a few spec ial cases. For the case of flow 
parallel to a flat plate a t sufficiently low Reynolds Number 
to give laminar flow, results of established boundary 
layer theory show a temperature rise as follows: 

T / T = 1 + ( Pr O · 
5 

V
2

) / ( 2 g J c T ) , 
f a p a 

(6.22) 
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where Tf is the temperature of the plate resulttng 
from frictional heating, T is the temperature of the 
fluid at a distance from theaplate where its temperature 
is undisturbed by the frictional effect, Pr is the Prandtl 
Number, V is the velocity in fps, g is the acceleration 
due to gravity, 32. 2 fps , J is the Mechanical equivalent 
of heat, 778. 2 ft lb/Btu, and c is heat capacity of the 
liquid in Btu/ b ° F. This equati8n can be rewritten for 
CGS units 

Tf/T = 1+(Pr
0

·
5v2

) /(2 x 10
7 

c T) a p a 
(6.23) 

While these equations apply for laminar flow for 
a flat plate, and therefore do not apply for reasonably 
accurate prediction in the case where flow is turbulent or 
particularly, where the geometry of the part inserted in 
the flow is not a flat plate, nevertheless calculations of 
the temperature rise by equation 3 or 4,vill give a rough 
idea of the temperature rise to be expected on a typical 
temperature sensor. A typical temperature sensor is · 
usually in the form of a cylinder with flow normal to the 
cylinder, and it is most commonly, though not always, at 
Reynolds Number sufficiently high to assure turbulent 
flow. It may or may not have a perforated cylindrical 
guard outside the temperature sensor. There is reason 

1to expect that for an arbitrary shape, the equation defin
~ng the temperature rise may be of the form: 

n 2 
Tf/T = t+(f Pr V) /(2gJc T) a p a ( 6. 24) 

where f is arbirarily defined as the "frictional heating 
If . 

factor and the expor.ent n may be different from 0. 5. 
By comparison with frictional heating of gases, one may 
expect that n is determined by whether the flow is lam
inar or turbulent, and that f is dependent upon the con
figuration, e.g. a cylinder or other shape. These 
hypotheses remain to be established. 

u 
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Table VI. 3 shows calculations for selected 

liquids according to equations ( 6. 23) or ( 6. 24}. It may 
be noted that t he liquids with high Prandtl Number show 
the effect mos t prominently. It is evident that tempera
ture measurement of high speed liquids can involve sig
nificant errors because of frictional heating. 



TABLE VI.3 

Friction Heating for Laminar Flow Along a Flat Plate 
for Various Liquids 

The effect is proportional tothe square of the 
:velocity. This table will give a rough idea of the error 
in an ordinary temperature sensor. 

Liquid 
Prandtl C ,Btu/lboF Temperature 
Number p °R oF 

Liquid Hydrogen 2 . 5 2.5 36.65 -423 
Liquid Oxygen 2. 1 0.394 162.5 -297 
Water 7.5 1.00 528 +68 
Engine Oil 1 o, 000 0.44 528 -tr68 
Mercury 0.024 0.033 528 +68 
NitrogenTetroxide 4. 8 0.36 522 +62 
JP-4 13.6 0.47 510 +50 
MIL-O-5606 392 0.475 510 +50 

ERROR 

~..ii<* V "7' 1 fJ2S" · V = 1 o fes V= 
.. 
100 fJ2S . 

1Percent Op .Percent · OF Percent Op 
. 
l 000034 ~ 0000'1:2 .:0034 . 0012 o •. 34 o. 12 
• 000045 . 000073 .0045 .0073 0.45 0.73 
. 0000105 . 000053 ,00105 . 0053 o. 105 o. 53 
. 0008 5 . 0045 .085 . 45 8.5 45 
.0000175 . 000093 ,00175 .0093 o. 175 0.93 
. 0000234 . 000122 .00234 ,0122 0,234 1. 22 
.0000161 . 000161 . 00316 . 0161 0,316 1.61 
,000104 . 0008 38 ,0104 . 0838 1,641 8.38 

] 

] 
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Figure 6. 18 is a summary set of figures slowing 

the measured recovery temperatures over several 
different shaped bodies. 
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Fig. 6. 18. Recovery .£emperature for different 
shaped bodies . 
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As may be seen from Fig. 6. 18, the recovery 

temperature approaches the total temperature of the 
fl owing gas. In other words the body acts as a trans
ducer to conver t the thermal and velocity energy back 
to thermal energy. The compression process is only 
partly efficient for most shapes of probes. However, 
if is possible to design specific probes, which recover 
almost the com lete total energy of the flow. 

· R ecovery T~mperature in a Rarefied F}ow - A 
striking ,resu t from free molecule fl~w theory is ob
tailed for the recovery temperature. If a cylinder is 
considered in free molecule flow, it fs found both theo
retically and experimentally that the recovery tempera
tut ~ of the cylinder may be greater than the total 
temperature of the gas stream. This result is in direct 
c ontrast to the continuum result discussed above. 
Fig. 6. 19 shows the theoretical and experimental recovery 
temperature for cylinders. 
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.Both Continuum and free molecule results are shown on 
·Fig. 6. 19. The parameter that determines if a flow is 
a continuum or free-molecule is the Knudsen Number, 
Kn 

X 
Kn = 

d 
(6. 25} 

where X is the mean-free-path between molecules and 
d is the diameter of the cylinder. 

I • 

The recovery anomaly can be explained by consi-
dering the magnitude of the incident ·and re-emitted mo

·le.cular energy.1 The incident molecular energy is - . . 

· computed us i ng the total velocity resulting from the com-
bination of the stream mass velocity and the random 

. thermal velocities. When the total velocity term is 
squared, there results a cross-product term, 2Uv.. Thj.s 
cross-product term ·effectively increases the apparent 
in.terna'"l energy of -t:-ie gas from the- c~ntimmm value of 
(3,/2) k~r pe_!' molecule to a value of 4 k 1 :or· (5/2) k T •· 

· The actual value depends directly on :. the speed and orientai:
tion-of the body. The apparent energy is (5/2) k T ·for the 
high speeds and for angles of attack greater than zero. 
The (5/ 2) k T is equal to the internal plus potential energy 
per moleculeof-a c1.1be--orc-oritinuum gas. --

. ) ..... 
,.., - - . ·- - - -

- For air the recovery temperature ratio approaches 
· 1. t68 at high Mach number. A monatomic gas gives a 
higher recovery temperature than a diatomic gas. The 
diatomic gas can remove more energy by ~irtue of the 
internal energy component due to molecular rotation. 

The effect of angle between the cylinder axis and 
the flow direction effects the recovery temperature. 
Figure 6. 20 shows the recovery temperature as a func
tion of M s i n ¢ ~ where ¢ is the angle between the 
flow and the cylinder axis, for._both free-molecule and 

· 1stalder., J. R., Goodwin, G., and Creager, M. 0., A 
comparison of theory and experiment for high speed free 
molecule flow, NACA TN2244, 1950. 
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continuum flow. I\ has been assumed that the characte1.·
istic length of the wire would change w1th angle of attack. 
However, the results of F ig. 6. 20 suggest that d is the 
only length of importance even when the wire is parallel 
to the flow. N,[ore work is needed to fully evaluate the 
recovery effects of yawed cylinders in supersonic flows. 

E, Temperature f valuatfon b.z: Sonic Methods · .. In a 
still gas the ·velocity of sound in a gas of ·molecule· weight m 
m is given· by the approximate relation 

a = ✓ yR T 
. m (6. 26) 

Thus, the absolute temperature · of a gas may be expressed 
as 

T= 
ma2 -yR 

The measure of the sonic velocity will in turn be a mea-
-sure of the temperature for the still gas, since m , y 
and R are constant. The measurement of sound velo
city is quite simple in a non-flowing fluid, however, it 
requires the measure of mean velocity in a flowing fluid. 
Consider Fig. 5. 14, which shows a source of sound and 
a pickup down stream. The source might be pulsed and 
the transient time to the pickup measured. The velocity 
of propagation will be V = a+ U = l . , where t is the 

1. 
time between pulse and arrival. The velocity of sound 
can be calculated from an independent measure of the 
flow velocity. A second approach might be to place a 
second pickup at a position f.. , away from the source, 
but not along the direction of flow. The time measured 
by the two pickups could then be used to solve for both 
U and a . This procedure requires that we know the 
mean flow direction. If the mean flow direction is un
known, then a third pickup would be employed to give 
three equations in terms of t for the unknowns · a.., U , 
and flow ang e , · a . 
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The sound source may be a small speaker, a . 

spark gap, or a piezoelectric crystal operated in reverse 
(a voltage suddenly applied to a crystal will produce a 
change in shape). The sonic pickup is usually a micro
phone or piezoelectric transducer. These devices have 
been used .in some a pplications, but they have not found 
general use. At extreme high temperatues this sonic 
measurement is not of direct value, since in equation 
(6. 27} neither '( .or m will be constant with temperature. 
This method of measuring temperature is !10t greatly 
affected by recovery temperature, if the distance 
i s large compared to the size of the source and the 
pickup. 

F, Special Temper·ature Measuring Techniques -
The measurement of temperatures by means of thermal 
or infrared radiation is widely used. This method is of 
maj·or importance in the study of solid materials rather 
than fluids. The use of radiation ta measure fluid tem
peratures is possible, but not as yet well developed. 
The problem is simply one of how to relate a measured 
radiation energy from the fluid, such as air to its 
temperature. 

Certain materials, such as "super linear phosphors" 
are found to change their luminescence with temperature. 
This phenomenon is associated with the exciting of the . 
molecular structure of the material. Here also, this 
technique is of in erest in measuring surface temperature, 
but not a direct indication of the fluid temperature. 

The schlieren and interferemometer are techniques 
which measure density. Thus, · these instruments coupled 
with the measure of pressure can be used to measure 
t emperature. For. flow speed flows, where density and 
temperature vary directly without appreciable effect on 
the pressure, these optical techniques are used as a 
direct measure of temperature gradients in fluids. 
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A possible measure of temperature a t the extreme 

high temperature, low pressure, gas flows is presently 
being explored at CSU. The concept is to measure directly 
the kinetic energy of the gas ions in the flow. If the 
temperature is suf:iciently higher than i ons of the gas 
will exist ·in the flow, and there kine tic energy may be 
measured. The measurement principal i.s to employ a 
"langmuir probe _" technique. The Langmuir probe is 
ba.sic~lly an _aerial set in the flow, as shown in Fig. 
(6. 2_2). The aeri;,,l or ion collector is operated at nega
tive voltages, so the ions are attracted to the probe. The 
number of ions attracted will depend on the yoltage of 
the probe, the number density of ions present in the 
fluid, and th~ kinetic energy of the ions. 

,-i- COLLIZC rot< 
W1F<.O: 

Fig. 6. 22. Ion knetic energy measurement 

If a ion has a trajectory near the collector, _then it ·can 
be collected if the attraction of the probe is sufficient 
to alter its path. A curve of the eollected current versus 
the collector porential will be an indication of the velocity 
distribution of the ions. If we assume that the ions (and 
also the molecules) have a M~wellian velocity distribu
tion then the relation between the kinetic energy and the - . , 
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temperatur e is known. While the collector te~hnique is 
a possibility theoretically, it still requires a great deal 
of experi mental devel opm ent. 

The resonate frequency of specific crystals is 
found to vary with the temperature of the crys t al. For 
a quart z crystal plate of generalized orientation 

f ( T) = f ( 0} ( 1 + a T + 13 T 2 + y T 3
) ( 6. 28) 

It is possible to determine a crystal orientation for 1 
which the second and third order terms vanish (13 = y = 0} 
Thus, a "Linear Coefficient" of frequency with tempera
ture quart~ thermometer is comm ercially available, 
{-Hewi e t t-Packard Linear Quartz Therm ometer). This 
system can meas re the temperature over a range from 
-40 °c to+ 230 °c wi-zh a resolution of o.0001 ° C. The 
accuracy of this system is by for greater than that ob..; 
t ained by most temperature measuring instruments. 

Cr. Transient Te m perature Meas ur e m ents - The 
meas·urement of transient temperatures can b~ done mainly 
with the res i stance thermometer. T he thermocouple 
and sonic thermometer can be employed for moderate 
transient response, but they are not likely to approach 
t he development of the resistance- t emperature element. 
Thus, the present discussion is limited mainly to the 
resistance-temperature element. Actually, the response 
of the thermocouple2 follows the same laws as the resis
t ance thermometer, with the major limitation being the 
size to which a wire thermocouple can be made. The 
response of a thin film typ~ thermocouple can equal 
t hat of a thin film resistance-terpperature element . . 

1 . . 
Hammond, D. L., Adams, C. A., and Schmit, P., 

A Linear Quartz Crys t al Temperature Sensing Element. 
ISA preprint No. 11, 2,-3-64, 1964, 

2 See for example Shepard, C. E., and Warshawsky, I•, 
NACA TN 2703, 1952. 
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In Chapter V the general time constant of a wire 
was given as 

(5:&1) 

-

Thus, the e valuation of the time cons tant requires a 
---- - k~ow1edge of the phy sical properties i n Eq. ( 5. l:-1). For 

pure materials the physical properties such as; thermal 
conductivity k, density p , specific heat c, and resis
tivity er , can be obtained from handbooks. For alloys 
these properties are not always available. Thus, to fully 
evaluat_e a transient resistance thermometer, it is nec
es__sary to evaluate the wire physical properties. 

~-- -· - .. Physical Prupertie s - Sufficient information was 
- ·- ;-gi._ven in Chap te:- V t o obt a in _the wire physic.al properties 

'=-from ·steady state measurements (with exception of 
specific ·heat). Specific heat is so to speak the heat 
sforage capacity of the wire and thus, it must be deter
mined from a t ransient type measurement. Fortunately, 
the specific heat is not greatly affec ted by alloying, so 
it can usually be estimated from tabulat ed properties of 
the major element of the alloy. Table VI. 4 lists the 
physical quantities and the s t eady state measurements 
required to evaluate them for a given wire material. 



Parameter 

\Vire length 

9 
\V ir c Diameter 

D 

TABL~ VI. 4 

Physical Properties Evaluation of a Transient 
Resistance Thermometer Sensing Element1 

Equation for 
Evaluating Parameter 

Type.of 
Measurement 

Dimension 

Dimension 

Remarks 

Optic_al type measure
ing instrument · 

Optical or Electron 
Microscope instrument --------------------------------------

R cs is ti vity 
CT 

Th e rmal Conductivity 
k 

Heat Transfer 
Coefficient x wire 
diameter· 

hD 

1rD2. 
CT= 4Q R

0 
{Eq. 1. 5) Resistance and 

known dimensions 

If CT is known for large · 
wire sample, can use <T 

to determine wire diameter 

1 . (Eq. ·2) Wire resistance 
Un.certainty due to D 2 

which can not be measured 
versus wire current L::.(R/RJ 

L::.12 rn a vacuum with great accuracy 

Wire resistance ver
·sus wire current 
in Air 

hD · is a function of flow 
Velocity density 

----------·------------------------------------------De nsity 
p 

Specific Heat 
C C = 

k 7r-2 

~ :! p.,._ _ 

Volume-weight 
measurement 

'T'ime constant of 
wire to a sttep change 
in current in a vacuum 

1\Jeed· rletermine bE;fore-. . 
d~awn into very sn,all wire 

Limiting case for I--; O 
change in current 

1 . 
Chao, . J. L., -and Sandborn, V. A., A resistance thermometer for transient temperature 

measurements. Fluid Mech : Paper No. 1, Colorado State University, 1964. 
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The wire dimensions would be determined from 

direct measurements if possible . It is sometimes dif
ficult to measure w · re diameter. As a result, the resis
tiv_ity of the alloy might be determined from a large sample, 
and it in turn used t o estimate wire diameter. 

The thermal conductivity of the wire material is 
determined by making resistance-current measurements 
in a regime where conduction is the major heat transfer 
mechanism. Thi s regime of conduction controlled heat 
transfer is the case of a wire in a vacuum. Figure 6. 23 
shows the measurements made for the platinum-rhodium 
wire in a vacuum. The value of k calculated from the 
slope of the curve is noted on the - figure. . The measure
ments in a vacuum 3.re affected by radiation heat loss 
from the wire. The insert on Fig. 6. 23 indicates the 
·estimate of radiation heat loss for the wire. -- -~ -

The heat transfer coefficient i s obtained from 
resistance vs. current measurements in a regime where 
convection is the major heat transfer mechanism. This 
regime of convection controlled heat transfer is . the case 
of a wire operating in air. The value of hD is a func
tion of flow velocity, density and temperature, so it must 

1 
be specified for each particular flow in which the wire 
is to be used. ~ 

Figure 6. 24 shows the measurements made for 
the Platinum-Rhodium wire in still ambient air. An 
estimate of the correction for conduction loss by the wire 
is shown as an insert on Fig. 6. 24. 

For the platinum-Rhodium wire evaluated it was 
assumed that handbook values of p and c could be 
used. A value of · p for the 90-10 alloy was available in 
the literature. For c a value was found for a 8 7 -13 alloy, 
which was only about 10 per cent greater than that of pure 
platinum. The 87-13 alloy value for c was employed 
as a first approximation in the evaluation of the wire time 
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constant. Obviously, a measure of the wire time cons t ant 
for a very small current step in a vacuum was employed 
as a check of c . 

Figure 6. 25 is a plot of the convection, conduction 
(a constant),. and wire temperature terms appearing in 
the time constant equation. These values are for a 
o. 0000278 inc h diameter, 90 per cent Platinum-1 O per 
cent Rhodium wire. 
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Figure 6. 26 compares the computed time constant 

for the wire wi h ac .. ual measurements made both in a 
vacuum and in still air. The time constant in a vacuum 
is apparently controlled by radiation heat transfer for 
wire currents greater than about O. 05 millamps. 

I 

o~, 

◊ 

0 
0 

o.s· J,O /,5· ~.O 2,5 so 

Fig. 6. 26. 
WIRE CvllAEm; ma 

Comparison of predicted and measured 
time constants in still air 

The estimate for radiation given in Fig. 6. 23 had 
suggested that values of current up to O. 10 millamps 
would be useable. The fact that the vacuum measure
ments seen to extrapolate to the I~ O case of the theory 
would seem to justify the values of the wire physical 
constants used. The measurement of time constants was 
somewhat crude, as can be seen by the data of Fig. 6226. 
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The computed time constant curve is certainly reasonable, 
compared to the data, and again justifies the physical 
constants evaluated. 

An idea of the variation of wire time constant with 
flow conditions is demonstrated in Fig. 6. 27. 
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Fig. 6. 27. Comparison of predicted and measured 
time constants in moving air 

Using the curves of Fig. 5,21 it is possible to 
estimate the variation of hD with velocity and/ or density. 
Figure 6. 27 shows the value of corner frequency predicted 
for the platinum-rhodium wire as a function of flow velocity. 
A set of three measurements taken at a velocity of 45 feet 
per second is shown for comparison in Fig. 6. 27. 
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.Measure ments of temperature fluctuations - The 

platinum -rhodium ::-es.i.stance thermometer is employed 
in the authors laboratory to measure temperature fluctl~a
tions in the boun-:!ary layers of a heated flat plate. The 
frequency res ponse of the bare wire is adequate to 
measure the fluctuations without need of further electronic 
compens ation . A simple Wheatstone bridge cir i::uit, shown 
in Fig. 6. 28 is em loyed to operate the wire at a constant 
current of O. 1 miHamp. The output of the bridge was 
amplified and read-with a truer. m. s. voltmeter. The 
resulting evaluation of both the mean and fluctuating 
temperatures is shown in Fig. 6. 29. The frequency 
distribution obtained from a spectral analysis of the 
resistance thermometer output is shown in Fig. 6. 30. 

The evaluation of the teP-1perature fluctuation 
from the r. m. s. output of the wire is done very similar 
to the evaluation of anemometer signals. The resistance 
temperature curve can be represente_cj by equation (6. 6) 
so that the fluctuation equation may be written as 

~ = In R-{:; 
0 

a more complex equation would be required if the 
resistance temperc.ture curve is not linear. 

(6.29} 
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Chapter VII 

MEASUREMENT OF PRESSURE 

268 

Pressure is perhaps the most often measured 
quantity in fluid mechanics, The measurement of velocity 
usually is resolved to a pressure and temperature evalu-:
ation. Likewise the measurement of density is resolved to 
a pressure and temperature evaluation. In Chapter V the 
details of total pressure measurements were discussed, 
without reference t :::> the actual pressure measuring trans
ducers. In the present chapter we will discuss the 
m easurement of static pressure and the transducers which 
are employed. An attempt is made to consider only those 
transducers which actually measure pressure. Thus, the 
large class of vacuum "pressure " measuring transducers 
is not considered until Chapter VIII, where these instru -
ments, which are turly density measuring tr.ansducers, 
are treated. 

Pressure is characterized by a compressive stress 
exerted uniformly in all directions . It is a potential force, 
since in theory, its compressive work can be completely 
recovered. The basic pr inciples which govern the measu.!.·e
ment of static pressure is that a force is produced by the 

1 pressure at a surface. Pressure is proportional to the 
kinetic energy of the random motion per unit volume. 
Pressure is d efined as the force per unit area which a 
liquid or gas exerts on a restraining surface. · The measure
ment trans ducer for pressure will be some form of force 
measuring transducer. 

When no flow exists it may be assumed that the 
pressure of most fluids is equal at all points in the fluid. 
This is true in gene::-al except in vacuum facilities, where 
transfer of information is slow. In a vacuum fac ility a 
pressure gradient rr.ay exist for long periods of time, 
however, theor e tically the pressur e should equal out to 
one c omrnon . valve in time. A similar effect exists for 
temperature and density properties in a vacuum . 
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A. Static Pressure Measurement. - In a moving 
fluid there is a force due to the static pressure and also 
a force due to the uniform motion of the fluid . In order 
to measure the static pressure the force due to the uni
form motion must be eliminated from the measurement. 
In general, this suggests that we will measure the static 
pressure-force in a direction at right angles to the mean 
motion. If a probe is employed, it must be so construct
ed that it does not disturb the flow in a manner that will 
cause a change in static pressure. It is not possible to 
design a probe which does not disturb the flow to some 
extent. However, it is possible to design a probe which 
measures very closely the static pressure at some point 
behind the noise where initial disturbances have subsided. 

The nose of the probe will cause the flow stream
lines to curve , thus causing a variation in local static 
pressure. If the probe is a cylinder with its axis paralled 
to the flow, the s treamlines will tend to return to their 
original direction after a given lengt h . For a round nose 
probe with a circular cylinder body the fl ow field has 
been calculated. "s/o 

2'1 ~o I . 0 t3------~.!-....,.:~~t_..,=~.J,/---r--:--f 

t z. 

' ~ ti 
'--

~1~ 0 
I ~ 

a..~!'( 
... , 
.2. 

•lo......,_~L-___,8[------,.1,2,,,_---=',o.,.___A-:!'o-...,~:-.a:1=---i~e::--

xh/o 
Figure 7. 1 - Static Pressure Variation Along the 

Surface of a Cy linder. 
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Figure 7 .1 shows the var iation of local static pressure 
along such a p r obe 1 . Also shown on Figure 7. 1 is the 
effect produced by a stem. The general approach to design 
of a static pressure probe is to optimize the opposing 
effects of head and ste m, so that the two effects tend to 
cancel each other. Typical static pressure probe s are 
shown in figur e 7. 2. Holes are equally spaced around the 
cylinder, so that any non-symmetrica l flow effects are 
reduced. 

t=:9.6D 

ijoLES 

PRRNOTL Tue£ 

~-- 16D ----~ 6D -'1 .L 
----------t--

B f,#Ot..ES' 

NPL Tu8E. 

Figure 7 . 2- Typical Stat ic Pressure Probe Des igns. 
The geometry of the hole through which the 

pressure is transmitted may also hav e an effect on the 
measured pre ssur e 2 . Any hole in a wall will produce 
some curvature of streamlines. The smaller the hole 
the smaller the effect. The effect is always to raise the 
local pressur e abov e the actual static pressure . 

1 
Ower, E. and Johanson, F. C .; The Design of Pitot-

Static Tubes. ARC R and M 981, Aeronautical 
Resea rch Council, 1925 , 

2 
Rayle, R. E. ; An Investigation of the Influence of Orifice 

Geometry on Static Pressure Measur e ments. M. S. 
Thesis, Mech . Engr. Mass. Inst. of Tech., 1942. 
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If actual flow separation occurs the pressure will be 
below stream static pressure. Figure 7. 3 shows the 
errors ass ociate1 with different size static holes. The 
results of Rayle suggest that a hole O. 020 to O, 040 
inches in diameter , counter sunk a half diameter to 
eliminate burrs, will give a near e rror free static 
pressure reading . 

Mach Number Effects. - For subsonic Mach 
numbers the effect of com press ibility on static pressure 
measurements is extremely limited. At Mach numbers 
of the order of O. 7 or greater local shock waves can be 
formed on the probe. The acceleration of the flow around 
the nose of the probe is sufficient to produce local regions 
of supersonic flow . Thus, l ocal shocks are formed which 
will cause an increase in the local static pressure 
measured. Above Mach number of 1. 0 the shock wave 
is either a detached bow wave ahead of the probe, or 
attached directly to the n ose of the probe. If the shock 
is a detached bow wave , it may be considered as a 
normal shock wave . The ratio of static pressure ahead 
of a normal shock wave, Pm , to that behind a nO'Ofmal 
shock wave P ~ , is given by the relation 

I 

Poe = _ar_M-2.- EL 
Poo )" + l "Y+J 

( 7. 1 ) 

Equation 7. 1 is plotted in figure 7. 4. For a Mach 
number of 3 the pressure behind the shock wave is ten 
times that ahead of the wave. 

For very small probes it is possible to treat 
the bow shock as a loc a l disturbance. Thus, if the static 
tap is located well behind the n ose it is possible for the 
static pressure to return to the free stream value. 

1 
Rayle, R. E. ; ibid. 

... 
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Also from slender-body theory it is possible to design 
a probe chich measures static pressure independent of 
Mach number at supersonic speeds 1• For the probe 
shown in figure 7. E, slender-body theory gives the 
following pressure coefficient variation with x . 

Cp(x) = [p{x)-P00 ]/f-tcU.l __ 
= #- { S 11

(x)-<=o lvi x _.. S'~x) Jr, [J/R("') ,./11i 1
- 1] 

where 

+ [1ri (x-t) d S"(t)}-[R'tx)]~ 
0 

( 7. 2) 

P 00 = stati~ pressure in the undisturbed stream 

R(x) = body radius at a distance x from the nose 
S(x) = 1r[R(x.)]i. the body cross-sectional area 
S" = seco:id derivative of S with respect to x. 

~---l .l-m.LD, 

X 0. '"--1 ~ 7• - ~1• 

~ -;-~ _ _! ____ -= 
lllRE"E EQVl1LLY 5PIICE0 0./10JN. 0.0. 

0,02/ IN. 01A , f/l)l. € 

Figure 7 . 5- A Stati c Pressure Probe t hat is Independent 
of Mach Number. 

1 
Mollo-Christen~ en, Landahl, and Martus celli; A Short 

Static-Pressure Probe Independent of Mach 
Number. Jour. Aero. Sci., 1957, p. 625. 
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The pressure coefficient Cp (x) becomes independent 
of M if the orifices are placeat at point x, where 
S"(x,) = O. The experimental evaluation of the probe 
in figure 7. 5 is shown in figure 7. 6. A 5- degree 
conically tipped probe pressure coefficient is also 
shown on fi!;ure 7. 6. 
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Figure 7. 6- Effect of Mach Number on Static Pressure 
Measurements. 

Angle of Yaw Effects. - In order to minimize 
angular ity effects the static pressure probe has sever al 
taps around its circumference. For small angular 
deviations the static probe is usually insensitivity be
cause of the hol_es. However, at large angles of yaw 
the flow may actually separate on one side of the probe. 
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Figure 7. 7 demonstrates the effect of flow direction 
on a typical static :;:>res sure probe. In general the probe 
in insensitivity to small changes in flow direction, but 
has a marked effect at larger angles. One may employ 
a static type pressure probe to determine the actual 
flow direction. 

-~,__-A_,___.__.._ ........ _.__.__. ___ _.__, 

0 1 8 12. /6 20 

Figure 7. 7- Effect of Flow Angle on Static Pressure 
Measurements. 

Effect of Turbulence. - The pressure indicated 
by a pressure tap is the stagnation pressure of the gas 
in the hole. For the ideal flow of a gas directly past the 
hole the pressure s h ould be equal to the stream static 
pressure. If turbulence exists in the stream it will alter 
the streamlines of the fluid such that we may find a 
velocity component directed into the static hole. For 
this case the pressure measured by the probe will be 

P.. I j_ i'i! 
ex> j = Poo + 2 P v ( 7. 3) 
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An error of 1 % in static pressure measurements would 
be obtained for a 1 Oo/o turbulence level. 

For a static pressure probe -the holes are 
located symmetrically around the probe, so that the 
effect of turbulent Luctuations is not as well predicted. 
If the fluctuations are symmetrical then it appears that 
no measureable pressure effect could be predicted. 
Secondly, one may show that if the static pressure 
probe is insensitivity to yaw angles of the order of 
~ 10 degrees, then the effect of turbulence .in changing 
the direction of the total velocity can have no effect on 
the measurement. 

Effe~t of Velocity Gradients. - For flows in 
which the stagnation pressure varies can cause three 
dimentional flow patterns along a circular cylinder. 
The fluid that is stagnated at the nose of the probe is 
subject to a pressure gradient in the direction of the 
regions of higher velocity. The pressure gradient gives 
rise to a flow that results in a slight downwash of the 
stream in the vicinity of the probe. 1 The viscous 
forces also are such as to contribute to the downwash. 
The downwash ·s equivalent to a slight change in yaw 
of the probe. The effects of the velocity gradient in a 
boundary layer are made more complex by the presence 
of the wall. In general the static pressure probe is not 
recommended for boundary layer measurements, how
ever, there is a need to evaluate static pressure across 
the boundary layer. The equation of motion in the vertical 
direction in a turbulent boundary layer appears to be 2 

-=z. 
p V = p p 

- w ( 7.4 ) 

1
Volluz, R. J. : Wind Tunnel Instrumentation and Operation, 

Handbook of Supersonic Aerodynamics, NAVORD 
Report 1488 ( Vol. 6). 

2 . 
Sandborn, V. A. and Slogar, R. J.: Study of the Momentum 

Distribution of Turbulent Boundary Layers in Adverse 
pressure Gradients. NACA TN 32.64, 1955. 



Thus. it is possible to evaluate the static pressuri
77 

. from a measure oft e vertical turbulent velocity 
component. Unfortunately equation (7 .4) has not been 
checked experimentally with sufficient accuracy to 
completely justify its use. 

B. PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS. - There are 
many poss ible forms of transducers that are employed 
to measure pressure. We have discussed pressure 
measurements which are employed to evaluate velocity 
as well as the more direct static pressure measurement. 
Obviously. the same transducer can be used to measure 
either stat ic or tota pressure, however, it may be 
necessary to use different transducers for different 
magnitudes of pressure. As noted in Table IV. 1 it is 
possible to require pressure measurements from Oto 
1 0, 000 psi in even Lmited areas of fluid mechanic 
research. 

The major instrument employed to measure 
pressure is the manometer. This instrument uses the 
force of gravity to counter balance the force produced 
by pressure. The manometer is closely related to the 
dead weight testor, which employs a solid mass rather 
than a liquid column to indicate force. There are many 
electro-mechanical devices that have been developed 

' and used as pressure transducers. Figure 7. 8 is a 
schematic diagram :)f typical systems employed both 
to change pressure into a measurea~le movement, and 
also the e lectrical read out system. The different types 
of transducers are covered in detail in the following 
discuss ion. 

1 Lion, K. S.: Pressure Transducers Survey, ASME 
Symposium on Measurements in Unsteady Flow. 
Worchester, Mass. , 1962. 
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Figure 7. 9 - Range of Pressure Transducers 

Figure 7. 9 is a summary of the range of the 
differen~ types o_f pressure transducers. There is of 
course many ways iri which the range of a given type of 
transducer mJ.y be. extended, so the end points of each 
instrument is somewhat uncertain. In the vacuum range 

· of press ures ( below 103 mm Hg) the transducers do not 
measure pressure, but rather the number density of the 
molecules are measured. 
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Manometers . - The most widely used pressure 
. transducer is the liquid manometer. The manometer 

may serve as a laboratory standard for pressure. The 
manometer takes advantage of the gravitational force on 
a column of liquid. Figure 7 .10 shows the types of ma
nometer employed in pressure measurements. The 
simple U-tube manometer is the most common employed 
manometer . The pressure can be computed from the 
height h of the column of fluid. For a manometer fluid 
of density p and a fluid of density pf in which the 
pressure is%easured, the unknown pressure is 

( 7. 5) 

If the fluid in which the pressure is measured is air 
the manomete r fluid is water for example , then it is 
evident that Pm>:> pf and so pf can be neglected. 

p ~ ,p~ 
t P~o 
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Figure 7. 10- Liquid Manometers 
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The height h is in all cases the vertical height of the 
column, so that the gravitational mass of the fluid is 
properly accounted for. The slant tube manometer is 
designed to produce a large movement of the fluid 
column for only a small vertical rise in h. The slant 
tube is a means of expanding the variation in pressure 
over a greater s cale . 

The density of manometer fluids are a function 
of their temperature. Thus, accurate evaluation of the 
pressur e requires that the effect of temperature on 
manometer fluid be accounted for. Figure 7. 11 is a 
typical plot of the density variation with temperature 
for various manometer fluids. 

The well type manometer is a common type 
of pressure measuring manometer. This type manome
ter usually employs a s cale along the smaller diameter 
tube which reads directly the height. The scale is 
calibrated to account for the slight drop in the well 
level. The actual height h' from the zero level to 
which the column ris es is given by the relation 

A 
p=gh'(x2° 

I 
'f ": 1 ) ( p - p ) + p 

m f a 
( 7. 6) 

For a well with a very large area A 2 compared to A, 
' the factor fu is small. In some applications it is 

A, 
possible to neglect the s light change in well height. 

For the measure of very small pressure 
differences the movable well type m · cromanometer is 
employed. It is possible to indicate variations as sma ll 
as 0. 0001 inches in the column with a micromanometer. 
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Dead-Weight Testers-~ - Theoretically it is 
possible to build a manometer to measure any pres
sure. However, as the pressure increases the length 
of the manometer increases. Although, they are no 
longer in common use, it was possible at one time to 
find manometers several stories high. The mano
meter has been replaced by the dead-weight tester for 
the measure of high pressures. In general, the dead
weight tester is used to calibrate some form of m echan
ical pressure transducer, rather than being used as a 
direct measure of pressure. Figure 7. 12 shows a 
typical tester s etup. The fluid wittin the chamber 
(an oil) transmits the weights to the gauge and pro
duces a pressure . As long as the friction between the 
cylinder and piston and flows of oil around the piston 
are negligible the pressure can be computed. The pres
sure produced by the weights depends on th e effective 
area of the piston, which depends in turn on the clear
ance between the piston and the cylinder. The plunger 
is employed to correct for compression of the oil. 

----1 W£1r;11rs 

Pf5To,V 

Figure 7, 12 Typical Dead-Weight Tester Setup . 
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McLead Gauge. - A special type of manometer 
employed ij the measure of low pressure was described 
by Mc Lead. Figure 7. 13 shows a typical Mc Lead Gauge. 
The chamber, A, is first exposed to the pressure , p, to 
be measured as shown in figure 7. 1 3a). The mercury 
is then raised into the chamber traping the original gas 
at pressure p in the chamber. As the mercury is 
raised past the point "s II the gas in chamber A is 
compressed. The final reading, shown in figure 7. 13b), 
has compressed the original volume of gas in chamber A, 
denoted by VA , to the small volume contained in the 
capillary, denoted by V c . The pressure of the gas in 
tpe capillary is given by 

(7. 7) 
- :: :::. -· - -

This relation assumes t~at tempera ture of the gas be

fore and after the.; GOmpression are still identical. Thus, 
the McLead gauge makes use of the ideal gas equation of 

VTM R, 

r-+ rt fii Rtsw•~ 

O/{I GJNflL 1 

VOLU.ME 

Figure 7. 13 The McLead Gauge 

1 McLead, H.: Phil. Mag. Vol. 48, p. 110, 1874 
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state. The actual res sure Pc in the capillary is given 
by the manometer relation (neglecting pf , and setting 
Pa = P) as 

pc = g hpHg + p (7. 8) 

The volume of the capillary may b e expressed a s a con
stant, v , times the length h, (Ve = vh). Thus, the 
initial pressure, p may be expressed as 

p = (7. 9) 

Note that VA . ·s much larger than V c = v h , so that 

the pressure is given approximately as 

p -
h 2 

V g p Hg 

VA 
(7.10) 

Thus, since VA , v , g and pH ar e all very nearly 
g . 

c ons ta nt the pressure will be a function of h 2 direc tly. 
Equation (7. 7) is no t d ependent on the specific gas, s o 
it can be used with any gas . The only importa _t prob
lem enc ountered in using a McLead gauge is to make 

; sure that tbe gas remains a gas a t the pressure pC; . 

1
For example , if wa t er vapor is present in the init:i.a ] gas 
sample, then it might condense a t the pressur e Pc . 

The condensing of a gas would a ct in such a mam1er t o 
m ake equatio (7 . 7) unusable. In practiet~ fil ter s and 
cold traps are employed to a void the introducti on of 
c ondensible v a pors into the sample gas. 
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Elastic Deformation Pressure Transducers. -

Nearly all modern pressur e transducers are based upon 
the elastic deformat ion a nd the resulting mechanical 
displacement of a member under the influence of pressure 
Lion 1 lists t he following types of elastic deformation 
elements 

l. Membranes 
2.. Bourdon tubes or spiral 
3. Bellows 
4. Tubes ( which expand under pressure) 
5. Pistons ( rarely used) 

These elements are shown schematically in figure 7. 8. 
The output of the elastic elements is a displacement, 
which may be either measured directly or converted 
into an electrical s ignal. The electrical readout of the 
displacement is discussed in the following section. 

The membrane types of elastic deformation 
elements may be divided into: thin diaphragms, thin 
plates, and corrugated diaphragms. The thin diaphragm 
is usually a metalic sheet under radial tens ion. The 
thin diaphragm has no stiffness to bending, thus, if a 
pressure force is a pplied to one side of the diaphragm 
the membran e deflates outward in- the shape of a sphere . 
For a flat. circular. thin diaphragm the displacement 
d ( shown in figure 7.14) i s equal to 

2· p 
d = ~ ( 7 .11) 

4S 
where a is the radius of the diaphragm, p is the pressure 
and S is the tens ion in the diaphragm. As long as d does 

---"'j~! __ i_~:~-J,-~ _t +f· 
S d j 

. ~ 1/ 
hd-"-----4 . 

Figure 7. 14 - Displacement of a Thin Diaphragm 
I 

Lion. K. S. 1 .I b iJ 
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not exceed approximately 0. 005 a the deflection is linear 
with pressure. The thin diaphragm is used in a wide 
number of press re transducers. The major application 
is for very small pressure variations as commonly en
countered in air and gas flows. The diaphragm type 
microphone is employed to measure fluctuating pressures. 

The thin plate membrane shown in figure 7. 15 
is simular to the thin diaphragm except it has stiffness 
to bending. p 

~ ~ ,v ,t,,!., 

~----3--
~ -,t: -+--
•------~a-------~ 

Figure 7. 15 - Displacement of a Thin Plate. 

The equation for the displacement d , is 

d = 
3 ( 1 - V z. ) a4 p 

16 E t 3 (7 .12) 

where v is Poisson's ratio, E is Young's modules and 
t is the thickness of the plate. The deflection is linear 
with pressure so long as d does not exceed 0. 5 t . The 
thin plate as a pressure transducer is of value for 
moderate and high pressure variations. 

A survey of the application of flat diaphragms 
and circular plates to instruments is given by Wahl 1. 

In order to increase the physical deflection of 
diaphragms they are sometimes formed with corrugations 
or catenary shapes , rather than flat . The deflection will 
in general increase with the number of corrugations and 
decrease with corrugation depth. The design of corrugate d 

l 
Wahl, A. M.; Rece:1t Research on Flat Diaphragms and 

Circular Plates with Particular Reference to Instrument 
Applications . Trans. Amer . Soc. Mech. Engrs. vol. 79 

p. 83-87, 1957. 

... 
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diaphragms is covered by Haringx 1 and by Wildhack , 

Dressler and Lloyd 2. The corrugated diaphragms find 
use in pressure gauges which range from vacuum 
pressures to roughly 350 psi. 

The Bourbon type tubes are employed because 
of their large deflections. These elements are partic 
ularly useful when a direct mechanical readout of the 
deflection is des ired. The angular deflection for the 
simple, elliptical crossectional, C - tube Bourdon 
gage is given by 

J._ = 
'Po 

2 
1. 16 pr 
tEb 

( 7. 13) 

where cf> in degrees is the angle of ro · ation of the tip of 
the tube, cf, is the sector angle of the original tube, 
p is the prJlssure , r is the radius of he tube, t is the 
wall thickness, E is Young's modulus for the tube 
material, and b is the minor axis of t he elliptical
shaped tube (from middle of the wallsJ The design of 
Bourdon tubes is covered by Goitein. The Bourdon 
tube is used e xtens ively in industrial instruments for 
pressure up to at least 15, 000 psi. 

The metallic bellows are capable of giving 
large deflections for a given pressure. The bellows 

' are less stable strt:cturally t han the othe r types of 

l 1 
Haringx, .J. A. ; Design of Corrugated Diaphragms. 

Trans. Amer. Soc. Mech. Engrs . vol. 79 , p. 55-64, 
1957 . 

2 Wildhack, W. A. , Dressler, R. F . , and Lloyd, E. C. 
Investigation of t he Properties of Corrugated Diaphragms. 
Trans. Amer. Soc. Mech. Engr., vol 79, p . 65-82, 
1957. 

3 Goitein, K. ; A Dimensional Analysis Approach to 
Bourdon Tube Design. Instrum. Pract ice, vol 6, p . 748, 
1952. 
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elastic gauges, t hus it is somewhat limited in a ppli
cation. Bellows gauges are employed as ab solute 
pressure gauges, in that a known pre ssure can be 
sealed within the gauge. A typical application is the 
recording barometer . 

It should b e evident that either the displace
ment or phys ical strain of the elastic deformation 
material can be employed as a measure of pressure. 
The expanding tube shown in figure 7 . 8 is an example 
where it might be more desirable t o measure strain. 
The expanding tube is the limiting case of a bellows 
and would be of most value for moderate and high 
pressures . The expanding tube proves of value in 
measuring pulsating pressures. 

The pist on type transducer is not generally 
employed as a measurement transducer, but rather it 
finds extensive use as a check valve on excess pres
sure. 

Electrical Rea dout of Pressure Transducers. -
The elastic deformation type p ressure transducers 
a ll require a displacement , 1, to b e sensed. Figure 
7 . 16 is a schematic d iagram of the electrica l pheno-

1menon which are u sed t o sense a di s placement. The 
electrical readout systems can b e explained in the 
1following manor. 

1. Slide Wire - The displacement, d, causes 
a change in resistance of the potentionmeter volta ge 
divider. For a constant battery volta ge, the out put 
volta ge E is dire ctly p r oportional to the change in 

. t o d . res1s ance as varies. 

1 L' 10n, K. S. ; Ibid. 

] 

] 

J 
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.:; 

Sl10F WIRE 

INoucn ~'e. 

. ---- -- -

: _ -~ F:_igure 7 . 16 - Electrical Sensing of Displacem e nt . 

__ , . - , - _- 2. - St rain Gauge. -A res i s ta nce wire strain 
:: -~ gauge (unbonded or bonded) or a foil gauge is attached 
. - to the elastic member so it is strained when the mem-

ber is displaced. The change in resistance of the 
· - strain gauge is proportional to the displacement, d, 
;:. _·of the elastic member. 

3:. Inductive . - The change in the core element 
extension into the coil p roduces a re luctance variation 
in an: inductive circuit. This change i s usually sensed 
by the eddy currents caused by the inductance of a 
radio-frequency driven coil. 

_ .. -- - A . Capacitive . -The displacement, d, between 
the two p lates, produces a change in capacitance, C. 
T h e change in capacitance i s usua lly sensed by a 
radio-frequency circuit . 
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5. Piezoelectric. -The ·displacement, d, 
compresses the piezoelectric crystal, thus producing 
a charge between two sides of the crystal. 

The selection of any particular type of electri
cal readout will be determined by the application. For 
large variations in pre s sure, which in turn causes 
large variations in displacement, d, the slide wire or 
inductive type readout might be preferred. For small 
variations in pressure, the strain gauge or capacitive 
type readout is usually employed. The piezoelectric 
readout is mainly for use in transient-type pressure 
measurement s . 

Electro-Mechanical Pressure T r ansducers . -
In figure 7. 16, we have noted that several electrical 
phenomena may be employed to sense the displacement 
of a mechanical pressure transducer. The direct 
conversion of pressure (or force) into an electrical 
signal is also possible . If a material is placed in 
high pressure, it is possible that it can be compressed 
to a point where its resistance will change. Likewise, 
the dielectric constant of a material and t he perme
ability of a material may change with pressure. 
Figure 7. 17 is a schematic diagram of possible elect ro
mechanical pressure transducers. 1 

The resistance of materials as a function of 
pressure has been reviewed in detail by Bridgman. 2 
The resistance of several metals are shown in figure 
7. 18. The variation of resistance with pressure is 

1 Lion, K. S. ; Ibid. 

2 Bridgmen, P. W. ; T he Physics of High Pressure . 
G. Bell and Sons, Ltd. , London, 1949 . 

] 

] 

] 

1 
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Figure 7. 18 - Variation of Resistance with Pressure 



given approximately by the r·elation 

R = R ( 1 + b .6.p) 
0 
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( 7. 14) 

where R is the resistance at referenc e pressure 
(such as

0
1 atmosphere), b i s the pre ssure coefficient 

of resistance. The value of b for a typi cal wire 
material, Mangani n (84% Cu, 12% Mn, 4% Ni) , is 
1. 7 x 10-7 /psi. The wire material is operated as one 
arm of wheatstone bridge. The wi re i s subject to 
ageing in high pressures , so there i s a continual shift 
in the calibration curve. 1 he "Bridgma n" pressure 
transducer is mainly employed for the e xtremely high 
pressure measurements (up to 100, 000 psi). The 
sensitivity ai; low pressures is extremely small. 

A special case of the resist ance-pressure tran s 
ducer i s t he carbon microphone. The carbon micro
phone t akes adv antage of t he variation in resistance 
through ca rbon granules. The phenomenon i s basi cally 
that the contac sur:ace area betwe en granules increas e 
as the pre ssure increases. For useable pressure 
transducers, t h e granules are replaced by thin disks 
of carbo n material. The resistance of a stack of disks 
varys appro ximately as 

R = R + 
0 

C 

p 
( 7. 15) 

The stability of carbon material is not as good as 
metals. The absorption of gases and humidity cause a 
continual shift in the resistance of such materials . 

The dielectric "constant II of a material, such 
as Rochelle salt (Na K c

4 
H

4
o

6 
4H

2
0), barium t itanate , 

MgO, KCl, and KBr, will cnange with pressure. 
Neubert 1 has computed the relations for a general 

1 Newbert, H. K. P . ; Instrument T r ansducers, 
Oxford University Press, 1963. 

... 
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dielectric variation capacitor. The capacitance for 
two plates separated by a dielectric, e-, of thickness 

_ d ~nd ~rea of plate A is 

( 7. 16) 

Thus, a change in dielectric, 6€, produces a change 
in capacitance, 6e, 

C+ 6C = 

or 
- - -- - - - -

_,,~--- 6C 
-:: _:-.. :. C::-__ 

6E 
= --E 

A (e + 6E) 
3. 6 ·1r d 

-- - -

-(7.17) 

( 7. 18) 

-Figure 7. 19 shows a Qlot of the-variation of E with 
· pressure for several typical materials. The variable 
2. :--: - ~ -- -~ - . - - -

- - - . - :: --- :-.. ... ::. .:. - -- --

Figure 7. 19 - Variation of the Dielectric Const ant with 
Pressure. 
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dielectric pressure transducer is limited to moderate 
and high pressures because of the elastic properties 
of the material. · 

It has also been suggested that an elastic 
material be employed as the dielectric. 1 In this case, 
the dielectric is simply thinned out by the pressure, 
and the capacitance physically reduc ed. This type of 
transducer has not been developed in detail, tut it 
might be of extreme value for low pressures. 

In figure 7. 16 the piezoelectric phenom t:: non 
was suggested as a means of sensing deflection of a 
mechanic diaphram type transducer. The piezoelectr ic 
transducer may , of course, be employed directly to 
indi cate pressure. The piezoelectric cry stal a ctually 
requires an almost negligible deformation to produc e 
a measurable charge build- up. The major difficulty 
has been the requirement of mor e complex elect r i cal 
circuits , in order to operate t he high impedance c r ys
tals . 

The charge produced by the piezoelectric 
crystal is a t the surface only, so the output is inde
pendent of the crystal thickness. The crystal is in 

1 effect measuring o nly the total force appl i ed to the 
I crystal inde pendent of crystal area. The actual out put 
of a crystal will depend, as demonstrated in figur e 3. 4 , 
on the direction in which the for ce is applied. Thus, 
an expression of the crystal sensitivity will be in terms 
of at least thr ee coefficients. 2 

1 

2 

Lion, K. S. ; Ibic:. 

Neubert, H. K. P. ; Ibid. 

] 

J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
] 
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Figure 7. 20 demonstrates several possible 

shapes of piezoelectric crystals employed in pressure 
_measurements, together with typical califrations. 
~in-some cases, it is possible to place the cry~t_al in 
~a.

0
shear or bending moment and greatly increc!,--~fe the 

__ .. force applied to the crystal. . -

- - -
r, : ·. - . -~ti~~~/t-1 

- . D/11P/1Rh;/11 l.tJA(}£."(l T</8£ LOADED 

C!iYSilJ{. 
Pti..~ 

~rHuJ WALLED 
TvtJ£ 

?-Figure 7. 20 - · Piezoelectric Pressure Transducers. 

C. Transient Pressure Measurements. -
There are many applications ·whi.ch r _equire the mea
surement of fluctuating or transient pressures. The 
major application is of course the sound-measuring 
microphone. In fluid mechanics, we will be interested 
in both pressures related to sound; and also in the 
pressure variations that produce forces on structures. 
Two specific problems are encountered in the evalu
ation of a trancient pressure. First, the response of 
the pressure-transmitting system, which is composed 
of a fluid in a passage which may be elastic. Second, 
the response of the transducer-sensing element must be 
considered. 
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Transmitting System Response - When the 
pressure changes, there must be some motion of the 
transmitting fluid, since the connecting passage and 
the transducer itself is elastic. Consider the pressure
transmitting system shown in figure 7. 21. If the flow 
in the connecting tube is laminar, and the fluid and 
pressure transducer respond elastically, the governing 
equation is 1 

d t 

The constant C 
1 

is the damping coefficient and c
2 determines the natural frequency. The damping 1s a 

function of the viscosity of the transmitting fluid. 
Equation ( 7. 19) is a second order equation, thus we 
may expect a resonance in the tube if the damping is 
not great. Figure 7. 22 shows a typical response curve 
for a system such as shown in figure 7. 21. This system 
shows a resohance at 40 cycles per second. The re
sonance frequency of the system is given by the relat ion 

__ -S-i __ ~r: 
~ I 

Figure 7. 21 - Model for the Transient Response of a 
Pressure Transducer System. 

1 
Hubbard, P . G. ; Interpretation of Data and Response 

of Probes in Unsteady Flow. ASME Symposium on 
Measurements in Unsteady Flow, 1962. 

] 

] 
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( 7.20) 

where A is the effective area of the sensing element, 
~p/ !;i.v is the ratio of pressure change to volume change 
for the transducer and tubing, "M is the mass of the 
transducer diaphragm, p is the specific mass of the 
fluid, L is the length of the tubing, and a is the cross
sectional area of the tube. 

For rigid capillary tubes, an expression between 
the rate of flow, the change in volume, and the change 
in pressure is obtained 

dm 
RT d t =-p 

dv 
dt - V 

dp 
dt ( 7. 21) 

5------------------r-------, 

L~ 55 IN, 

P, 3 
..! 
p 

2. 

o ______ _... ________ .......,..&..-______ --:-

·2 JO 100 

Figure 7. 22 - Response of a Transducer System to 
Sinusoidal Pre s sure Fluctuations. 
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~tails of this relation and its solution are given by 
Sinclair and Robins. 1 The solution for t he response 
time is 

t- 12.Bµfe[~ In (Po-f,)(P+P,) + 3'VJ /'n Pg+-P, 
- Jrd 4 P. (P- P,)(F; +f,) Po-f; P+-f', 

I 

+ Vr1 I YI ft -P, J 
Po-f, P- P, 

( 7. 22) 

where 
v 

1 
= entire air volume of system from orifice 

to and including the manometer or transducer, Ft. 3 
·-

v d = volume displaced by motion of manometer 
fluid or oy defle ction of transducer, Ft. 8 

. d = diam eter of the capillaries, Ft. * 

1 = length of capillary of diameter d 
(equivalebt length which may take into account the 
variation in capillary diameter d), Ft.* 

u = coefficient of viscosity of transmitting 
fluid, lb. - sec /Ft. 2 

* . 
( for a system of varying diameters, the value of d 
may be selected as an arbitrary diameter, d 

1
, and the 

equivalent length written as 

cl~ 
+ /) _L t 

..x3 d" 
3 

. . - ) 

1 
Sinclai r, A. R., and Robins , A. W. ; A Method for t he 

Determination of the Time Lag in Pressure Measuring 
Systems Incorporation Capillari es. NACA TN 2793, 1952. 

J 

] 

] 

J 
J 

J 
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Figure 7. 23 show s a comparison of the computed and 
measured response time for a typical capillary system 
reported by Sinclair and Robins. 1 The capillary size 
will lim,it the response time. Equation ( 7. 22) suggests 
the time response can be reduced y making the capill
aries as large as possible. Expressing the equivalent 
length J as 

e i 

i e = J; + Yx ~; ( 7. 23) 

the expr ession for the optimum diameter d is 
approximately x 

( 7. 24) 

which results in the optimum diameter being inde
pendent of its l ength. Details of the application of 
equation ( 7. 24) are giv en by Sinclair and Robins. l 

Working charts are availabl e to speed the 
calculations of the r esponse time of pressure time of 

1 pressure-m'2asuring syst ems. These charts may be 
found in the following reports ; 

Aldrich, J. F. L. , and Tripoli, S. : Error in 
Non-Equilibrium Pressure Measurements Following 
Step and Ramp Pressure Changes. SAE Engineering 
Paper 587, Douglas Aircraft Company, March 1958. 

Bauer, R. C. : A Method of Calculating t he 
Respons e Time of Pressure Measuring Systems. 
AEDC TR 56- 7 (ASTIA No. AD-98978) Nov. 1956. 

Volluz, R. J. : Wind Tunnel Instrumentation 
and Oper ation, Handbook of Supersonic Aerodynamics, 
Sec. 20, NA'i/ ORD Report 1488 , vol. 6, 1961. 

1 
Sinclair and Robins , Ibid . 
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Transducer Response~ - In general, the pressure 
transducer will be a system which has more than one 
mode of response oscillation. The system will have 
spring constants and damping factors associated with t he 
modes of osci lation. A mechanical model of the trans
ducer will be an idealized vibrating system. The model 
must consist of at least one inertial mass, a spring, a 
viscous resistance, and an external driving or exciting 
force. For t he ideal transducer, the spring force and 
the viscous resistance are linear. The idealized mech
anical models are shown in figure 7. 24. Both a single
degree -of-freedo::n, and a two-degree-of-freedom model 
are shown. The movable-plate condenser-capacitive 
transducer (microphone) and the piezoelectric transducer 
are examp es of an approximat e one-degree-of-freedom 
transducer. The strain gauge transducer is a fair app
roximat ion of a two-degrees-of-freedom model. ,Wfl/,'// 

G ...;.. Ii, 

flt) 

Figure 7. 24 - Mechanical Models of a Vibrating Pre s sure 
Transducer. 

1 
See, for exa mple ; Methods for the Dynamic Calibrat ion 

of Pressure T r ansducer s . By Sc hweppe, J . L. , Eich
berger , L. C. , Muster, D. F . , Mi.chaels, E. L., and 
Paskusy, G. F , Nat. Bur. St. Monog. 67, 1963. 
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The characteristic differential equations which describe 
the motion of · he systems shown in figure 7. 24 are 

[one-degree-of- freedom J •• • mx + ex + kx = f (t) 
( 7. 25) 

[two-degree-of-freedom J 

[

ml;zl + clxl +kl~l :- c2 (~2-~l) - k2 (x2-xl)= O 

m
2
x

2
+ c

2 
(:<:

2
-x

1
) + k

2 
(x

2
-x

1
) = f (t) 

-> ( 7. 26) 

where c is the damping constant, k is the spring 
constant, and f (t) ia the external driving force which 
is a function of time. 

Equation ( 7. 25) and ( 7. 26) are second-order 
response system s . Se cond-order systems fall into 
three major classes, which are determined by the value 
of the damping constant, c. 

1) 0 2 c < 1 ; the system is capable of oscillation 
and i s termed "underdamped. " 

2) c > 1; the system can not ·oscillate and is 
termed "overdamped. " 

3) c ::: 1; t he system is in the transition region 
between under- and overdamped, and is 
termed "critically damped. " 

If c = o, a disturbance to the system will cause a n 
oscillation which never dies out. A system with c = o 
is not physically possible, since it would violate the 
second law of thermodynamics . However, conditions 
are sometimes encountered where the simplifying 
assumpition c = o is useful. 

J 
J 

J 
J 
] 

] 
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Figure 7. 25 shows typical solutions of the 
second-order equation (7 . 25) for different values of 
damping constant. F or a step change in pressure, 
the output response of an und erd1 amped system will 
start with a zero slope, pass through a point of inflec
tion, approach the final pre ssure , ov e r shoot the final 
pressure, and osc: llate about the final pressure with 
continually decrea sing amplitude. The amplitude of 
the oscillations wLl be greatest for s mall values of 
c and less for large values of c. The frequency or 
period of the oscillations is u sually expressed in terms 
of the natural frequency of the sensing element. The 
natural frequency for typical diaphragms are listed 
on the following page. 1 

s·-
1 -
3 

J~l=--=======--k;;;::::::-~ 
AMPL.1i1/0E 
RATJC 

~1._ _ _,__ _____ ....._.~..&...J,.. ............ ____ ~___.__.._ .......... ~.__....__. 

.OJ O,l .. / Lo 
·i--/,i 

Figure 7. 25 - Responses of Second-Order Pressure 
Transducers. 

1 
Neubert, H. K. P. ; Ibid. 
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Membrane 

( 7. 27) 

where : 
t = plate thickness (in. ) 

2a = diaphragm diameter (in. ) 

g = gravitational constant (38 6 in. / sec2 ) 

s = membrane tension (lb. / in. ) 

E = Young's modulus (lb. / sq. in. ) 

v = Poisson ' s ratio (0. 30 for steel) 

µ = specific weight (lb. / cu. in. ) 

The relations of equation ( 7 . 27) are for opera
tion in a gas. For operation in liquids t he relation 
must be altered by an amount depending on the specific 
weight µ L of the medium 

f 
f = -~ 

1 "'{(1+{3) 
( 7. 28) 

where 

{3 = o. 6 6 ( 7. 29) 

The useable response of a pressure measuring system 
can never be as much as the natural frequency. If the 
system is underdamped, then care must b e taken not 
to exceed frequencies of more than approximately 1/2 f . 

0 

] 

J 
J 
] 

J 
] 

] 

] 
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If frequencies as great as the natural frequency are 
present , then the output of the transducer may be far 
too great fo r t he a ctual pressure present. For mem
brane pressure transducers , it is possible to obtain 
usable frequency response of 1000 cycles or more. 
Since t he natural f:-equency depends on the inverse of 
the membrane diameter, while t he pressure sensitivity 
goes directly as the diameter, it is fo und that low 
pressure transducers have less response than high 
pressure transducers. 

If the output of a pressure transducer is 
known as a function of frequency , the out put can be, 
in principle , electronically compensated to give a flat 
frequency response. The compensation technique may 
be employed with almost every possible type of trans
ducer to improve Lie frequency response. Techniques 
for improving t he frequency response of the pressure 
transducer are dis cussed by Michaels and Paskusz. 1 

Transient Calibration of Pressure Transducers.
The transient calibration of a pressure transducer may 
be obtained fo r either a periodic or nonperiodic input 
pressure . The out put of the transducer can be express
ed, as either a frequency response curve for the 
transducer , or a direct evaluation of the constants of 
equation ( 7. 25) or ( 7. 26 ). Two types of input pressures 
are commonly employed : a step function, or an approx
.imate s inuso idial oscillator. 

Step- function generator s include quick-opening 
devices , explosive devices , and shock tubes. The 
quick-opening device and the shock tube are similar. 

1 
Schweppe, J . L. , Eichberger, L. C. , Muster, D. F. , 

Michaels, E . R , c.nd Paskusz , G. F. : Ibid. , Nat. Bur. 
St. Monog. 67 , 1963. 
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In each case a pressure pulse in the f orm of a step 
function is produced. The shock tube is simply a tube 
with a high and a low pressure section separated by a 
diaphragm . The diaphragm is ruptured between the 
section and a "shock wave" travels down the low 
pressure section. Figure 7. 26 shows a typical output 
trace from a pressure transducer in a shock tube. l 

1 
The frequency of oscillat ion of the trace demonstrates 

the natural frequenc y of the transducer. The actual 
constants are given by the relation 

Oscillati on period = 
T 

where T is the period of the natural oscillation. The 
envelope of the peak of the oscillations is a pair of 
exponential curves having apparent time constants of 
approximately 

-r/2cz = __ T ___ _ 
2 7r C 

Thus, from the measured period and the oscillati on 
amplitude damping the natural frequency and damping 
constant can be determined . 

] 
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Sinusoidal pressure fluctuations in a gas are 
limited to small amplitudes, since large amplitudes 
develop into shock fronts. Only sound wave type 
pressure amplituc.es are possible in gas es . Micro
phones are calibrated using diaphragm type s peaker 
pressure generators. Periodic-function generators, 
such as rotating " ·1lves, sirens, pi ston-in-cylinder 
devices, and mechanical oscillator s are employed. 
These device s produce periodic pressure waves, how
ever, the mat hematical discription of t he wave may be 
complex. In incompressible liquids, it is possible to 
produce_ fairly good sinusoidal pressure \.vaves . 1 

Turbulent Pressure Measurements. - The 
evaluation of fluc t ua t ing pressures in a turbulent 
pipe flow have bee:1 reported by Corcos. 2 The problems 
are very similar t i'> those encountered i n -;:h e use of hot 
wires to measure turbulent velocities. The sta tic 
pressure probe is bui lt with a piezo- electric e l ement 
replacing the static holes, such as shown in figure 7. 26. 
As shown in figure 7 . 26, the probe experiences a cross
flow which res lts i n additional pressure fields. T he 
relative order of magnitude of this effect depends on the 
probe geometry and on the Reynolds number of the cross
flow. If the sensing element is far downstream of the 
nose, the resul ant presure field is nearly a function only 
of the instantaneous cross-flow. The side- fo rce exerted 
on the probe is approximately 

(High Reynolds num bt'r ) /rl' ~· p ( 7 + -;z)} d ( 
7

: 
30

) 

(Low Reynold s number} 1,/f2 --~ µ (~ + 7)'/-;., / 

1 
Melville, A. W. ; Hydraulic Oscillator for the 

Calibration of Pressure Recording Systems. J. 
vol. 36, p. 422, 1959. 

Dynami c 
Sci. Inst. 

2 
Coreas, G. M. ; Pressure Measurements in Unsteady 

Flows. ASME, Symposium on Measurements in Unsteady 
Flow, Worcester, Mass., 1962. 
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where v and w are the lateral components of velocity, 
d is the probe diameter, and~is the probe length. The 
pressure due to the weighted average of the cross-flow 
is not necessarily proportional to the cross-flow drag. 
Minimizing the effect of cross-flow on the probe is an 
empirical design problem. This is done by testing the 
probe in turbulent flows where pressure fluctuations 
are very small. By yawing the probe to the flow, the 
sensitivity to cross-flow fluctuations is evaluated. The 
fluctuations due to the lateral turbulent velocity com
ponents tends to be of the same order as those of the 
static pressure fluctuations. 

Figure 7. 26 - Piezo-Electric Static Pressure Probe. 
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The measurements of turbulent wall pressure 
fluctuations have been reported in great detail. Both 
microphones and piezo-electric pressure transducers 
are employed. Corcos1- has employed lead zirconate 
crystals to measure the flu ctuations at the wall of a 
pipe. These crystal s range in diameter from O. 03 to 
0. 10 unches. Their frequency range is from 35 cps t o 
100, 000 cps. Figure 7: 27 shows the m easured ratio 
of root-mean-squa re pressure to shear a t the wall as a 
function of Rey nolds number for a pipe. ~ ote that the 
results of figure 7. 27 are very similar tu t he turbulent 
vel_~city 'Ca~i~tion shown previously i n figure :1. 32. The 
spectra of the pressure is shown in figure 7. 28. 
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1 
Corcos, G. 1\/I. , Ibid. 
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MEASUREMENT OF FLUID DENSITY 
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The measurement of fluid density depends very 
much on the fluid. For liquids, the measure of density 
is simply a measure of volume and weight. For gases, 
the measure of density is done by measuring pressure 
and temperature. At low pressures it is easier to 
measure density of a gas rather than pressure . As a 
result, most vacuum pressure gages are actually density 
measuring transducers. The heat transfer, ionization 
and mass spectrometer instruments all represent an 
actual measure of the number density of molecules. 
Details of the number density measuring techniques are 
considered first. 

In fluid flows with density gradients (compressible 
flow) optical techniques are employed to measure density. 
Both optical interference and schlieren techniques are 
employed. Optical techniques depend on the refractive 
index of the fluid, so they may be employed over a wide 
range of flow conditions. 

Several special techniques are also available to 
evaluate density. These include afterglow, electrical 
discharge, spectral absorption, and X-ray measure
ments. In many cases it is possible to measure the 
dens ity of a given species of molecul es in a flow of 
several different s pecies. Transient density measure
ments are also possible with almost all of the sensing 
techniques. 

A. Number Density Measurements - For normal 
atmospheric conditions density is usually measured 
indirectly in terms of pressure and temperature. The 
equation of state 

P = ,PRT (8. 1) 

relates pressure, P , density, f', and temperatures, 
T , in terms of a constant of proportionality; the gas 
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constant. R . Equation (8. 1) is for an ideal gas, how
ever. most gases follow the relation. The gas constant. 
R • is the same for all gases, and has a value 

R = 8.314 x 10
7 ERGS/DEG.= 1.9865 CAL/DEG. 

At extrem e conditions of pressure or temperature. 
where the approximations of an ideal gas are no longer 
valid equation (8. 1) must be modified. At these extreme 
conditions the equation of state is modified to the form 

P = Z f)RT (8. 2) 

where Z is the departure from perfect gas behavior. 
The value Z is commonly termed the compressibility 
factor. This compressibility factor is not to b e confused 
with the use of compressibility to describe a fluid flow. 
The deviations from ideal gas behavior were first investi
gated for gases under high pressure. thus, the origin of 
compressibility factor was related to the high pressure. 
In recent research the compressibility factor has become 
increasingly important in the study of high temperature . 
gases, such as encountered in re-entry aerodynamics 
and plasma physics. Gases which require the use of 
equation (8. 2) have been termed real gases. The com
pressibility factor, Z , may be viewed as the ratio of 
the molecular weight of air under normal conditions to 
the mean molecular weight of the equilibrium gas. 
Figure 8. 1 shows the variation in Z as a function of 
temperature and pressure for air. The variation of Z 
depends on the chemical changes in the gas. As noted on 
Figure 8. 1, the dissociation of oxygen and nitrogen con
tribute greatly to the variation of Z . 

The value of Z can be calculated from equilibrium 
chemistry, so it is well known for gases where it is 
important. For non-equilibrium changes it would be 
extremely difficult to predict the variation of Z . We 
will consider in a l ater section the problem of evaluating 
of density in a shock tube where the non-equilibrium 
processes are not well· defined. 
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At extreme pressures liquids will also show a 
compressibility effect, which must be accounted for 
in evaluation of their density. For normal pressures 
most liquids are not compressible, so the measure
ment of density is a matter of measuring a known 
volume and weight. The density of a liquid will be 
expected to vary with temperature only, such as 
demonstrated for the manometer fluid in Figure 7-11. 

There are several means of indica ing directly the 
number density of molecules in a flow. Most of these 
devices are limited to the regions of extreme low den
sities. The density of molecules may be measured 
by indirect effects, such as imparting a definite mo
mentum to each molecule and then measuring the 
resultant force. A second method measures the heat 
transfer from a heated element, which is a direct 
function of the gas density. Direct means of 
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measuring numbC'r dc11sily employ a method of "tagging" 
the mokcuks and f hc11 col Ice ling and counting them. The 
tagging is generally don e by ionization of the molecules 
and the counling is cJ011c by a m e asur e of the current 
produce d by the' collccled ions. Mass spectrometers 
can be employed ove r an w11imite d range of pressures 
and temperature s, if prope riy d esigned. Ionization 
gages are employed for the measure of vacuum pres
sures from roughly 10- 3 mm Hg down. 

Momentum Measurement - The Knudsen gage is 
employed as a means of measuring density from a force 
measurement. As is true of all density sensors to be 
considered in this section, the -application is usually a 
means of evaluating low pressures. Figure 8. 2 is a 
schematic diagram of a typical Knudsen gage. 

1 I' ---- FIXED 
HEATED PLATE 

VANE 

Figure 8. 2 - Schematic Diagram o a Knudsen 
Vacuum Gage . 

The gage consists of two vanes on the end of a rod, 
which is suspended by a filament which resists rotation. 
Any rotation of the rod is indicated by the light beam
mirror system. Two heated plates at a distance less 
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than the m ean fr ee path bl'lwl'e n molec ules a r e moun ted 
opposite the vanes . The heat ed pl ates incr ease th e 
e nergy of m o lec ules which strike the m. Th e hot mo le 
cules will th e n fall on the vanes, with a result t hat a net 
forc e is produc e d to cause th e syste m to rota te . Th e net 
mome ntum produce d by th e hot mo lec ules produc e s an 
angular displac e m e nt , which is indicated by the mir ror. 
The angular displaceme nt is a function of the number of 
molecules that exists in t he gas. Thus , the dis placement 
is a m e asur e of the numb e r d e ns ity of mol e cules . For 
small diffe r e ,, c es in the te mperature of t he heated plates, 
T p , and the gas te m perature, T , the d e nsity is given 
as 

p = 4F ( 1 ) 
R T -T 

( 8. 3) 
p 

where F is in dryness and the t e mp eratur e is °K . If 
the gage is us ed to m easur e pressure the pressure is 
given by 

T 
p = 4F T - T 

p 
( 8. 4) 

The Knudse 1:_ ¥ag e is used over a pressure range 
from 10- 8 to 10 mm Hg. The sensitivity of the Knuds e n 
gage should b e independent of the gas composition. The 
Knuds en gage is sometimes e mployed as a pressure 
standard at the low pre ssures. There is of course m a ny 
possible uncertainties in the measure of small forc es, so 
the gage is not a National Bureau of Standards accepted 
measure of pr es s ure . 

Thermal Conductivity Gauges - These transduc ers 
sense the rate at which heat is lost from a solid surfac e 
to a surrounding gas . The rate of loss d e pe nds on the 
number of molec ules a va ilable to trans por t the heat . 
Secondary effects of the inte r a ction of molecules and 
the exchange of ene rgy at the s urfac e make s the hea t 
transfer d e p nd on the actual gas us e d. The rang e of 
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application of the thermal conductivity gauges will be 
determined at the upper end by free convection heat 
transfer over-powering the molecular conduction. The 
lower end of the usable range will be when heat transfer 
by thermal radiation is greater than molecular conduc
tion. As in velocity measurements, the thermocouple 
and the resistance-temperature transducers are employed 
as vacuum gauges. 

Hot Wire Manometer - The hot wire manometer is 
commonly termed a Pirani gauge. The hot wire may be 
viewed as the same as described for velocity measure
ments. The practical Pirani gauge may of course be 
made of a much longer wire than that used for the ane
mometer. In general the calculation of the wire tempera
ture will be that given by equation (5. 38), where the 
molecular conduction term given by equation (5. 29) is 
employed. If a sufficient number of molecules exists 
around a hot wire, then the transfer of heat will set up 
a free convection type flow. The conduction of heat due 
to the free convection will be much greater than the mo
lecular conduction, so that the heat conduction is a func
tion of the flow and not of the molecular density. When 
free convection occurs the Pirani gauge is insensitive to 
the gas densi y. Figure 8. 3 shows the heat loss expect
ed at different pressures 

_ 1\oi..g!: CcvtdJ&di v i:ty _ - -

'" .lo 

Figure 8. 3 - Heat Loss from a Hot Wire as a Function 
of Pressure. 
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The Pirani gauge can be used over the range shown 

in figure 8. 3, as long as the sensitivity of the solid curve 
does not become oo small. The determination of the 
molar conduction limit will depend on the size of the hot
wire compared to the mean-free-path between the mole
cules. 

The wires most often used for the sensing elements 
of Pirani gauge are platinum, tungsten and nickel. The 
availability of small diameter wires is the main deter
mining factor in the selection of material. The require
ment of each of tr.e heat transfer applications of the 
resistance-temper-ature transducers is much the same. 
A high resistivity and a high value of the thermal coeffi
cient of resistance are desired. Conduction to the hot
wire supports is improved if the wire material has a 
poor thermal conductivity. For small wire lengths the 
conduction to the wire support may be a large effect. 
The ratio of total heat loss by molecular conduction to 
the total heat loss by conduction can be obtained from 
equation (5.39) as 

w s 1 (8.5) 
(
T - T ) l · ) 

T w, a:> - Ts r,1 TANH r,/ 
Figure 8. 4 is a plot of eq uatton ( 8. 5) for a platinum

iridium wir e (0. 00025 inch diameter). The actual wire 
lengths shown in figure 8. 5 are smaller than would nor
mally be employed in commercial Pi.rant gauges. The 
wires of figu e 8. 5 wer e of particular interest in the 
measure of transient pressure, or density ,1 

The di.amet r of the hot wire wi. 1 determine the 
range of pr essures for which it may be used. Theoreti
cally, the classical work of Knudsen shows that the heat 
transfer from a b?dY to a rarefied gas is a fundamental 
function of the mean free path between the molecules, 

1 Sandborn, V. A . : A Hot-Wire Vacuum Gauge for 
Transient Measurements. AVCO Corp. RAD-TM-63-41, 
196 3. 
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Figure 8. 5 - Ratio of Molecular to Support Heat Loss 
for a Platinum - 20% Iridium Wire. 

and of the accommodation coefficient . The accommoda
tion coefficient, a , (where a ,:S 1) is necessary to 
express the imperfect exchange of energy between the 
wire surface and the molecules. The accommodation 
coefficient is roughly a constant for a given element 
surface and gas, so it represents a constant of propor
tionality in the heat transfer relation. The non
dimensional parameter of importance in expressing the 
heat transfer is the Knudsen number. 

From kinetic theory the mean free path between 
molecules is inversely proportional to the gas density. 

-9 
X = 7. 746 x 10 

p (gm/cm3
) 

= 
1.502x10- 8 

p (slugs/ft. 3) 

( 8. 6) 

] 

J 

J 

J 
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Equation ( 8. 6) is for air- . The predictions of X are 
plotted in figure 8. 6 . 
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Figure 8. 6 - Mean Free Path Between Molecules in 
Air (Ideal Gas, Z = 1). 
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Heat transfer measurements suggest that the wire 

must be at least one fifth of the mean free path in order 
that free molecular results apply. For example, a 
O. 01 mm wire the molecular conduction would be dominat e 
out to approximately 1 o- 2 psi. Thus, we see that the 
smaller the wire the greater the pressure to which it is 
sensitive. For a linear range of pressure up to an atmos
phere a wire 1 o- 6 mm in diameter is required. 

Operation of Pirani gauges will in each case require 
a calibration, since the range of application will be over 
more than the linear molecular conduction region. Fig
ure 8. 7 shows typical calibration curves for a wire in 
different gases . 
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Figure 8. 7 - Calibration of a Tungsten Wire 
in Different Gases. 

The measurements shown in figure 8. 7 were reported 
by Von Ubisch 1 . ·Von Ubisch gives a detailed review of the 
hot-wire manometer. 

1 Von Ubisch, H. : On the Conduction of Heat in Rarefied 
Gases and Its Manometer Application. Jour. Appl. Sci. 
Res., Vol. A2, 1951. 

.... 
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Modern development in Pirani gauges appear to be 

centered on the use of semi-conductor elements. The 
large negative thermal coefficient of resistance and the 
large resistivity make the semi-conductor a desirable 
&ensing element. The large resistivity makes it possible 
tc>' 1ise a large diameter cylinder, which can result in an 
incr-eas~ in the lovt pressure rang e· of the manome ter. 

· Thermocouple Manometer - The thermocouple mano
meter is identical in principal to the thermocouple anemo
meter. A wire is heated by a constant current, and the 
temperature of the wire is measured with a thermocouple . 
The heat transfer from the wire can be calibrated just as 
for the hot-wire rr_anometer. All details of the heat trans
fer are nearly identical for the _tiot-wire and thermo
co1:1rilE: manometers. The gaug~s may consist of either 
wires or ribbons. A typical commercial gauge employs 

- a platinum ribbon 0.0234 by 0.0078 cm in cross section 
and _3. 66 cm in ler_gth with a Ni~hrome-Advance thermo
gQu-ple welded to its midpoint. The ribbon is _ heated by 
a _.39 to 50 m. amp. -constant current . The rang~ of appli
cation of the thermocouple gauge is the same as for the 
Pirani gauge. 

___ Ionization Gauges - The ionization type gauge counts 
the· number of molecules present in a vacuum system by 

I ioriizating the molecules and electrostatically collecting 
them. Figure 8. 8 shows a schematic diagram of a typi
cal ionization gauge. Electrons are emitted at the emitter 

,-· -::::.- ~ tcoLLECTOR 

ELECTRON 
EMITTER 

Figure 8.8 - Sche matic Diagram 
of Ionization Gauges. 

and accelerated 
toward the grid. 
The accelerated 

_ ~lectrons col
lide with gas 
molecules with 
sufficient energy 
to ionize the 
molecules. For 
fine wire grids 
the electrons do 
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not strike the grid , but oscillate back and forth through 
the space between the emitter and collector. As the 
energy of the e lectron decre ases, it is finally collected 
by the grid. The ioniz ed molecule s are collected by t he 
collector. Design of gauge s are s uch that most of the gas 
molecules are ioniz ed in a given region. There is of 
course a calibration proble m in that the ionization pro
cess may not be 100% effici e nt. The efficiency of a 
gauge will depe nd on the numbe r and collision probability 
of the electrons. Also, the energy of the electrons must 
be sufficient to produce ions when a collision occurs. 
Grid voltages normally run from +120 volts to +200 volts. 
The plate voltages vary from -6 volts to -100 volts 1 . 

For an electron to ionize a molecule upon collision 
the electron kinetic energy must equal or be greater than 
the ionization potential of the molecule . The ionization 
potential of molecules varies from 3. 89 e V for cesium 
to 24. 6 e V for helium. All gases will fall within the 
above range of ion ·zation potentials. Thus, the energy 
of electrons in an ionization gauge ne eds to be greater than 
the 24. 6 electron volts . 

The probability of ionization will depend on the cross 
section for an ionization collision by the electrons, and the 
number of molecules present 

( 8. 7) 

where Pi is the probability of ionization, n 1 , is the 
number of molecules at 1 torr and o° C, and O' is the 
collision cross section. The number of ions produced 
by an electron per centimeter of path length is 

1 

+ = 273 Pn ,... = 273 p p 
n T 1v T i ( 8. 8) 

Leck, J. H. : Pressure Measurements in Vacuum 
Systems, Inst. Phys. , Phys. Soc., Chapman and 
Hall, Ltd. Lond . , 1964. 
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The term T P converts the number of molecules at 
1 torr and o° C to the total number at pressure P and 
temperature T . The probability of an ionization for 
some common gases is shown in figure 8. 91 . 

0 200 400 600 
ELECTRON ENERGY (ev) 

Figure 8. 9 - Probability of Ionizati on of 
Common Gases 1. 

As shown by figure 8. 9 the maximum in Pi occurs in 
the range of voltage between 60 and 200 volts. This 

1 maximum indicates the reason for selecting th e grid 
voltage. If all the ions are collected then 

273 
= T P. P. 

l le 

Equation ( 8. 9) is written in terms of pr essure as 

1 i+ 
p = -s i 

e 

( 8. 9) 

(8.10) 

1 
Tate, J . T. and P. T. Smith: Phys. Rev. Vol. 39, 
p. 270, 1932. 
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or density as 

(8.11) 

where S or s
1 

is the sensitivity of the ionization gauge. 
In practice S 1s determined from a calibration against 
some other measurement, such as a McHead gaufe. The 
gauge sensitivity varies somewhat with pressure , how
ever, it is not necessarily a systematic variation with 
pressure. 

There are many additions and variations on the basic 
ionization gauge to be found in the liturature 2 . The mag
netron ~auge has a linear calibration to pressures as low 
as 1 o-f torr . The output of the ionization gauges is 
usually in the micro-amp. range. 

The Alphatro gauge employs alpha particles to ion
ize the gas molecules rather than electrons. 

Mass Spectrometers - All of the "vacuum" gauges 
discussed above measure the total number density of 
molecules present. Detailed study of a gas requires not 
only the total number density but also, the number density 
of each spec ies of molecules pres en in the gas. The 
mass spectrometer separates the species according to 
their molecular weight. Figure 8. 10 is a schematic 
diagram of a simple mass spectrometer. The gas to be 
analized enters at the left. The gas is ionized just as in 
a normal ionization gauge. The ionized gas is then accel
erated to a lmown velocity with an electrostatic accelera
tor. The accelerated ion beam is then subjected to a 
magnetic field which deflects the ions. The amount of 
deflection will be a function of the kinetic energy of the 
ions. If all t he ions are travelling at the same velocity, 

1 
Nottingham, W; B., and F. L. Terney: 1960 Vacuum 

2 
Symposium Transactions, Pergamon Press, Lond. 1961. 
See for example: Van Atta, C. M.: Vacuum Science 
and Engineering, McGraw-Hill, 1965. 
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Figure 8. 10 - Schematic Diagram of a Mass 

Spectrometer . 

then the light ions will be deflected more than the heavy 
ions. Thus, we may place a collector at several loca
tions in the deflected beam and measure the number of 
each ion of a given mass. 
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